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Abstract
We define novel fully combinatorial models of higher categories. Our definitions are
based on a connection of higher categories to “directed spaces”. Directed spaces will
be locally modelled on manifold diagrams, which are stratifications of the n-cube
such that strata are transversal to the flag foliation of the n-cube. The first part of
this thesis develops a combinatorial language for manifold diagrams called singular
n-cubes. In the second part we apply this language to build our notions of higher
categories.
Singular n-cubes can be thought of as “directed triangulations” of space together
with a decomposition into a collection of subspaces or strata. The definition of
singular n-cubes is inductive, with (n + 1)-cubes being defined as combinatorial
bundles of n-cubes. The combinatorial structure of singular n-cubes can be naturally
organised into two categories: SI/ nC , whose morphisms are bundles themselves,
and BunnC , whose morphisms are inductively defined as base changes of bundles.
The former category is used for the inductive construction of singular n-cubes.
The latter category describes the following interactions of these cubes. There is
a subcategory of “open” base changes, which topologically correspond to open
maps of bundles. We show this subcategory admits an (epi,mono) factorisation
system. Monomorphism will be called embeddings and describe how cubes can be
embedded in one another. Epimorphisms will be called collapses and describe how
triangulations can be coarsened. Each connected component of the subcategory
generated by epimorphisms has a terminal object, called the collapse normal form.
Geometrically speaking the existence of collapse normal forms translates into saying
that any (combinatorially represented) manifold diagram has a unique coarsest
directed triangulation, making the equality relation between manifold diagrams
decidable and computer implementable.
As the main application of the resulting combinatorial framework for manifold
diagrams, we give algebraic definitions of various notions of higher categories. Namely,
we define associative n-categories, presented associative n-categories and presented
associative n-groupoids. All three notions will have strict units and associators. The
only “weak” coherences which are present will be called homotopies. We propose
that this is the right conceptual categorisation of coherence data: homotopies are
essential coherences, while all other coherences can be uniformly derived from them.
As evidence to this claim we define presented weak n-categories, and develop a
mechanism for recovering the usual coherence data of weak n-categories, such as
associators and pentagonators and their higher analogues. This motivates the
conjecture that the theory of associative higher categories is equivalent to its fully
weak counterpart.
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Introduction
I.1 Overview
Higher categories can be regarded as a generalisation of topological spaces. While in
spaces any path (or higher homotopy of such) can be travelled along in two directions,
in higher categories this need not be the case, making them “directed spaces”. This
is relevant for the description of irreversible processes, which are abundant in the
mathematical and physical world.
Higher categories can also be regarded as certain algebraic structures generalising
ordinary categories. These two perspectives on higher categories should be equivalent
in some way. In the special case of spaces, this equivalence is the content of the
homotopy hypothesis, which states that the theory of spaces is (in a certain sense)
equivalent to the theory of so-called higher groupoids.
This thesis develops novel algebraic models of higher categories, seizing upon
a long-expected connection to the geometry of directed spaces. Namely, while a
“global” definition of such directed spaces has turned out to be difficult (at least when
compared to the traditional definition of spaces), the existence of “local models”
of directed spaces has been suspected for more than two decades and has recently
gained traction again.
This work is based on local models called manifold diagrams, which are geometri-
cally “dual” to the usual perspective on directed spaces. As it turns out, working with
the dual perspective sheds clear light on the combinatorial structure of these local
models. The combinatorial structures which we use to capture manifold diagrams
will be called singular n-cubes. Most of this thesis will be dedicated to the study
of their rich combinatorial theory. As an immediate application we will be able to
define various algebraic notions of higher categories. The central notion will be that
of associative n-categories.
Manifold diagrams also have a beautiful connection to the classical theory of
spaces via a generalised Thom-Pontryagin construction developed by Buonchristiano,
Rourke and Sanderson [11]. This in turn points towards promising approaches to
proving the aforementioned homotopy hypothesis for associative higher categories.
As a necessary step towards a proof, one will need to use the observation that
associative n-categories naturally admit an algebraic theory of “dualisability”, which
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can then be used to define ∞-groupoids. Both the theory of dualisability and higher
groupoids are defined in this thesis. Further, we propose that the former gives a
classification of singularities in the setting of “directed topology”. This for instance
includes singularities such as the cup, cap, snake, swallowtail, etc.
The models of higher categories that we introduce using manifold diagrams come
in the following flavours: besides associative n-categories, we also define presented
associative n-categories, presented associative n-fold categories and presented fully
weak n-categories. We briefly give an overview of the most important features of
these flavours.
Firstly, the “fully weak” flavour is indeed different from the “associative” flavour.
The former contains all coherence data, which means “strict” equalities are being
replaced by “weak” isomorphisms as much as possible. The latter has strict units and
strict (higher) associators. Its weakness only lies in coherences called homotopies. We
propose that this is the right conceptual categorisation of coherence data: homotopies
are essential coherences, while all other coherences (including weak identities and
associators) can be uniformly derived from them by introducing an explicit invertible
“bracket operator”. Based on this we will argue that the associative and the fully
weak flavour are equivalent. This equivalence can be regarded as a strengthening of
a conjecture by Simpson [39]. Notably, associative n-categories further generalise
Gray-categories introduced by Gordon, Power and Street [16], showing that their
choice of definition was not arbitrary but follows general geometric principles.
Secondly, the “associative” and the “presented associative” flavour are different.
Associative n-categories are globular sets with composition operations satisfying
equations. Presented associative n-categories, however, are given by presentations—
that is, lists of generating k-morphisms (0 ≤ k ≤ n + 1). Type-theoretically, the
latter correspond to constructors of higher inductive types. Indeed, specialising
to presented associative ∞-groupoids, one can translate k-cells of a CW-complex
into generating k-morphisms of an ∞-groupoid, and this is analogous to translating
k-cells to constructors of higher inductive types in Homotopy Type Theory [30].
Subject to completing the proof of the homotopy hypothesis, this has many im-
mediate applications. For instance, elements of homotopy groups of spaces can be
“algorithmically listed” in the language developed in this thesis.
I.1.1 Geometric and algebraic models
While spaces are “less general” than higher categories, they have historically played
the much more important role in mathematics. For instance, spaces appear as vector
spaces, phase spaces, moduli spaces etc. in many areas of research in mathematics and
physics. One reason for this might be that spaces have an intuitive geometric model
as sets with (geometric) structure, but an analogous intuitive geometric definition
has been difficult to give for higher categories as mentioned above. However, despite
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its great versatility, a drawback of the geometric approach to spaces is that sets
underlying spaces such as the linear continuum can be “large” and not directly
amenable to finite axiomatisation or implementation on a computer with finite
capacity.
We briefly broaden our perspective, commenting on ideas in mathematical foun-
dations relevant to this research. There are two approaches to phrasing a concept
in mathematical language. The first of them is to encode1 a model of the concept
within an existing foundational language (we assume this to be Set Theory for now).
One can then try to derive new properties of the concept using that language, and
in particular verify whether the concept’s expected behaviour is modelled fully and
faithfully. This approach could be called “building set-theoretic models”, and if there
is reference to the theory of spaces, we will also refer to it as “building geometric
models”. Since the sets involved are often large, their manipulation can require some
intuition and mathematical ingenuity. In contrast, the second approach proceeds
as follows. One can alternatively try to find a finite collection of “universal” rules
that directly govern the concept’s behaviour, possibly extending to other concepts’
behaviour if there are relevant interactions. These rules can then form the grammar
of an independent foundational language describing the concept. The advantage
of this second approach is that it might capture the nature of the concept more
efficiently allowing for clearer, more systematic and possibly computer implementable
proofs. A drawback is that it might be difficult to capture all aspects of the set-
theoretical model (cf. [38]). We suggest to call this second approach a fully algebraic
model of the concept, since rules “compose” to form proofs just as elements of an
algebraic structure compose. Importantly, in actual mathematical work we often find
a combination of both approaches, which leads to a spectrum of “partially algebraic”
models: that is, part of the concept’s behaviour might be described in the context
of other languages. For instance, this is the case for symbolic manipulations in
Algebra (such as differentiation) which are governed by “independent” (and com-
puter implementable) rule sets while still being situated2 in the larger context of Set
Theory.
For a long time, some Topologists had the impression that the concept of spaces
might have its own fully algebraic formulation as well, independent of its geometric
model. A first indication of this feeling might have been Whitehead’s “algebraic
homotopy” programme presented at his 1950 ICM talk at Harvard (quoted in [10]).
Steps towards partial solutions were consequently taken by Kan [23] and Quillen
[31] among others. In the 1980s the mathematician Alexander Grothendieck took an
1The word “encode” is used to emphasize that the underlying linguistic objects of the model
might have no resemblance with the original concept. As an example we mention Go¨del codes.
2The point here is not to doubt that Set Theory can be used to formulate such algebraic
computations, but just to point out that they can also be performed independently of such powerful
foundational languages (for instance, in a minimal type theory capturing the necessary rules).
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important conceptual step towards fully realising the vision, hypothesising that the
homotopy theory of spaces is in fact equivalent to a theory of algebraic structures
called higher groupoids [17], based on translating a space into an ∞-groupoid by
the so-called fundament ∞-groupoid construction. This was later on called the
homotopy hypothesis by John Baez [5]. A central hurdle towards a fully algebraic
formulation, however, remained, namely, a sufficiently nice algebraic description of
higher groupoids was missing. That is, until recently: the quest for a foundational
(and in particular, computer-implementable) language of higher groupoids was given
its first solution in 2013 in the form of homotopy type theory (HoTT), developed in
a large collaborative effort, the Univalent Foundations Program at the IAS [30].
I.1.2 Geometry and algebra of higher categories
A fully algebraic language for spaces, however, is only the beginning of a larger story.
Namely, the translation of the geometric model of spaces into higher groupoids is
a special case of the translation between geometric and algebraic models of higher
categories. Hypothetically, the latter (that is, a fully algebraic formulation of higher
categories) would be a powerful foundational language for all of mathematics. Indeed,
being able to express higher invertible paths allows higher category theory to easily
formulate so-called universal properties of the most general kind, and in general,
types of concepts with these properties cannot be easily formulated, for instance,
in HoTT (this applies to elements of the language of HoTT itself). Such a fully
algebraic formulation of higher category theory has not yet been found. In fact, not
only does the fully algebraic approach to higher categories appear difficult, but there
also doesn’t seem to be a canonical set-theoretical model, leading to a large variety
of approaches. A first “strongly” geometric model based on technically sophisticated
definitions was recently constructed by Ayala, Francis and Rozenblyum in [4]. Many
partially algebraic approaches have been given, some of which more on the geometric
side (e.g. by Barwick [8] and Rezk [32]), and others more on the algebraic side (e.g.
by Batanin [9], Leinster [25] and Maltsiniotis [26]). The latter gave rise to a fully
algebraic sub-theory of higher categories by Finster and Mimram in [13].
However, in general, none of the above gives an account of higher categories that
allows for an easy translation between the geometric and algebraic world. We argue
that this, however, is highly desirable because of the following: having a faithful
geometric model of an algebraic language gives a correctness test for the algebraic
language. Conversely, having an algebraic description of a geometric model guarantees
that this model is intuitive and constrained with respect to possible pathologies
(which are often uncontrollable in a Set-theoretic setting), which ultimately also
supports its correctness.
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Is there a model of higher categories that is naturally
both a geometric and an algebraic model?
In this thesis we derive fully and partially algebraic models of higher categories
based on geometric principles and argue that these models give a partial positive
answer to the preceding question. The answer is partial because we do not give
an account of the full theory of higher categories (which includes functors, natural
transformation, etc.) but only define the objects of that theory, that is, higher
categories. As mentioned before, the crucial point for this derivation of new notions
of higher categories is that while intuitive “global” geometric models of higher
categories are difficult to describe, there is an intuitive (and long-known but not
formalised) “local” geometric description at the level of higher morphisms through
manifold diagrams.
I.1.3 Recovering manifold diagrams
What are manifold diagrams and how are they related to the classical theory of
spaces? As it turns out, manifold diagrams (with duals) can be derived solely from
prior knowledge of spaces. In this section we briefly outline steps to recover a notion
of manifold diagrams with duals from the classical theory of spaces.
Step 1. In the first step, we start from an n-cell, or “n-morphism”, in a CW-
complex X by which we mean a map c : Dn → X. Up to homotopy, this cell can be
rewritten into a different form using a generalised Thom-Pontryagin construction,
which roughly states that that there is a 1-to-1 correspondence
[Dn, X] ∼= {framed X-manifolds in Dn up to “cobordism”}
For now, we will only mention that objects of the set on the right are certain
collections of framed manifolds embedded in Dn. This is the step that leads to the
“dualisation of geometric dimension” which was mentioned before.
Step 2. In the second step, in order to make the leap from spaces to higher
categories, the above representation of cells is given a notion of “direction”. This
is achieved by pulling back framed manifolds from Dn into the n-cube [0, 1]n along
certain surjective maps, such that we then obtain framed manifolds embedded in
[0, 1]n. Importantly, this pullback process might gives rise to certain singularities
that are part of the theory of ∞-dualisability, for which we will propose a definition3
in the form of a higher category TI.
The end product of Step 2 is now a collection of manifolds embedded in the
n-cube [0, 1]n. This is a manifold diagram (with duals). Importantly, it represents
our original map c : Dn → X from Step 1 up to homotopy.
3More precisely, we define the theory of n-invertibility, but this differs from the theory of
n-dualisability only in the highest dimension, and for n =∞ they coincide.
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I.1.4 Building the algebra
The previous two steps recover the notion of manifold diagrams with duals from the
theory of spaces. More generally, there is a notion of manifold diagrams (without
duals). However, most of the mathematics in this thesis is not dedicated to the geo-
metric notion of manifold diagrams, but to their underlying combinatorial structure.
The crucial step for this work is a claim along the following lines.
Step 3. By tracing individual parts of the n-cube and organising them into a
posetal structure, one can find a combinatorial model of manifold diagrams (as it
turns out, only finitely many parts need to be traced, making the resulting structures
finite and computer implementable).
As a result, we obtain combinatorial structures that can model n-dimensional
manifold diagrams. These structures will be called C-labelled singular n-cubes, or
SI/ nC -cubes for short, where C is a category whose objects are the “labels” (also
called “colors”). Their theory will be studied in Chapter 2 to Chapter 8 of this thesis.
There are various notions of higher categories that can be build from this.
I.1.5 Definitions of higher categories
We briefly sketch ideas involved in the various definitions of higher categories.
To begin with, it is important to mention that SI/ nC -cubes are more expressive
than a mere description of manifold diagrams, and can more generally describe a
geometric structure that will be called “colored n-cubes” (cf. Section S.1.6). Manifold
diagrams are special (globular, well-typed) instances of such colored n-cubes. But the
additional generality of colored n-cubes is crucial, leading for instance to a definition
of (presented associative) n-fold categories in Appendix A.
We further study the compositional behaviour of C-labelled singular n-cubes,
which allows us to show that they have an “almost-monadic” structure. Based on this,
we give a new algebraic model of higher categories, called associative n-categories
(Chapter 9), which arise as “algebras” to this almost-monadic structure.
However, independent of the almost-monadic structure, we also give a (simpler,
fully algebraic) definition of presented associative n-categories (Chapter 10). In fact,
the definition is simple enough to be sketched as follows. Recall that by “presented”
we mean freely generated by generators up to relations4.
Definition I.1.5.1 (Presented associative n-categories). A presented associative
n-category C is a list of sets C0,C1, ...Cn+1, where Ck is called set of generating
k-morphisms, together with an assignment of a “conical” colored k-cube JgK to
each g ∈ Ck (here, “conical” means that the k-cube is obtainable as the cone of its
boundary), which satisfies the following
4In higher category theory both generators and relations will be given in the form of higher
morphisms. Thus the distinction between generators and relations becomes somewhat artificial.
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(i) JgK is globular (which is a certain constancy condition of manifolds on the side
of the k-cube)
(ii) JgK is well-typed : If p is a point in the cube JgK of color f ∈ Cl, then the minimal
open neighbourhood of p looks like JfK (or more precisely, the (k − l)-fold
identity of JfK)
JgK is called the type of g.
With a view towards applications in topology, spaces (that is, CW-complexes)
can also be regarded as presented structures: they are “freely” obtained from gluings
of their generating cells. In fact, the above steps 1 to 3, which connect cells in
spaces to combinatorics of manifold diagrams, give a translation from CW-complexes
to a third algebraic notion of higher categories discussed in this thesis: presented
associative ∞-groupoids (Chapter 11). This notion will be obtained from presented
associative n-categories by requiring every generator to be invertible.
Finally, it is worthwile re-emphasizing that all “associative” notions of higher
categories above are conjecturally semi-strict. This means that while part of the
coherence data is strict the resulting notion of category can still capture all equiva-
lence classes of weak n-categories (cf. [40]) and in particular all homotopy types of
spaces. Evidence for this equivalence is discussed after we give a definition presented
weak n-categories in Appendix B. The latter definition will be derived from pre-
sented associative n-categories by introducing an explicit “bracket operation” which
inductively creates a new generating k-morphism for any k-manifold diagram.
I.2 Higher category theory
Higher category theory has turned out to be a difficult subject. This is unsurprising,
as higher categories should be at least as difficult as the study of spaces. Similar
to higher dimensional homotopy groups being difficult to compute, “homotopical
phenomena” obstruct the development of fully algebraic approaches to higher category
theory—unless one ignores all homotopical phenomena which means working in the
setting of strict higher categories. We substantiate this line of thought as follows.
On the side of homotopy types, homotopy groups of spheres are trivial in dimen-
sion n = 0 and n = 1 (that is, pik(S
n) = 0 for k > n). Only in dimension n = 2
we start to see non-trivial phenomena of homotopy groups. In lowest dimensions
these non-trivial phenomena arise in pi3(S
2) = Z. This homotopy group is generated
by the so-called Hopf map, which by the Thom-Pontryagin construction (and using
certain conventions) can be visualised as
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On the side of categories, the study of 1-categories and 2-categories can be
considered “easy”. For both it suffices to study their strict version. In dimension 3
we find the first obstruction: not every 3-category is equivalent to a strict 3-category,
and thus strict 3-category theory is not fully general. In [16] it was shown that
the “strictest possible” fully general theory of 3-categories is the theory of Gray
categories. A Gray category is strict up to a cell called “the interchanger” and
commonly visualised as
In this work we will see that non-triviality of pi3(S
2) is directly to the related
non-triviality of the theory of 3-categories. Moreover, we will give an algebraic and
computer-implementable language to describe all homotopical phenomena (or as
they will later on be called, homotopies) such as the interchanger above.
The notion of associative n-category that we will describe, can be regarded as a
generalisation of (unbiased5) Gray categories to arbitrary dimension n. By saying
this, we in particular want to suggest that associative n-category theory is equivalent
to weak n-category theory. This will turn out to be a substantial strengthening of
Simpson’s conjecture (cf. [39]), reducing the requirement of “weak identities” therein
to merely “weak homotopies”. Before explaining our approach in more detail, we will
briefly recall pathways to the study of higher categories and give a little bit of context
for the notion of Gray categories and the aforementioned Simpson’s conjecture.
I.2.1 Categorification
Equality a = b of two objects a, b plays a central role in mathematics. However,
stating equality a = a of two actually indistinguishable objects is trivial, and
commonly not of interest to mathematicians. Instead, mathematicians are usually
concerned with equality a = b of distinguishable objects, and the statement of
their equality is reached by a computation, or proof, or some other process (all of
“computation”, “proof” and “process” should really be understood synonymously
5Here, the word “unbiased” refers to axiomatising categories using general n-ary composition as
opposed to the “biased” approach, in which we only consider binary composites. A good discussion
of the distinction can be found in [25].
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here). As an example we consider equality of morphisms in a category: consider the
statement fg = h. The terms fg (“f composed with g”) and h are distinguishable
to the reader. A proof of the equality could for instance be derived from postulating
g = kl and (fk)l = h together with the associativity law of categories.
Categorification is the (informal) process of retrieving information that has
been lost by omitting these computational steps, and making them explicit again.
While equality a = b usually allows to bidirectionally compute a from b and b
from a, categorification in principle also allows us to consider directed processes
a→ b. Roughly speaking, categorification replaces equalities by processes or (higher)
morphisms. In particular, proofs just as morphisms compose. For our example of
equality proofs of morphism, we note the following modes of composition for such
proofs
(i) Vertical composition: If f = g and g = l then f = l.
(ii) Horizontal composition: If f = g and h = k then fh = gk (if these composites
exist)
(iii) Post-whiskering : If f = g then fh = gh (if these composites exist)
(iv) Pre-whiskering If h = k then fh = fk (if these composites exist)
To introduce the usual categorical language for this context, we note that an equality
proof f = g can be regarded as a (bidirectional) morphism between morphism f and
g. This is called a 2-morphism. We therefore found that 2-morphisms have more
than one mode of composition. These different modes of composition will later be
fully explained by their underlying geometry. More generally, (k + 1)-morphisms are
morphisms between k-morphisms and will have yet other modes of composition.
Categories consisting of 1-morphism and 2-morphisms (and their respective
equality) are called 2-categories. Based on the above discussion, the theory of
2-categories is a natural candidate for a categorification of the theory of 1-categories.
Similarly, 3-categories additionally introduce 3-morphisms between 2-morphisms.
Repeating the process leads to the concept of n-categories and as a “colimit” of
this process we obtain ∞-categories which consist of k-morphisms for any k ∈ N.
However, the simplicity of this picture is deceiving and details have been omitted.
In general, it not straight-forward to replace the “structural equalities” which are
part of the theory of categories by higher morphisms.
An example of a structural equality is the associativity law in the theory of
categories, which states the equality (fg)h = f(gh) (more generally, we understand
structural equalities to mean equalities that are given as part of the theory of n-
categories). According to the principle of categorification this should be interpreted
as a 2-morphism αf,g,h : (fg)h→ f(gh) after categorification. This 2-morphism is
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usually called an associator. The associator and other cells introduced by categorify-
ing structural equalities will be referred to as coherence data. Having introduced the
associator as a new morphism we now need to answer the question which equalities
it and its composites satisfy. This question is non-trivial, and for instance, it turns
out that associators naturally satisfy the so-called pentagon identity. Categorifying
this identity in turn leads to a cell called the pentagonator.
We will provide a general procedure for generating coherence data in Appendix B,
where we for instance derive associators and pentagonators based on algebraic
principles. For now, we will turn to geometric principles to explain the “mysteries”
of coherence data.
I.2.2 Homotopy hypothesis
A second pathway to higher categories is of geometric nature and concerns a special
case of higher categories: ∞-groupoids are ∞-categories in which all (higher) mor-
phism are bidirectional. The homotopy hypothesis asserts that there is an equivalence
of ∞-groupoids with (the homotopy theory of) spaces, with the following underlying
idea: given an∞-groupoid X then we obtain a space |G| called geometric realisation
of G. This process involves translating all morphisms in X into cells, and gluing
them together according to their specified inputs and outputs. Conversely given a
space X we can form its fundamental ∞-groupoid ΠnX, whose k-morphisms are
given by “k-cells in X”, that is, by mappings of the k-disk6 Dk into X. Composition
of morphisms is given by gluing (and reparametrisation) of disks. For instance,
consider two glueable 1-cells f, g : [0, 1]→ X in a space X. Their composition gives
a 1-cell (fg) : [0, 1]→ X after identifying (or “reparametrising”) the gluing of two
1-cells with a single 1-cell. For example, we can set
(fg)(x) =
{
f(2x) if x ≤ 1
2
g(2x− 1) if x ≥ 1
2
Choosing this reparametrisation implies that, given three glueable 1-cells f, g, h
in X, ((fg)h) and (f(gh)) are not indistinguishable in general, but are different
maps. However, they are equal up to a homotopy α : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ X such that
α(−, 0) = ((fg)h) and α(−, 1) = (f(gh)) while the endpoints α(0,−) and α(1,−)
are held constant. Identifying [0, 1]× [0, 1] with the 2-disk D2, we observe that α
is also a 2-morphism in the groupoid corresponding to X. α can be seen to play
the role of an associator. More generally, all coherence data (including for instance
the pentagonator) can be derived from such homotopies. This is the “geometric
perspective” on coherence data.
6More precisely, we would have to chose a combinatorial model of the k-disk (e.g. the k-simplex
∆k, in which case the fundamental ∞-groupoid is called singular nerve of X).
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I.2.3 Weak, strict and semistrict notions
When categorifying a structure one is given a choice which equality to retain as
equality and which to turn into morphisms. In the case of n-categories this leads to
the following distinction.
The theory of weak n-categories is obtained when turning “all” structural equali-
ties into morphisms. The theory of strict n-categories is obtained by turning none of
them into morphisms, and retaining all of them as equalities. The theory of strict
n-categories is not equivalent to the theory of weak n-categories, and in particular
the homotopy hypothesis does not hold when restricting to strict n-groupoids. This
was shown by Simpson in [39] refuting an earlier proof of the homotopy hypothesis
by Kapranov and Vovoedsky in [24]. In the same work Simpson conjectured the
following
Conjecture I.2.3.1 (Simpson’s conjecture). Every weak ∞-category is equivalent
to an ∞-category in which composition and exchange laws are strict and only the
unit laws are allowed to hold weakly.
Subsequently to this conjecture, the idea of semistrict higher categories gained
traction: the theory of semi-strict n-categories is theory of higher categories with
minimal coherence data (that is a minimal amount of morphisms that replace
structural identities) such that each weak n-category is still equivalent to some
semi-strict n-category. Semi-strict n-categories have only found a well-accepted
formulation up to dimension n = 3. This formulation of semi-strict 3-categories
is called Gray categories and it is based on a single (weak) coherence called the
interchanger [16].
We will show that the idea underlying Gray-categories is not a random choice,
but can in fact be motivated and generalised by geometric principles. Associative
n-categories will be exactly this generalisation of (unbiased) Gray categories to
dimension n.
I.3 The role of n-fold categories
The framework we develop will first and foremost be a description of associative
n-fold categories—however, we will only give a definition of n-fold categories in
the presented case. This is the first fully algebraic definition of non-strict n-fold
categories to our knowlgedge. Strict n-fold categories are defined e.g. in [14]. Roughly
speaking, the n-morphisms in an n-fold category are (directed) n-cubes in place of
(directed) n-cells which were discussed in the context of higher groupoids. In this
section we comment on relation of n-fold categories to manifold diagrams and the
cellular approach to n-categories.
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To specialise from n-fold categories to n-categories one can introduce a condition
of globularity. Topologically, this globularity condition can be based on a quotient
map from the n-cube onto an n-globe7: this takes the lower and upper side of the
cube facing in the kth direction, and maps them to the (n − k + 1)-fold source
respectively target of the n-globe. In dimension n = 2, this can be illustrated as
follows
Importantly, in this work we will not “fully quotient” the sides of the cube to obtain
a globe as it is done above. Instead we will leave information about cubical structure
intact and require the sides of the cube to be “constant”. This is illustrated as
follows
Leaving the cubical structure present will play a crucial role in describing homotopies
for coherence data.
We substantiate this last statement with an example. We will consider two
2-globes α : f → h and β : g → k (where f, h : A→ B, g, k : B → C) which can be
represented as
The different modes of (categorical) composition of 2-morphisms correspond to
certain gluing operations of the underlying 2-disks D2 in this representation of
2-globes. We now consider three sequences of such gluings (To clarify again: We are
treating 2-globes as topological disks when performing the gluing operations below).
(i) Horizontal composition of α and β corresponds to a gluing along their mutual
0-boundary B (indicated in red) yielding
(ii) Secondly, we can also glue α and g along their mutual 0-boundary B (corre-
sponding to post-whiskering of α with f) indicated in red on the left below,
7Inductively, the n-globe is an n-disk Dn whose boundary Sn−1 is the union of a “source” and
“target” hemisphere, which are themselves (n− 1)-globes, and the union is such that the source
(resp. target) of the source coincides with the source (resp. target) of the target. (cf. [25])
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and we can glue h and β along their mutual 0-boundary (corresponding to
pre-whiskering h and β) indicated in red on the right
The resulting compositions of cells share a mutual 1-boundary gh. Gluing
them along this boundary yields
(iii) Similarly, we can pre-whisker f and β, post-whisker α and k and glue the
resulting composition along kf (corresponding to vertical composition) to
obtain
Importantly, we now observe that information about how these morphisms were
glued is lost in the above, in the sense that the above cell complexes have the same
presentation in all three cases, which for our algebraic purposes will mean that they
are indistinguishable. As remarked in the beginning of Section I.2.1 equalities are
interesting if they are equalities between distinguishable objects, since in that case
non-trivial proof is required. We consequently face the following dilemma: based on
the principles of weak higher categories, we want there to be a non-trivial proof or
witness that relates (certain) composites of morphisms instead of their strict equality.
Since the above cell complexes are indistinguishable, it is unclear what this proof
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could look like. This is a short-coming of the cellular approach8.
In the setting of “globular” 2-fold categories, α and β take the form of 2-cubes
as follows
Now, composing α and β along their mutual 0-boundary (or “vertical” 1-boundary)
yields
On the other hand, post-whiskering α and g, and pre-whiskering h and β gives
which compose along their 1-boundary gh to give
Similarly, pre-whiskering f with β, post-whiskering α with f gives
8In (algebraic) cellular approaches to higher categories such as the globular operad approach,
the fact that two composition trees realise to the same cell complex (or “pasting diagrams”) is used
as a witness for existence of a higher dimensional homotopy between them. However, this witness
is “trivial” and does not allow to distinguish between multiple different homotopies for the same
composition trees. I thus found this approach to stop working for my purposes in dimension 4.
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And composing the results along their mutual 1-boundary kf we find
The resulting composites thus have distinguishable cell complexes. The coherence
relating them is called the interchanger. The “underlying data” of the interchanger,
which we proclaimed to be difficult to express in the cellular approach, will be given
by proofs that the following transformations (indicated by arrows) are valid
We will formulate these proofs in a rigorous algebraic manner. However, intuitively,
they are best described in geometric terms. Before doing so we point out a different
important observation: representations of the above composite in string diagrams (a
well known tool in category theory, see [36]) faithfully distinguish the above three
composite—at least if one chooses the right notion of their equivalence. Indeed using
string diagrams (as will be explained more in detail in the next section), the three
different composites above can be represented as
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While all three string diagrams are homotopic in the classical sense of the meaning
of string diagrams, differences in the coordinates describing the positions of α and
β allow to distinguish the three cases that have previously been conflated in the
cellular approach.
Now the data of the proclaimed “geometric proof” showing equivalence (but not
strict equality) of the above three composites, takes the form
This geometric object is an illustration of a surface diagram (a generalisation of string
diagrams to dimension 3). This surface diagram is an instance of an “interchange
homotopy” which as mentioned plays a central role for Gray categories.
In this work, we will generalise string diagrams to arbitrary dimensions n, which
will lead to a notion of n-manifold diagram. More importantly, we will develop a
language to algebraically represent manifold diagrams, including homotopies such
as the interchange. We re-emphasize that the “cubical” structure of n-manifold
diagrams, and the “cube” terminology used throughout this work, ultimately is
reflected in the fact that the language we develop is a language of n-fold categories.
I.4 Examples of manifold diagrams
Manifold diagrams are a useful, but not widely used geometric tool for approaching
higher category theory. The more common approach to higher categories is via
cellular diagrams. Roughly speaking, cellular diagrams and manifold diagrams are
Poincare´ dual. Their relation will be explained in more detail in Section 11.3 in the
case of higher groupoids (to which cellular diagrams apply the best).
For the reader not familiar with manifold diagrams, in this section we will briefly
illustrate the translation between cellular diagrams and manifold diagrams by means
of examples. We leave these examples without much explanation, but the reader
should note that in each of these examples the following principles hold:
(i) Cellular diagrams (representing compositions of morphisms in n-categories)
look like n-skeleta of certain cell complexes. k-cells represent k-morphisms.
Cells are given a direction from “input” to “output” parts of their boundary,
which is indicated by an arrow.
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(ii) Manifold diagrams (representing compositions of morphisms in n-categories)
consist of certain manifolds embedded in the n-cube. k-morphisms are rep-
resented by (n− k)-dimensional manifolds. The distinction into “input” and
“output” of adjacent (higher-dimensional) manifolds is determined by the n
directions of the n-cube, so no arrows are required.
(iii) If a cell f of a cellular diagram contains another cell A in its boundary (that is,
either in its source or its target), then the submanifold A in the corresponding
manifold diagrams contains the submanifold f in its boundary.
We give examples up to dimension n = 3. In this case, n-manifold diagrams are also
known as point diagrams (n = 1), string diagrams (n = 2) and surface diagrams
(n = 3).
(i) In the case of point diagrams consider the following four examples
The usual cellular notation for ordinary categories in the left columns is
translated to point diagrams in the right column. Note that the third example
shows how identity cells can be naturally interpreted by “absence” of any
0-manifolds.
(ii) For string diagrams we first mention the following two translations
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In each case a single 2-cell on the left is translated into a 0-dimensional manifold
on the right. Further, 1-cells on the left become 1-manifolds on the right, and
0-cells turn into 2-manifolds. A more complex example is then the following
Note the α and β are the 2-cells that we just defined individually.
Finally, to highlight our interpretation of identities again, consider the following
translation from a composite of 2-cells into a string diagram
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(iii) For surface diagrams consider the following example
Note how the top slice of the cube equals the last of our string diagram
examples. Also note how the dualisation of dimension plays out in dimension 3:
3-cells turn into 0-manifolds, 2-cells into 1-manifolds, 1-cells into 2-manifolds
and 0-cells into 3-manifolds.
Another example of a surface diagram in dimension 3 which we have seen
already is for instance the interchanger. However, while it has a representation
as a manifold diagram, it cannot be represented naturally as a diagram of
3-cells as previously discussed.
Having had a first encounter with manifold diagrams, we use this opportunity to
foreshadow the following terminology.
Remark I.4.0.1 (Singularity terminology). Submanifolds (mostly of the n-cube) will
later on often be referred to as singularities. This terminology will permeate the rest
of the document, and is based on its connection to classical singularity theory [1].
Other terms found in the literature and which are applicable to the ideas we are
describing, could be “defects”, “catastrophes” and “strata”. In fact, the latter will
reappear in Section S.6.2 and Section 11.3.
We end this section on manifold diagrams by recalling the following central point.
Remark I.4.0.2 (Manifold diagrams as local models of higher categories). As men-
tioned before, higher categories don’t have a well-accepted geometric model in the
same way that higher groupoids have a model in spaces. This means theories of higher
categories don’t have a well-accepted benchmark for “correctness”. As proposed by
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various authors geometric models for higher categories do exist (see for instance [41]
and [2]). In agreement with [41], in this thesis we will treat manifold diagrams as a
natural local geometric model for higher categories, analogous to pasting diagrams
of cells being local models for groupoids.
I.5 Results and conjectures
We define associative n-categories, presented associative n-categories and presented
associative n-groupoids. In the appendices we further define notions of presented
associative n-fold categories, and presented weak n-categories. More in detail, the
results of this thesis can be summarised as follows:
(i) We develop a theory of Grothendieck fibrations over posets, called SI-bundles,
whose fibers live in a category SI. The latter is called the category of singular
intervals and is a subcategory of the category of Bool-enriched profunctors
(Chapter 2). Towers of SI-bundles together with a “labelling” functor (from
the top bundle’s total space to a category C) give rise to the notion of C-labelled
singular n-cube families (Chapter 3), or SI/ nC -cube families for short. We show
that such families can be equivalently defined as functors from posets into a
certain category SI/ nC , called category of SI/
n
C -cubes. Geometrically, SI/
n
C -
cubes can be thought of as “directed” triangulations of the n-cube, together
with a collection of disjoint subsets of the triangulation (“labels” of these
subsets live in C).
(ii) We note that SI/ nC -cube families support a notion of multi-level base change
giving rise to a category BunnC . As a first special instance of multi-level
basechange we define a notion of collapse (whose individual base change
maps will be required to be “open” and “surjective”). We show that any
cube family has a unique “maximal” collapse which leads to its normal form
(Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). More abstractly, this means connected components
of the subcategory of BunnC generated by collapses have terminal objects.
Geometrically, collapse translates to simplifying triangulations of the n-cube,
without affecting its subsets “geometrically”. The result about normal forms
then translates to saying that for any given (valid) collection of labelled subsets
of the n-cube, there is a unique simplest triangulation describing it.
(iii) As a second special instance of multi-level basechange, we define a notion of
embeddings of SI/ nC -cubes (whose individual base change maps will be required
to be “open” and “injective”). In particular, this will lead to a notion of
minimal neighbourhoods (Chapter 6). In terms of triangulations, embeddings
correspond to sub-triangulations and minimal neighbourhoods around a given
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point correspond to sub-triangulations bounded by the link of that point. We
prove that embedded cubes inherit collapses from their parent cube. More
abstractly, this means the subcategory of BunnC generated by collapses and
embeddings admits an (epi,mono) factorisation system.
(iv) We introduce a condition of globularity (Chapter 7), which, in geometric terms,
forces constancy of the subsets on the boundary of the n-cube so that the
n-cube can be quotiented to an n-globe. We then show that globular SI/ nC -
cubes allow for special modes of composition, which will be called whiskering,
and inductively build compositional trees by combining whiskering with a
notion of homotopies (Chapter 8). Associative n-categories will be globular
sets endowed with algebraic structure containing both whiskering compositions
and homotopies (Chapter 9).
(v) We also define presented associative n-categories, which will be valid collections
of generating morphisms (or, in type theoretic lingo, constructors). Validity
will be subject to a condition of well-typedness (Chapter 10). Geometrically,
this condition guarantees that labelled subsets of the n-cube actually look
like submanifolds. We introduce the theory of invertibility TI as a presented
associative ∞-category (Chapter 11). Morphisms of TI are “combinatorial
cobordisms”. This will allow us to speak about general invertible elements.
Presented associative n-groupoids are presented associative n-categories with
the condition that all generators are invertible. We further outline a procedure
for translating CW-complexes into presented associative ∞-groupoids using a
generalised (and unbased) Thom-Pontryagin construction (Section 11.3).
We also make the following conjectures
Conjecture I.5.0.1. Every presented associative n-category is naturally an associa-
tive n-category, up to some arbitrary (contractible) choices for morphisms witnessing
homotopies.
This is a conjecture because a priori presented associative n-category and associative
n-category are very different structures. It will be further discussed in Section 10.1.2.
Conjecture I.5.0.2. Every associative n-category is equivalent to a presented as-
sociative n-category, for a reasonable notion of equivalence between associative n-
categories.
This conjecture would allow us to propose presented associative n-categories (which
are computer implementable objects, in the spirit of “higher inductive types” [30])
as the main object of study in subsequent work.
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Conjecture I.5.0.3. There is a one-to-one correspondence of presentations of
CW-complexes (up to homotopy of the attaching maps) and presented associative
∞-groupoids (up to choices of “generalised direction” for each generator).
This conjecture will be discussed again in Section 11.3.4 after a translation of
CW-complexes into presented associative ∞-groupoids has been sketched.
Conjecture I.5.0.4. The theory of associative n-categories is equivalent to a theory
weak n-categories.
Evidence for this conjecture is discussed in Section B.3, where a theory of presented
weak n-categories will be constructed.
I.6 Related work
I.6.1 Algebra
In low dimensions, associative n-categories are related to existing concepts as follows
(i) Associative 0-categories are sets.
(ii) Associative 1-categories are unbiased 1-categories (cf. [25]). Here, the word
“unbiased” refers to the presence of composition operations of arbitrary arity
(instead of just binary compositions).
(iii) Associative 2-categories are unbiased strict 2-categories (cf. [25]).
(iv) Associative 3-categories are unbiased Gray-categories. Note that the “unbiased”
predicate here not only refers to composition but also extends to homotopies:
instead of just the binary interchanger used in biased Gray-categories, we also
have n-ary interchangers and other types of interchangers.
Similarly, presented associative n-categories can be understood as follows in low
dimension.
(i) Presented associative (−1)-categories are booleans.
(ii) Presented associative 0-categories are setoids (that is, a set with an equivalence
relation).
(iii) Presented associative 1-categories are presented categories given by objects,
generating morphism with generating equality relations between their compos-
ites.
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(iv) Presented associative 2-categories are presented strict 2-categories, given by
objects, generating 1- and 2-morphisms and generating equality relations
between their (2-dimensional) composites.
(v) Presented associative 3-categories are presented (unbiased) Gray-categories,
given by objects, generating 1-, 2- and 3-morphisms and generating equality
relations between their (3-dimensional) composites.
I.6.2 Geometry
A notion of string diagram has been made precise by Joyal and Street in [21] and [22],
and it was shown to correctly capture various notions of monoidal categories (that is
one-object 2-categories) and monoidal categories with duals. An attempt to formally
capture the notion of surface diagrams using stratified Morse Theory was started by
Trimble and McIntyre in 1996 ([27]), but was left in an unfinished state in 1999 due
to technical difficulties in their approach. The motivation for building such a theory
of surface diagrams was the hope that they would provide a natural model for Gray
categories, such that each composite of morphisms would have an associated surface
diagram. Later on in work by Barrett, Meusburger and Schaumann [7] as well as in
work by Hummon [19] notions of surface diagrams have been made precise.
I.6.3 Generalising the homotopy hypothesis
As a generalisation of the homotopy hypothesis, we can ask: what notion of space do
n-categories or (∞, n)-categories correspond to? The answer should be some type of
“directed space” as discussed in the beginning of this thesis. In [3], Ayala, Francis
and Rozenblyum (see also [2]) seek such a generalisation of the homotopy hypothesis
for (∞, n)-categories. Concretely, they establish a “factorization homology” functor∫
: Cat(∞,n) → Fun(cMfldvfrn ,Spaces)
from the (∞, 1)-category Cat(∞,n) to the (∞, 1)-category of functors from cMfldvfrn
into spaces: here, cMfldvfrn is the (∞, 1)-category of so-called vari-framed compact
n-manifolds, which roughly are certain stratified manifolds with compatible framing.
They then prove that the factorization homology functor
∫
is fully-faithful, and the
image of
∫
thus gives an answer to the generalised homotopy hypothesis. Comparing
to our setting, the role of vari-framed manifolds is played by manifold diagrams: they
are the building blocks from which directed spaces are built by gluing. A detailed
comparison of vari-framed manifolds to manifold diagrams is left to future work and
would in particular require a more rigorous treatment of manifold diagrams.
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I.7 Notes to the reader
The reader might want to take note of the following:
• Reading the Summary should be sufficient for most readers. Chapter 1 to
Chapter 8 mainly develop technical tools to analyse the concepts introduced in
the summary. Conversely, the Summary should not be skipped and provides the
narrative for most of our developments. A range of interesting ideas that for
space reasons could not be discussed in the Summary, can be found in Chapter 9
to Chapter 11, as well as Appendix A and Appendix B. The former chapters
also contain a wealth of examples for our central notions of higher categories.
Up to a few definitions, it is possible to read these chapters, which are probably
the most interesting to many readers, directly after having read the Summary.
• The theory of presented associative n-categories has a “natural geometric model”
by translating morphisms into manifold diagrams, cf. Conjecture 10.2.0.6. We
will not attempt to prove this statement, however we will make reference to
manifold diagrams on multiple occasion, and some sections will be entirely
devoted to explaining the connections of algebra and geometry. We emphasize
that whenever we enter the realm of geometry in this work, arguments should
not be expected to be fully formal, but rather regarded as providing a guiding
intuition for the algebraic work. Further, the word “manifold” should be read as
smooth manifold throughout the document. As an aside we remark that, at least
in cases where there is an additional structure of framing (which is the case e.g.
in Chapter 11), the convention of working with smooth manifolds in manifold
diagrams might be equivalent to working with piecewise linear manifolds.
• Many proofs are straight-forward. Since the “degree of straight-forwardness” is
usually subjective, we decided to include all proofs, but marked proofs which
can probably be safely skipped by most readers with the key-word “straight-
forward”. In general, with the exception of Chapter 11 the reader should
expect to find completely elementary and largely self-contained mathematics in
this work.
• For the reader sensitive to foundational issues, we remark that throughout
the document we have chosen a concrete representation (namely, by natural
numbers) of the core objects (namely, singular intervals) at play. This allows us
to write “strict equalities” in many places where one would otherwise expect
“isomorphisms”. The advantage of this concrete representation is that our
definitions are directly amenable to computer implementation. The potential
disadvantage is that some of our arguments could possibly be simplified by
working more abstractly.
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• The length of this thesis should by no means deter the potential reader, as it is
mainly a consequence of the presence of many pictures, examples and detailed
(albeit elementary) proofs.
• To help readability, I added a Glossary to this thesis which contains the majority
of terms and symbols used in it. The Glossary can also be accessed by clicking
on the respective symbols, which are linked to their corresponding glossary
entries.
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Summary
The following is a concise summary of the theory of (presented) associative higher
categories, and the tools needed for their development. An attempt is made to give
a treatment which is mathematically as complete as possible, while focusing only
on the most relevant and interesting aspects of the theory. While some important
details will have to be deferred to later chapters, most parts of the later chapters
will be dedicated to constructing the sometimes complex language for proofs of often
easy-to-state theorems. The reader not interested in these details could skip directly
to Chapter 9, Chapter 10 and Chapter 11 after having read the summary.
S.1 Singular cubes
Labelled singular n-cubes are our main object of study. They will specialise to the
combinatorial structures describing manifold diagrams. They should be thought
of as “directed” triangulations of the n-cube together with labelled subsets of that
triangulation. Here, the predicate “directed” is meant to include all n directions
of the n-cube, and will be discussed again in Section S.1.6. Directed triangulations
will be built inductively, in each step adding one dimension to the triangulation by
means of a bundle whose fibers are “1-dimensional” combinatorial objects called
singular intervals. The bundle construction forms the core of the inductive step and
will be discussed first.
S.1.1 The classifying map paradigm
We preface the discussion of the bundle construction with a short reminder about
the classifying map paradigm, which plays a role in many parts of mathematics. The
paradigm is similar to constructing the graph of a function: given a family of “pieces”
F indexed by a base space
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we can bundle the pieces together, obtaining a bundle piF over the base space
Conversely, a total piece bundled over a base space can be broken apart into a
family of its individual pieces indexed by the base space, which is often called the
classifying map of the bundle. However, we will usually only speak of families and
their associated bundles. We will now see two instances of the paradigm: an algebraic
one, which provides the mathematical tools to build associative n-categories, and a
topological one, which motivates looking at a specific case of the algebraic instance.
S.1.2 Families of profunctorial relations and their bundles
We will now discuss an algebraic instance of a family-to-bundle construction. The
goal of the section will be to understand the following mapping
Fun(X,PRel)→ Pos/X (S.1.2.1)
F 7→ (piF : G(F )→ X)
Here, Pos is the category posets and poset maps, X is a poset and Pos/X denotes
the overcategory over X. Denoting by Bool the usual monoidal category of truth
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values ⊥ → >, then Pos can equivalently be defined as the full subcategory of Bool-
enriched categories whose objects are posets. On the other hand, Fun(X,PRel)
is the set of functors from X into PRel, the full subcategory of the category of
Bool-enriched profunctors whose objects are posets. Explicitly, objects in PRel are
posets Z, Y and morphism R : Z −7→ Y are functors
R : Zop × Y → Bool
Such R : Z −7→ Y will be called a profunctorial relation to emphasise that morphisms
in PRel are given by certain relations (namely, R−1(>) ⊂ Z × Y in the case of R)
and compose like relations.
Notation S.1.2.2 (Simplices). Let n denote the totally ordered set
{ 0 < 1 < ... < (n− 1) }
Example S.1.2.3 (Profunctorial relations). Depicting elements (x, y) ∈ R−1(>) ⊂
Z × Y by edges from x to y. The following is a profunctorial relation R : 3→ 2
The following is a relation R : 3→ 2, but not a profunctorial one
For instance, functoriality would require an arrow R(1, 0→ 1) : R(1, 0)→ R(1, 1) in
Bool, but R(1, 0) = > and R(1, 1) = ⊥ makes this impossible.
We now define the mapping (S.1.2.1). Given a family of profunctorial relations
F indexed by a poset X (that is, a functor F : X → PRel) we first construct
G(F ) ∈ Pos as follows: objects in G(F ) are given by
obj(G(F )) = { (x, a) | x ∈ X, a ∈ F (x) }
morphisms in G(F ) are given by
((x, a)→ (y, b)) ∈ mor(G(F )) ⇐⇒ (x→ y) ∈ mor(X) and F (x→ y)(a, b)
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Note that F (x → y) is a profunctorial relation and can thus be evaluated on two
values as done on the right hand-side. We then construct a functor of posets
piF : G(F )→ X by defining
piF (x, a) := x
G(F ) is a poset which will be called total poset of F . (The letter G is chosen to
allude to both “graph” and “Grothendieck construction”). piF : G(F ) → X is the
PRel-bundle associated to the family F . The mapping F 7→ piF has an inverse (up
to the right notions of isomorphism for bundles and families).
As an example consider the following family F of profunctorial relations
Here, we colored posets and profunctorial relations in the image of F correspondingly
to their preimage (note that tuples in a profunctorial relation are indicated by edges,
as opposed to arrows used for poset morphisms). Its associated PRel-bundle is the
map of posets given by
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S.1.3 Motivation of singular intervals
We now briefly discuss topological instances of bundles, which (without going into
mathematical detail) will serve as a motivation for the algebraic structure of singular
intervals in the next section. The goal of this section is to give a first idea of the
topological character of the combinatorial notions that permeate the rest of this
thesis.
Denote by I = [0, 1] ⊂ R the real interval. Note that the square I2 is a (trivial)
bundle of intervals I over the interval I: namely, piI : I
2 → I is the projection to the
first component in the product I × I. This is illustrated as follows
Similarly, the cube can be written as a bundle of intervals piI2 : I
3 → I2 over the
square I2
and the interval itself is a bundle of intervals (namely, a single interval) over the
point piI0 : I → I0. These bundles can be composed, yielding a chain of bundles of
the form
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Later on, we will introduce algebraic objects with the structure of such “iterated
interval bundles”. They will be referred to as either height n towers of interval
bundles, or (in terms of classifying maps) height n towers of families of intervals, or
simply “n-cube bundles”. Note that in the above picture n = 3.
The topological data that we want to represent will consist of “singularities in
Euclidean space”. Singularities will consist of a “color” (or “label”), which is the
name that we use to refer to the singularity, together with a submanifold of the
n-cube describing the “locus” of the singularity9. We will motivate the algebraic
description of singularities by the following example of a 3-cube with two singularities
(one black, the other gray)
We will refer to this example as the “Hopf map”. We can decompose this 3-cube into
interval bundles and obtain (the points on the interval labelled by a, b, c, d, e, f, g are
to be ignored for now)
9These submanifolds could also be called strata or defects. However, the term “singularities”
highlights the analogy with Morse Theory and Singularity Theory [1] that will become evident later
on.
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A first central observation is that this 3-cube with singularities now contains finitely
many different 2-cubes with singularities up to some natural notion of equivalence
(which will become evident soon).
More precisely, these 2-cubes are the preimages of points under piIpiI2 . Consider
the points a, b, c, d, e, f, g marked above. Their preimages are 2-cubes containing the
following singularities
As illustrated below, in total there are seven different equivalence classes of such
singular squares and these are distributed in an alternating pattern: Some of them
lie over subintervals (which will be called regular segments and marked in blue) and
others lie over points (which will be called singular heights and marked in red) when
projected by piIpiI2 onto the interval. This is illustrated in the following graphic
(with regular segments marked in blue, and singular heights marked in red)
Further note, when passing from a regular segment into singular height we see
different “behaviours”: for instance, submanifolds collide
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or change their relative position
or a new submanifold is created
These behaviours will be encoded as morphisms in a category of singular 2-cubes
SI/ 2C (labelled in some category C which we will learn about later), and the entire
cube bundle can then be encoded as a functor from the following poset I3 (with
seven objects) into our category of singular squares SI/ 2C
The morphisms of singular squares which are indicated by arrows between squares
in the above, will turn out to be inductively determined by morphisms of singular
intervals (roughly speaking, they will be bundles of morphisms of singular intervals
over morphisms of singular intervals). Thus we need to understand morphisms of
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singular intervals first. For this consider the following deformation in 4-dimensions
(that is, we are now considering a 4-cube with singularities)
This should be read as a “movie” of 3-cubes with singularities (the time t of the
movie is indicated on the top). Note that the 4-cube with singularities follows the
same pattern as before: the three cubes on the left (and for that matter all cubes for
t < 3
5
) are equivalent to each other, and the two cubes on the right are equivalent
(and for that matter all cubes for t > 3
5
). In particular the three cubes on the left
all “up to equivalence” look like the Hopf map even though the braid moves further
and further up. As previously discussed all three thus have three singular heights
(indicated by red squares). At the singular point in time (t = 3
5
) however the braid
disappears into a cusp, and at the same time a new crossing in the middle of the
figure appears (the left wire moves behind the right wire). This is the “singular
height” in the above 4-cube with singularities indicated by a big red dot. The regular
segments of the 4-cube with singularities are indicated by blue bars on the left and
right of it, and represent the two classes of singular cubes for t < 3
5
and t > 3
5
. For
all three classes of 3-cubes we indicated singular heights by red squares. The reader
should pay attention to the movement of these heights throughout the movie, which
is continuous everywhere, and preserves the number and order of heights except at
t = 3
5
.
From the above we can understand the behaviour of singular heights. Going both
from the left and right regular segment to the middle singular height, we see that
the singular heights (marked by red squares) in the 3-cubes behave as monotone
functions: each singular height is mapped (or geometrically speaking, “converges”) to
a unique singular height in its image without crossing past any other singular heights.
This monotone functional behaviour is indicated above by green arrows between
posets representing singular heights and regular segments of the involved 3-cubes.
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The data of these functions is a “projected representation” of the 4-dimensional
deformation which we have just described.
We will see that based on this functional behaviour there is a natural way to
build a bundle of profunctorial relations (which will then form one of the bundles
in a tower of bundles describing the above 4-cube with singularities). Namely, this
bundle is given by
Note how the base poset of this bundle captures the two regular segments and the
single singular height of our singular 4-cube (previously indicate in blue respectively
red), whereas the total space captures the behaviour of singular heights and regular
segments of the involved 3-cubes. This foreshadows the inductive structure of data
of n-cubes with singularities, which we will now formally define.
S.1.4 Families of singular intervals
In this section we give definitions of combinatorial objects called singular intervals, and
bundles thereof. A geometric reason for introducing them was given in the previous
section. They play the role of “1-dimensional fibers” in the inductive construction
of n-dimensional space via bundles, which was mentioned in the beginning of the
chapter.
Definition S.1.4.1. The category SI of singular intervals has as objects posets Ik,
k ∈ N. Ik has objects { 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2k } and its order is generated by a→ a+ 1 for
even a ∈ Ik, a+ 1→ a for odd a ∈ Ik. A morphisms f : Ik → Il is a monotone map
f : { 1, 3, . . . , 2k − 1 } → { 1, 3, . . . , 2l − 1 }
Morphisms in SI compose as functions.
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We next construct the natural embedding R : SI ↪→ PRel. Given a morphism
f : Ik → Il we first define its regular dual
f reg : { 0, 2, . . . , 2l } → { 0, 2, . . . , 2k }
by the “ambidexterity condition”: for a ∈ { −1, 1, 3, . . . , 2k − 1, 2k + 1 } and b ∈
{ 0, 2, . . . , 2l }, and setting f(−1) := −1 as well as f(2k+ 1) := 2l+ 1 then we define
f reg by
f(a) < b ⇐⇒ a < f reg(b)
b < f(a) ⇐⇒ f reg(b) < a
We note that actually one of those conditions is sufficient to define f reg. Now,
R(f) is the minimal profunctorial relation R(f) : Ik −7→ Il satisfying that for all
a, c ∈ { 1, 3, . . . , 2k − 1 } and b, d ∈ { 0, 2, . . . , 2l }
f(a) = c⇒ R(f)(a, c)
d = f reg(b)⇒ R(f)(d, b)
Here, minimality means that for any other S : Ik −7→ Il satisfying these condition we
have R(a, b) =⇒ S(a, b), for all a ∈ Ik, b ∈ II .
We give two examples of the construction
Here, red arrows indicate morphisms of singular intervals. Blue arrows indicate their
regular duals. Taking red arrows, blue arrows and gray lines together gives the edges
of the resulting profunctorial relation in each case.
Given a poset X, a functor F : X → SI is called a family of singular intervals,
or SI-family for short. Such F can be post-composed with R to yield a family
RF : X → PRel of profunctorial relations.
Notation S.1.4.2 (SI-bundles). Recalling the bundle construction from Section S.1.2.
We will denote piRF : G(RF ) → X by piF : G(F ) → X. piF is called a bundle of
singular intervals, or SI-bundle for short.
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S.1.5 Families of singular cubes
We are now in the position to define labelled singular n-cube families, which consist
of towers of singular interval bundles together with a “labelling”. If the family
is indexed by a point (below, this means X = 1) we speak of a singular n-cube
instead of a singular n-cube family. In this case, our definition will yield a “directed”
triangulation of the n-cube as previously mentioned.
Definition S.1.5.1 (Singular n-cube families). Given a category C and n ∈ N, a
C-labelled singular n-cube family A indexed by a poset X is a list of functors
UnA : Gn(A)→ C (S.1.5.2)
Un−1A : Gn−1(A)→ SI
. . .
U1A : G1(A)→ SI
U0A : G0(A)→ SI
satisfying G0(A) = X and for 1 ≤ k ≤ n that
Gk(A) = G(Uk−1A )
Note that here, as stated in Notation S.1.4.2, G(Uk−1A ) denotes the total space of the
family RUk−1A : Gk−1(A)→ PRel of profunctorial relations. UnA is called the labelling
functor of A.
Notation S.1.5.3 (Bundle notation). Given a C-labelled singular n-cube family A
indexed by X we denote for 0 ≤ k < n
pik+1A := piUkA
Remark S.1.5.4 (Defining C-labelled singular n-cube families in terms of bundles).
Using the previous notation, we remark that A can be defined by giving bundles
pik+1A (for 0 < k ≤ n) together with UnA, instead of giving UkA (for 0 ≤ k < n) and
UnA. This is because we can reconstruct UkA from pik+1A uniquely.
Notation S.1.5.5 (Shorthand for n-cube families). A C-labelled singular n-cube family
A indexed by X is also called an SI/ nC -family indexed by X. If further X = 1 (where
1 is the poset with a single object 0), A is usually just called a C-labelled singular
n-cube, or simply an SI/ nC -cube.
As a first example consider the poset 3 defined by
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Using Remark S.1.5.4, this allows us to form the following 3-labelled singular 2-cube
Q
Here and in the following, we often depict labelling functors by coloring preimages
and their respective images by the same color.
As a second example example of a C-labelled singular n-cube we will algebraically
fully construct the Hopf map which we mentioned above. Consider the category
2 consisting of objects 0, 1 and a single morphism between them, which we will
color-code by
Then (using Remark S.1.5.4 and leaving certain poset arrows implicit for readability)
we can define a 2-labelled singular 3-cube P representing the Hopf map as follows
Here, the maps pikP should be understood from the spatial arrangement of their
domain and codomain. For instance, the preimages of the blue and green-circled
points in the codomain of the bundle pi3P are lying at the same position in the
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domain (and are indicate by blue and green circles respectively). Also note that,
instead of recording all arrows in the sets Gk(P ) we only recorded (in black) arrows
lying over objects (along pikP ), or (in red) arrows lying over morphisms which go
between singular heights. Since profunctorial relations can be reconstructed from
maps between singular heights (namely, by the functor R) this notation scheme is
sufficient to fully determine Gk(P ). This same notational scheme will be frequently
applied later on.
Remark S.1.5.6 (Incorrect representation of Hopf map). In fact, the above representa-
tion of the Hopf map is not a “well-typed” representation as we will later see. In this
case, this means it doesn’t correctly analyse the “cup” and “cap” singularities. The
correct and more in-depth discussion of the Hopf map will be given in Chapter 10.
S.1.6 Colored n-cubes
We now discuss a geometric interpretation of labelled singular n-cubes. The goal
is to give the reader a hands-on procedure to pass from labelled singular n-cubes
to colored n-cubes, which generalise manifold diagrams. The procedure will consist
of two steps: firstly, translating from labelled singular n-cubes to colored directed
triangulations, and then to colored n-cubes. We re-emphasize that mathematically
this procedure does not carry any relevance for the development of the algebraic
ideas in this thesis. However, it provides a guiding intuition for many of the given
constructions.
We first define the directed triangulation |A|n• for a given C-labelled singular
n-cube A. For a poset X we say f : (l + 1) → X is a non-degenerate l-simplex
of X if f is injective on objects. Inductively in k = 0, 1, ..., n we define |A|k•, the
k-projected triangulation of A. This will be a sub-division10 of a subspace |A|k of
the k-cube [0, 1]k into collections of (standard topological) l-simplices |A|kl , l ≤ k,
which correspond exactly to non-degenerate l-simplices of Gk(A), and satisfies that
all (topological) simplices are convex.
(i) |A|0• consists of the single 0-simplex 0 ∈ |A|00 sub-dividing the 0-cube |A|0 =
[0, 1]0. This corresponds to G0(A) = 1 having a single 0-simplex 0.
(ii) Assume the sub-division |A|k• of |A|k ⊂ [0, 1]k has been defined. Let proj :
[0, 1]× [0, 1]k → [0, 1]k be the projection from (k + 1)- to k-cube omitting the
first coordinate. For each 0-simplex x ∈ |A|k0 (corresponding to x ∈ Gk(A)),
distribute a 0-simplex on proj−1(x) ∼= [0, 1] for each a ∈ UkA(x) in a strictly
monotone (but otherwise arbitrary) way. Add these 0-simplices in proj−1(x)
10Here, “sub-division” entails that simplices intersect only in a mutual face (or one is a face of the
other). For details, we refer to the wealth of literature on triangulations and simplicial complexes.
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to |A|k+10 . Note that this gives a correspondence of 0-simplices in |A|k+10 to
0-simplices (x, a) in Gk+1(A) as claimed.
Now, for each non-degenerate l-simplex f in Gk+1(A) we add to |A|kl the (topo-
logical) l-simplex defined as the convex closure of the points f(0), f(1), ...f(l−1).
This indeed yields a (topological) l-simplex, since it can be shown that all
1-simplices f(i→ (i+ 1)) are linearly independent11.
Finally, taking the union of all such topological simplices yields the space
|A|k+1. Together with its subdivision into simplices we have thus defined
|A|k+1• .
This completes the inductive construction of the triangulation |A|n• of |A|n ⊂ [0, 1]n.
The reader familiar with simplical sets will be able to verify that we have in fact
constructed a special instance of the geometric realisation of the nerve of Gn(A) (cf.
[34]): this specific construction is necessitated by desired compatibility with the cube
projection proj. Namely, if we apply proj to |A|k• we recover the triangulation |A|k•.
We next define the colored directed triangulation |A| of A. |A| consists of the
triangulation |A|n• together with an association of a “color” (an object in C) to each
simplex of that triangulation. Namely, if f ∈ |A|nl corresponds to the non-degenerate
l-simplex f : (l + 1)→ Gn(A) then we associate the color
color(f) = UnA(f(0)) ∈ obj(C)
We visualise the color of f by coloring the interior of topological simplex f , which then
guarantees that colors never overlap. This decomposes the subspace |A|n ⊂ [0, 1]n
into a disjoint union of subsets (one subset for each color).
We now give examples of the preceding construction of colored directed triangu-
lations.
Example S.1.6.1 (Obtaining colored triangulations). We apply this procedure to
the two examples of labelled singular n-cubes Q and P that were previously discussed.
In the case of Q we obtain the following (colored) directed triangulations
11To prove this fact, note that odd numbers never have arrows to even numbers (cf. Section S.1.4),
that is, f(0), f(1), .., f(l − 1) must be a sequence of the form
(x0, a0), (x1, a1), ..., (xj , aj), (xj+1, bj+1), ..., (xl−2, bl−2), (xl−1, bl−1)
where ai are even numbers, bi are odd numbers and −1 ≤ j ≤ l − 1. Non-degeneracy of f implies
xi 6= xi+1 unless i = j. Linear independence thus follows inductively: proj(f(xi → xi+1)) (excluding
i = j) are linearly independent inductively and f(xj → xj+1) lies in the kernel of proj. Note that
the same argument inductively shows that Gk+1(A) can have non-degenerate l-simplices only for
l ≤ k + 1.
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Colors were added to |Q|2• to obtain |Q|. The above should be compared to the
previously defined posets G2(Q), G1(Q) and the labelling U2Q. The projection map
proj : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] has been indicated by an arrow. Note that we also added
two coordinate axes 1 and 2 of the cube [0, 1]2 (of which |Q|2 is a subspace) and a
single coordinate axis 2 for the target [0, 1] of the projection proj (of which |Q|1 is a
subspace). By virtue of the construction (namely the “monotonicity” condition in
the inductive step) these correspond to the directions of singular intervals at level 1
and 2 of the tower of bundles of Q, which were previously indicated by two sequences
of numbers in the definition of Q.
The above subspace |Q|2 happens to be homeomorphic to the square I2 but this
does not hold in general as we will see in the case of P . For P , coloring the simplices
of |P |2• according to the above procedure, we obtain |P | as
This should be compared with the poset G3(P ) and the labelling map U3P . Again,
note that 3 coordinate axes of the 3-cube [0, 1]3 have been added which agree with
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the directions of singular intervals (previously indicated by 3 sequences of numbers
in the data of P ).
Note that in this example, the space |P |3 is indeed not homeomorphic to the
cube [0, 1]3. Such “degeneracy” can occur when fibers of SI-bundles equal the initial
singular interval I0 (which realises to a point and is thus not homeomorphic to the
interval).
Finally we describe how to obtain the colored n-cube of a SI/ nC -cube A from its
colored directed triangulation. Recall that |A|n comes embedded in the n-cube [0, 1]n
and is itself decomposed into colored subsets. Then, inductively for k = 1, 2, ..., n,
pad the boundary of |A|n facing the kth direction up to the boundary of the cube,
and linearly extend the colors in that direction. After n steps, this yields a colored
n-cube, that is an n-cube decomposed into color subsets.
Example S.1.6.2 (Obtaining a colored cube). We illustrate the procedure in the
case of Q. We first explicitly visualise the embedding |Q|2 ⊂ [0, 1]2 as follows
Then we pad in direction 1, extending colors linearly in that direction, obtaining
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Finally, we pad in direction 2, extending colors linearly in that direction, to obtain
which gives the colored 2-cube associated to Q.
Remark S.1.6.3 (A notion of equivalence for colored cubes). We remark that there is
notion of “direction-preserving” deformations of the cube (They are defined explicitly
later in Definition 10.2.0.3). This gives a natural notion of equivalence on colored
n-cubes, which importantly also compensates for arbitrary choices that can be made
when building |A|n• above. For instance, the previous colored 2-cube is equivalent
the following one
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The equivalence relation is spelled out in Definition 10.2.0.4 for manifold diagrams,
which, as discussed in the next remark, are a special case of colored n-cubes.
Note that the same padding procedure which above was applied to Q can also
be applied to our second example P . As the reader can verify, this recovers, up to
deformation, the colored 3-cube for the Hopf map that was drawn in Section S.1.3.
Remark S.1.6.4 (Colored n-cubes specialise to manifold diagrams). The reader will
have noticed that the colored n-cubes for Q and P look like manifold diagrams.
This will hold true in general only if we restrict to special SI/ nC -cubes satisfying
“globularity” (see Section S.3) and “typability” (see Section S.5). Colored n-cubes
are thus more general than manifold diagrams: whereas the latter provides a fully
faithful model for morphisms in associative n-categories (cf. Conjecture 10.2.0.6),
colored n-cubes can be used to geometrically describe morphisms in associative n-fold
categories as well (cf. Appendix A).
Remark S.1.6.5 (Colored n-cubes record singular cubes only up to normalisation).
Throughout the document we will work with pictures of colored n-cubes (in fact,
mostly of manifold diagrams). Since colored n-cubes forget about the triangulation,
they can only depict the “geometric content” of an SI/ nC -cube A, and that means
A can possibly not be uniquely recovered from its colored n-cubes. However, for
any colored n-cube (up to deformation equivalence) there is a unique “coarsest” A
representing it. If A is a coarsest representation of its manifold diagram, then it will
be called normalised. This is defined in Section S.2 in a purely algebraic fashion12.
As we will see there, Q for instance is not normalised, and indeed it is not an example
of a coarsest triangulation of its manifold diagram. Thus, Q cannot be recovered
uniquely from its manifold diagram as drawn above.
S.1.7 k-level labelling and relabelling
In this short section we make two observations about the behaviour of labels of
labelled singular n-cubes.
12The claimed connection of normalised singular cubes to colored cubes will be formalised in
Conjecture 10.2.0.6 in the case of manifold diagrams but not proven. Evidence is given by examples
of normalisation throughout the document.
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Notation S.1.7.1 (k-level labellings). Note that by truncating the list (S.1.5.2) after
k elements we obtain a C-labelled singular k-cube family indexed by Gk(A)
UnA : Gn(A)→ C
Un−1A : Gn−1(A)→ SI
. . .
UkA : Gk(A)→ SI
which will be denoted by UkA, and called the k-level labelling of A.
For instance, using our above definition of Q, we find the family U1Q to equal
Definition S.1.7.2 (Relabelling families). Let A be an SI/ nC -family indexed by X.
Let F : C → D be a functor of categories. Then SI / nF A denotes the SI/ nD-family B
indexed by X with data UkB = UkA (for k < n) and UnB = FUnA.
Morally, relabelling by a functor F leaves the geometric structure of a cube family
in place but changes its labels according to F .
S.1.8 Pullback families
Often when working with bundles, given a map into the base space of a bundle,
we can “pullback” the bundle along this map. We now define this pullback in the
context of towers of SI-bundles.
Definition S.1.8.1 (Pullback of families). Given a C-labelled singular n-cube family
A indexed by a poset X and a map H : Y → X, then we define a C-labelled singular
n-cube family AH indexed by Y as follows. Set G0(H) = Y , and inductively define
Gk+1(H) and UkAH (for 0 ≤ k < n) by the pullbacks
Gk(AH) G
k(H)
//
piUk−1
AH

Gk(A)
piUk−1
A

Gk−1(AH)
Gk−1(H)
// Gk−1(A)
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Further set
UnAH = UnAGn(H)
This completes the definition of AH (cf. Remark 1.2.2.2).
As a first example, setting V = U1Q consider the map H : I1 → I2 which maps
i 7→ i+ 2. Then we obtain V H as follows
Next consider the map K : I2 → I1 mapping i to max(i − 2, 0). Then V HK is
obtained as follows
S.1.9 The category SI/ nC
An important and not immediately obvious feature of our SI/ nC -cubes is that they
organise into a category, in which morphism are families of cubes themselves. In this
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section, we give the data of this category but leave checking the axioms of a category
to later chapters.
Definition S.1.9.1 (Cube morphisms). A morphisms of C-labelled singular n-cubes
C : A0 → A1 is a C-labelled singular n-cube family indexed by 2 (where 2 is the
poset 0→ 1) such that
C∆i = Ai
where ∆i : 1→ 2 maps 0 to i.
Theorem S.1.9.2 (The category SI/ nC ). There is a category SI/
n
C which has C-
labelled singular n-cubes as objects and their morphisms as morphisms.
In fact, we will prove the claim by using a different approach to defining the
category which involves an “over-double-category” construction. Then, in a second
step we will show that there is a construction taking the data of a C-labelled singular
n-cube family A over X as defined in this summary, and outputting a functor
RT A,UnA : X → SI/
n
C
where
T A =
{ U0A,U1A, ...,Un−1A }
This construction in fact gives a bijective correspondence between SI/ nC -cube families
over X and functors X → SI/ nC . This justifies that later on a SI/ nC -family A over
X will be defined as a functor X → SI/ nC .
S.1.10 Identities and projections
We introduce identities of singular n-cubes and projections of points (in the trian-
gulation). Geometrically, identities are singular (n + 1)-cubes that are obtained
as degenerate triangulations from singular n-cubes. Projections of a point in a
triangulation are the images of that point under (iterated) bundle projections.
Definition S.1.10.1 (Identity bundles). Let A be a C-labelled singular n-cube. We
define the C-labelled singular (n+ 1)-cube IdA by setting (cf. Notation S.1.7.1)
U1IdA = U0A
and
U0IdA = constI0
where constI0 : 1 → SI is the constant functor to I0 ∈ SI. We inductively set
Id0A = A and Id
k
A = IdIdk−1A
for k > 0.
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Definition S.1.10.2 (Projections). Given a C-labelled singular n-cube family A
indexed by a poset X, then for an object p ∈ Gn(A) we define pn = p and further
set for 0 ≤ k < n
pk := piUkA(p
k+1) ∈ Gk(A)
pk is called the k-level projection of p.
As an example, the identity bundle IdQ is given by the data
Further, the projections of the green point in G3(IdQ) are marked by blue circles.
S.2 Collapse and embeddings
Having defined labelled singular n-cubes, and labelled n-cube families, we are now in
the position to introduce two important relations on them: collapse and embeddings.
A cube A is embedded in a cube B if, geometrically speaking, A is a subcube of B
(which is required to induce a subtriangulation of B). A cube A collapses to a cube
B, if, geometrically speaking, A and B correspond to the same manifold diagram, but
B has a (non-strictly) simpler triangulation than A (cf. Remark S.1.6.5). Collapse
will allow us to formulate an equivalence relation for the “geometric content” of
labelled singular n-cubes (cf. Section S.1.6). Embeddings will allow us to formulate
local conditions to describe submanifolds (not just mere subsets) of the n-cube.
S.2.1 Open maps, collapse and embeddings
We start by defining collapse and embedding at the level of intervals. We also
introduce the important concept of openness of functors, which morally translates
into openness of corresponding continuous functions. Note that by “functor” we now
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mean functor of posets, which is unrelated to our previous notion of morphism of
singular intervals.
Definition S.2.1.1 (Open, collapse and embedding functors). A functor of posets
F : Ik → Il is called
(i) open if it preserves regular segments (that is, on objects it maps even numbers
to even numbers)
(ii) a collapse functor if it is open, and also surjective on objects
(iii) an embedding functor if it is open, and also injective on objects
Now we can define it at the level of cubes.
Definition S.2.1.2 (Collapses and embeddings of cubes). A collapse S : A  B
(resp. an embedding S : A  B) of C-labelled singular n-cube families A and B
consists of a list of functors (for 0 ≤ k ≤ n)
Sk : Gk(A)→ Gk(B)
such that firstly
C
Gn(A)
UnA
<<
Sn
// Gn(B)
UnB
bb
commutes and (for 0 ≤ k < n) so does
Gk+1(A) Sk+1 //
pik+1A

Gk+1(B)
pik+1B

Gk(A) Sk // Gk(B)
Secondly, we require for each Sk(x) = y that
Sk+1 : (pik+1A )
−1(x)→ (pik+1B )−1(y)
is a collapse functor (respectively, an embedding functor in the case of embeddings).
For collapse functors (but not for embeddings) we further impose13 S0 = id.
Collapses (resp. embeddings) compose by composing the functors they consist of
for each k. That is, for S : A B and T : B  C we have (TS) : A C with
(TS)k = T kSk
and similarly for embeddings.
13This condition is important in the case of 0-cube families, which are ordinary functors.
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Embeddings give us a notion of subfamilies. That is, S : A  B should be
understood as A being a (singular n-cube) subfamily of B. The following is an
example of an embedding θ : M  Q which is given by the data
Here, the level-wise maps θk are indicated by red arrows. Note that M and Q are
cubes in this case and thus we call M a subcube of Q.
On the other hand, collapses give us a notion of “quotient families”. That is,
S : A  B should be understood as B being the cube A but with singularities
“quotiented away”. An example of a collapse λ : Q N is given by the following
data
The level-wise maps λk are indicated by red arrows as before.
Note that this quotienting process retains all the “geometric information” of a
cube, that is, the corresponding manifold diagram (up to equivalence) stays the same.
From a perspective of triangulations, collapse can be understood as a coarsening
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of the triangulation. However, collapse only quotients away “redundant” singular
heights. In fact, collapsing a cube eventually leads to its unique normal form which
is the cube with the same geometric content but only non-redundant singular heights
(in other words, the unique coarsest triangulation). In this sense, collapse gives a
confluent rewriting system on n-cubes. Given a collapse S : A  B we call A an
expansion of B, and B a reduct of A.
S.2.2 Normal forms
We state the existence and uniqueness of normal forms. We also mention the interplay
of collapse and embedding.
Theorem S.2.2.1 (Normal forms). Let A be a C-labelled singular n-cube. Then
there is a C-labelled singular n-cube [A]n such that for any S : A B we have unique
S ′ : B  [A]n. [A]n is called the normal form of A (up to level n)14.
In particular, applying the previous theorem for S : A  A consisting only of
identity functors we find that A [A]n. A cube in normal form is called normalised.
As an example the normal form of the singular 2-cube Q is given by the singular
2-cube N given above. As the reader can verify, no non-identity collapses apply to N .
Using the discussion in Section S.1.6 we find the colored triangulation corresponding
to N to be
This should be compared to the definition of N . Following the discussion in Sec-
tion S.1.6 we can see that the above also gives the manifold diagram corresponding
to Q, but that N , unlike Q, provides the coarsest triangulation of the manifold
diagram.
Given a collapse S : A A˜ of a cube A which has a sub-cube T : B A then
the former induces a collapse on its sub-cube.
Theorem S.2.2.2 (Restriction of collapse). Given S : A A˜, T : B A, then we
have T ∗S : B  B˜ and S∗T : B˜  A˜, determined by the following being pullbacks
14The terminology “up to level n” is not redundant even thought A is assumed to be an n-cube.
As we will later on see every singular n-cube is in particular a singular k-cube, and thus can be
normalised “up to level k” as well.
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for all 0 ≤ k ≤ n
Gk(B) Tk //
(T ∗S)k

Gk(A)
Sk

Gk(B˜)
(S∗T )k
// Gk(A˜)
In previous examples we have defined θ : M  Q and λ : Q N . In this case
we have that λ∗θ : N  N is in fact the identity sub-cube, and θ∗λ : M  N is
given by the collapse
S.2.3 Minimal subcubes
There is also a minimal (non-trivial) object among all subcubes which we record in
this section. In terms of triangulations, the minimal subcube around a point of the
triangulation, should be thought of as the subtriangulation bounded by the link of
that point. We remark that the statement below uses the observation that given
x ∈ X for a poset X, then the overposet X/x is naturally a subposet of X.
Theorem S.2.3.1. Let A ∈ SI/ nC , and p ∈ Gn(A). Then there is
(i) A ∈ SI/ nC , called minimal (open) neighbourhood of p
(ii) (ιpA) : (A/p) A, called minimal neighbourhood embedding of p
This satisfies
(Gn(A)/p) ⊂ im((ιpA)n)
together with the following universal property: if T : B  A is such that (Gn(A)/
p) ⊂ im(T n) then there is a unique F : (A/p) B such that TF = (ιpA).
The reader can verify that our previous example θ : M  Q is in fact also an
example of a minimal sub-cube.
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S.3 Globularity and composition
So far we have allowed our labelled subsets of the cube to “roam freely” in the
n-cube. However, as discussed in the Section I.3 we would like to impose constancy
conditions on some of the sides of the cube, such that the n-cube factors through an
n-globe. Technically, we will impose this condition not only on the side of a given
n-cube, but also on all sides of possible embedded subcubes of it. This condition is
then called “globularity” and will be formulated in the following. Globularity will
also allow for interesting modes of composition of cubes, which we call “whiskering”.
Notation S.3.0.1 (Test functors). Let X be a poset. Given x ∈ X define ∆x : 1→ X
to be the functor mapping 0 to x. Given (x→ y) ∈ mor(X), denote by ∆x→y : 2→ X
the functor mapping 0 to x and 1 to y.
S.3.1 Globes
For an X-labelled SI-family B, denote by reg(B) ⊂ G(B) the full subposet having
objects p = (x, a) where a is a regular segment (that is, a is even).
Definition S.3.1.1 (Globular cubes). A C-labelled singular n-cube family A is
globular if for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n, UkA normalises to a constant functor when restricted
to any connected component of reg(Uk−1A ).
A globular C-labelled singular n-cube is also called a C-labelled singular n-globe.
All previous examples (for instance the cubes M,N,P,Q) are in fact globes. A
non-example can be produced, for instance, by replacing the gray color of one of
two (horizontally) centred points by the color green. We would then find that U2N is
non-constant on reg(U1N ) and thus globularity is not satisfied (note that since U2N is
a 0-cube family, by our Definition S.2.1.2 of collapse, no collapse applies to it and it
is thus in normal form).
Remark S.3.1.2 (Alternative definition of globularity). There is a natural weakening
of the above definition of globular cubes to so-called ∂-globular cubes, which requires
constancy only on the connected components of reg(Uk−1A ) on the boundary of
the cube. This weaker notion leads to more unconstrained geometric behaviour.
Importantly, all relevant proofs in this thesis apply to it, and thus it provides an
alternative notion of globularity for our definitions of presented higher categories.
See Section 7.2.
Definition S.3.1.3 (Source and target of globes). Let A be a C-labelled singular
n-globe for n > 0. Define k to satisfy U0A(0) = Ik. Then we define src◦(A), called
globular source of A, to be the (n− 1)-globe given by (cf. Notation S.3.0.1)
src◦(A) := U1A∆0
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Similarly, we define the globular target tgt◦(A) of A by
tgt◦(A) := U1A∆2k
Note that the notation src◦ will later on distinguish globular sources from cubical
sources (src) and similarly for targets.
S.3.2 Double cones
For the theory of presented associative n-categories we need the following coning
construction to concisely describe minimal neighbourhood of singularities (which will
be of “conical” shape). Geometrically speaking, this construction takes a labelled
triangulation of the (n − 1)-sphere Sn−1 and produces a labelled triangulation of
the n-disk Dn, by taking the cone of Sn−1 and labelling the vertex point by a given
label. Note that since we work with n-globes, Sn−1 will be cut into two halves: a
source S and a target T .
Definition S.3.2.1 (Double cones). Let S and T be globular normalised SI/ n−1C -
cubes which coincide on their globular sources and targets. Let g ∈ C be an object
such that for each s ∈ im(Un−1S ) and t ∈ im(Un−1T ) there are unique morphisms
s → g and t → g. We define the double cone
r
S
g−→ T
z
to be the unique globular
normalised SI/ nC -cube determined by the properties
(i) Source and target : src◦
r
S
g−→ T
z
= S and tgt◦
r
S
g−→ T
z
= T
(ii) Minimality There is a unique pg ∈ Gn(
r
S
g−→ T
z
) such that Uns
S
g−→T
{(pg) = g
and r
S
g−→ T
z
/pg =
r
S
g−→ T
z
(iii) Correctness of dimension: pkg = (p
k−1
g , 1) for all k (for this condition recall
notation for elements in total spaces as tuples from Section S.1.2. The condition
essentially requires that the neighbourhood of pg is an open set in n-dimensional
space and not a lower-dimensional projection of such.)
Morally, double cones form an n-cube from two (n− 1)-cubes (that agree on their
boundary) by contracting their content into a single central point pg labelled by g.
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S.3.3 Terminal globes
For the theory of associative n-categories, which will be formulated as globular
sets with operations, we will need an n-cube that models elements in globular sets
(including their iterated sources and targets). There is a natural choice for this, and
it will be called a terminal globular n-cube, or terminal n-globe for short.
To define this we first construct a “generic” (terminal) n-globe. All other globes
corresponding to elements of globular sets will be obtained from relabelling this
generic globe. The reader might want to consult the example before proceeding to
read the construction.
Construction S.3.3.1 (Terminal n-globes). Let G denote the globe category. This
has object set N and generating morphisms σk−1, τk−1 : (k − 1)→ k subject to the
relations (for ρk ∈ { σk, τk })
ρkσk−1 = ρkτk−1
Let GSet = [Gop,Set] be the category of globular sets [26].
Given S ∈ GSet we can construct its category of elements El(S). This has
as objects all elements of S, and arrows go from elements to their sources and
targets. Formally, using our bundle construction G and the “discrete” functor
Dis : Set→ PRel, this can be defined by
El(S) := G(DisS)
Here, Dis : Set → PRel maps a set X to the discrete poset X, and a function of
sets f : X → Y , to the profunctorial relation HomDisY (f−,−) : X −7→ Y .
As an example consider the globular set S3 determined by having a single element
in S3(0), S3(1) and S3(2) but no other elements. We call the elements of S3 a,c and
h respectively. The opposite of its category of elements, El(S3)
op, is then given by
Note that the category of elements construction is functorial in that a map of globular
sets (that is, a natural transformation) α : S → T induces a canonical functor
El(α) : El(S)→ El(T )
For each n ≥ 0, we define
GEn := El(G(−, n))op
which has 2n+ 1 elements of the form (for 0 ≤ k ≤ n)
σk,n = σn−1σn−2 . . . σk
τk,n = τn−1τn−2 . . . τk
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Note σn,n = τn,n = idn.
We construct a GEn-labelled n-globe Gn, called the terminal n-globe as follows.
First define
s := El(σn−1,n)op : GEn−1 → GEn
t := El(τn−1,n)op : GEn−1 → GEn
where both σn−1,n and τn−1,n are natural transformations by the Yoneda lemma
G(n− 1, n) ∼= Nat(Gn−1,Gn)
The definition of Gn is now inductive in n. G0 : 1 → GE0 is uniquely determined
since GE0 is the terminal category. We then define Gn : 1→ SI/ n+1GEn by settingr
SI / ns G
n−1 idn−−→ SI / nt Gn−1
z
where we used the double cone construction from the previous section.
As an example the GE2-labelled singular 2-cube G2 is given by the data
S.4 Composition
In this section we discuss how cubes and globes can be glued together. This will be
important for a notion of composition in the theory of associative n-categories, and
provide an algebraic structure for it.
S.4.1 One-step composition
After an initial definition which extends the ordered sum to SI, we will introduce
three notions of composition: stacking (denoted by .), k-level stacking (denoted
by .k) and whiskering (denoted by .kn). Geometrically, k-level stacking takes two
n-cubes and glues them together along a mutual side (facing into the kth direction)
of the cube. On the other hand, whiskering (geometrically) takes an n-globe and
k-globe and glues them together along a mutual (k − 1)-boundary.
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Definition S.4.1.1 (Ordered sum). The ordered sum functor (−unionmulti−) : SI×SI→ SI
is defined to map
(Ik1 unionmulti Ik2) = Ik1+k2
and for fi : Iki → Ili we set
(f1 unionmulti f2)(a) =
{
f1(a) if a ≤ 2k1
f2(a− 2k1) + 2l1 if a ≥ 2k1
Construction S.4.1.2 (Composite cubes and globes). Firstly, given two families
A,B : X → SI we define A . B to be the family
X
∆−→ X ×X A×B−−−→ SI× SI unionmulti−→ SI
where ∆ is the diagonal functor. A .B is called the stacking of A with B. Note that
there are canonical (fully-faithful) poset inclusions
In1 : G(A) ↪→ G(A . B)
In2 : G(B) ↪→ G(A . B)
defined by
In1(x, a) = (x, a)
In2(x, b) = (x, b+ l
A
x )
where A(x) = IlAx . We remark that A, B are implicit in the notation In1, In2.
Secondly, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, a C-labelled singular n-cube C is said to be the k-level
stacking of C-labelled singular n-cubes A and B, written C = A .k B, if
• For 0 ≤ l < k − 1
U lA = U lB = U lC
• We have
Uk−1C = Uk−1A . Uk−1B
• We have
UkA = UkC In1
UkB = UkC In2
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Finally, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, a C-labelled singular n-globe C is said to be the k-level
post-whiskering composition of a C-labelled singular n-globe A and a (n− k+ 1)-globe
B, written C = A .kn B, if C = A .
k B˜ where B˜ is the C-labelled singular n-cube
defined as follows: we set
Uk−1
B˜
:= U0B!
where ! : Gk−1(A)→ 1 is the terminal functor, and further (for 0 ≤ l < k − 1)
U l
B˜
:= U l(A)
Similarly, C is called the k-level pre-whiskering composition of (an (n− k + 1)-
globe) B and (an n-globe) A, written C = B .kn A, if C = B˜ .k A where B˜ is defined
as before.
We remark that the notation A .kn B is chosen since the construction involves a
stacking of cubes at level k. The fact that the dimensions of A and B might differ is
recorded by the subscript n, which is the highest dimension among the dimensions
of A and B.
Recall our globular set S3 an its category of elements. As an example we define
a El(S3)
op-labelled 2-cube, denoted by JhK, by the following data
Then JhK .1 JhK is given by the data
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Note that in this case the computation of JhK .12 JhK would have yielded the same
result.
Next, consider a El(S3)
op-labelled 1-cube, which we denote by JcK, that has the
data
Then, we find JhK .22 JcK is given by
S.4.2 Multi-step composition
The algebra of associative n-categories is built on two basic components: composition
(namely, by whiskering) and homotopy. We have seen whiskering composition in the
last section. Homotopy, geometrically speaking, is the transformation of one cube
into another (different) cube such that locally the transformation looks trivial. Using
(binary) composition and homotopy in multiple steps, starting from terminal n-globes
associated to a globular set S, we recursively build “composition trees” CTree(S)
which record these steps. These trees T also have a realisation JT K as singular
n-cubes, which will later on be called a “compositional shape” of S. This realisation
represents a valid compositional diagram of morphisms in a higher category with
underlying globular set S (similar to, for instance, pasting diagrams). Composition
trees thus encode valid compositional diagrams while at the same time recording
how these diagrams were built (similar to, for instance, Batanin trees recording ways
to build pasting diagrams, see [25]).
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Construction S.4.2.1 (Composition trees). Let S be a globular set. We construct
a set CTree(S) of composition trees labelled in S together with a dimension map
dim : CTree(S) → N and a realisation map, which assigns to T ∈ CTree(S) an
El(S)op-labelled singular dim(T )-globe JT K. The construction of CTree(S) and J−K
is recursive:
(i) Elements are trivial trees : If g ∈ S(n) is an element of S (in degree n) then g
is also an element of CTree(S) with dim(g) = n. JgK is defined as
JgK = SI / nEl(g)op Gn
where we employed the Yoneda lemma to find g : G(−, n)→ S and then used
functoriality of El(−) as well as a relabelling functor (cf. Definition S.1.7.2).
(ii) Binary composition of trees : If T1, T2 ∈ CTree(S) and JT1K .kn JT2K exists then
we define a tree (T1 .
k
n T2) ∈ CTree(S), and set dim(T1 .kn T2) = n as well asq
T1 .
k
n T2
y
= JT1K .kn JT2K
(iii) Identities of trees: If T ∈ CTree(S) we define a tree Id(T ) ∈ CTree(S) with
dim(Id(T )) = dim(T ) + 1 and JId(T )K is the (dim(T ) + 1)-globe defined as
JId(T )K = IdJT K
(iv) Homotopies between trees : Assume we are given T1, T2 ∈ CTree(S) of dimension
n and a normalised El(S)op-labelled (n+ 1)-globe D such that
src◦(D) = JT1K
tgt◦(D) = JT2K
and which further is a (terminal) homotopy, meaning that it satisfies
• Local triviality : For p ∈ Gn(D) and g := UnD(p) ∈ S(k) we have k ≤ n and
[D/p]n+1 = Idn+1−kJgK
• Terminality : U0D(0) = I1. In other words, D contains a single singular
height at level 1.
Then we define a new tree (T1
D−→∼ T2) ∈ CTree(S) and set dim(T1 D−→∼ T2) = n+1
as well as JT1 D−→∼ T2K = D.
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We highlight the central importance of homotopies, which can be defined more
generally using a local triviality condition like the one above. Homotopies are the
source of all non-trivial coherence data for our models of higher categories.
In the case of the previously defined globular set S3, we find for instance that
h, c, (h .21 h) and (h .
2
2 c) are all trees in CTree(S3). Their realisations JhK, JcK have
in fact already been defined correctly. The above definition further states thatJh .21 hK = JhK .21 JhK and Jh .22 cK = JhK .22 JcK. Next consider the composition tree
(h .22 c) .
2
1 (c .
2
2 h) ∈ CTree(S3), which we illustrate as
Its realisation J(h .22 c) .21 (c .22 h)K is given by the 2-cube
As a manifold diagram this singular 2-cube should be understood as
Similarly, the realisation of the tree (c .22 h) .
2
1 (h .
2
2 c) ∈ CTree(S3) will lead to a
manifold diagram where the left green point is on top, and the right green point is
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on the bottom. These two trees will be related by a homotopy tree of dimension 3(
(h .22 c) .
2
1 (c .
2
2 h)
) D−→∼ ((c .22 h) .21 (h .22 c)) ∈ CTree(S)
where D is given by a singular 3-cube which exchanges the heights of the green
points. This D is an instance of an “interchanger” which we previously discussed,
and will subsequently play the same role as the interchanger in Gray categories.
S.5 Algebraic notions of higher categories
We will now finally turn to defining different notions of higher categories.
S.5.1 Associative n-categories
We will start with the definition of associative n-categories which is based on the
theory of composition trees developed the previous section. In particular, this theory
gives the following definition of a “compositional shape functor”.
Construction S.5.1.1 (Compositional shapes). Let S be a globular set. The
image of CTree(S) under J−K in singular globes is called compositional shapes of
S and denoted by CShapes(S). CShapes(S) is a globular set, with CShapes(S)(n)
containing the singular n-globes in CShapes(S), and source and target maps given
by globular source and target maps. The function S 7→ CShapes(S) canonically lifts
to a functor on globular sets
CShapes : [Gop,Set]→ [Gop,Set]
This allows for a natural transformation (referred to as the unit of CShapes)
U : id→ CShapes
such that
US : S → CShapes(S)
maps g ∈ Sm to JgK ∈ CShapes(S) ⊂ SI/mEl(S)op . Importantly, CShapes does not
have further monad structure.
An associative n-category is now “nothing but” an algebra for the compositional
shape functor. However, this statement uses the special relationship of compositional
trees and compositional shapes as we will see. Note that below, by n-truncated
globular set we mean a globular set that doesn’t have elements in degree (n+ 1) or
higher. Given a globular set S its n-truncation S≤n is the n-truncated globular set
obtained from S by deleting all elements in degree (n+ 1) or higher.
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Definition S.5.1.2 (Associative n-categories). An associative n-category C is an
n-truncated globular set mor(C ), called the globular set of morphisms of C , together
with a globular map
MC : CShapes(mor(C ))≤n → mor(C )
such that
MCUmor(C ) = id (S.5.1.3)
holds. Further, if T1, T2, (T1 .
k
n T2) ∈ CTree(mor(C )), then
MC
q
T1 .
k
n T2
y
= MC
q
MC JT1K .knMC JT2Ky (S.5.1.4)
and if Id(T ) ∈ CTree(mor(C )), then
MC JId(T )K = MC JId(MC JT K)K (S.5.1.5)
Finally, we also require for any A ∈ CShapes(mor(C ))n+1 that
MC (src◦A) = MC (tgt◦A) (S.5.1.6)
MC is called the composition operation of C . (S.5.1.3) is called the unit law, (S.5.1.4)
is called the whiskering law, (S.5.1.5) is called the identity law, and (S.5.1.6) is called
the homotopy law.
The “homotopy law” has significance because CShapes(mor(C ))n+1 can contain
non-trivial homotopies (or more precisely, realisations of homotopy trees), and this
needs to be accounted for when truncating at categorical dimension n (namely, by
equating source and target of the homotopy as done by the homotopy law above).
In the case n =∞ the homotopy law doesn’t apply.
The whiskering, identity and homotopy laws are together referred to as associa-
tivity laws. We will find that
• An associative 0-category is a set
• An associative 1-category is an unbiased category
• An associative 2-category is an unbiased strict 2-category
• An associative 3-category is an unbiased Gray-category
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S.5.2 Presented associative n-categories
There is also a definition of presented associative n-categories, which are higher cate-
gories generated by generators and relations. This comes in handy for computational
purposes, such as in type theory when working with higher inductive types, or in
topology when working with finitely generated complexes. In the latter context we
will later rediscover the Hopf map as a generator of pi3(S
2). In this summary, we
describe the definition of presented associative n-categories only in the case n =∞.
Notation S.5.2.1. Given two posets X and Y , there is a profunctorial relation
RfullX,Y : X −7→ Y defined by setting RfullX,Y (x, y) to be true for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .
Notation S.5.2.2 (Namescopes). We refer to an ordered list of sets N0,N1,N2, ... as
a namescope (of dimension ∞). Given a namescope N , we define a functor
ΓN : N→ PRel
to map i 7→ DisNi and (i→ j) to RfullDisNi,DisNj (here N is a poset with order ≤ and
Dis is the discrete functor defined earlier). We usually identify objects (i, g) ∈ G(ΓN )
with objects g ∈ Ni.
Definition S.5.2.3 (Presented associative ∞-categories and their morphisms). A
presented associative ∞-category C , is a namescope C0,C1,C2, ..., where Ck is called
the set of generating k-morphisms, together with data of a certain k-cube for each
g ∈ Ck, called type of g, and denoted by
JgK : 1→ SI/ kG(ΓC )
This satisfies the following
(i) Inductive base case: It equals ∆g if k = 0
(ii) Conical shape: It equals a double cone of two (k − 1)-morphisms with vertex
point g if k > 0. Here the notion of (k − 1)-morphism is defined mutually
inductively as follows.
A k-morphism A of C , written A ∈ mor(C )k, is defined to be a globular normalised
SI/ kG(ΓC )-cube satisfying
• Well-typedness : For each p ∈ Gk(A) with UkA(p) = f ∈ Cl, l ≤ k, we require
[A/p]k = Idk−lJfK
JgK is called the type of g, and the assignment g 7→ JgK is called type data for C .
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We remark, that given a presented associative n-category C there is a function
J−K : Ck → mor(C )k
which maps g ∈ Ck to JgK ∈ mor(C )k. Also note that this notation is unrelated to
our notation for composition trees (albeit similar in meaning).
Definition S.5.2.4 (Map of presentations). Let C and D be presented associative
∞-categories. A map of presentations α : C → D , is a bundle functor α : G(ΓC )→
G(ΓD) (that is, a functor satisfying piΓDα = piΓC ) such that for all g ∈ Ck, k ≤ n,
we have (cf. Definition S.1.7.2)
SI / kα JgK = Jα(g)K
If α is injective, then it is referred to as an inclusion of presentations C ↪→ D .
S.5.3 Presented associative n-groupoids
Presented associative n-groupoids are presented associative n-categories in which
all generators are invertible. The theory of ∞-invertibility TI, freely generated by
a single invertible 1-morphism, is the presented associative ∞-category inductively
defined as follows. We set
TI0 = { −,+ }
Inductively, TIk contains elements cS≡T , called the minimal cobordism between S
and T , where S, T ∈ mor(TI)k−1, and such that (denoting c = cS≡T )
(i) Non-emptiness : (Ukr
S
c−→Tz)−1(x) is non-empty for x ∈ { −,+ }
(ii) Connectedness : (Ukr
S
c−→Tz)−1(x) is connected for x ∈ { −,+ }
We then set JcK = rS c−→ Tz. This completes the inductive definition of TI.
As we will see later on, (manifold diagrams associated to) morphisms in TI look
like cobordisms between their source and target, and will be called combinatorial
cobordisms. The reader is referred to Section 11.1.1 for a range of illustrations of
this statement. As discussed there, TI in particular contains the usual singularities
that are part of the presentations of extended bordism categories, such as “cups”,
“caps”, “snakes”, “saddles” etc. Also note that TI could equivalently be called theory
of ∞-dualisability, that is, the prototypical ∞-category of a dualisable 1-morphism,
since this coincides with ∞-invertibility (however, there is a difference between
n-dualisability and n-invertibility for finite n).
We introduce the following notation: the minimal labelling category of TI, denoted
by T˜I, is defined to be the wide subcategory of G(ΓTI) which contains morphisms
c→ d (for c ∈ TIl, d ∈ TIk, l < k) whenever c ∈ im(UkJdK).
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Construction S.5.3.1 (Freely adjoining an coherently invertible generator). Let C
be a presented associative ∞-category. Let x, y ∈ mor(C )m be m-morphisms with
coinciding source and target. We define a presented associative ∞-category C +∼x,y g
called the presented associative ∞-category obtained by adjoining an (coherently)
invertible generator g in between x and y.
C +∼x,y g is fully determined by the following structure
(i) For all k, there are functions
invgk : mor(TI)k ↪→ mor(C +∼x,y g)k+m
and a functor
i˜nv
g
: T˜I→ SI/mG(ΓC+∼x,yg)
such that for any D ∈ mor(TI)k we have
SI / k
i˜nv
g D = invgk(D)
(ii) For all k we have a pullback
TIk
ik //
J−K

(C +∼x,y g)k
J−K

mor(TI)k
invgk
// mor(C +∼x,y g)k
and (C +∼x,y g)k is the disjoint union of Ck and the image of ik (later on ik(cS≡T )
will be denoted by cgS≡T ). The inclusion Ck ⊂ (C +∼x,y g)k is required to extend
to an inclusion of presentations C ↪→ (C +∼x,y g).
Morally, C +∼x,y g is of course just the category C with both a generator g and all
the generator’s invertibility data adjoined to it.
There is an analogous treatment for adjoining sets of of invertible generators
which uses the fact that given sequences of inclusions of presentations
C 0 ↪→ C 1 ↪→ C 2 ↪→ . . .
then there is a natural way to pass to the colimit colim i(C i) of this sequence.
Adjoining a set I of invertible generators g ∈ I with source xg and target yg to C
will give an ∞-category denoted by C +∼xg,yg { g ∈ I }.
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Definition S.5.3.2 (Presented associative∞-groupoids). An associative∞-groupoid
is a presented associative ∞-category obtained by the following inductive procedure.
We require a presented associative ∞-category X (0) consisting only of 0-generators
(called 0-cells).
In the k-th step (1 ≤ k ≤ n), we require a set X k called the set of k-cells,
together with (k− 1)-morphisms sc, tc ∈ mor(X (k−1))k−1 for each c ∈X k, such that
sc, tc agree on their sources and targets. We then define
X (k) = X (k−1) +∼sc,tc
{
c ∈X k }
Finally, X is defined as the colimit of
X (0) ↪→X (1) ↪→X (2) ↪→ . . .
Morally, the above procedure should be understood as an algebraic version of
inductively attaching cells to a CW-complex.
S.6 Geometric notions for higher categories
We preface this section with the reminder that the following discussion, and similarly
the discussion in Section 11.3, is not (yet) fully rigorous. It was included nonetheless
as an outline of subtantial geometric ideas, which are “precise enough” to allow for
many interesting computations, and which also have relevance for potential proofs of
the homotopy hypothesis [5] and the cobordism hypothesis [6] (in the setting of our
fully algebraic definition of higher groupoids given in the previous section).
S.6.1 Manifold diagrams
In this short section we will give a first geometric definition of manifold diagrams.
Manifold diagrams are certain colored k-cubes, and thus they are geometric repre-
sentations of certain normalised labelled singular k-cubes (a more detailed discussion
of this was given in Section S.1.6). More precisely, in the context of presented asso-
ciative n-categories, they can represent k-morphisms, which will be stated formally
in Conjecture 10.2.0.6. As stated in Definition S.5.2.3, k-morphisms are normalised,
globular and well-typed labelled singular k-cubes. However, the manifold diagrams
defined here will be “untyped”, which entails that they do not correspond exactly to
morphisms in a category. In particular the definition stands without reference to a
specific category.
A central condition in the definition will involve the following map
pi[k] : [0, 1]
n → [0, 1]k
(x1, ..., xn) 7→ (xn−k+1, ..., xn)
Using this, we can state the following
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Definition S.6.1.1 (Untyped manifold diagrams). An n-manifold diagram consists
of collections Mk, k ∈ (n + 1), of open k-submanifolds of [0, 1]n, which together
disjointly cover [0, 1]n, and which are such that the following holds.
(i) Progressiveness : For f ∈Mk we have f ⊂ (0, 1)k × [0, 1]n−k, and pi[n−k] : f →
[0, 1]n−k is a submersion.
(ii) Recursive decomposition: Denoting by X the topological closure of a subspace
X ⊂ Y , we require for f ∈Mk and g ∈Ml that
f ∩ g =
⋃
h⊂f∩g
h
In the next section we will see both examples and non-examples of this definition.
Also note our previous examples of manifold diagrams satisfy this definition. We
further remark that there is a natural notion of “deformation equivalence” of manifold
diagrams which will be defined in Section 10.2.
S.6.2 CW-complexes
In this section, we will sketch a translation from CW-complexes to presented associa-
tive ∞-groupoids. Importantly, the given argument also lets us re-discover manifold
diagrams from yet another perspective. First, recall the homotopy hypothesis, which
conjectures that the homotopy theory of groupoids is equivalent to the homotopy
theory of topological spaces. We focus on spaces for a moment.
• How can we describe a given space X? One answer is to study how k-disks Dk
and k-spheres Sk can be mapped into X, that is, the study of the homotopy
classes (rel boundary) of maps [Dk, X] respectively [Sk, X] (cf. [18]). At least
categorically, this approach can be naturally justified: elements of [Dk, X] can
be regarded as k-morphism of the corresponding higher groupoid X, whereas
[Sk, X] describes valid types, or Hom-spaces, of (k + 1)-morphisms in X (for
instance the morphism f : A→ B is of type A→ B).
• How can we build a space X? One answer is to build spaces by inductively
attaching (k + 1)-disks of a given “type”, more commonly called attaching map,
f ∈ [Sk, X], thereby obtaining a new space X∪fDk+1. Doing so inductively leads
to the notion of CW-complexes (cf. [18]). Again, categorically this construction
can be justified: attaching a disk corresponds to freely adding (a coherently
invertible15) morphism to the Hom-space of type f . It is important to note that
15Adding a coherently invertible morphism means that we not only add a morphism to a category,
but also its inverse as well as “higher coherence data” which witnesses how the morphism and
its inverse interact. This coherence data is given by the higher category TI that was defined in
Section S.5.3. The process of freely adding a coherently invertible morphism was described in
Construction S.5.3.1. A more detailed discussion can be found in Chapter 11.
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if X is a CW-complex, then any g ∈ [Sk, X] has a representative g′ : Sk → X(k)
where X(k) is the k-skeleton of X. Categorically, this can simply be interpreted
as saying that the source and target of a (k + 1)-morphism are k-morphisms
(and not l-morphisms for l > k),
Our translation of a CW-complex X into a groupoid X proceeds by the following
three steps: first, translate an attaching map of a (k+1)-cell f ofX into a stratification
P(f) of the k-sphere by taking inverse images of “dual strata” (of the so-called
dual stratification D(X(k)) of X(k)). Then form the “cone” of P(f) to build a
stratification cone(P(f)) of the (k + 1)-disk (attaching this stratified disk back onto
X(k) inductively constructs the dual stratification D(f)). Finally, chose a “globular
foliation” f fol of cone(P(f)) in order to pass from undirected to directed space.
This outputs a manifold diagram which can then be translated into a generating
k-morphism f of X . In summary this translates cells of X into generators of X .
More in detail, starting from a CW-complex X we construct a groupoid X as
follows
(i) Encoding attaching maps : An attaching map f ∈ [Sk, X(k)] can be encoded in
a “dual form” using a generalised Thom-Pontryagin construction (a version
can be found as Prop. VII.4.1 in [11]) which for a given k-manifold M provides
us with a 1-to-1 correspondence
PM : [M,X
(k)] ∼= { framed X(k)-stratifications of M up to “cobordism” }
Here, an X(k)-stratification of M is a decomposition of M into (possibly
disconnected) manifolds, also called strata, which correspond to cells in X(k).
We will mainly be interested in the cases where M equals Sk or Dk, we will
usually denote PSk just by P.
We give a brief sketch of the construction: one first inductively constructs
a stratification D(X(k)) of X(k) itself, which is such that each cell g of X(k)
corresponds to a stratum g† of this stratification. This is called the dual
stratification D(X(k)) of X(k) (g and g† coincide in the base case k = 0, and
the inductive construction will be given in the next step). Up to certain
assumptions on a representative x of a same-named class x ∈ [M,X(k)], we
can then define PM(x) to be the stratification of M whose (framed) strata
are inverse images x−1(g†) of strata g† of D(X(k)). For simplicity we will omit
discussion of framing here, until our more detailed discussion in Section 11.3.
Setting M = Sk, this completes the construction of the stratification P(f) of
Sk.
We remark that the classical Thom-Pontryagin construction [29]
P : [Sk, Sk−l] ∼= { framed l-manifolds in Sk up to cobordism } = Ωfrl (Sk)
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is in fact a special case of the generalised construction, when one chooses
standard CW-structure for Sk−l.
(ii) (Inductively) adding morphisms : Note that
Dk+1 ∼= S
k × [0, 1]
Sk × { 1 } = cone(S
k)
We build a stratification of Dk+1. Using the above identification, we can
regard f−1(g†)× [0, 1) as a (framed) submanifold of Dk+1. The vertex point
Sk × { 1 } of cone(Sk) is not contained in any of those strata and becomes its
own 0-dimensional stratum with name f . In this way we have constructed a
stratification cone(P(f)) of Dk+1. To complete the inductive step of defining
the dual stratification, we define the dual stratification of D(X(k) ∪f Dk+1) to
be obtained as a gluing of the (inductively assumed) stratification D(X(k))
of X(k) and the (newly constructed) stratification cone(P(f)) of Dk+1. Note
that they coincide along the gluing of Sk by definition of P(f), which makes
this gluing of strata possible. Also note that this process can be used to
inductively extend the stratification to all k-cells f1, f2, f3, ..., yielding the dual
stratification of X(k)∪f1 Dk ∪f2 Dk ∪f3 ... which we denote by D(X(k+1)). This
completes the inductive construction of the dual stratifications D(X(k)), from
which D(X) is obtained as a colimit.
Notation S.6.2.1 (Strata names). Abusing notation, we will usually denote
both f−1(g†) ⊂ Sk and f−1(g†)× [0, 1) ⊂ Dk+1 by g†. The respective meaning
of g† can be inferred from the space it is embedded in.
We give an example of the construction of the dual stratification. Let X be
the torus, whose k-skeleta X(k) (for k = 0, 1, 2) are given as follows .
We follow the inductive procedure above to find the dual complex D(X). As
stated, in D(X(0)) 0-cells q equal their dual strata q†. The torus has a single
0-cell p and thus D(X(0)) is the stratification with a single 0-dimensional
stratum p†
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Now, h is attaching a 1-cell D1 by mapping its boundary S0 to X(0) as shown
on the left below
On the right we depict the stratification P(h) of S0 obtained by taking inverse
images of the strata of D(X(0)). The resulting stratification P(h) contains a
single stratum h−1(p†) ≡ p† (cf. Notation S.6.2.1) consisting of two disjoint
points as shown above. Now, forming the cone of this gives a stratification
cone(P(h)) of the 1-disk D1 as follows
Here, we gave two equivalent depictions of the stratification, illustrating the
coning process on the left, and the the resulting stratified 1-disk and the right.
Note how a new 0-dimensional stratum called h† is added at the vertex point
of the cone.
Now, the obtained stratified 1-disk can be glued to X(0), extending the strati-
fication D(X(0)), which yields D(X(0) ∪h D1) as follows
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Similarly, cone(P(g)) is given by
and combining the strata by gluing we find D(X(0) ∪h D1 ∪g D1)
which equals D(X(1)).
In the next inductive step we consider the attaching map d, which maps S1 to
X(2) as follows: starting at p, we first loop around h, then loop around g, then
loop (in the other direction) around h and finally loop (in the other direction)
around g ending again at p. P(d) is obtained as the stratification of S1 given
by inverse images of strata in D(X(1)). This is indicated on the right below
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Now cone(P(d)) is obtained from this stratification P(d) by extending strata
all the way up to the vertex point of the cone (but excluding the vertex point),
which yields
Note how a new 0-dimensional stratum called d† is added at the vertex point
of the cone. We can now glue the stratification cone(P(h)) of the 2-disk D2 on
X(2) combining their stratifications. This yields a stratification D(X(1) ∪d D2)
of X(1) ∪d D2 = X(2) as follows
Thus, D(X(2)) contains four strata in total: a 2-dimensional stratum p†, two
1-dimensional strata g† and h†, and a 0-dimensional stratum d†.
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This completes our example, and we now turn to the last step of the translation.
(iii) Choosing direction: We now want to add a notion of direction to the k-disk.
A flag foliation of an n-manifold is inductively defined to be a codimension 1
foliation such that each sheet has a flag foliation itself (and continuously so).
The k-cube [0, 1]k, and Euclidean space Rk, are the prototypically flag-foliated
spaces: recursively, this can be seen from
[0, 1]k =
{
[0, 1]k−1 × { x } ∣∣ x ∈ [0, 1] }
(that is, we choose codimension 1 sheets to be parametrised by the last
coordinate). The flag foliations of [0, 1], [0, 1]2 and [0, 1]3 are illustrated
in the following pictures from left to right
A globular foliation of the k-disk is a map from the k-cube to the k-disk, which
maps the boundary of the k-cube to the boundary of the k-disk, quotienting
certain sides of the cube in the usual sense of globularity (the sides of the
n-cube facing in direction k map to the (n− k+ 1)-fold source or target of the
n-globe, cf. Section I.3). It is otherwise required to be a homeomorphism.
For k = 1, a globular foliation (up to homotopy) means choosing an orientation
of the 1-disk, i.e., up to homotopy there are two globular foliations id± :
[0, 1]→ D1. For k = 2, we give three examples F1, F2, F3 of globular foliations
of the 2-disk in the following three pictures
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Above, we depicted images of certain sheets (marked by lines) in the 2-cube
by lines in the 2-disk.
Now, let cone(P(f)) be a (framed) stratification of the k-disk Dk. We define
F : [0, 1]k → Dk to be compatible with the cell attached via f in the CW-
complex X, if F pulls back strata of cone(P(f)) to submanifolds in [0, 1]k.
This gives a (framed) stratification F−1(cone(P(f))) of the k-cube.
We give examples. All of F1, F2, F3 defined above are compatible with d in
the torus (k = 2). Indeed, pulling back we obtain the following stratification
of the 2-cube for F1
For F2 we find
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and for F3 we find
This last example is special when compared to the others: the l-dimensional
sheets are not everywhere transversal to (k + 1 − l)-dimensional strata of
cone(P(d)). This leads to a 0-dimensional singularity circled in orange. Due
to this singularity, the condition of progressiveness in Definition S.6.1.1 is not
satisfied, unless we replace this singularity with its own 0-dimensional stratum,
thus splitting the red stratum into 3 disconnected components in total.
Importantly, in general such singularities cannot be avoided. However, a cru-
cial but implicit conjecture is the following: in our coarse setting of “directed
topology” these singularities can be enumerated, and more precisely, we claim
they are enumerated by the theory of ∞-dualisability TI (for instance, the
above singularity is the “cap singularity” cJc−≡+K.11Jc+≡−K≡Id− ∈ TI2). This is
in stark contrast with the finer classical setting of algebraic descriptions of
singularities, where such an enumeration is not possible. A formalisation and
proof of this conjecture is left to future work.
To complete our translation from CW-complexes to ∞-groupoids, we now
choose a globular foliation f fol for each attaching map f of a cell in X such that
(f fol)−1(cone(P(f))) is itself of the form cone(S) for some stratification S of the
boundary of the k-cube. Such a stratification will be called conical (algebraically
it translates to our previous definition of double cones). The choice of f fol is
non-unique but we claim it always exists. The resulting (f fol)−1(cone(P(f))) is
a manifold diagram with duals (that is, it might contain singularities classified
by the theory of ∞-dualisability). Algebraically, this diagram now provides
the type
q
f †
y
for a coherently invertible generating (k + 1)-morphism f † for
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the ∞-groupoid X corresponding to X (cf. Definition S.5.3.2). Using this
construction inductively, we are able to add invertible generating (k + 1)-
morphisms f † to X for each cell f of X, thereby defining X from X as we
set out to do.
We give an example. In the case of the torus X, choosing pfol = id, gfol =
hfol = id+, and d
fol = F1, we find a presented associative ∞-groupoid X with
the following invertible generators
Note that, if we had chosen gfol = hfol = id− instead of id+, we would have
obtained exactly the same groupoids but with g and h now switching roles with
their inverses16, which are part of the coherent invertibility data for generators
in a groupoid (cf Definition S.5.3.2).
More generally we make the following remark.
Remark S.6.2.2 (Different choices of foliation should yield equivalent groupoids).
As mentioned above, types depend on foliation choice. Any two choices should
yield equivalent groupoids, since making a different choice of foliation can
be compensated for by the presence of coherent invertibility data from TI.
We will not attempt to make this precise but we illustrate the point in the
following example case: if we had chosen dfol = F2 instead of F1 we would have
obtained a different type
q
d†
y
, and a different groupoid X , but the resulting
higher groupoid would be equivalent in the sense that the new type appears as
a morphism in the old type and vice versa, and thus again any morphism can
be stated in either groupoid. For instance, the new groupoid’s type for d† (on
the left) appears as the following morphism (on the right) in the old groupoid
16In fact, since in this example there is only one object, g, h and their respective inverses play
exactly the same role. But if g† : A→ B was a general morphism between objects A and B, then,
after changing the orientation of the foliation we would obtain a morphism g† : B → A, now playing
the role of its own former inverse.
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Note that indeed, the right morphism contains a “cap singularity” (marked in
yellow) which is part of the coherent invertibility data for h†.
As a concluding remark, with a pointer towards Section 11.3, note also that
the “cap singularity” witnesses (h†)−1 ◦h† = id. The reader might wonder why
inverses like (h†)−1 did so far not show up in our discussion. This is because
we decided to omit framing here, which will be remedied in Section 11.3 .
This completes the (non-unique) construction of X from X.
To summarise the idea of this section: maps [Dk, X] are to spaces what manifold
diagrams with duals are to presented associative ∞-groupoids—and using the gener-
alised Thom-Pontryagin construction, roughly speaking, they differ only by a notion
of “direction” (in the sense of a choice of globular foliation for PDk(f), f ∈ [Dk, X],
as discussed above). This in turn, gives a clear idea on where future work on the
homotopy and cobordism hypotheses has to start, as we will discuss in Section 11.3.
S.7 Appendices
S.7.1 Appendix A: n-fold categories
The framework presented here is (very crucially) intrinsically cubical. By working
with cubes instead of globes (that is, omitting the globularity condition but leaving
the well-typedness condition in place) we will also briefly define and discuss a notion
of presented associative n-fold category in Appendix A. This provides a nice graphical
calculus for double, triple and n-fold categories.
S.7.2 Appendix B: Weak categories
In Appendix B we will present a straight-forward definition of presented weak n-
categories which is obtained via a colimiting process from presented associative
n-categories. Based on this definition we will recover the usual perspective on higher
categories: compositions are defined “up to equivalence” and coherences (associators,
pentagonators etc.) are present as morphisms. Our presentation will also motivate
the equivalence between the associative and the weak approach.
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Chapter 1
Notation and prerequisites
In this chapter we recall basic definitions and fix notation needed later on. The
reader is encouraged to skip this chapter and refer back to it if needed.
In Section 1.1 we recall elementary notions from category theory such as the
cartesian closed structure of Cat, Set and Bool, and fix notation for subcategories
and restrictions of functors. In Section 1.2 we recall posets, profunctorial relations
(which are Bool-enriched profunctors) and a Grothendieck construction for the latter.
We also discuss our visual notation style for these notions. Section 1.3 further recalls
properties of “labelled posets” which are posets P together with a labelling functor
F : P → C to a category C.
1.1 Elementary concepts in category theory
In the following we discuss our choices of notation for elementary concepts of
category theory. We only assume minimal familiarity with categories, functors,
natural transformations, the Yoneda lemma and adjoints.
Given a category C, we denote the object set of C by obj(C), and the morphism
set by mor(C).
Notation 1.1.0.1 (Products, projC and implicit isomorphisms). Given two categories
C, D we denote by C × D their product category, whose objects are denoted by
tuples (c, d), where c ∈ C, d ∈ D and whose morphisms are denoted by tuples
(f, g) : (a, b) → (c, d), where (f : a → c) ∈ mor(C), (g : b → d) ∈ mor(D). We
denote the projection functors by projC : C × D → C and projD : C × D → D, which
are defined to map tuples (x, y) (of objects or morphism) to their first component x
respectively to their second component y.
Given two functors F : C1 → C2 and G : D1 → D2 then their product F × G :
C1×D1 → C2×D2 maps objects (c, d) to (Fc,Gd) and morphisms (f, g) to (Ff,Gg).
This gives rise to a functor
(−×−) : Cat×Cat→ Cat
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We will usually implicitly use that (−×−) is associative and unital up to natural
isomorphism, that is
(C1 × C2)× C3 ∼= C1 × (C2 × C3)
and (denoting by 1 the terminal category)
C × 1 ∼= C
Notation 1.1.0.2 (Bool, Set, Cat and their cartesian closed structure).
(i) Let Bool be the category of truth values which has as objects the truth values⊥
(“false”) and > (“true”) together with a single non-identity morphisms ⊥ → >.
Let (− ∨ −), (− ∧ −), (− ⇒ −) denote the usual conjunction, disjunction
and implication operations on truth values (note that these operations are
functorial).
(ii) We denote by Set the category of sets and functions, and by (− ∪−), (−×
−),Func(−,−) the usual sum, product and function set operations on sets
(note that these operations are functorial).
(iii) Given a set C, denote by (− =C −) the diagonal relation, i.e. the function
C × C → Bool which maps (c, c′) to > if c = c′ and to ⊥ otherwise. Given a
category C denote by HomC : Cop × C → Set the hom-functor on C.
(iv) Let Cat denote the category of categories and functors. Given categories C,D
and functors F,G : C → D, denote by Fun(C,D) the set of functors from C
to D and by Nat(F,G) the set of natural transformations from F to G. The
product functor (−×−) together with the internal hom1
[−,−] : Catop ×Cat→ Cat
equip Cat with cartesian closed structure: [C,D] is the category which has
functors F : C → D as objects an natural transformations α : F → G as
morphisms. Given H : C ′ → C and K : D → D′ then [H,K] : [C,D]→ [C ′,D′]
acts on functors by pre-composition with H and post-composition with K,
that is,
(F : C → D) 7→ (KFH : C ′ → D′)
and it acts on natural transformations by pre-whiskering with H and post-
whiskering with K, denoted by
(λ : F1 → F2) 7→ (KλH : KF1H → KF2H)
Note that if either H or K are the identity functor id they will be omitted in
this notation.
1Since ultimately all categorical structures in this work will be finite, we will be disregarding
any size issues.
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(v) There is a object functor
obj : Cat→ Set
mapping categories to their object sets, and functors to their underlying
functions on object sets. Note that this functor has a left adjoint
dis : Set→ Cat
mapping sets to their corresponding discrete categories. Both obj and its left
adjoint are sometimes kept implicit in our notation.
Remark 1.1.0.3 (Material Set Theory). Since we will ultimately be working with
special (finite) structures that don’t admit non-trivial isomorphism, it will be conve-
nient take the standpoint of “material set theory”. That means, most elements in
this work can be thought of as existing independently of the sets or categories that
they live in (especially with respect to subsets and subcategories). Such an element
is given by the name that we use to refer to it (for instance, a string of numbers).
The terms “name”, “label” or “color” should usually be understood synonymously.
Keeping the previous remark in mind, we make the following definitions.
Notation 1.1.0.4 (Subcategories, images and restrictions of functors).
(i) Given a functor F : C → D denote by im(F ) the image of F , that is, the
subgraph given by objects and morphism in the image of F . Note that im(F )
is not necessarily a subcategory of D, unless F is injective on objects.
(ii) A subcategory (or subset) C0 ⊂ C comes with a canonical inclusion functor
C0 : C0 ↪→ C defined to map d 7→ d on objects and f 7→ f on morphisms. This
entails the notation C = idC : C → C.
(iii) Given a functor F : C → D and a subcategory C0 ⊂ C we define F |C0 : C0 → D
to be the composite
C0 C0−→ C F−→ D
F |C0 is called the domain restriction of F to C0. Both of F |C0 and FC0 will be
used depending on which notation is more convenient.
(iv) Let C be a category with c, d ∈ C and (f : c→ d) a morphism in C. Then we
denote by
∆c : 1→ C
the functor mapping 0 to d, and by
∆f : 2→ C
the functor mapping (0→ 1) to f . ∆c and ∆f are called test functors.
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(v) Now assume a functor F : C → D and an injective and faithful functor H :
D0 → D. Let C0 ⊂ C be the maximal subcategory such that im(FC0) ⊂ im(H).
Define a functor, called the codomain restriction of F to H by setting
H∗ : C0 → D0
x 7→ H−1F (x)
where x is either an object or a morphism. Note that this defines H∗F as a
pullback of F along H.
Notation 1.1.0.5 (Constant functors). If F : C → D is a functor, d ∈ D, then we
write
F = constd
to mean that F is the constant functor with image d. If d is implicit, we write
F = const.
1.2 Relations and profunctorial relations
1.2.1 Relations
We first recall the notion of relations. A slight generalisation of this notion, namely
that of profunctorial relations, will play a central role in developing the combinatorics
of associative n-categories. For completeness, we also briefly remind the reader of
the definition of profunctors.
Definition 1.2.1.1 (Relations and profunctors).
(i) Given sets C,D, a relation R : C −7→ D is a function
R : C ×D → Bool
Denote the set of relations R : C −7→ D by Rel(C,D). Given two relations
R : C −7→ D, S : D −7→ E their composite RS : C −7→ E is given by the mutual
implication
(R S)(c, e) ⇐⇒ ∃d ∈ D. R(c, d) ∧ S(d, e)
An alternative description of composition is the following: introduce structure
of a (posetal) category on Rel(C,D) by setting for T, T ′ ∈ Rel(C,D)
T → T ′ if and only if ∀c ∈ C, d ∈ D . T (c, d)⇒ T ′(c, d)
Then we can define (R S) by the formula
(R S)(c, e) =
∫ d:D
R(c, d) ∧ S(d, e)
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where the functor
∫ d:D
: Rel(D,D) → Bool, T 7→ ∫ d:D T (d, d) is defined as
the left adjoint∫ d:D
` ((− =D −)⇒ −) : Bool→ Rel(D,D)
(ii) Given categories C, D, a profunctor R : C −7→ D is a functor
R : Cop ×D → Set
Denote the category of profunctors R : C −7→ D and natural transformations
by Prof(C,D). Given two profunctors R : C −7→ D, S : D −7→ E their composite
R S : C −7→ E (assuming enough colimits in D exist) is given by the formula
(R S)(−,−) ∼=
∫ d:D
R(−, d)× S(d,−)
where the functor
∫ D
: Prof(D,D)→ Set can be defined as the left adjoint∫ d:D
a Func(HomD,−) : Set→ Prof(D,D)
From the above definitions it should be clear that profunctors can be thought of
as a categorification of relations. However, somewhat more naturally profunctors
categorify the more general notion of Bool-enriched profunctors, which (when
restricted to posets) we will call profunctorial relations. This choice of terminology
emphasizes that these structures compose as relations. To keep our discussion self-
contained, we will however not refer to enriched category theory in the following
definition. Instead we will use that there is a fully-faithful inclusion
P : Bool ↪→ Set (1.2.1.2)
mapping ⊥ to the empty set ∅ and > to the singleton set { ∗ }. Usually this
Bool-to-Set parsing (and its inverse) will be kept implicit.
1.2.2 Posets
We recall the basic notion of posets and related concepts.
Definition 1.2.2.1 (Preorders and posets).
• A preorder X is a category whose hom sets are either the empty set ∅ or the
singleton set { ∗ }. Let x, y ∈ X. If the hom-set X(x, y) is non-empty, i.e. it
equals { ∗ }, then (x → y) denotes morphism ∗ : x → y. Otherwise we read
(x→ y) as false.
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• A poset X is a preorder such that if x, y ∈ X and both (x→ y) ∈ mor(X) and
(y → x) ∈ mor(X) then x = y.
• A functor of posets F : X → Y is a functor X → Y between posets X and Y .
Poset and their functors form the category Pos which is a subcategory of Cat.
• A subposet Y of a poset X, written Y ⊂ X, is a subcategory Y of X. We say
Y is a full subposet of X if it is a full subcategory. An inclusion of posets
F : X ↪→ Y is functor of posets which is injective on objects.
Remark 1.2.2.2 (Data for maps and full subposets determined on objects). For maps
and full subposets it suffices to give data for the above definitions on objects:
• We note that a functor of posets F : X → Y as a functor is already fully
determined by its underlying function of objects sets obj(F ) : obj(X)→ obj(Y ).
• We also note that a full subposets Y ⊂ X is fully determined by its subset of
objects obj(Y ) ⊂ obj(X).
We record relevant posets related to the integers and their notation.
Construction 1.2.2.3 (Z, intervals and n).
(i) We denote by Z the poset of integers. That is, obj(Z) is the set of integers
and (i→ j) ∈ mor(Z) if i ≤ j. We will use ≤ exclusively to refer to the poset
of integers and its full subposets. A map of subposets of Z is also called a
monotone map.
(ii) Given a, b ∈ Z with a ≤ b, then [a, b] ⊂ Z respectively ]a, b[ ⊂ Z denote the
closed interval respectively open interval with endpoints a, b.
(iii) For a natural number n ∈ N, we denote by n the full subposet of Z with object
set ] − 1, n[ (thus, 0 is the empty poset and n is the (n − 1)-simplex). We
denote by δni : n ↪→ (n + 1) and σni : (n + 2) → (n + 1) the usual face and
degeneracy maps for simplices (cf. [33]), that is δni is injective but omits i in
its image, and σni is surjective with i having two preimages.
We will give examples of these definitions in the next section.
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1.2.3 Depicting posets and functors on posets
The following introduces our visual notation of posets, poset maps and maps from
posets into categories.
Notation 1.2.3.1 (Depicting posets and functors on posets). Given a poset X, we
depict objects x of X as points, and relate them by arrows from x to y whenever
(x→ y) ∈ mor(X). For instance, the following
is a depiction of a poset X with four objects { a, b0, b1, b2 } and four non-identity
morphisms { a→ b0, a→ b1, a→ b2, b1 → b0 }.
A functor of posets F : X → Y can be depicted by color coding its preimages
F−1(y) for each y ∈ Y . For instance,
depicts a map F : X → Y , where Y is a poset with five objects, and F maps a and
b2 to the same object in Y , while a, b1 and b0 are all mapped to different objects
in Y . Since as remarked above poset functors are in fact fully determined by their
mapping on objects, we can also omit the coloring of morphisms. In addition to (and
sometimes in place of) the color coding, preimages will be indicated by labelling
with symbols corresponding to symbols of their image points, or simply as “spatially
lying over” their imagine points relative to the direction of the map’s arrow (labelled
by F in the above). The following
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shows three depictions (one coloured, one labelled and the last uncoloured and
unlabelled but spatially oriented) of the same functor F defined above.
A functor F : X → C from a poset X to a category C can be depicted by an
X-shaped diagram in C. Since morphisms contain information about domain and
codomain objects, it is also sufficient to only give labels for morphism. For instance,
the following
depicts a functor F : X → C, such that F maps a, bi to objects c, di in C respectively,
as well as morphism (b1 → b0), (a→ bi) to morphisms (g : d1 → d0), (fi : c→ di) in
C (for i ∈ { 1, 2, 3 }).
Example 1.2.3.2 (Finite totally ordered sets). Using our conventions, the posets 3
and 4 can be depicted as follows
Some face and degeneracy maps for n = 3 and n = 1 can be depicted as follows.
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1.2.4 Profunctorial relations
Having seen relations and posets, we now introduce Bool-enriched profunctors as
follows.
Definition 1.2.4.1 (Profunctorial relations). Let X, Y , Z be posets. A profunctorial
relation R : X −7→ Y is a functor
R : Xop × Y → Bool
Denote the set of profunctorial relations R : X −7→ Y by PRel(X, Y ).
Notation 1.2.4.2 (Depicting (profunctorial) relations). A (profunctorial) relation
R : Xop × Y → Bool can by depicted as follows: we depict the (po)sets X and Y
individually as points and arrows, and draw an edge between x ∈ X and y ∈ Y if
and only if R(x, y) is true. For instance
depicts a profunctorial relation R between a four element poset X and a three
elements poset Y . Note also that here we highlighted the edges in blue. However
the colouring can be omitted since we depict edges only as lines (and not as arrows).
That means, that the direction of the profunctorial relation itself needs to be inferred
by other means: in the above, we use the convention that Y being on the right of X
should indicate that X is the domain and Y the codomain of R.
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Composition of profunctorial relations can be derived from the general theory
of enriched profunctors (which uses a definition analogous to the ones given in
Definition 1.2.1.1). It can also be characterised more directly, as done in the
following construction.
Construction 1.2.4.3 (Composition of profunctorial relations and the category
PRel). We construct the composite of two (composable) profunctorial relations and
use this to define the category PRel. Given R ∈ PRel(X, Y ) first note that we
have obj(R) ∈ Rel(X, Y ). Conversely, given a relation R ∈ Rel(X, Y ), then there is
a (necessarily unique) R′ ∈ PRel(X, Y ) with obj(R′) = R if and only if R satisfies
the profunctoriality conditions
if x→ x′ and R(x′, y) then R(x, y) (1.2.4.4)
if R(x, y′) and y′ → y then R(x, y)
Now, given two profunctorial relations R : X −7→ Y , S : Y −7→ Z, we observe that the
composite relation obj(R)  obj(S) again satisfies the profunctoriality conditions.
We can thus define R S by setting (cf. Remark 1.2.2.2)
obj(R S) = obj(R) obj(S)
This notion of composition gives rise to a category PRel with objects being posets
and morphisms being profunctorial relations. Note that identities in this category
are given by hom-relations HomX : X −7→ X defined by HomX(x, y) ⇐⇒ (x→ y) ∈
mor(X).
To illustrate the condition (1.2.4.4) we give examples of relations that satisfy and
don’t satisfy the condition.
Example 1.2.4.5 (Profunctorial relations). The following are three examples of
profunctorial relations R1 : 3 −7→ 4, R2 : 4 −7→ 3 and R3 : 3 −7→ 3
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Note that R3 = R1 R2. T
The following is a variation of the previous examples, defining R′2 : 4 −7→ 3 and
R′3 : 3 −7→ 3.
Once more, note that R′3 = R1 R′2.
Finally, we give two non-examples of profunctorial relations
However, in both cases the reader should check that there is one edge which, if added
to the relation, would make the relation profunctorial.
We conclude this section by remarking that, just as profunctors can be obtained as
conjoints (or companions) from functors (cf. [37]), profunctorial relations can be
obtained from functors of posets. Explicitly this means the following.
Definition 1.2.4.6 (Profunctorial relations from functors of posets). Given a functor
of posets F : X → Y , we define grphF to be the profunctorial relation obtained as
HomY (F−,−), that is, the composite
X × Y F×id−−−→ Y × Y HomY−−−→ Set P−1−−→ Bool
Here, we used that HomY only takes values in im(P). grphF is called the graph of
F . Similarly, for a function of sets f : X → Y we define grphf to be the relation
grphdis(f) which is the usual graph of a function f .
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1.2.5 Families of profunctorial relations
The following gives a Grothendieck construction for profunctorial relations which
can be seen as a (de-categorified) analogue of the Grothendieck construction for
profunctors. We will also use this definition to recover the usual discrete Grothendieck
construction.
Construction 1.2.5.1 (Total poset of a family of profunctorial relations). Let X
be a poset and let F be a functor X → PRel. F is called an (X-indexed) family of
profunctorial relations.
Given an X-indexed family of profunctorial relations F : X → SI, we define its
total poset G(F ) as well as its (Grothendieck) bundle piF over X as follows: G(F ) is
a poset with objects being pairs (x ∈ X, a ∈ F (x)). Morphisms of G(F ) are defined
by setting
(x, a)→ (x′, a′) ∈ mor(G(F )) ⇐⇒ (x→ x′) ∈ mor(X) and F (x→ x′)(a, a′)
Note that G(F ) is indeed a poset (i.e. the above defined morphism set is closed
under composition), which follows from X being a poset and F being a family
of profunctorial relations (cf. (1.2.4.4)). The bundle piF over X is the functor
piF : G(F )→ X defined to map (x, a) to x.
Given two Grothendieck bundles piF1 , piF2 over X, a map of bundles G : piF1 → piF2
is a functor of posets G : G(F1)→ G(F2) such that piF2G = piF1 .
Remark 1.2.5.2 (Fibers of bundles). Note that there is a canonical identification
F (x) ∼= pi−1F (x) by the functor of posets mapping a ∈ F (x) 7→ (x, a) ∈ G(F ).
Notation 1.2.5.3 (Projection of fiber value points in total poset). Let F : X → PRel
and p ∈ G(F ). By the preceding Construction 1.2.5.1 we have p = (x, a) for a unique
tuple of x ∈ X and a ∈ F (x). This satisfies
piFp = x
We further denote
p := a
called the fiber value of p. In other words, p = (piFp, p). Given a functor of posets
f : Y → G(F ) for conciseness of notation we often write f(y) instead of f(y).
Example 1.2.5.4 (Total posets and functors of bundles). We define a functor
F : 3→ PRel using the definition from Example 1.2.4.5 as follows
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The Grothendieck construction then yields a bundle piF : G(F )→ 3 defined by the
data
As another example consider
defining F ′ : 3→ PRel, whose Grothendieck construction yields
Then there is a map of bundles G : piF → piF ′ defined as follows
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Note that here we only defined G on objects, which (cf. Remark 1.2.2.2) fully
determines a functor of posets on morphisms.
The following remark compares the usual discrete Grothendieck construction for
functors F : Z → Set (where Z is a poset) to the Grothendieck construction that
we defined here.
Remark 1.2.5.5 (Comparison to discrete Grothendieck construction). We first observe
that there is a functor Dis : Set→ PRel: Namely, Dis maps a set X to the discrete
poset dis(X), and a function f : X → Y of sets X, Y to the profunctorial relation
grphf . Given a poset Z, and a functor F : Z → Set, we can thus apply the
Grothendieck construction defined above to the functor DisF : Z → PRel to obtain
a bundle piDisF : G(DisF ) → Z. This recovers the usual discrete Grothendieck
construction for Set-valued functors.
1.2.6 Base change
Given a classifying map F of a bundle over Y , and a map H into Y , then F can be
precomposed with H, and FH is usually said to be obtained from F by pullback
along the base change H. The bundles build from families of profunctorial relations
also have a notion of base change. Since we will work with explicit representations
of posets (cf. Section I.7), we will give an explicit base change construction in
this section. First, since we will frequently be working with bundles and fibers we
introduce the following notation.
Notation 1.2.6.1 (Restrictions and fiber restrictions). Given families of profunctorial
relations F : X → PRel, G : Y → PRel and a commuting square
G(F ) K //
piF 
G(G)
piG
X
H
// Y
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then for x ∈ X we denote by
K|x : F (x)→ G(H(x))
the canonical functor induced by K on fibers, mapping a to K(x, a) (cf. Nota-
tion 1.2.5.3).
Construction 1.2.6.2 (Base-change of bundles). Let X, Y be posets, and assume
families of profunctorial relations F : X → PRel, G : Y → PRel, H : X → Y
such that F = GH. In this case, we say F is the pullback family of G along H,
and H is called a base-change. There is a functor G(H) : G(F )→ G(G) defined by
mapping (x, a) to (H(x), a). Note that, functoriality of this assignment follows since
by Construction 1.2.5.1 and functoriality of H we have
(x, a)→ (y, b) ∈ mor(G(F )) ⇐⇒ x→ y ∈ mor(X) and F (x→ y)(a, b)
⇒ H(x)→ H(y) ∈ mor(Y ) and G(H(x→ y))(a, b)
⇐⇒ (H(x), a)→ (H(y), b) ∈ mor(G(G))
More concisely, G(H) is defined as a leg of the pullback (in the category Pos) along
H as follows
G(F ) G(H) //
piF 
G(G)
piG
X
H
// Y
We leave the verification of the pullback property to the reader. Note that F,G are
implicit in the notation G(H).
Further, using the explicit definition of G(H), one can see that for each x ∈ X
it restricts to the identity G(H)|x : F (x) → G(H(x)) mapping a to a (cf. Nota-
tion 1.2.6.1)
Example 1.2.6.3 (Base-change of bundles). Further to the previous example, setting
H = δ20 and redefining the functor G : Y → PRel to equal FH, then we obtain
G(H) as the following map
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1.3 Labelled posets
We now extend our discussion of posets to labelled posets. These are tuples consisting
of a poset together with a functor into some (fixed) category C, which is called the
“labelling functor”. The idea of labelled poset structures will be ubiquitous in the
rest of this work.
Definition 1.3.0.1 (The category Pos/C). Let C be a category. We define the
category Pos/C, called the category of (C-)labelled posets to be the full subcategory
of the over-category Cat/C whose image under the forgetful functor is Pos. In other
words: objects are tuples (X,F ) such that F : X → C is functor from the poset X
to C. F is called the labelling of X. Morphisms h : (Y,G) → (X,F ) are maps of
posets h : Y → X such that G = Fh. The forgetful functor U : Pos/C → Pos is
obtain as the restriction of the forgetful U : Cat/C → Cat. In other words: it maps
h : (Y,G)→ (X,F ) to h : Y → X.
Remark 1.3.0.2. There is an isomorphism of categories Pos and Pos/1 where 1 is the
terminal category. Denoting by ! : C → 1 the terminal functor to 1, this isomorphism
identifies X and (X, !).
1.3.1 Maps with lifts and downward closed subposets
A central definition in the context of (labelled) posets is that of poset maps with
lifts. Under many different circumstances, this condition will allow us to construct
certain labelling functors which otherwise would not exist in general.
Definition 1.3.1.1 (Poset maps with lifts). A functor of posets F : X → Y has
lifts if whenever F (x) = y and y′ → y ∈ mor(Y ), then there is x′ ∈ X such that
x′ → x ∈ mor(X) and F (x′) = y′.
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Example 1.3.1.2. δ22 : 2→ 3 is an example of a functor of posets with lifts. As a
non-example, neither δ21 : 2→ 3 nor δ20 : 2→ 3 has lifts.
Definition 1.3.1.3 (Downward closed subposets). Let X be a poset and Y ⊂ X
be a subposet of X. We say Y is downward closed if whenever x→ y, x ∈ X and
y ∈ Y then x ∈ Y .
Remark 1.3.1.4. Let H : Z → X be a functor of posets. Then im(H) is a downward
closed subposet of X if and only if H has lifts.
Remark 1.3.1.5. Every downward closed subposet is full.
Claim 1.3.1.6. Let X, Y be posets, and assume functors F : X → PRel, G : Y →
PRel, H : X → Y such that F = GH. If H has lifts, then G(H) (as defined in
Construction 1.2.6.2) has lifts.
Proof. Assume (y, a) → (H(x), b) ∈ mor(G(G)) and note (H(x), b) = G(H)(x, b).
Then (y → H(x)) ∈ mor(Y ) and G(y → H(x))(a, b). Since H has lifts we find x′ such
that x′ → x ∈ mor(X) and H(x′) = y. Since F = GH we deduce F (x′ → x)(a, b).
This implies (x′, a)→ (x, b) ∈ mor(G(F )) and G(H)(x′, a) = (y, a) as required.
1.3.2 Gluing posets along downward closed subposets
We now explicitly construct pushouts in the category Pos/C in a special case which
is based on the conditions defined in the previous section.
Construction 1.3.2.1 (Pushouts in Pos/C of injective maps with lifts). Assume a
diagram
(Y,G)
h1 //
h2

(X1, F1)
(X2, F2)
(1.3.2.2)
in Pos/C such that hi : Y ↪→ Xi are injective maps of posets with lifts. Using
Remark 1.3.1.5 and Remark 1.3.1.4 this implies that Y ∼= im(h) ⊂ Xi is a downward
closed full subposet of Xi. We construct a pushout
(Y,G)
h1 //
h2

(X1, F1)
g1

(X2, F2) g2
// (X1 ∪Y X2, F1 ∪Y F2)
(1.3.2.3)
which in fact will also be a pushout in Cat/C.
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We first construct a pushout in Cat
Y
h1 //
h2

X1
g1

X2 g2
// X1 ∪Y X2
On objects (that is, after applying obj : Cat → Set) this square is constructed
as the pushout of obj(h1) and obj(h2) in Set. Since pushouts in Set preserve
monomorphisms, we will from now on regard obj(Y ), obj(Xi) as subsets of obj(X1∪Y
X2)
obj(Y ) = (obj(X1) ∩ obj(X2)) ⊂ obj(Xi) ⊂ obj(X1 ∪Y X2)
and thus identify hi(y) = y, gi(x) = x in our notation.
Using this convention, the morphism set of X1 ∪Y X2 is defined by
(x→ y) ∈ mor(X1 ∪Y X2) ⇐⇒ ∃i ∈ { 1, 2 } . (x→ y) ∈ mor(Xi)
Note that this definition makes gi : Xi ⊂ X1 ∪Y X2 into a full subposet.
We now show the pushout property in Cat. For this assume G,F1 and F2 as
shown in (1.3.2.3). We then need to show there is a unique F1 ∪X F2. This is
constructed as follows.
We remark that since obj(Y ) = (obj(X1) ∩ obj(X2)), and since Y is downward
closed in Xi we have that any composite morphism (x → y → z) in X1 ∪Y X2 is
either fully contained in X1 or in X2 (since either z ∈ X1 or z ∈ X2). In other words,
(x→ y → z) ∈ mor(X1 ∪Y X2)⇒ ∃i ∈ { 1, 2 } . (x→ y → z) ∈ mor(Xi) (1.3.2.4)
As a consequence of the last observation, we can define a functor F1∪Y F2 : X1∪YX2 →
C by defining it to map morphisms (x→ y) ∈ mor(X1 ∪Y X2) as follows
(F1 ∪Y F2)(x→ y) = Fi(x→ y) if (x→ y) ∈ mor(Xi)
This is well-defined by our assumption (1.3.2.2), and functorial by observation
(1.3.2.4) and Fi being functorial. Conversely, it is the only possible choice of values
for F1 ∪Y F2 by commutativity of Equation 1.3.2.3.
The claim that this is a pushout in Cat/C follows from the fact that U : Cat/
C → Cat creates limits. Since Pos ⊂ Cat is a full subcategory it follows that our
construction also gives a pushout in Pos/C.
Example 1.3.2.5. Consider the following maps hi : (Y,G)→ (Xi, Fi) (i ∈ { 1, 2 })
in Pos/C (cf. Notation 1.2.3.1)
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Note that hi are indeed maps with lifts. Then the pushout construction yields an
object (X1 ∪Y X2, F1 ∪Y F2) with the data
1.3.3 Necessity of lift condition
The reader might wonder whether the condition of having lifts is needed for the
previous construction to yield a pushout. The following example shows that it is
indeed.
Example 1.3.3.1. Consider the following maps hi : (Y,G)→ (Xi, Fi) (i ∈ { 1, 2 })
in Pos/C
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such that f1g1 6= f2g2. Then the previous construction fails, and we see that pushouts
in Pos/C do not always exist.
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Chapter 2
Intervals
In this chapter we lay the foundations of singular interval theory. Singular intervals
are posetal models of the interval [0, 1] with many surprising combinatorial properties.
They are naturally organised into a category SI, which admits a functor R into PRel.
This functor associates to each morphism in SI a profunctorial relation, whose total
poset can be interpreted as a triangulation of the square [0, 1]2. These definitions are
discussed in Section 2.1. In the next chapter, n-dimensional space will be build by
inductively bundling intervals over (n− 1)-dimensional space. The “interval bundles”
used in each such step will be defined in Section 2.2.
2.1 Singular intervals, their morphisms, and asso-
ciated relations
2.1.1 The definition of singular intervals
A singular interval I is a finite “zig-zag” poset together with a second order on its
objects called the “direction order”. We will define singular intervals by an explicit
representation in terms of sets of natural numbers. The ordering of numbers will
represent the direction order. We make this choice because, firstly, it is amenable
to calculation and computer implementation. Secondly, fixing a representation by
numbers allows us to understand equivalence of singular intervals as strict equality.
And finally, using numbers to represent the second order avoids having to define a
new categorical structure with two orders, and allows us to keep working with posets
instead.
Definition 2.1.1.1 (Singular intervals). A singular interval I is a poset with objects
being a set of natural numbers
obj(I) = { 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2HI − 1, 2HI }
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for some HI ∈ N. HI is called the height of I. The poset order → of I, also called
the singular order on I, is generated by the morphisms a→ a+ 1 if a ∈ I is even,
and a← a+ 1 if a ∈ I is odd. The unique interval of height n ∈ N is denoted by In.
I0 is called the initial singular interval, I1 is called the terminal singular interval.
We further define the subset
sing(I) := { i ∈ I | i odd } ⊂ obj(I)
whose elements are called singular heights, and the subset
reg(I) := { i ∈ I | i even } ⊂ obj(I)
whose elements are called regular segments. For technical convenience, we also define
ŝing(I) := { −1 } ∪ sing(I) ∪ { 2HI + 1 } ⊂ Z
Remark 2.1.1.2 (Singular order and direction order). Note that the objects of I are
integers and thus determine a full subposet of Z, which (abusing notation when no
confusion arises) we again denote by I. The subposet order ≤ on I ⊂ Z is called the
direction (order) on I (cf. Construction 1.2.2.3). This is different from the above
poset order → on I, which we call the singular order.
Examples illustrating the terminology and notation for singular intervals include
the following.
Examples 2.1.1.3 (Singular intervals). The following depicts the posetal structure
and object naming convention of In for 0 ≤ n ≤ 4
Notation 2.1.1.4 (Depicting the direction order of singular intervals). If X is a poset
and i : X ∼= Ik is an isomorphism for some k, then X has a single (involutive) non-
identity automorphism α. Thus there are exactly two isomorphisms i, iα : X ∼= Ik.
Fixing a choice of either isomorphism, means choosing a “direction order” on the
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objects of X; that is, objects of X get identified with numbers of Ik. Such a direction
order can be fully determined by “embedding” a depiction of X (cf. Notation 1.2.3.1)
in 1-dimensional space and then giving direction to that space—this then is the
direction of increasing numbers for objects. By convention this direction will be
from bottom to top and left to right, unless otherwise indicated. Based on this, the
following depictions of I3 have identical meaning
On the left, objects are given by their numbers. In this middle these numbers can
be derived from linear arrangement of the given posets together with the direction
indicated by a “coordinate arrow”. On the right, these numbers can be derived from
linear arrangement and the bottom-to-top/left-to-right convention.
Definition 2.1.1.5 (Morphisms of singular intervals). Let I, J be singular intervals.
(i) A (singular-height) morphism f between singular intervals I and J , also called
SI-morphism and denoted by f : I →SI J , is a monotone map f : sing(I)→
sing(J). Morphisms of singular intervals compose as functions of sets. Singular
intervals and their morphisms form the category SI.
(ii) A regular-segment morphism g between singular intervals I and J , also called
an SIreg-morphism and denoted by g : I →regSI J , is monotone map g : reg(I)→
reg(J) that also preserves endpoints, i.e. g(0) = 0 and g(2HI) = 2HJ . Regular-
segment morphisms of singular intervals compose as functions of sets. Singular
intervals and their regular-segment morphisms form a category SIreg.
Remark 2.1.1.6 (SI is equivalent to finite totally ordered sets). There is an embedding
S : SI→ Pos, mapping objects In to (n + 1) and morphisms f : In →SI Im to the
poset functor S(I) : (n + 1)→ (m + 1), defined to map objects as
i 7→ f(2i+ 1)− 1
2
The image of the embedding S is the full subcategory ∆+ of finite totally ordered
posets in Pos.
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Examples 2.1.1.7 (Maps between singular intervals). Examples of maps between
singular intervals (and their notation) are the following: the maps f1 : I2 →SI I2,
f2 : I3 →SI I4 can be depicted as follows
Here, we depicted mappings f : X → Y between sets X, Y by arrows from a ∈ X
to f(a) ∈ Y . Note that f2 cannot be obtained by restricting a functor of posets to
the singular heights of its domain and codomain (while f1 can be obtain that way).
We further define f3 : I1 →SI I2 and f4 : I0 →SI I2 as follows
In particular, note that the initial singular interval does not contain any singular
heights. On the other hand,
are not examples of singular interval morphisms: the left map maps singular heights
to regular segments, while the right map is not monotone.
Similarly, the following
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are examples of regular height morphisms.
Remark 2.1.1.8 (Equivalence is strict equality for elements of SI). Let I, J be singular
intervals. We make two observations relating to notions of equivalence that singular
intervals could admit.
• Let F : I → J be a functor of posets. If F is an isomorphism of posets and
monotone (that is, it preserves direction order) then we must have F = id and
I = J by Definition 2.1.1.1.
• Let f : I →SI J be a morphism in SI. If f is an isomorphism in SI, then f is
the identity morphism.
Definition 2.1.1.9 (Extensions of singular morphisms). Given f : I →SI J , for
technical convenience we also define f̂ : ŝing(I)→ ŝing(J), called the extension of f ,
by setting f̂(−1) = −1, f̂(2HI + 1) = 2HJ + 1 and f̂(a) = f(a) if a ∈ sing(I).
Example 2.1.1.10. Depicting mappings f : X → Y between sets X, Y as before
(by arrows from a ∈ X to f(a) ∈ Y ) we can depict extensions of singular interval
morphisms f2 and f4 defined in the previous example as follows
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2.1.2 Duality of singular-height and regular-segment mor-
phisms
Singular intervals have many interesting combinatorial properties. In this section we
shine light on one of their most fundamental properties, namely a “duality relation”
between their two types of morphisms.
Construction 2.1.2.1 (Regular and singular duals). To every singular-height mor-
phism f : I →SI J we associate a regular-segment morphism f reg : J →regSI I as
follows: let b ∈ reg(I) and a ∈ reg(J), then
f reg(a) = b ⇐⇒ (f̂(b− 1) < a < f̂(b+ 1)) (2.1.2.2)
f reg is called the regular dual of f . The fact that this construction defines a monotone
function of singular heights as required in Definition 2.1.1.5 follows from Claim 2.1.2.5.
Conversely, to every regular-segment morphism g : J →regSI I we associate a
singular-height morphism gsing : I →SI J as follows. Let d ∈ sing(J) and c ∈ sing(I),
then
gsing(c) = d ⇐⇒ (g(d− 1) < c < g(d+ 1)) (2.1.2.3)
gsing is called the singular dual of g. The fact that this construction defines a
monotone function of regular segments as required in Definition 2.1.1.5 follows from
Claim 2.1.2.5.
Example 2.1.2.4 (Regular and singular duals). Based on the singular interval
morphisms f1, f2 defined in Examples 2.1.1.7 we can construct the following regular
duals
Conversely, using g1, g2 as defined in Examples 2.1.1.7 we construct the following
singular duals
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Claim 2.1.2.5 (Well-definedness of duals). The given definition (2.1.2.2) for f reg
(resp. (2.1.2.3) for gsing) yields a monotone function of regular segments (resp.
singular heights).
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. We argue in detail for f reg being a monotone
function (the case of gsing follows similarly). Note that
[−1, 2HJ + 1] =
 ⊔
b∈reg(I)
]f̂(b− 1), f̂(b+ 1)[
 unionsq im(f̂) (2.1.2.6)
where
⊔
and unionsq denote disjoint unions of sets. This follows from f̂(−1) = −1,
f̂(2HI + 1) = 2HJ + 1 and monotonicity of f̂ (since f is monotone) which implies
the claimed disjointness of the unions on the right.
We deduce from (2.1.2.6) that f reg is well-defined as a function. To prove
monotonicity of f reg we let a < a′, a, a′ ∈ reg(J). By (2.1.2.6) we have a ∈
]f(b − 1), f(b + 1)[, a′ ∈]f(b′ − 1), f(b′ + 1)[ for unique b, b′ ∈ reg(J), and thus
f reg(a) = b, f reg(a′) = b′ by definition. Assume by contradiction b′ < b. Then
f(b′ + 1) ≤ f(b− 1) by monotonicity, contradicting a < a′ and the choice of b, b′.
Claim 2.1.2.7 (Ambidexterity of duals). Using notation from Construction 2.1.2.1
the two pairs of maps
(s, r) ∈ { (f, f reg), (gsing, g) }
satisfy that for all a ∈ reg(J) and c ∈ ŝing(I)(
ŝ(c) < a ⇐⇒ c < r(a)) (2.1.2.8)
and
(
a < ŝ(c) ⇐⇒ r(a) < c)
As a consequence we obtain (f reg)sing = f and (gsing)reg = g.
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Remark 2.1.2.9. (2.1.2.8) is called the ambidexterity condition for the pair (s, r).
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. We argue for the first pair (s, r) = (f, f reg),
the second argument for (s, r) = (gsing, g) is similar. For the first statement of the
condition, assume f̂(c) < a. By (2.1.2.6) there is b such that f̂(b− 1) < a < f̂(b+ 1).
Since f̂ is monotone we must have c ≤ b− 1 and thus c < b = f reg(a). Conversely
assume c < f reg(a). Again using (2.1.2.6) we find b such that f̂(b−1) < a < f̂(b+ 1).
By (2.1.2.2) we have c < b = f reg(a) and deduce c ≤ f̂(b−1) < a as required. Finally,
to show that (f reg)sing = f and (gsing)reg = g it suffices to note that pairs (s, r) of a
singular-height and a regular-segment morphisms which satisfy the ambidexterity
condition (2.1.2.8) mutually determine each other uniquely.
Lemma 2.1.2.10 (Taking duals induces an equivalence). There is an isomorphism
of categories SIop and SIreg given by the assignment I 7→ I on objects, and (f : I →SI
J) 7→ (f reg : J →regSI I) on morphisms.
Proof. It remains to prove functoriality of the assignment; that is, we need to prove
that idregI = idI and (f2f1)
reg = f reg1 f
reg
2 for f1 : I1 → I2, f2 : I2 → I3. For the first
statement note that îdI = idŝing(I) by Definition 2.1.1.9 and thus (2.1.2.2) becomes
idregI (a) = b ⇐⇒ îdI(b− 1) < a < îdI(b+ 1)
⇐⇒ b− 1 < a < b+ 1
implying idregI (b) = b. For the second statement, note that f̂2f1 = f̂2f̂1 by Defini-
tion 2.1.1.9 and thus, using (2.1.2.2) we find
(f2f1)
reg(a) = b ⇐⇒ f̂2f1(b− 1) < a < f̂2f1(b+ 1)
⇐⇒ f̂2f̂1(b− 1) < a < f̂2f̂1(b+ 1)
⇐⇒ f̂1(b− 1) < f reg2 (a) < f̂1(b+ 1)
⇐⇒ f reg1 f reg2 (a) = b
where for the third implication we used the ambidexterity condition (2.1.2.8).
2.1.3 The profunctorial realisation of a map of singular in-
tervals
We now define an important functor on the category SI, which produces a “triangu-
lation” of space based on a map of singular intervals. Technically, it is the unique
“minimal completion” of the graphs of a singular-height morphism and its regular
dual to a profunctorial relation.
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Definition 2.1.3.1 (Profunctorial realisation). Given f : I →SI J we define a
relation R(f) : I −7→ J , called the profunctorial realisation of f , by a case distinction
in the first argument as follows
R(f)(a ∈ sing(I), b ∈ J) ⇐⇒ f(a) = b (Sing1)
and
R(f)(a ∈ reg(I), b ∈ J) ⇐⇒ f̂(a− 1) ≤ b ≤ f̂(a+ 1) (Sing2)
Relations of the form R(f) : I −7→ J are called SI-relations, and f is called the
underlying SI-morphism of R(f).
Example 2.1.3.2 (Profunctorial realisation). Using f1 and f2 as defined in Exam-
ples 2.1.1.7 we can construct R(f1) and R(f2) to be the following relations
Here, elements of the relation R(fi) are indicated as union of the blue edges and
light green arrows.
The preceding definition of the profunctorial realisation uses a singular -height
morphism for the defining inequalities (Sing1) and (Sing2). The next claim shows
that their is an equivalent characterisation using the regular dual.
Claim 2.1.3.3 (Dual definition of profunctorial realisation). Given g : J →regSI I, set
f := gsing and define a relation R(g) : I −7→ J by setting
R(g)(a ∈ I, b ∈ reg(J)) ⇐⇒ g(b) = a (Reg1)
and
R(g)(a ∈ I, b ∈ sing(J)) ⇐⇒ g(b− 1) ≤ a ≤ g(b+ 1) (Reg2)
Then we claim R(f) = R(g) where R(f) was defined in Definition 2.1.3.1.
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. We argue by case distinction:
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(i) a ∈ sing(I), b ∈ sing(J). Then R(f)(a, b) if and only if f(a) = b and R(g)(a, b)
if and only if g(b− 1) < a < g(b+ 1). By (2.1.2.3) both are equivalent.
(ii) a ∈ sing(I), b ∈ reg(J). Then R(f)(a, b) if and only if f(a) = b and R(g)(a, b)
if and only if g(b) = a. Both are impossible by Definition 2.1.1.5.
(iii) a ∈ reg(J), b ∈ reg(J). Then R(f)(a, b) if and only if f̂(a− 1) < b < f̂(a+ 1)
and R(g)(a, b) if and only if g(b) = a. By (2.1.2.2) both are equivalent.
(iv) a ∈ reg(J), b ∈ sing(J). Then R(f)(a, b) if and only if f̂(a− 1) ≤ b ≤ f̂(a+ 1)
and R(g)(a, b) if and only if g(b− 1) ≤ a ≤ g(b+ 1). Equivalence follows since
firstly f̂(a−1) ≤ b ⇐⇒ a ≤ g(b+1) and secondly b ≤ f̂(a+1) ⇐⇒ g(b−1) ≤
a. We argue for the first statement (the second follows similarly). Assume
f̂(a− 1) ≤ b < b+ 1. Then ambidexterity (2.1.2.8) yields a− 1 < g(b+ 1) and
thus a ≤ g(b+1). Conversely, assume a−1 < a ≤ g(b+1). Then ambidexterity
(2.1.2.8) yields f̂(a− 1) < b+ 1 and thus f̂(a− 1) ≤ b as required.
Example 2.1.3.4 (Dual definition of profunctorial realisation). Using f1 and f2,
two examples of the construction in the claim’s statement are the following
Comparing to Example 2.1.3.2, we find R(f1) = R(f
reg
1 ) and R(f2) = R(f
reg
2 ) as
claimed.
As suggested by its name, an SI-relation R(f) : I −7→ J with underlying SI-
morphism f : I →SI J is not only a relation but a profunctorial relation (cf.
Definition 1.2.4.1). Thus R(f) is a morphism in PRel. In fact, the assignment
f 7→ R(f) is functorial. To motivate both statements we first give an example.
Example 2.1.3.5. Using Notation 1.2.4.2, the following depicts a composition of
SI-relations (whose underlying SI-morphisms are indicated by blue edges from left
to right)
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We observe that in this case, profunctorial realisation of the composition of the two
singular interval morphisms is the composition (as relations) of the profunctorial
realisation of each individual singular interval morphism.
Similarly, we find that profunctorial realisations of the identity yield the identity
profunctorial realisation, which is illustrated by the following example
Lemma 2.1.3.6 (Profunctorial realisation functor).
(i) The relation R(f) : I −7→ J as defined in Definition 2.1.3.1 is a profunctorial
relation between the posets I and J (in singular order)
(ii) The assignment f 7→ R(f) is functorial, giving rise to a functor R : SI→ PRel
called the profunctorial realisation.
Proof. (i) The proof is straight-forward. For profunctoriality of R(f) we need
to verify (1.2.4.4). Let a′ → a in I and R(f)(a, b). We need to show R(f)(a′, b).
Excluding the case where a′ = a (in which the statement holds trivially), by
Definition 2.1.1.1 we either have a′ = a− 1 or a′ = a+ 1, and a′ ∈ reg(I), a ∈
sing(I) in both cases. We assume a′ = a− 1→ a (and argue similarly in the
second case). Since a ∈ sing(I) we have b = f(a) = f(a′+1) by (Sing1). Thus
f(a′ − 1) ≤ b ≤ f(a′ + 1) by monotonicity of f and we deduce R(f)(a′, b) by
(Sing2) as required. Next assume b→ b′ in J and R(f)(a, b). We need to show
R(f)(a, b′). Excluding again b = b′ we either have b′ = b+ 1 or b′ = b− 1 and
argue in the former case. Since b ∈ reg(J) we have a = f reg(b) = f reg(b′ + 1)
by (Reg1). Thus f reg(b′ − 1) ≤ a ≤ f reg(b′ + 1) by monotonicity of f reg and
we deduce R(f)(a, b′) by (Reg2) as required.
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(ii) The proof is straight-forward. For functoriality we need to check firstly, that
R(id : I →SI I) = HomI(−,−)
and secondly, that
R(f2f1) = R(f1) R(f2)
for any f1 : I1 →SI I2, f2 : I2 →SI I3.
For the first statement recall Construction 1.2.4.3 where we defined the Hom
relation. The statement then follows by comparison of (Sing1) and (Sing2)
(in the case that f = id and thus f̂ = idŝing(I)) with Definition 2.1.1.1 defining
the singular order on I.
For the second statement we show for a ∈ I1, c ∈ I3 that
R(f2f1)(a, c) ⇐⇒
(
R(f1) R(f2)
)
(a, c)
To prove “⇐”, assume R(f1)(a, b) and R(f2)(b, c) for some b ∈ I2. We want to
show R(f2f1)(a, c). There are the following cases
(a) a ∈ sing(I1). Then b = f1(a) ∈ sing(I2) and c = f2(b) by (Sing1) and
thus R(f2f1)(a, c).
(b) a ∈ reg(I1) and b ∈ sing(I2). Then c = f2(b) by (Sing1) and f̂1(a− 1) ≤
b ≤ f̂1(a + 1) by (Sing2). Monotonicity of f̂2 as well as f̂2f̂1 = f̂2f1
implies that f̂2f1(a − 1) ≤ c ≤ f̂2f1(a + 1) and thus R(f2f1)(a, c) as
required.
(c) a ∈ reg(I1) and b ∈ reg(I2). Then f̂1(a−1) ≤ b−1 < b < b+1 ≤ f̂(a+1)
and f̂2(b − 1) ≤ c ≤ f̂2(b + 1) by (Sing2). Monotonicity of f̂2 as well
as f̂2f̂1 = f̂2f1 implies that f̂2f1(a − 1) ≤ c ≤ f̂2f1(a + 1) and thus
R(f2f1)(a, c) as required.
To prove “⇒” assume R(f2f1)(a, c). We want to show that there is b ∈ I2 such
that R(f1)(a, b) and R(f2)(b, c). There are the following cases.
(a) a ∈ sing(I1). Then f2f1(a) = c and we can take b = f1(a) and (Sing1)
yields R(f1)(a, b) and R(f2)(b, c).
(b) a ∈ reg(I1), c ∈ reg(I3). Then a = (f2f1)reg(c) and we can take b = f reg2 (c)
and (Reg1) yields R(f1)(a, b) and R(f2)(b, c).
(c) a ∈ reg(I1). c ∈ sing(I3). Then f̂2f1(a − 1) ≤ c ≤ f̂2f1(a + 1). Since
f̂2f1 = f̂2f̂1 this implies f̂2f̂1(a− 1) ≤ c ≤ f̂2f̂1(a+ 1). Using the proof
of Claim 2.1.3.3 case (iv) this implies f̂1(a− 1) + 1 ≤ (f2)reg(c+ 1) and
(f2)
reg(c− 1) ≤ f̂1(a+ 1)− 1. Thus, neither f̂2(a+ 1) < f reg2 (c− 1) nor
f reg2 (c+ 1) < f̂1(a− 1) is possible. In other words, the intersection of the
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intervals [f̂1(a−1), f̂2(a+1)] and [f reg2 (c−1), f reg2 (c+1)] is non-trivial, and
there is a b ∈ I2 which simultaneously satisfies f̂1(a− 1) ≤ b ≤ f̂2(a+ 1)
and f reg2 (c − 1) ≤ b ≤ f reg2 (c + 1). Then (Sing2) and (Reg2) yield
R(f1)(a, b) and R(f2)(b, c) respectively.
Remark 2.1.3.7 (R is an embedding of categories). Note that the profunctorial
realisation R : SI → PRel is an embedding of SI into PRel: It is injective on
objects and faithful on morphism since for f1, f2 : I →SI J we have
R(f1) = R(f2) ⇒
(
R(f1)(a ∈ sing(I), b ∈ J) ⇐⇒ R(f2)(a ∈ sing(I), b ∈ J)
)
⇒ f1 = f2
2.1.4 Total order on the edges of profunctorial realisations
In this section we develop an important tool for later on proofs, called edge induction.
If one visualises a profunctorial realisations of singular height morphisms one can
observe that edges can always be assumed to have no intersections. This allows to
put a total order on edges by traversing them one by one. We will establish this
result by first defining successors and predecessors, and then observing that these
are mutually invertible constructions.
Definition 2.1.4.1 (Edges of singular interval morphisms). Given a morphism
f : I →SI J of singular intervals, define the set of edges of f to be the set
E(f) = { (a, a′) | a ∈ I, a′ ∈ J,R(f)(a, a′) }
We also set E(I) := E(idI) for a singular interval I. Given an edge a = (a, a
′) ∈ E(f),
we denote the source a ∈ I of a by a subscript s as follows
as := a
and the target a′ ∈ J of a by a subscript t as follows
at := a
′
Further define the norm of an edge a ∈ E(f) by setting
〈a〉 = as + at
Example 2.1.4.2 (Set of edges). Consider the following SI-relation (its underlying
SI-morphism is indicated by blue edges)
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The set of edges of this SI-relation is the set of tuples of number written next to
each edge.
Construction 2.1.4.3 (Successor edge). Let f : Is →SI It and a ∈ E(f) such that
〈a〉 < 2(HIs + HIt). We define the successor edge S(a) = (S(a)s, S(a)t) ∈ E(f) of
x, and its filler edge F(a) ∈ E(II(a)), where I(a) ∈ { s, t } is the filler’s index. The
definition is by a case distinction of four cases that can be visualised as follows
Here, blue edges are edges between singular heights. Comparing to the previous
example, the reader should observe that all triangles appearing therein are covered
by the above four cases. Below we will see that this holds in general.
Recall that for (S(a)s, S(a)t) to be indeed an element of E(f) we need R(f)(S(a)s, S(a)t),
which we verify in each case.
(DL+) as ∈ reg(Is), at ∈ reg(It). Then we can set S(a)s = as and S(a)t = at + 1
(S(a)t ∈ It by Remark 2.1.4.4). Since at → S(a)t in It, profunctoriality of
R(f) implies R(f)(S(a)s, S(a)t) as required for (S(a)s, S(a)t) ∈ E(f). We define
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the filler edge as F(a) := (at, S(a)t) ∈ E(II(a)) where I(a) = t. Note that the
pair (bs, bt) := (S(a)s, S(a)t) satisfies case (DL
−) below.
(UL+) as ∈ sing(It), at ∈ sing(Is). Then we can set S(a)s = as + 1 and S(a)t = at.
Since S(a)s → as in Is, profunctoriality of R(f) implies R(f)(S(a)s, S(a)t)
as required for (S(a)s, S(a)t) ∈ E(f). We define the filler edge as F(a) :=
(S(a)s, as) ∈ E(II(a)) where I(a) = s. Note that the pair (bs, bt) := (S(a)s, S(a)t)
satisfies case (UL−) below.
(DR+) as ∈ reg(Is), at ∈ sing(It) and f̂(as + 1) > at. Then we can set S(a)s = as and
S(a)t = at + 1. Using (Sing2) we obtain R(f)(S(a)s, S(a)t) as required for
(S(a)s, S(a)t) ∈ E(f). We define the filler edge as F(a) := (S(a)t, at) ∈ E(II(a))
where I(a) = t. Note that the pair (bs, bt) := (S(a)s, S(a)t) satisfies case
(DR−) below.
(UR+) as ∈ reg(Is), at ∈ sing(It) and f̂(as + 1) = at. Then we can set S(a)s = as + 1
and S(a)t = as (S(a)s ∈ Is by Remark 2.1.4.5). Using (Sing1) we obtain
R(f)(S(a)s, S(a)t) as required for (S(a)s, S(a)t) ∈ E(f). We define the filler
edge as F(a) := (as, S(a)s) ∈ E(II(a)) where I(a) = s. Note that the pair
(bs, bt) := (S(a)s, S(a)t) satisfies case (UR
−) below.
Remark 2.1.4.4. In case (DL+) our choice S(a)t = at + 1 is valid (that is, S(a)t ∈ It)
by the following argument: first note as = f
reg(at) by (Reg1). Assume S(a)t =
at + 1 /∈ It, i.e. at = 2HIt . Then as = 2HIs since f reg is end-point preserving (cf.
Definition 2.1.1.5). This contradicts our assumption on x that 〈x〉 < 2(HIs + HIt),
and thus we must have at < 2HIt .
Remark 2.1.4.5. In case (UR+) our choice S(a)s = as + 1 is valid (that is, S(a)s ∈ Is)
since by assumption in that case we have f̂(as+1) = at. Then, using Definition 2.1.1.5
together with at < 2HIt we must have as < 2HIs (otherwise f̂(as+1) = f̂(2HIs +1) =
2HIt + 1 which cannot equal at and thus contradicts the assumptions of that case).
Construction 2.1.4.6 (Predecessor edge). Let f : Is →SI It and b ∈ E(f) such
that 〈b〉 > 0. We define the predecessor P(b) ≡ (P(b)s, P(b)t) ∈ E(f) of y by the
following case distinction. The cases can be visualised as follows
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Here, blue edges are edges between singular heights. Note the correspondence of
these four cases to the cases in the successor construction.
Similar to the successor construction, in each of the below cases we need to show
R(f)(P(a)s, P(a)t).
(DL−) bs ∈ reg(Is), bt ∈ sing(It) and f reg(bt − 1) = bs. Then we can set P(b)s = bs
and P(b)t = bt − 1. Using (Reg1) we obtain R(f)(P(b)s, P(b)t) as required.
Note that the pair (as, at) := (P(b)s, P(b)t) satisfies (DL
+) above.
(UL−) bs ∈ reg(Is), bt ∈ sing(It) and f reg(bt−1) < bs. Then we can set P(b)s = bs−1
and P(b)t = bt (P(b)s ∈ Is by Remark 2.1.4.7). Using (Reg2) we obtain
R(f)(P(b)s, P(b)t) as required. Note that the pair (as, at) := (P(b)s, P(b)t)
satisfies case (UL+) above.
(DR−) bs ∈ reg(Is), bt ∈ reg(It). Then we can set P(b)s = bs and P(b)t = bt − 1
(P(b)t ∈ It by Remark 2.1.4.8). Since bt → P(b)t in It, profunctoriality of
R(f) implies R(f)(P(b)s, P(b)t) as required. Note that the pair (as, at) :=
(P(b)s, P(b)t) satisfies case (DR
+) above.
(UR−) bs ∈ sing(Is), bt ∈ sing(Is). Then we can set P(b)s = bs − 1 and P(b)t = bt.
Since P(b)s → bs in Is, profunctoriality of R(f) implies R(f)(P(b)s, P(b)t) as
required. Note that the pair (as, at) := (P(b)s, P(b)t) satisfies case (UR
+)
above.
Remark 2.1.4.7. In case (UL−) our choice P(b)s = bs− 1 is valid since by assumption
in that case we have f reg(bt − 1) < bs. But 0 ≤ f reg(bt − 1) and thus bs > 0 from
which we deduce P(b)s ∈ Is.
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Remark 2.1.4.8. In case (DR−) our choice P(b)t = bt − 1 is valid by the following
argument: first not that bs = f
reg(bt). Now assume P(b)t /∈ It by contradiction, i.e.
equivalently that bt = 0. Since f
reg is endpoint-preserving we deduce bs = 0. But
this would mean 〈y〉 = 0 contradicting our assumption on y.
Notation 2.1.4.9. Given f : Is →SI It and a, b ∈ E(f), if the respective successor
and predecessor edges exist, we inductively set S1(a) = S(a), P1(b) = P(b) and
Sn(a) = S(Sn−1(a)), Pn(b) = P(Pn−1(b)), for n > 1.
Lemma 2.1.4.10 (Edge induction). Let f : Is →SI It, and assume a, b ∈ E(f).
(i) If b = S(a) then 〈b〉 = 〈a〉+ 1, bs ≥ as, bt ≥ at and P(b) = a.
(ii) If a = P(b) then 〈a〉 = 〈b〉 − 1, as ≤ bs, at ≤ bt and S(a) = b
(iii) E(f) has a unique a with 〈a〉 = 0 and this is the element with minimal norm.
Similarly, E(f) has unique b with 〈b〉 = 2HIs + 2HIt and this is the element
with maximal norm.
(iv) If 〈a〉 = 〈b〉, then a = b
This establishes that 〈−〉 : E(f) → N is a bijection with its image [0, 2(HIs + HIt)].
Thus E(f) inherits a linear order <E on its elements by setting a <E b ⇐⇒ 〈a〉 < 〈b〉
for a, b ∈ E(f). We deduce the principle of edge induction: Every element a ∈ E(f)
is of the form a = Sm(0, 0) for m = 〈a〉.
Proof. The proof for each statement is straight-forward.
(i) The first three statements follow from the observation that, for r ∈ { s, t },
we have firstly, S(a)r = ar + 1 if r = I(a) and secondly, S(a)r = ar if r 6= I(a).
This follows by separately inspecting each case C+, C ∈ {DL, UL, DR, UR }
of Construction 2.1.4.3. The last statement follows since, as we observed in
Construction 2.1.4.3, in each case C+ the successor edge b = S(a) satisfies the
conditions of case C− of Construction 2.1.4.6. Then, arguing separately in
each case C−, we can the see that P(b) = P(S(a)) = a .
(ii) The argument is similar to the previous item, with the roles of successor and
predecessor reversed.
(iii) Let a ∈ E(f) and a ≡ (as, at). Since as, at are positive numbers we have
〈a〉 ≥ 0 and 〈a〉 = 0 if and only if as = at = 0. Note that (0, 0) ∈ E(f) by
(Reg1) together with f reg(0) = 0 (which holds by Definition 2.1.1.5). Similarly,
as ≤ 2HIs and at ≤ 2HIt . Thus 〈a〉 ≤ 2HIs + 2HIt and 〈a〉 = 2HIs + 2HIt
iff as = 2HIs and at = 2HIt . Now, note that (2HIs , 2HIt) ∈ E(f) by (Reg1)
together with f reg(2HIt) = 2HIs (which holds by Definition 2.1.1.5).
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(iv) Assume b ∈ E(f) and m = 〈b〉 = 〈a〉. Then Pm(b) = Pm(a) = (0, 0) by
part (iii). Using that successor and predecessor are mutually inverse, we then
calculate
b = Sm(Pm(b))
= Sm(0, 0)
= Sm(Pm(a))
= a
as required.
Example 2.1.4.11 (Ordering on edges). In the following example, the ordering on
the set of edges is indicated by red arrows
Corollary 2.1.4.12 (Bimonotonicity of profunctorial realisation). Whenever a, b ∈
E(f) then
(as < bs) ⇒ (at ≤ bt)
and
(at < bt) ⇒ (as ≤ bs)
We refer to this property by saying that the relation R(f) is bimonotone.
Proof. We prove the first statement, and the second follows similarly. Assume as < bs.
Then a 6= b since equality of edges would imply as = bs. By Lemma 2.1.4.10 we
either have a = Sm(b) or a = Sm(b) for some m ∈ N>0. The former case implies
as ≥ bs by Lemma 2.1.4.10 contradicting our assumption as < bs and thus we must
have a = Pm(b). Using Lemma 2.1.4.10 again, this yields at ≤ bt as required.
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Corollary 2.1.4.13 (Bisurjectivity of profunctorial realisation). Let f : Is →SI It.
Then for any a ∈ It there is at least one a ∈ E(f) with at = a and for any b ∈ Is
there is at least one b ∈ E(f) with bs = b. We refer to this property by saying that
the relation R(f) is bisurjective.
Proof. Applying the successor construction to c ∈ E(f) increments either cs or ct
by 1 while leaving the other constant (cf. proof of Lemma 2.1.4.10). Starting at
c = (0, 0) ∈ E(f), since we will eventually reach the last edge (2HIs , 2HIt) the claimed
edges must exist.
We also record the following statement, that will become useful later on.
Corollary 2.1.4.14 (Filler edge bounds). Let a, b ∈ E(f). If 〈a〉 < 〈b〉 then for
a ∈ { F(a)s, F(a)t } we have
aI(a) ≤ a ≤ bI(a)
Proof. First note that since 〈a〉 < 〈b〉 we have 〈a〉 < 2HIs + 2HIt , and thus the
successor of a exists by Construction 2.1.4.3. Next, 〈a〉 < 〈b〉 implies 〈S(a)〉 ≤ 〈b〉 by
Lemma 2.1.4.10, and the latter then also yields aI(a) ≤ S(a)I(a) ≤ bI(a). By inspecting
each case C+, C ∈ {DL, UL, DR, UR } of Construction 2.1.4.3 we see that F(a)
is a pair (F(a)s, F(a)t) ∈ EI(a) of numbers such that F(a)s, F(a)t ∈
{
aI(a), S(a)I(a)
}
which thus implies statement.
2.2 Singular interval families
Having defined SI and R : SI→ PRel, in this section we put both ideas together
to define a notion of singular interval family, and singular interval bundle. These
bundles of intervals will later on form individual maps in towers of bundles, projecting
down from n-dimensional space, one dimension at a time.
2.2.1 Total posets of singular interval families
We discuss total posets G(RA) of profunctorial realisations of SI-families A, and
introduce the definition of singular interval families as well as relevant notation.
Construction 2.2.1.1 (Total posets of SI-families). Given a poset X and a functor
A : X → SI, then by postcomposing A with R : SI → PRel we obtain a functor
RA : X → PRel to which we can apply the Grothendieck construction given in
Construction 1.2.5.1. We obtain a bundle piRA : G(RA)→ X. Note that for x ∈ X,
the fibre pi−1RA(x) is a singular interval, or more precisely, we have
pi−1RA(x) = { x } × RA(x)
and can thus thus be identified with the singular interval A(x). Following Construc-
tion 1.2.5.1, we will represent objects and morphisms as follows
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• Objects: An object w ∈ pi−1RA(x) ⊂ G(RA) is a tuple (x, a), where x ∈ X and
a ∈ A(x) = { 0, 1, . . . , 2HA(x) } is a natural number (cf. Definition 2.1.1.1)
• Morphisms: ((x, a) → (y, b)) ∈ mor(G(RA)) if and only if (x → y) ∈ mor(X)
and RA(x→ y)(a, b) holds. Thus (cf. Definition 2.1.4.1) we have
(x, a)→ (y, b) ∈mor(G(RA)) (2.2.1.2)
⇐⇒ (x→ y) ∈ morX and (a, b) ∈ E(A(x→ y))
A morphism in G(RA) is therefore a tuple (r, a) where r ∈ mor(X) and a ∈
E(A(r)).
Definition 2.2.1.3 (SI-families). For X a poset, a functor A : X → SI is called a
singular interval family, or more concisely, an SI-family, with base poset X. G(RA)
is called its total poset and piRA is called an SI-bundle.
Given two SI-families A1, A2 : X → SI, a map of SI-bundles G : piRA1 → piRA2 is
a map of bundles G : piRA1 → piRA2 that preserves direction order: in other words,
we require for each x ∈ X that G|x is monotone.
Example 2.2.1.4 (SI-families). Using Examples 2.1.1.7 consider the SI-family
A : I1 → SI defined by setting A(0→ 1) = f1 and A(2→ 1) = f2. In this case the
Grothendieck construction yields the bundle piRA : G(RA)→ I1 which maps
Note that since G(RA) is a poset, it comes with a notion of composition (r, a)◦(s, b)
for compatible morphisms (r, a), (s, b) (and compatibility means s = (w → x),
r = (x → y) for some w, x, y ∈ X as well as as = bt). In later proofs we will
be particularly interested in the case of the successor construction. For this, we
explicitly state the following observation
Remark 2.2.1.5 (Compositions with filler edges). Let (r, a) ∈ mor(G(RA)) such that
a has a successor S(a) in E(A(r)). Then, writing r = (x → y), the four cases of
Construction 2.1.4.3 respectively yield the following compositions
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(DL+) (idy, F(a)) ◦ (r, a) = (r, S(a))
(UL+) (r, a) ◦ (idx, F(a)) = (r, S(a))
(DR+) (r, a) = (idy, F(a)) ◦ (r, S(a))
(UR+) (r, a) = (r, S(a)) ◦ (idx, F(a))
which can be visualised for the cases (DL+) and (UL+) as
and for the cases (DR+) and (UR+) as
The following are important simplifications of notation for the rest of the docu-
ment.
Notation 2.2.1.6 (Implicit profunctorial realisation). To ease readability, throughout
the rest of document we will denote the SI-bundle
piRA : G(RA)→ X
obtained from a singular interval family A : X → SI by
piA : G(A)→ X
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thus keeping post-composition with R implicit.
Notation 2.2.1.7 (Extension notation for SI-families). We further extend Defini-
tion 2.1.1.9 as follows: if X is a poset, A : X → SI a singular interval family and
x→ y a morphism in X, then for readability we denote
̂A(x→ y)
by
Â(x→ y)
We end this section with a first (simple) observation about G(A).
Remark 2.2.1.8 (Connectedness of G(A)). If X is a connected poset then for A :
X → SI, G(A) is a connected poset. This is because each pi−1A (x) is non-empty and
connected, and E(A(x→ y)) is never empty.
2.2.2 Strict uniqueness of pullbacks
The following remark is an important observation which in addition to previous
remarks highlights that many concepts evolving from singular intervals naturally
have strict equality taking the place of a notion of isomorphism.
Remark 2.2.2.1 (Uniqueness of pullbacks for SI-families). In the setting of SI-
families (and unlike PRel-families) pullbacks are unique on-the-nose. This is due to
equivalence being strict equality as remarked in Remark 2.1.1.8.
More concretely, we first define what we mean by a pullback of SI-bundles: let
H : X → Y be a functor of posets and B : Y → SI an SI-family over Y . Then an
SI-family pullback of B along H is a pullback of posets
G(A) K //
piA 
G(B)
piB
X
H
// Y
(2.2.2.2)
such that piA is a bundle arising from an SI-family A : X → SI and K|x is monotone
for each x ∈ X (cf. Notation 1.2.6.1).
Now, we show these pullbacks are unique up to strict equality. First, given a map
G : piA1 → piA2 of SI-bundles A1, A2 over X, we claim that if it is an isomorphism
(that is, it has an inverse G−1 : piA2 → piA2) then we have G = G(idX) as defined
in Construction 1.2.6.2. From Remark 2.1.1.8 we infer that A1(x) = A2(x) and
G|x = id for all x ∈ X. Note that functoriality and invertibility of G then imply for
all (x→ y) ∈ mor(X) that
RA1(x→ y)(a, b) ⇐⇒ RA2(x→ y)(a, b)
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and thus by R being a faithful embedding (see Remark 2.1.3.7) we find
A1(x→ y) = A2(x→ y)
Therefore G = G(idX) as claimed.
Next, assume the pullback (2.2.2.2). We claim A = BH showing that A is
uniquely determined by B and H. First, by Construction 1.2.6.2 we have a pullback
of SI-bundles
G(BH) G(H) //
piBH 
G(B)
piB
X
H
// Y
By the pullback property there is a poset isomorphism F : G(A)→ G(BH) such that
piBHF = piA and G(H)F = K. Since K and G(H) preserve direction order (that is,
they are fibrewise monotone) so does F . This makes F into a map of SI-bundles.
We deduce F = G(idX) by our previous argument and thus pullbacks are unique.
The preceding remark establishes a one-to-one correspondence of SI-bundle
pullbacks (2.2.2.2) and base change functors H : X → Y .
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Chapter 3
Cubes
In this chapter we build a notion of labelled singular n-cubes from the previously
defined notion of intervals (that is, 1-cubes). These n-cubes will be towers (of
height n) of bundles of intervals, together with a functor (called “labelling”) on their
total space. Interestingly, these cubes organise into a category whose morphism are
bundles of cubes themselves. Section 3.1 will be dedicated to the inductive step in
building this category. Section 3.2 will then use this step to build the category of
labelled singular n-cubes and discuss their representation as towers of bundles, as
well as their most important properties.
3.1 Labels
The goal of this section will be to define the category SI/C of C-labelled singular
intervals, and then prove that there is an one-to-one correspondence between functors
F from a poset X into SI/C
R : X → SI/C
and tuples of functors (V, U)
E
V

U // C
X
where V is an SI-bundle, and U is any functor (which will be called the labelling
of R). Using the examples provided early onwards in the section, the reader might
want to attempt to spot this correspondence as soon as possible, as this will allow to
gloss over some of the tedious notation involved in the fully formal construction of it.
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3.1.1 Labelled singular intervals
Notation 3.1.1.1. Given a functor F : C → D denote by
νF : HomC(−,−)⇒ HomD(F−, F−)
the natural transformation with components
(νF )(x,y) : (g : x→ y) 7→ (Fg : Fx→ Fy)
Construction 3.1.1.2 (C-labelled singular intervals). Given a category C, define
the category SI/C, called the category of C-labelled singular intervals, as follows:
• Objects I are pairs (I ∈ SI, I−→ : I → C) consisting of a singular interval I and a
functor I−→ : I → C.
• Morphisms f : I → J are pairs (f, f−→) : (I, I−→) → (J, J−→) consisting of an
SI-morphism
f : I →SI J
of singular intervals together with a natural transformation
f−→ : PR(f)(−,−)→ HomC( I−→−, J−→−) (3.1.1.3)
Note that P will be usually kept implicit from now on.
Note that components of f−→ are maps
f−→(a,b) : PR(f)(a, b)→ HomC( I−→a, J−→b)
If R(f)(a, b) then we write f−→(a,b) for the morphism f−→(a,b)(∗) (which is an element in
HomC( I−→(a), J−→(b))). On the other hand, if (a, b) /∈ E(f) then f−→(a,b) is trivial as it
has empty domain and image.
• The composition of two morphisms f1 = (f1, f1−→) : I1 → I2, f2 = (f2, f2−→) : I2 →
I3 is given by a pair
(f2 ◦ f1, f1−→ f2−→) : I1 → I3
where f1−→ f2−→ is the “horizontal composition” of f1−→ and f2−→ defined as follows:
for any (a1, a3) satisfying the left hand side of (3.1.1.4) we need to define
(f1−→ f2−→)(a1,a3). Recall that R(f2 ◦ f1) = R(f1) R(f2) by Lemma 2.1.3.6, and
thus by Definition 1.2.4.1 we find
(a1, a3) ∈ E(f2f1) ⇐⇒ ∃a2.(a1, a2) ∈ E(f1) and (a2, a3) ∈ E(f2) (3.1.1.4)
Choose any a2 for which the right hand side holds, and then set
(f1−→ f2−→)(a1,a3) := f2−→(a2,a3) ◦ f1−→(a1,a2) (3.1.1.5)
In Claim 3.1.1.10 below we show that this definition is well-defined; that is, it
doesn’t depend on the choice of the integer a2 ∈ I2.
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This constructs the category SI/C. We note that identities in SI/C are given by
idI = (idI , ν I−→) (cf. Notation 3.1.1.1).
Remark 3.1.1.6 (Labelling terminology). SI/C is called the category of “C-labelled
singular intervals” based on the following idea: if I ∈ SI/C then I−→ : I → C should
be thought of as a singular interval whose objects a and morphisms a1 → a2 are
labelled by objects I−→(a) and morphisms I−→(a1 → a2) in C respectively.
Similarly, if (f : I → J) ∈ mor(SI/C) then f−→(a,b) ∈ mor(C) should be thought
of as a label for the edge (a, b) ∈ E(f) of f . By naturality of f−→ these labels are
“compatible” with the labels I−→, J−→ of I, J in the natural way as we will see in the
next example.
Example 3.1.1.7 (A morphism in SI/C). We define the objects (I, I−→), (J, J−→) ∈
SI/C by setting I = I2, J = I2 and defining I−→, J−→ : I2 → C to be the functors
where ai, bi are objects, and hi, ki morphisms in C. We define (f, f−→) : (I, I−→) →
(J, J−→) by first setting f : I →SI SIf to be the SI-morphism with profunctorial
realisation
(the mapping of f itself is indicated by the blue edges). Now, f−→ is a natural
transformation as defined in (3.1.1.3) with non-trivial components ( f−→)(a,b) whenever
(a, b) ∈ E(f) is an edge of f , in which case we have ( f−→)(a,b) ∈ HomC( I−→(a), J−→(b)) (cf.
Construction 3.1.1.2). Naturality (in the first component) of f−→ means that for all
(a′ → a) ∈ mor(SIfI) we have
( f−→)(a′,b) = HomC( I−→(a
′ → a), J−→(b))
(
( f−→)(a,b)
)
= ( f−→)(a,b)) I−→(a
′ → a)
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and naturality in the second component means for all (b→ b′) ∈ mor(J) we have
( f−→)(a,b′) = HomC( I−→(a), J−→(b→ b
′))
(
( f−→)(a,b)
)
= J−→(b→ b
′)( f−→)(a,b))
This means, that data for f is an assignment (a, b) ∈ E(f) 7→ ( f−→)(a,b) such that
commutes. But the commuting diagram above (without the labels by morphisms
in C) is just G(∆f), where ∆f : 2 → SI has image f . This means that (f, f−→) :
(I, I−→)→ (J, J−→) gives a functor
G(∆f )→ C (3.1.1.8)
And conversely, any such functor determines I−→, J−→ and f−→.
Example 3.1.1.9 (Composition of morphisms in SI/C). Given two composable
morphisms (f1 : I1 → I2), (f2 : I2 → I3) ∈ mor(SI/C) then the components of
(f1  f2−−−−→)(a,c) are compositions of components of f1−→ and f2−→ (cf. (3.1.1.5)) but the
choice of this composition is non-unique as the following example shows
The fact that horizontal composition is still well-defined is the content of the next
lemma.
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Claim 3.1.1.10 (Well-definedness of compostion in SI/C). f1−→ f2−→ as defined in
(3.1.1.5) satisfies that
(i) it is single-valued. In other words, (f1−→ f2−→)(a1,a3) is independent of the choice
of a2.
(ii) it is a natural transformation
R(f2f1)(−,−)→ HomC(I1−→−, I3−→−)
Proof. (i) To show that the definition given in (3.1.1.5) is single-valued, assume
R(f1)(a1, a2) and R(f2)(a2, a3) as well as R(f1)(a1, a
′
2) and R(f2)(a
′
2, a3) for
a2, a
′
2 ∈ I2. In other words, both a1 and a2 are witnesses for the existential
quantification in (3.1.1.4). We need to show that
(f2−→)(a2,a3) ◦ (f1−→)(a1,a2) = (f2−→)(a′2,a3) ◦ (f1−→)(a1,a′2) (3.1.1.11)
Assume a2 < a
′
2 or switch the roles of a2, a
′
2 in the following. Note that for
any a2 < a < a
′
2 we have R(f1)(a1, a) and R(f2)(a, a3) by monotonicity (cf.
Corollary 2.1.4.12). Thus, arguing inductively, it is enough to show (3.1.1.11)
for a′2 = a2 + 1. There are two cases.
(a) a2 is even: in this case a2 → a′2 and we find
(f2−→)(a2,a3) ◦ (f1−→)(a1,a2) = (f2−→)(a′2,a3) ◦ I2−→(a2 → a
′
2) ◦ (f1−→)(a1,a2)
= (f2−→)(a′2,a3) ◦ (f1−→)(a1,a′2)
where we used naturality of f2−→ in the first step, and naturality of f1−→ in
the second.
(b) a2 is odd: in this case a
′
2 → a2 and we find
(f2−→)(a2,a3) ◦ (f1−→)(a1,a2) = (f2−→)(a2,a3) ◦ I2−→(a
′
2 → a2) ◦ (f1−→)(a1,a′2)
= (f2−→)(a′2,a3) ◦ (f1−→)(a1,a′2)
where we used naturality of f1−→ in the first step, and naturality of f2−→ in
the second.
(ii) Finally, the fact that f1−→ f2−→ is a natural transformation now follows from
(3.1.1.5) and f1−→, f2−→ being natural transformations individually.
Construction 3.1.1.12 (Relabelling functor). Given a functor F : C → D, we
construct the functor SI/F : SI/C → SI/D, called relabelling by F , as follows
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• Objects I = (I, I−→) are mapped to (I, F I−→)
• Morphisms f = (f, f−→) : I → J are mapped to (f, νF ( I−→
op × J−→) ◦ f−→),
where νF ( I−→op × J−→) : HomC( I−→−, J−→−)→ Hom(F I−→−, F J−→−) is νF (cf. Nota-
tion 3.1.1.1) pre-whiskered with I−→op × J−→ : Iop × J → Cop × C.
For functoriality of SI/F we need to verify
SI /F f1−−−−−→ SI /F f2−−−−−→ = SI /F (f1  f2)−−−−−−−−−−→ (3.1.1.13)
Note that by definition of Ff and νF (cf. Notation 3.1.1.1), for f : I → J ∈
mor(SI/C), a ∈ I, b ∈ J , we find
(SI /F f)(a,b) :=
(
νF ( I−→
op × J−→) ◦ f−→
)
(a,b)
(3.1.1.14)
= F ( f−→(a,b)) : FI(a)→ FJ(b)
and thus (3.1.1.13) follows from functoriality of F and (3.1.1.5).
Remark 3.1.1.15 (Compositionality of relabelling for SI-families). The preceding
definition entails that for F : C → D, G : D → E we have
SI /G SI/F = SI/GF
Example 3.1.1.16 (Relabelling). Using Example 3.1.1.7, the action of the relabelling
functor can be illustrated by the following mapping
Definition 3.1.1.17 (Forgetting labels). The label-forgetting functor (−) : SI/C →
SI is defined to map I ∈ obj(SI/C) to I and (f : I → J) ∈ mor(SI/C) to f : I →SI J .
Example 3.1.1.18 (Forgetting labels). Using Example 3.1.1.7, the action of the
label-forgetting functor can be illustrated by the following mapping
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The following remark gives a broader context in which to see the preceding
definitions.
Remark 3.1.1.19 (Relation to double category Prof). The “double-slash” notation
for SI/C is chosen to indicate that its construction is analogous to over-categories
in the double category Prof . Prof has categories (as objects), functors (as vertical
arrows), profunctors (as horizontal arrows) and natural transformations (as squares).
Morphisms f : I → J in SI/C then correspond to squares in Prof of the form
I
R(f) //
I−→

⇓ f−→
J
J−→

C
HomC
 // C
Since HomC however plays the role of an (horizontal) identity, such a square can
be thought of as a “square over C”. However, note that SI/C (unlike Prof or, for
instance, Bool-Prof) does not have interesting 2-categorical structure, since SI does
not admit such structure either.
3.1.2 Labelled singular interval families
Definition 3.1.2.1 (SI/C-family). A C-labelled singular interval family A over a
poset X, also called a SI/C-family over X, is a functor A : X → SI/C.
Notation 3.1.2.2 (Label and label-forgetting notation of C-labelled SI-families). Given
a poset X, a morphisms (x → y) in X, and a C-labelled singular interval family
A : X → SI/C over X, then (in order to simplify notation) we denote
A(x)−−→, A(x), A(x→ y)−−−−−−→ and A(x→ y)
by
A−→(x), A(x), A−→(x→ y) and A(x→ y)
respectively.
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3.1.3 Unpacking and repacking labels
In this section we discuss a “generalised Grothendieck construction” which applies to
SI/C. That is, SI/C turns out to be the classifying space for SI-bundles piV together
with a labelling functor U : G(V )→ C on its total space. We start by illustrating
this behaviour in the following example.
Example 3.1.3.1 (Unpacking SI/C-families). Using Example 3.1.1.9 define an
SI/C-family A : 3→ SI/C as follows
Then, for each i, j ∈ 3, i < j, using the argument of Example 3.1.1.7 for the
morphism A(i→ j), we find a functor analogous to (3.1.1.8) which maps
G(∆A(i→j))→ C
and which “contains” the labelling of A(i→ j). These functors glue together to give
a functor UA : G(A)→ C
Here we indicated the mapping of UA only in two places: on the arrow 0→ 1 over
0 → 1 marked in red where UA has value A−→(0 → 1)(0,1), and on the arrow 4 → 3
over 1→ 2 marked in blue where UA has value A−→(1→ 2)(4,3).
This correspondence of SI/C-families A to “labelling functors” UA on total posets
G(A) is the content of the following construction.
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Construction 3.1.3.2 (Unpacking and repacking SI/C-families). We define unpack-
ing and repacking operations for labelled singular interval families. Let X be a poset,
and C be a category. Unpacking takes a functor
R : X → SI/C
and produces a tuples
(VR : X → SI,UR : G(VR)→ C)
Repacking takes a tuple
(V : X → SI, U : G(V )→ C)
and produces a functor
RV,U : X → SI/C
Formally, the construction does the following.
(i) Unpacking : Assume a labelled singular interval family R : X → SI/C. We
define the unpacking of R to be the tuple of functors (VR : X → SI,UR :
G(VR)→ C) given as follows. We set VR = R. We define UR by UR(x, a) =
R−→(x)(a) on (x, a) ∈ G(VR), and for (x, a)→ (y, b) ∈ mor(G(VR)) we set
UR((x, a)→ (y, b)) := R−→(x→ y)(a,b) : R−→(x)(a)→ R−→(y)(b) (3.1.3.3)
Note that functoriality of UR follows from functoriality of R: Indeed, Given
(x, a) → (y, b) → (z, c) in G(VR) then R−→(x → z) = R−→(x → y)  R−→(y → z)
implies by (3.1.1.5) and (2.2.1.2) that
R−→(x→ z)(a,c) = R−→(y → z)(b,c) ◦ R−→(x→ y)(a,b)
and thus
UR((x, a)→ (z, c)) = UR((y, b)→ (z, c)) ◦ UR((x, a)→ (y, b))
as required.
(ii) Repacking : Let (V : X → SI, U : G(V )→ C) by a tuple of functors. We define
the repacking of (V, U) to be the functor RV,U : X → SI/C given as follows.
On x in X we set RV,U(x) := (V (x), U |x), where U |x : V (x)→ C denotes the
restriction of U to the fiber V (x) (cf. Notation 1.2.6.1). Given (x→ y) in X,
we further define RV,U by setting
RV,U(x→ y) := (V (x→ y),RV,U−−→(x→ y)) : (V (x), U |x)→ (V (y), U |y)
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where RV,U−−→ : R(V (x → y))(−,−) → HomC(U |x−, U |y−) is the natural
transformation with components
RV,U−−→(x→ y)(a,b) := U((x, a)→ (y, b))
Note that naturality of RV,U−−→ as defined above then follows from functoriality
of U : If a′ → a in V (x) then
RV,U−−→(x→ y)(a,b)U((x, a
′)→ (y, a)) = U((x, a)→ (y, b))U((x, a′)→ (y, a))
= U((x, a′)→ (y, b))
= RV,U−−→(x→ y)(a′,b)
and similarly one verifies naturality in the second component.
Lemma 3.1.3.4 (Unpacking and repacking are inverse operations). The unpacking
operation mapping R 7→ (VR,UR) and the repacking operation mapping (V, U) →
RV,U defined in Construction 3.1.3.2 are mutually inverse to each other.
Proof. The proof is very straight-forward.
As an application of the unpacking construction, the next lemma shows that
relabelling is acting by post-composition with the labelling functor.
Lemma 3.1.3.5 (Unpacking a relabelling functor). Let A : X → SI/C and F : C →
D. Then
USI//FA = FUA
Proof. Using Construction 3.1.3.2 and Construction 3.1.1.12 (in particular (3.1.1.14))
we find
USI//FA((x, a)→ (y, b)) = SI /F A−−−−−→(x→ y)(a,b)
= F (A−→(x→ y)(a,b))
= FUA((x, a)→ (y, b))
as required.
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3.1.4 Base change
Just as the Grothendieck construction in Chapter 1, the generalised Grothendieck
construction introduced in the previous section allows to form new families by pulling
back along base change functors H. In fact, this is such that labelling functor
commute with the total base change G(H). We start with the following example.
Example 3.1.4.1 (Base change for SI/C-families). Using A as defined in Exam-
ple 3.1.3.1 we consider the SI/C-family Aδ
2
0 : 2 → SI/C. The following diagram
commutes
Indeed, the labelling of Aδ20 is determined by its image morphism
Aδ20(0→ 1) = A(1→ 2)
and thus the labellings of Aδ20 agree with those of A on the image of G(δ20) (cf.
Construction 1.2.6.2).
This observation is more generally recorded in the next Lemma.
Lemma 3.1.4.2 (Base change of C-labelled SI-families). Given a family B : Y →
SI/C and H : X → Y . Then,
RVB ,UBH = RVBH,UBG(H)
In other words (using Lemma 3.1.3.4), given A : X → SI/C, then A = BH if and
only if both VA = VBH and UA = UBG(H).
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. Set C = BH. Then C = BH and thus
VC = VBH by Construction 3.1.3.2. Recall from Construction 1.2.6.2 that G(H) :
G(VC)→ G(VB) is the functor induced by pullback along H (for the factorisation
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VC = VBH). Reusing notation from Construction 3.1.3.2 we also have C−→(x→ y) =
B−→(H(x)→ H(y)). We find
UC((x, a)→ (y, b)) = C−→(x→ y)(a,b)
= B−→(H(x)→ H(y))(a,b)
= UB((H(x), a)→ (H(y), b))
= UB
(G(H)((x, a)→ (y, b)))
where, in the first and third line we used (3.1.3.3), in the second our assumption
on C, in the last line we used the definition of G(H) in Construction 1.2.6.2. This
establishes UC = UBG(H) as required.
To summarise the preceding two sections, we have a bijective correspondence
and this correspondence is compatible with pullbacks in the sense that
(Here, R corresponds to (V, U) and R′ corresponds to (V ′, U ′)). Further, we showed
that the correspondence also satisfies
(Here, the left hand side corresponds to (V, FU) and also R corresponds to (V, U)).
3.2 Singular cube families
We are now in the position to define (labelled) singular n-cubes. We will see that
there are two equivalent approaches to the definition: one starts with “towers”
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of SI-bundles together with a labelling, and the other inductively uses the SI/C
construction.
3.2.1 Towers of singular interval families
We start with the definition of towers of SI-bundles.
Definition 3.2.1.1 (Towers of SI-families). A (height n) tower T of SI-families
over a poset X is an ordered sequence of SI-families { Un−1, Un−2, ..., U0 } of length
n such that dom(Uk) = cod(piUk−1) (0 < k < n) and dom(U
0) = X.
• Uk is called the k-level labelling and piUk the k-level bundle of T
• G(Uk−1) is called the k-level total poset (of T ), X is called the base poset or
0-level total poset of T
• The height k tower T k := { Uk−1, Uk−2, ..., U0 } is called the k-level truncation
of T
Example 3.2.1.2 (Towers of SI-families).
(i) As a first example, we construct a tower T0 = { U2, U1, U0 } over 1 as follows.
Set U0 : X → SI to be ∆I1 , that is, X = 1 and U(0) = I1. Computing G(U0),
we then define U1 : G(U0)→ SI by
Note that since I1 is the terminal singular interval no morphisms need to be
specified. Computing the total poset of U1, and setting f, f ′ : I1 →SI I2 to
map f(1) = 3 and f ′(1) = 1 respectively, we can then define U2 : G(U1)→ SI
by
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The entire tower T0 can then be visualised by the SI-bundles piU i (for i ∈ 3)
as a sequence of functors as follows
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Since a profunctorial realisation R(f) is determined by a function of singular
heights (namely, f) it is in general not necessary to depict all arrows in
G(Uk) = G(RUk). Instead, it suffices to depict arrows between singular heights
which then determine morphisms in SI. In the above these arrows are marked
in blue (note in particular that dom(U2) does not contain any blue arrows).
While we will often adopt this notational simplification, we will however always
depict all arrows in the fiber pi−1
Uk
(x) over a single object x ∈ dom(Uk). These
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arrows are marked in black above.
(ii) Depicting only arrows between singular heights as just explained, we define a
second tower T1 = { U1, U0 } over 2 by
Note that in the top total poset we colored arrows in different colors (in
particular distinguishing two different “layers of arrows” in between fibers) for
the sole purpose of giving a clearer picture of the data we are defining.
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3.2.2 Category of singular n-cubes
The repacking operation from Construction 3.1.3.2, takes a SI-family V : X → SI
and labelling functor U : G(V ) → C and turns it into an SI/C-family RV,U :
X → SI/C. Using this inductively, we can encode a tower of SI-families T =
{ Un−1, Un−2, . . . , U1, U0 } together with a labelling functor Un : G(Un−1) → C in
some category C as a single functor into a special category, namely, the category of
singular cubes. Explicitly, the inductive use of the repacking operation (for n times)
takes the following form
This inductive construction, which will be fledged out in the next section, motivates
the following definition.
Definition 3.2.2.1 (C-labelled SIn-families). Let C be a category, L : C → D a
functor, and X a finite poset.
• We inductively define SI/ 0C = C and for n > 0 we set
SI/ nC = SI/(SI//n−1C )
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A functor A : X → SI/ nC is called a C-labelled singular n-cube family (or a
SI/ nC -family) indexed by X.
• Using Construction 3.1.1.12, we inductively set SI/ 0L = L and for n > 0
SI/ nL = SI/(SI//n−1L )
: SI/ nC → SI/ nD
The functor SI/ nL is called the relabelling induced by L on n-cube families.
Further, a C-labelled singular n-cube family A : 1→ SI/ nC indexed by 1 is also called
a C-labelled singular n-cube (or a SI/ nC -cube).
Remark 3.2.2.2 (Compositionality of relabelling for SIn-families). For F : C → D,
G : D → E , using Remark 3.1.1.15 for the preceding definition we find that
SI / nG SI/
n
F = SI/
n
GF
We defer discussing examples of objects in SI/ nC until the next section, which
will provide us tools to easily represent such objects.
3.2.3 n-Unpacking and n-repacking of labels
We will now formally define the inductive repacking operation (and its inverse) which
was mentioned in the previous section.
Construction 3.2.3.1 (n-unpacking and n-repacking of C-labelled SIn-families).
We define the operations of n-unpacking and n-repacking which translate between C-
labelled singular n-cube families A : X → SI/ nC , and height n towers of singular inter-
val families { Un−1, Un−2, ..., U0 } over X together with a labelling Un : G(Un−1)→ C.
(i) n-Unpacking : Let A : X → SI/ nC be a C-labelled singular n-cube family over
X. We construct its n-unpacking which consists of the tower of SI-families
T nA (called the associated tower of A) and a functor UnA (called the associated
labelling of A). These are defined based on the following inductive construction
of functors
UkA : Gk(A)→ SI/ n−kC
Set G0(A) := X as well as U0A := A : G0(A) → SI/ nC . For 0 < k ≤ n, note
Uk−1A : Gk−1(A)→ SI. Set
Gk(A) := G(Uk−1A )
and define
pikA := piUk−1A : G
k(A)→ Gk−1(A)
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and further (using Construction 3.1.3.2)
UkA := UUk−1A : G
k(A)→ SI/ n−kC
To complete our construction we now set UnA : Gn(A)→ C to be the associated
of A. And the associated tower of A is defined by the sequence
T nA =
{ Un−1A ,Un−2A ...,U0A }
(ii) n-Repacking : Conversely, assume a height n tower of SI-families
T =
{
Un−1, Un−2, ..., U0
}
over base space X together with a functor Un : G(Un−1) → C. We define
its n-repacking to be a C-labelled singular n-cube family RnT,Un : X → SI/ nC
which is constructed as follows. Inductively set R0T,Un = L and
RkT,Un = RUk−1,Rk−1T,Un : dom(U
k−1)→ SI/ kC
for 0 < k ≤ n (using Construction 3.1.3.2). RnT,Un : X → SI/ nC is then the
claimed n-repacking of (T, Un).
Note that by using Lemma 3.1.3.4 inductively we deduce that n-unpacking and
n-repacking are mutually inverse, in the sense that on one hand{
Un−1RnT,Un ,U
n−2
RnT,Un ...,U
0
RnT,Un
}
= T
and
UnRnT,Un = U
n
On the other hand,
RnT nA,UnA = A (3.2.3.2)
Remark 3.2.3.3. We also remark that (T nA)k = T kA by the above construction (cf.
Definition 3.2.1.1), where k ≤ n. The second expression T kA makes sense since every
n-cube family A : X → SI/ nC is also an k-cube family since SI/ nC = SI/ kSI//n−kC .
Notation 3.2.3.4. Further to Definition 3.2.1.1, given A : X → SI/ nC we introduce
the following terminology (for 0 ≤ k ≤ n)
• pikA is the k-level bundle (of A)
• UkA is the k-level labelling (of A)
• Gk(A) is the k-level total poset (of A)
Remark 3.2.3.5 (Relabelling cubes). For functors A : X → SI/ nC and F : C → D, by
applying Lemma 3.1.3.5 inductively we find that
SI / nF A = RnT A,FUnA
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3.2.4 Examples
We give two examples of SI/ nC -families using the “n-unpacking” terminology devel-
oped in the previous section.
Example 3.2.4.1 (SI/ nC -families).
(i) We define a SI/ 3C -family A over 1 where C is a poset as depicted below
(concretely, it is the opposite of the category of elements of the 3-globe as will
be defined later on). We define A by giving its tower of SI-families T A and its
labelling UnA as follows
In other words, U0A := constI1 : 1 → SI, U1A := constI1 : G(U0) → SI,
U2A := constI1 : G(U1) → SI and the functor of posets U3A is depicted by
coloring its preimages.
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(ii) We next define a SI/ 2C -family C : 3→ SI/ 2C where C is an arbitrary category
with some objects a ∈ obj(C). We define C by setting its 2-unpacked data to
be
Here we left the labelling of C in C undefined, apart from 5 objects (which are
labelled by a, b and c) and 8 morphisms (which are labelled by the identity on
f , idb and g). The importance of this example lies in the fact that, as we will
understand in the coming chapters, it represents a generic situation in which
singular heights can be collapsed into regular segments. Concretely, we will
introduce an operation of “collapse” that will act on the above by merging all
three copies of f , b and g into a single copy (of f , b and g respectively).
We summarise the core terminology, of k-level labellings/bundle/total spaces,
repacking and unpacking, introduced in this section and the previous section, as
follows
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3.2.5 Identities
As a first application of repacking, the next definition gives a notion of identities.
As we will later on see, “geometrically” these are degenerate (n+ 1)-cubes obtained
from n-cubes.
Definition 3.2.5.1 (Identities). Let A : X → SI/ nC be a C-labelled singular n-cube
family over C. We define the identity on A IdA : X → SI/ n+1C by setting1
IdA := RconstI0 ,A
We inductively define Id0A = A and Id
m
A = IdIdm−1A
.
Example 3.2.5.2 (Identities). Starting from Example 3.2.4.1, we obtain an SI/ 1C -
family U1C . IdU1C is then the SI/
2
C -family constructed from the following tower of
SI-families and labelling
1Note that in this definition we implicitly identify G(constI0) = X ×1 ∼= X, cf. Notation 1.1.0.1.
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3.2.6 Regions, colors and projections
Having had first contact with labelled singular cubes, we will now have a closer look
at the structure of the posets involved. In particular, we will give a classification of
points of total posets by “region type” and region dimension. Roughly speaking the
dimension gives information about the the maximal dimension of simplices starting
at a given point, while the type additionally gives information about the direction of
these simplices. The reader might find it helpful to recall Section S.1.6.
Construction 3.2.6.1 (Regions, dimension and projection). Let A : X → SI/ nC be
a C-labelled singular n-cube family over C. Objects p ∈ Gn(A) will also be called a
region in A.
• Regions are classified by a region type functor
rTypnA : Gn(A)→ (X × 2n)
where 2n denotes the n-fold product of the single arrow category 2. rTypnA(p)
is called the region type of p, and constructed inductively as follows: set rTyp0A :
G0(A)→ (X × 20) to be idX (up to the canonical identification X ∼= X × 20).
Next, assume to have defined rTypm−1A : Gm−1(A) → (X × 2m−1), 0 < m ≤ n.
Let (q, a) ∈ Gm(A). We define
rTypmA (q, a) = (rTyp
m−1
A (p), a mod 2) ∈ obj
(
(X × 2m−1)× 2)
This extends to a functor of posets
rTypmA : Gm(A)→ (X × 2m)
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since if (q, a) → (q′, a′) then a ∈ sing(Um−1A (q)) implies a′ ∈ sing(Um−1A (q′)) by
(Sing1).
• Now, given a region p ∈ Gn(A), such that rTypnA(p) = (x, a1, a2, ..., an) for
integers ai ∈ { 0, 1 } we define the region co-dimension of p to be (cf. Construc-
tion 3.2.6.1)
rDimnA(p) =
∑
1≤i≤n
ai
• Finally, given a region p ∈ Gn(A) we define its k-level projection pk ∈ Gk(A)
inductively by setting pn = p and pk := pik+1pk+1 for n > k ≥ 0.
The following examples illustrates these definitions. It further introduces a way
of visualising and coloring posets of SI/ nC -cubes.
Example 3.2.6.2 (Regions, projections and coloring). Starting from Example 3.2.4.1
consider the following points p, q, r ∈ G2(C)
Then we find rTyp2C(p) = (0, 1, 1) ∈ 1×22, rTyp2C(q) = (0, 1, 0), rTyp2C(r) = (0, 0, 0)
and rTyp2C(s) = (0, 1, 0). Thus p is of region co-dimension 2, s and q are of region
co-dimension 1 and r is of region co-dimension 0. We further marked the k-level
projections for all four points in the tower of SI-families for C. In the following
illustration we marked all different region types by colors (green, blue, red, yellow)
on the left, and illustrated their “geometric dimension” (which is n = 2 minus their
region co-dimension) on the right
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Note that there is a 1-to-1 correspondence between colored points on the left, and
colored connected regions on the right. How was the right picture obtained from
the left? Any k-simplex in G2(C) starting at a region p ∈ G2(C) was colored in
that region’s color from the left (which in turn corresponds to its type): Here, by
a k-simplex in a poset Y we mean an injective-on-objects map f : (k + 1) → Y .
By a k-simplex starting at p ∈ Y we mean that f(0) = p. Finally by coloring a
k-simplex in Y , we mean coloring the interior of the convex closure of its points
f(0), f(1), ..., f(k − 1) in a visualisation of Y .
Further, comparing to Section S.1.6, we now note that 2-simplices only start
in green regions (which are exactly those of co-dimension 0), 1-simplices also start
in blue and red regions (which are of co-dimension 1) and 0-simplices start in all
regions, in particular in yellow ones (which are of co-dimension 2).
Remark 3.2.6.3 (“Coloring” unveils the geometric content of labelled singular cubes).
We re-emphasize Section S.1.6: The coloring of simplices starting at a point p ∈ Gn(A)
by the color UnA(x) is the easiest way to understand the n-dimensional geometric
content of SI/ nC -cubes. This geometric intuition will be helpful for all subsequent
definitions.
3.2.7 k-level base change
We will now introduce the appropriate notion of pullback (or base change) for towers
of bundles. The central result of this section is Corollary 3.2.7.6. We start by
constructing pullbacks of towers.
Construction 3.2.7.1 (Base change for towers of SI-families). Let
T =
{
Un−1, Un−2, ..., U0
}
be a tower of SI-families, such that dom(U1) = X. Let H : Y → X be a func-
tor of posets. The base change of T along H is a tower of SI-families TH =
{ V n−1, V n−2, ..., V 0 } which, together with the k-level base change maps Gk(H) :
dom(V k)→ dom(Uk), is inductively defined for k = 0, 1, ...(n−1) below. Inductively
we claim that
V l = U lGl(H) (3.2.7.2)
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for all 0 ≤ l < n. For the base case of the induction we set G0(H) = H and
V 0 = U0H. For k > 0 we use Construction 1.2.6.2 on the factorisation (3.2.7.2) for
l = (k − 1). This allows us to set
Gk(H) := G(Gk−1(H))
and further define
V k := UkGk(H)
This satisfies our inductive assumption (3.2.7.2) for l = k, and thus completes the
inductive construction. Note that T is implicit in the notation for Gk(H).
The preceding construction can be visualised as follows
We will further often work with two towers T1, T2 of SI-families, that coincide up to
level k, that is, T k1 = T
k
2 . This situation will often be depicted as
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In such a situation we can ask under what conditions the towers above level k are
obtained by a base change; that is, we are asking for a condition such that
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In the case of labelled n-cubes, a sufficient condition is given in Claim 3.2.7.4 below,
which in Remark 3.2.7.7 and Lemma 3.2.7.9 we will then see to be a necessary
condition as well.
Definition 3.2.7.3 (k-level base change). Let A : X → SI/ nC , B : Y → SI/ nC .
Assume that T k−1A = T k−1B for some 0 ≤ k ≤ n. Let H : pikA → pikB be a map of
bundles such that UkA = UkBH. In this case we say that A is obtained as the k-level
base change of B along H.
Claim 3.2.7.4 (k-level base change for labelled cube families). Let A : X → SI/ nC ,
B : Y → SI/ nC and assume A is obtained as the k-level base change of B along H as
just defined. Then
T n−kUkA = T
n−k
UkB
H
and for each i with k ≤ k + i ≤ n we have
Uk+iA = Uk+iB Gi(H) (3.2.7.5)
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Proof. The proof is straight-forward and visualised below. The base case (i = 0)
of (3.2.7.5) follows by assumption in the claim since G0(H) = H. Now, for i > 0 we
find by Lemma 3.1.4.2 applied to the factorisation
Uk+i−1A = Uk+i−1B Gi(H) : Gk+i−1(A)→ SI/ n−k−i+1C = SI/SI//n−k−iC
that
Uk+iA = Uk+iB G(Gi−1(H))
which completes the inductive proof of (3.2.7.5). From the latter together with the
definitions in Construction 3.2.3.1 and Construction 3.2.7.1 we then deduce that
T n−kUkA = T
n−k
UkB
H
as claimed.
Corollary 3.2.7.6 (Base change for labelled cube families). Let B : X → SI/ nC ,
and H : Y → X. Then
RnT nB ,UnBH = R
n
T nBH,UnBGn(H)
Proof. This follows from the previous Claim 3.2.7.4 (with k = 0) and using (3.2.3.2).
The preceding corollary is the central result of the section. However, we will need
a more hands-on description of k-level base change in later proofs. For this, first
note that the inductive unpacking procedure used in the proof of the previous claim
can be visualised as follows
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Comparing to previous pictures, we see that the claim gives a sufficient condition for
a “tower base change above level k” as wanted. However, we know that all of the
above unpacking operations are in fact invertible. This is made precise in the next
lemma, to which the following remark provides the inductive step.
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Remark 3.2.7.7 (Repacking base change for labelled cube families). Let A and B as
before. If for some i, 0 ≤ i < n− k there is a pullback of the SI-family bundle pik+iB
along a map H i : Gk+i(A)→ Gk+i(B) of the form
Gk+i+1(A) Hi+1 //
pik+i+1A

Gk+i+1(B)
pik+i+1B

Gk+i(A) Hi // Gk+i(B)
such that
Uk+i+1A = Uk+i+1B H i+1 (3.2.7.8)
then, firstly using Remark 2.2.2.1, the pullback forces
Uk+iA = Uk+iB H i
and, together with our assumption (3.2.7.8), Lemma 3.1.4.2 then implies
Uk+iA = Uk+iB H i
The preceding Claim 3.2.7.4 and remark together establish the following
Lemma 3.2.7.9 (Iterated pullbacks characterise k-level base change). Let A,B :
X → SI/ nC and 0 < k ≤ n, and assume T k−1A = T k−1B as well as a map of bundles
H : pikA → pikB. Then the following are equivalent
(i) UkA = UkBH, that is H is a k-level base change
(ii) There are H i : Gk+i(A) = Gk+i(B) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− k with H0 = H such that
firstly,
Gk+i+1(A) Hi+1 //
pik+i+1A

Gk+i+1(B)
pik+i+1B

Gk+i(A) Hi // Gk+i(B)
(3.2.7.10)
for 0 ≤ i < n− k and secondly,
UnA = UnBHn−k
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii) has been shown in Claim 3.2.7.4, by setting H i = Gi(H). Conversely,
(ii)⇒ (i) follows from inductively applying Remark 3.2.7.7.
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Notation 3.2.7.11 (Base change for negative indices). Let A,B : X → SI/ nC and
0 < k ≤ n, and assume T k−1A = T k−1B as well as a functor of bundles H : pikA → pikB
such that UkA = UkBH. Claim 3.2.7.4 defines the notation Gi(H) for 0 ≤ i ≤ (n− k).
We extend the notation to negative indices by setting
Gi(H) := id : Gk+i(A)→ Gk+i(A)
for −k ≤ i < 0. Note that then, all squares of the form (3.2.7.10) commute for
−k ≤ i ≤ n − k, and they are pullbacks at every level apart from level k. This is
summarised in the following illustration
3.2.8 Multi-level base change
We generalise the definition of the previous section from “k-level” to “multi-level”
base change. While this will not be of relevance for our later proofs, it provides a
unifying perspective of our subsequent theoretical developments.
Definition 3.2.8.1 (Multi-level base change and the category BunnC). Let A : X →
SI/ nC and B : Y → SI/ nC . A multi-level base change ~H : B → A (from A to B)
consists of functors of posets ~H i : Gi(B)→ Gi(A) for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n such that
C
Gn(A)
UnA
<<
~Hn
// Gn(B)
UnB
bb
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and for 0 ≤ i < n
Gi+1(A) ~Hi+1 //
pii+1A

Gi+1(B)
pii+1B

Gi(A) ~Hi // Gi(B)
Multi-level base changes compose by component-wise composition. That is, if
~H : A→ B, and ~K : B → C, then there is ~K ~H : A→ C with components
( ~K ~H)i = ~Ki ~H i
SI/ nC -families and multi-level base change then form a category denoted by Bun
n
C .
Note that any k-level basechange H of A : X → SI/ nC to B : Y → SI/ nC gives
rise to a multi-level base change ~MkH : A→ B by defining (using Notation 3.2.7.11)
( ~MkH)i := Gk−i(H)
Abusing terminology, a multi-level base change ~MH derived from a k-level base
change H will itself also be called a k-level base change in many cases.
Conversely, given a multi-level collapse ~H, there is a unique decomposition
~H = ~MnKn ~Mn−1Kn−1 ... ~M1K1 ~M0K0
where ~MiKi is the multi-level base change associated to a i-level base change Ki.
The uniqueness of this decomposition follows inductively using the definition of ~M
and the universal property of pullbacks.
In the next three chapters, we will in much detail study multi-level base changes
and their decompositions into k-level base changes in two special cases. The first
special case concerns fibrewise “open and surjective” base changes (the k-level
construction is in Chapter 4 and the multi-level construction in Chapter 5). The
second special case concerns fibrewise “open and injective” base changes (and is
discussed in Chapter 6). The decomposition into and classification of k-level base
changes in both cases is crucial to prove important results about the multi-level
counterparts.
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Chapter 4
Collapse of intervals
While there is no non-trivial notion of natural isomorphism of singular interval
families (cf. Remark 2.2.2.1), there is a non-trivial notion of natural monomorphism.
Understanding this notion of monomorphism is the topic of this chapter, and will
be the inductive basis for a theory of normalisation for singular n-cube families. In
Section 4.1 we start by discussing the notion of injections which will later determine
a map of bundles called collapse. An injection is the “minimal data” determining a
collapse in the same sense that the profunctorial relation R(f) is fully determined
by a function of sets f . In Section 4.2 we then introduce the notion of collapse for
labelled singular interval families before giving certain universal constructions for
it in Section 4.3. These constructions will ultimately be leading up to a proof of
Theorem 5.2.2.11 in the next chapter.
Remark 4.0.0.1 (Injection terminology). To distinguish the ensuing discussion of
natural monomorphisms for singular interval families from what is usually meant
by “bundle monomorphism”, “bundle inclusion” or “subbundle”, we will adapt the
terminology of “(family) injections” for them. This also more closely captures their
intuitive meaning: family injections “inject” singular heights of one family into
another family.
4.1 Injections of interval families
4.1.1 Injections as stable singular subset sections
We start with definitions of injections and (stable) singular subset sections, showing
that there is a straight-forward correspondence between them (namely, the image of
an injection is a stable singular subset section).
Definition 4.1.1.1 (Injections). Let X be a poset, and let A,B : X → SI be
singular interval families. An injection λ : A ↪→ B of singular interval families
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A,B : X → SI is a natural transformation A → B such that each component
λx : A(x)→SI B(x) is monic, that is, each component λx, x ∈ X, is an injective map
λx : sing(A(x)) ↪→ sing(B(x))
We give three examples of injections.
Examples 4.1.1.2 (Injections). We first define two SI-morphisms, f0 : I2 →SI I3
and g0 : I3 →SI I3 by setting
Here, blue arrows indicate the mapping of f0 on the left and similarly on the right
for g0. This allows us to define a functor C : 3→ SI by setting C(0→ 1) = f0 and
C(1→ 2) = g0. We now give three examples of injections into C.
(i) We construct an inclusion λ1 : B1 ↪→ C where B1 : 3 → SI is defined by
B1(0→ 1) = f1, B1(1→ 2) = g1 with f1 and g1 being the morphisms whose
mappings are indicated by purple arrows as
on the left and right respectively. Then we can define the components (λ1)0,
(λ1)1, (λ1)2 by the following SI-morphisms
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whose respective mappings are marked in orange. The reader can verify that
this satisfies injectivity and naturality.
(ii) Next, we construct an inclusion λ2 : B2 ↪→ C where B2 : 3→ SI is defined by
B2(0→ 1) = f2, B2(1→ 2) = g2 with f2 and g2 being the morphisms whose
mappings are given by pink arrows
on the left and right respectively. Then we can define the components (λ2)0,
(λ2)1, (λ2)2 by the following SI-morphisms
marked in green.
(iii) Finally, we construct an inclusion  : A ↪→ C where A : 3→ SI is defined by
A(0 → 1) = f1, A(1 → 2) = g1 with f1 and g1 being the morphisms whose
mappings are given by light green arrows
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on the left and right respectively. Note that on the left we are giving a mapping
from the initial singular interval, thus no arrows were drawn. Then we can
define the components 0, 1, 2 by the following SI-morphisms
marked in red.
Construction 4.1.1.3 (Injections of subsets of singular heights). Given a singular
interval I ∈ SI, and a subset S ⊂ sing(I) of singular heights, denote by I[S] the
singular interval of height HI[S] = #S (where #S denotes the number of elements in
S) and let
ηS : sing(I[S]) ↪→ sing(I)
be the unique monotone injection with image S ⊂ sing(I). Explicitly, ηS maps
(2j − 1) ∈ I[S] to aj , where aj ∈ S = { a1 < a2 < ... < a#S } is the jth element of S
in Z-order. ηS is called the injection of the subset S of singular heights.
Example 4.1.1.4 (Injections of subset of singular heights). For the concrete choice
of S = { 1, 5, 7 } ⊂ sing(I5), the injection ηS is given by the SI-morphism
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(S is marked by red circles).
Definition 4.1.1.5 (Singular subset sections). Given a singular interval family
B : X → SI, a singular subset section F of B is a family of subsets Fx ⊂ sing(B(x))
indexed by objects x ∈ X. We say F is a stable singular subset section of B if for
all (x→ y) ∈ mor(X) we have
B(x→ y)(Fx) ⊂ Fy (4.1.1.6)
Example 4.1.1.7 (Singular subset sections). A singular subset section F for C
as defined in Examples 4.1.1.2 consists of three sets Fi ⊂ sing(C(i)), i ∈ obj(3).
For instance we can set F0 = { 3 }, F1 = { 1, 3, 5 } and F2 = { 3 } which can be
visualised as
(the elements of the singular subset section F are marked by red circles). We remark
that the above subset section is not stable. However the following subset section F ,
F ′0 = { 3 }, F ′1 = { 3, 5 } and F ′2 = { 3, 5 } is stable
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(the elements of the singular subset section F ′ are marked by red circles).
Remark 4.1.1.8 (Images of injections are stable). Note that any injection λ : A ↪→ B
defines a singular subset section, namely the one that is given by its (componentwise)
image. For instance  from Examples 4.1.1.2 define the singular subset section
We observe that this singular subset section is stable since  is natural. The
correspondence and notation of stable singular subset sections and injections is given
by the next construction.
Construction 4.1.1.9 (Injections associated to stable singular subset sections and
stable singular subset sections associated to injections). Let B : X → SI be a
singular interval family.
(i) Let F be a stable singular subset section of B. We define the F -associated
singular interval family I[F ] : X → SI by setting I[F ](x) = I[Fx], for x ∈ X,
and for (x→ y) ∈ mor(X) we have
I[F ](x→ y) := η−1FyB(x→ y)ηFx (4.1.1.10)
Note that this is well-defined by (4.1.1.6), which guarantees that im(B(x→
y)ηFx) ⊂ im(ηFy). Functoriality of I[F ] follows from functoriality of B. Next,
we define the F -associated injection ηF : I[F ] ↪→ B componentwise by setting
(ηF )x := ηFx
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Note that by (4.1.1.10) this is indeed a natural transformation. By Defini-
tion 4.1.1.1 and Construction 4.1.1.3 it is thus an injection ηF : I[F ] ↪→ B.
(ii) Let λ : A ↪→ B be an injection. We define the λ-associated stable singular
subset section S λ of B by setting
S λx := im(λx) ⊂ sing(B(x))
Note that this defines a stable singular subset section S λ because naturality
of λ means λyA(x → y) = B(x → y)λx which implies im(λyA(x → y)) ⊂
im(λy) = S λy , and thus S
λ satisfies (4.1.1.6).
As motivated earlier, stable singular subset sections and injections are in one-to-
one correspondence, which in case it is not yet obvious, is recorded by the following
remark.
Remark 4.1.1.11 (Association of sub-families with injections is bijective). The con-
structions λ 7→ S λ and F 7→ ηF Given in Construction 4.1.1.9 are mutually inverse
to each other. That is, given B : X → SI, F a stable family of B and λ : A ↪→ B
an injection then S ηF = F , and ηS λ = λ.
4.1.2 Pullbacks of injections
The goal of this section is to give a construction for pullbacks of injections, which
will ultimately be relevant for our discussion of normal forms of cube families.
Claim 4.1.2.1 (Factorisation of injections). Given injections  : A ↪→ C, λ : B ↪→ C
for A,B,C : X → SI, then there is a (necessarily unique) factorising injection
µ : A ↪→ B such that
A
µ %%
 // C
B
λ
99
if and only if S  ⊂ S λ (by which we mean S x ⊂ S λx for all x ∈ X)
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. If  = λµ then we have
S x = S
λµ
x
= im
(
λxµx
)
= λx
(
im(µx)
)
= λx(S
µ
x) ⊂ S λx
where for the second line we used Construction 4.1.1.9.
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Conversely, assume S  ⊂ S λ. Then, we write λ−1(S ) for the singular subset
section of B with members λ−1(S )x := λ−1x (S

x). We claim this singular subset
section is stable: for (x→ y) ∈ mor(X) we verify
B(x→ y)(λ−1x (S x)) = λ−1y (C(x→ y)(S x))
⊂ λ−1y (S y)
where we used naturality of λ in the first step and stability of S  in the second step.
Since λ−1(S λ) is stable, we can use Construction 4.1.1.9 to construct µ := ηλ−1(S ).
We then compute
S λµ = λ(S µ) (4.1.2.2)
= λ(λ−1(S ))
= S 
In the first step we used (4.1.2.2), then applied the definition of µ and finally computed
componentwise (λ)x(λ)
−1
x (S

x) = S

x which uses S

x ⊂ S λx. By Remark 4.1.1.11 we
infer  = λµ as required. Note that λ(S µ) = S  now also implies that our choice
for S µ was unique.
Example 4.1.2.3 (Factorisation of injections). Using the definitions in Exam-
ples 4.1.1.2 we see that S  ⊂ S λ1 and we thus obtain µ1 : A ↪→ B1 which (together
with λ1 in green and  in red) can be depicted as follows
(Here, the components of µ1 are marked in dark blue).
Similarly, we find from the definition in Examples 4.1.1.2 that S  ⊂ S λ2 and
we thus obtain µ2 : A ↪→ B2 which (together with λ2 in orange and  in red) can be
depicted as follows
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(Here, the components of µ2 are marked in turquoise).
Lemma 4.1.2.4 (Pullbacks of injections). For i ∈ { 1, 2 }, let λi : Bi ↪→ C : X ↪→ SI
be injections. Then, in the category of singular interval families (as objects) and
injections (as morphisms), the pullback
A
µ1 //
µ2

B1
λ1

B2 λ2
// C
exists. The injection  : A ↪→ C, defined by
 = λ1µ1 = λ2µ2
is called the intersection of λ1, λ2, with factorisations µ1, µ2.
Proof of Lemma 4.1.2.4. Write S λ1 ∩S λ1 for the singular subset section of C with
members S λ1x ∩S λ1x , x ∈ X. We claim this singular subset section is stable. For
(x→ y) ∈ mor(X) we need to verify (4.1.1.6), that is
C(x→ y)(S λ1x ∩S λ2x ) ⊂ (S λ1y ∩S λ2y )
But this follows since C(x → y)(S λix ) ⊂ S λiy by (4.1.1.6) individually for each λi,
i ∈ { 1, 2 }. Using Construction 4.1.1.9, we can then define an injection
 := ηS λ1∩S λ2 : I[S
λ1 ∩S λ2 ] ↪→ C
Next, we define the legs µi as the unique factorising injections of  and λi, which
were constructed in claim Claim 4.1.2.1. That is, we define S µi := λ−1i (S
).
Finally, Given any other commutative square
A′
µ′1 //
µ′2

′
  
B1
λ1

B2 λ2
// C
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then we know by Claim 4.1.2.1 that S 
′ ⊂ S λi and thus S ′ ⊂ S λ1 ∩S λ2 . In
particular, Claim 4.1.2.1 then implies that  uniquely factors through ′ as  = ′α for
some α : A ↪→ A′. In turn, we obtain µ′iα = µi since both are the unique factorisation
of  through λi. This gives the universal property of the pullback as claimed.
Example 4.1.2.5 (Pullback of injections). Using the definitions in Examples 4.1.1.2
we find the stable singular subset section S λ1 associate to λ1 to be
(Elements of S λ1 are marked by red circles), and the stable singular subset section
S λ2 associate to λ2 to be
We observe that their intersection is exactly S  (cf. Remark 4.1.1.8, or the red
circles below). Further, using Example 4.1.2.3  factors as λiµi, and thus we obtain
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This is an example of a pullback as constructed in the previous Lemma.
4.1.3 Open functors and collapse functors
In this section we will turn our attention to a simple class of functors on singular
intervals called “open” functors. Topologically these can be interpreted as open
maps of intervals. Open functors specialise to collapse functors (and in Chapter 6,
to embedding functors). They will be used as a fibrewise description for family
collapse functors in the next section. The goal of this section is to further establish
a correspondence of collapse functors and their “underlying monomorphisms”.
Definition 4.1.3.1 (Open functors of singular intervals). A monotone functor
f : I → J between singular intervals I, J ∈ SI is said to be open if it preserves
regular segments. That is,
a ∈ reg(I) im f(a) ∈ reg(J)
Example 4.1.3.2 (Open functors).
(i) An example of an open functor f0 : I5 → I4 is the functor of posets defined by
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Here, we labelled the preimages of f0 with the same labels as its image points.
We highlight non-injective image points (and their preimages) in red. Note
that labelling preimages is in line with Notation 1.2.3.1 (while this depiction
might seem cumbersome at this stage, it will allow for more readable notation
later on).
(ii) An example of a monotone “open” function f2 : I2 → I1 is the function defined
by
f1 preserves regular segments as a function, but is not functorial.
(iii) An example of an monotone functor f2 : I2 → I1 which is not open, is the
functor of posets defined by
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f2 is functorial but doesn’t preserve regular segments.
Definition 4.1.3.3 (Collapse maps of singular intervals). Given two singular in-
tervals I, J ∈ SI, a collapse functor s is a functor s : J → I that is open and
surjective.
We remark that dually to the preceding definition, for the theory of embeddings,
we will later on also study functors which are open an injective. These functors will
be called embedding functors.
Example 4.1.3.4 (Collapse functors). f0 from Example 4.1.3.2 is not a collapse
functor since it is not surjective. However, the map f ′0 : I4 → I3 defined by setting
is a collapse functor. For clarity, in addition to labelling preimages, we have also
depicted the graph grphf ′0 of f
′
0 (cf. Definition 1.2.4.6) by gray arrows.
As stated in the beginning of the section, to each collapse functor we will associate
an “underlying monomorphism”. We start with the following example of this fact.
Example 4.1.3.5 (Underlying monomorphism). The underlying monomorphism
(f ′0)
−1
sing : sing(I3)→ sing(I4) for f ′0 from Example 4.1.3.4 is given by
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Here, blue arrows indicate the mapping of the underlying monomorphism, which in
particular goes in the opposite direction than f ′0.
The next construction defines underlying monomorphisms more formally.
Construction 4.1.3.6 (Underlying morphism of collapse functors). Let s be a
collapse functor. This implies that the graph grphs of s (cf. Definition 1.2.4.6) has
an converse relation grph>s that restricts to give the graph of a function s
−1
sing on
singular heights. In other words,
grphs−1sing
= grph>s
∣∣
sing(I)×singJ
Indeed arguing by contradiction first assume that grph>s
∣∣
sing(I)×J was a non-functional
relation. By surjectivity of s, this means there is b, b′ ∈ I such that b < b′ and
s(b) = s(b′) = a ∈ sing(J). There is at least one c ∈ [b, b′] such that c ∈ reg(I).
Monotonicity of s implies s(c) = a which contradicts openness of s. Openness
similarly implies that the functional relation yields a function with image in sing(J),
which then proves the equality stated above.
This guarantees existence of s−1, which is necessarily monomorphic and called
the underlying monomorphism of s. Note that s−1sing : I →SI J . By openness we
further have s|reg(J) : J →regSI I.
The next claim establishes that any open functor with “underlying monomorphism”
must be a collapse functor, and that the association of underlying monomorphisms
to collapse functors is injective.
Claim 4.1.3.7 (Underlying monomorphisms determine collapse functors). Let s :
J → I be an open functor such that
grpht = grph
>
s
∣∣
sing(I)×singJ
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for some (necessarily monotone)
t : sing(I)→ sing(J)
Then s is a collapse functor, and determined by t as follows
b ∈ sing(I) then ∀a ∈ J. (s(a) = b ⇐⇒ t(b) = a) (4.1.3.8)
b ∈ reg(I) then ∀a ∈ J. (s(a) = b ⇐⇒ (t̂(b− 1) < a < t̂(b+ 1)))
Proof. The proofs are straight-forward. The first statement of (4.1.3.8) follows
from the assumed property of t and openness of s.
For the second statement of (4.1.3.8) we first proof ⇒. Assume s(a) = b and
b ∈ reg(J), a ∈ I. We prove t̂(b− 1) < a. If b = 0, then t̂(b− 1) < a follows from the
boundary cases in Definition 2.1.1.9. If b > 0, then s(t̂(b− 1)) = b− 1. If a < t̂(b− 1)
this would contradict monotonicity of s. Thus we must have t̂(b− 1) < a. Similarly,
we find a < t̂(b+ 1) and thus the implication ⇒ follows.
Next we prove ⇐. Assume (t̂(b − 1) < a < t̂(b + 1)) for b ∈ reg(J), a ∈ I.
Using monotonicity of s, the first statement of (4.1.3.8) as well as the boundary
cases in Definition 2.1.1.9 we find b − 1 ≤ s(a) ≤ b + 1. Since b ± 1 are singular
heights, s(a) = b± 1 the first statement of (4.1.3.8) would then imply a = t(b± 1)
contradicting our assumption. Thus we must have s(a) = b.
Finally, note that treg = s|reg(J). This follows from comparing (4.1.3.8) with
(2.1.2.2). But treg is endpoint-preserving. Thus 0 and 2HJ are in the image of s.
Since the domain of s is connected, so is its image and thus s must be surjective, it
is a collapse functor.
The previous claim shows that there is a (possibly partial) left inverse to the
underlying monomorphism construction. The next claim shows that this inverse is
in fact total, and two-sided.
Claim 4.1.3.9 (Singular collapse functors from monomorphisms). Given two singular
intervals I, J ∈ SI, and a monomorphism t : I →SI J , we claim that s defined from
t by (4.1.3.8) is a collapse functor. This collapse functor will be denote by
St := s
The underlying monomorphism of St is t.
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. We check well-definedness, monotonicity,
preservation of regular segments, surjectivity and functoriality.
• Firstly, by (2.1.2.6) the definition (4.1.3.8) indeed covers all choices for a ∈ J
unambiguously and thus defines a function of sets St : J → I.
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• Next we check monotonicity of St. Note that both statements of (4.1.3.8) can
be seen to imply one of (Sing1), (Sing2) defining R(t)(a, b). In other words,
we observe that St(a) = b implies R(t)(a, b). Now, assume a1 < a2 ∈ J and
St(ai) = bi, i ∈ { 1, 2 }. Then R(t)(ai, bi) holds and thus bimonotonicity of R(t)
(cf. Corollary 2.1.4.12) implies b1 ≤ b2 as required for monotonicity of St.
• We check that St preserves regular segments. Since St(a) = b has b ∈ sing(I)
only if a = t(b) ∈ sing(J) (by the first condition in (4.1.3.8)) we find that St
preserves regular segments.
• Surjectivity of s follows from the conditions in (4.1.3.8) and t being monomorphic.
• Functoriality now follows from combining the previous three items.
Thus, we deduce that St is indeed a collapse functor, and that (by the first condition
in (4.1.3.8)) it has underlying monomorphism t.
We record the result of the preceeding two claims and one construction in the
following remark.
Remark 4.1.3.10 (Collapse functors are in bijection with monomorphisms). The
construction (t 7→ St) establishes a bijection from monomorphisms I →SI J to
singular collapse functors J → I. This follows from Claim 4.1.3.7 and Claim 4.1.3.9.
The inverse operation to (t 7→ St) is taking underlying monomorphisms (cf. Con-
struction 4.1.3.6).
4.1.4 Collapse of SI-families
We now define the notion of family collapse functor on total spaces of singular
interval families. Later in this chapter this will be used to define collapse of labelled
singular interval families. Apart from defining collapse functors on families and
giving examples, the goal of this section is to understand that collapse maps are in
correspondence with injections.
The reason for introducing this correspondence is the following: injections are
the “minimal data” for collapse functors. This makes injections sometimes easier to
work with in proofs.
Definition 4.1.4.1 (Family collapse functors). Given two singular interval families
A,B : X → SI, a (family) collapse functor S of B to A is a map of bundles
S : piB → piA such that that S|x : B(x)→ A(x) is a collapse functor of intervals for
each x ∈ X.
The following two constructions show that family collapse functors are fully and
faithfully described by injections.
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Construction 4.1.4.2 (Underlying injections associated to family collapse functors).
Every collapse functor S : piB → piA has an underlying injection λ : A ↪→ B defined
componentwise by
λx = (S|x)−1sing
that is, λx is the underlying monomorphism of S|x. To check naturality of λ we need
to verify that for any morphism x1 → x2 in X and a ∈ sing(A(x1)), we have
λx2A(x1 → x2)(a1) = B(x1 → x2)λx1(a1)
Setting a2 := A(x1 → x2)(a1), this follows from functoriality of S together with
definition of λ (which implies S((x1, b1) → (x2, b2)) = (x1, a1) → (x1, a2) where
bi := λxi(ai), i ∈ { 1, 2 }) and from (Sing1).
Construction 4.1.4.3 (Family collapse functors associated to injections). Let
λ : B → A be an injection for singular interval families A,B : X → SI. We define a
collapse functor of B to A
Sλ : piB → piA
called the family collapse functor associated to λ. Sλ is defined by setting its fibrewise
maps (over x ∈ X) to equal
Sλ∣∣
x
:= Sλx : B(x)→ A(x)
where we used Claim 4.1.3.9 for the monomorphism λx. This defines a function of
sets G(A)→ G(B). To show that Sλ given in Construction 4.1.4.3 defines a map of
bundles we need to check that Sλ functorial and preserves fibers. First note that Sλ
as given in (4.1.3.8) is defined fibrewise for each x ∈ X and thus satisfies piBSλ = piA.
We are left with showing functoriality: let (x1, a1) → (x2, a2) be a morphism in
G(A). We need to show there is a morphism Sλ(x1, a1)→ Sλ(x2, a2) in G(B). We
distinguish two cases:
(i) In the first case assume a1 /∈ S λx1 . Then by (4.1.3.8) there is b1 ∈ reg(B(x1))
such that
λ̂x1(b1 − 1) < a1 < λ̂x1(b1 + 1) (4.1.4.4)
and thus Sλ(x1, a1) = (x1, b1) by (4.1.3.8). By naturality of λ we find
Â(x1 → x2)λ̂x1(b1 ± 1) = λ̂x2B̂(x1 → x2)(b1 ± 1) (4.1.4.5)
By Corollary 2.1.4.12, i.e. monotonicity of RA(x1 → x2), applied to (4.1.4.4)
and using our assumption (a1, a2) ∈ E(A(x1 → x2)), we deduce that
Â(x1 → x2)λ̂x1(b1 − 1) ≤ a2 ≤ Â(x1 → x2)λ̂x1(b1 + 1)
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and thus by (4.1.4.5)
λ̂x2B̂(x1 → x2)(b1 − 1) ≤ a2 ≤ λ̂x2B̂(x1 → x2)(b1 + 1)
Setting (x2, b2) := Sλ(x2, a2) and inspecting both cases of (4.1.3.8) for a2
(namely, either λx2(b2) = a2 or λx2(b2−1) < a2 < λx2(b2 +1)), by monotonicity
of λx2 this necessarily implies
B̂(x1 → x2)(b1 − 1) ≤ b2 ≤ B̂(x1 → x2)(b1 + 1)
By (Sing2) we infer RB(x1 → x2)(b1, b2), i.e. (b1, b2) ∈ E(B(x1 → x2)). Since
(xi, bi) = Sλ(xi, ai) this implies Sλ(x1, a1)→ Sλ(x2, a2) as required.
(ii) In the second case assume a1 ∈ S λx1 . Then there is b1 ∈ sing(B(x1)) such that
λx1(b1) = a1 and thus Sλ(x1, a1) = (x1, b1) by (4.1.3.8). Since λ is natural, we
have
a2 = A(x1 → x2)(λx1(b1)) = λx2(B(x1 → x2)(b1))
And thus setting b2 := B(x1 → x2)(b1), by (4.1.3.8), we have Sλ(x2, a2) =
(x2, b2). By (Sing1) we have RB(x1 → x2)(b1, b2) as required.
This completes the construction of the map of bundles Sλ as claimed.
Example 4.1.4.6 (family collapse functors associated to injections).
(i) Recall λ1 in Examples 4.1.1.2 was defined to have components (indicated by
orange arrows)
It’s associated family collapse Sλ1 is the mapping
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Here, we labelled the preimages of Sλ1 with the same labels as its image points.
We highlight non-injective image points (and their preimages) in red. We also
indicate by green arrows the mapping of Sλ1 on singular heights, which can
be seen to invert the mapping of λ1 in the previous picture. Arrows in blue
and purple correspond to blue and purple arrows in the previous picture (the
above picture has more arrows however, since it depicts the entire total space).
(ii) Recall λ2 in Examples 4.1.1.2 was defined to have components (indicated by
orange arrows)
It’s associated family collapse Sλ2 is the mapping
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Here, again we labelled the preimages of Sλ2 with the same labels as its image
points. We highlight non-injective image points (and their preimages) in red.
We also indicate by orange arrows the mapping of Sλ2 on singular heights,
which can be seen to invert the mapping of λ2 in the previous picture. Arrows
in blue and pink correspond to blue and pink arrows in the previous picture
(the above picture has more arrows however, since it depicts the entire total
space).
We record the correspondence of injections and family collapse functors in the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.1.4.7 (Injections correspond to family collapse functors). Let A,B :
X → SI. The construction (λ 7→ Sλ) establishes a bijection from injections A ↪→ B
to family collapse functors piB → piA.
Proof. The inverse mapping is given by taking underlying injections as constructed
in Construction 4.1.4.2. The fact that this is an inverse follows (arguing fibrewise)
from Remark 4.1.3.10.
Corollary 4.1.4.8 (Uniqueness of collapse functors). Let λ : A ↪→ B. If F : piB →
piA satisfies (for all x ∈ X)
(i) F |x is open
(ii) F |x inverts λx, i.e. F |x (λx(a)) = a (a ∈ sing(B(x)))
then F = Sλ.
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Proof. The condition on F |x imply that it is a collapse functor of singular intervals
B(x)→ A(x) with underlying monomorphism λx (cf. Claim 4.1.3.7), and thus equals
Sλ∣∣
x
.
Corollary 4.1.4.9 (Functoriality of singular collapse functor assocation). Given
injections µ : B0 ↪→ B1, λ : B1 ↪→ B2 of singular interval families B0, B1, B2 : X ↪→
SI, then we have
Sλµ = SµSλ
Further, let id : B0 → B0 the identity transformation. Then
S id = id
Proof. Since SµSλ (resp. id) satisfies the properties stated in Corollary 4.1.4.8 for
the injections λµ (resp. for id), by Corollary 4.1.4.8 they must equal Sλµ (resp.
S id).
4.1.5 Collapse has lifts
The fact that collapse bundle maps have lifts is an important observation, albeit
with a somewhat tedious proof.
Lemma 4.1.5.1 (Collapse has lifts). The functor of posets Sλ given in Construc-
tion 4.1.4.3 has lifts (cf. Definition 1.3.1.1).
Proof. To see that Sλ has lifts we need to verify that whenever (r : xs → xt) ∈
mor(X), (r, b) ∈ mor(G(B)) and Sλ(xt, a) = (xt, bt) then there is (r, a) ∈ mor(G(A))
with at = a and Sλ(r, a) = (r, b). We distinguish the following cases
(i) Assume bs ∈ reg(B(xs)), bt ∈ reg(B(xt)). Using Corollary 2.1.4.13 for A(r),
we can find a ∈ E(A(r)) with at = a. Define (r, b′) = Sλ(r, a). We have
b′t = bt since at = a. We claim b
′
s = bs: Indeed, by (Reg1) both must equal
b′s = bs = B(r)
reg(bt). Thus (r, a) gets mapped to (r, b) by Sλ as required.
(ii) Assume bs ∈ sing(B(xs)), bt ∈ sing(B(xt)). The first assumption implies
A(r)(bs) = bt by (Sing1). The last assumption implies λxt(bt) = a by
(4.1.3.8). We define as = λxs(bs). Then naturality of λ implies
a = λxt(B(r)(bs))
= A(r)(λxs(bs))
= A(r)(as)
We deduce A(r)(as) = a and a := (as, a) ∈ E(A(r)) by (Sing1). Since Sλ
inverts λ we have Sλ(xs, as) = (xs, bs). Thus (r, a) gets mapped onto (r, b) by
Sλ as required.
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(iii) Assume bs ∈ reg(B(xs)), bt ∈ sing(B(xt)) and bt ∈ im(B(r)). The second
assumption implies λxt(bt) = a. The last assumptions implies there is bs ∈
sing(B(xs)) such that B(r)(bs) = bt. Assume bs < bs (in the case bs > bs the
argument is similar). In particular, bs > 0. Set bt := B(r)(bs − 1). bs < bs
implies bs ≤ bs−1. If bs = bs−1 then bt = bt. Otherwise x < bs−1 < bs, and
thus (bs, bt), (bs−1, bt), (bs, bt) ∈ E(B(r)) together with monotonicity of RB(r)
(cf. Corollary 2.1.4.12) implies bt ≤ bt ≤ bt. That is, we again have bt = bt.
We infer B(r)(bs − 1) = bt in either case. Now, define as = λxs(bs − 1) + 1
(note bs − 1 ∈ sing(B(xs)) since bs > 0). By naturality of λ we have
a = λxt(B(r)(bs − 1))
= A(r)(λxs(bs − 1))
= A(r)(as − 1)
and thus by (Sing1) there is an edge (as − 1, a) ∈ E(A(r)). Further, as =
λxs(bs−1)+1 implies λxs(bs−1) < as < λ̂xs(bs+1) by injectivity of λxs (which
implies injectivity of λ̂xs). Then, (4.1.3.8) implies that (xs, as) gets mapped to
(xs, bs) by Sλ. Further, profunctoriality of A(r) applied to (as, as) ∈ E(A(xs)),
(as − 1, a) ∈ E(A(r)) implies a := (as, a) ∈ E(A(r)). We deduce that (r, a) is
the required lift of (r, b) under Sλ.
(iv) Assume bs ∈ reg(B(xs)), bt ∈ sing(B(xt)) and bt /∈ im(B(r)). The second
assumption implies λxt(bt) = a. Set b
±
s = B(r)
reg(bt± 1). Since bt− 1 < bt <
bt + 1 and (b
−
s , bt − 1), (bs, bt), (b+s , bt + 1) ∈ E(B(r) we find b−s ≤ bs ≤ b+s by
monotonicity of RB(r) (cf. Corollary 2.1.4.12). We claim b±s = bs. Assume
by contradiction b−s < b
+
s and thus there is bs ∈ sing(B(xs)), b−s < bs < b+s .
We infer (bs, bt) ∈ E(B(r)) by (Reg2). But then B(r)(bs) = bt by (Sing1),
contradicting our assumptions. We infer B(r)reg(bt ± 1) = bs. This implies
b± = (bs, bt ± 1) ∈ E(B(r)). We want to construct a lift for the morphism
(r, b−) (the choice of sign is arbitrary here). Indeed, note
λ̂xt((bt − 1)− 1) < a− 1 < λxt((bt − 1) + 1) = (a− 1) + 1
(where we used injectivity of λ̂xs for the first inequality). Thus by (4.1.3.8) we
see (xt, a− 1) gets mapped to (xt, bt − 1) by Sλ. We set as = A(r)reg(a− 1)
and find a− := (as, a−1) ∈ E(A(r)) by (Reg1). Then (r, a−) maps onto (r, b−)
by the argument used in part (a). Using profunctoriality of A(r), a− ∈ E(A(r))
and (a−t , a) ∈ E(A(xt)) imply a := (a−s , a) ∈ E(A(r)). We deduce that (r, a) is
the required lift of (r, b) under Sλ.
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Example 4.1.5.2 (Collapse has lifts). Using the family collapse Sλ2 constructed in
Example 4.1.4.6, the following depicts multiple liftings in G(C) (marked as orange
arrows) of of the same arrow in G(B2) (also marked in orange)
Corollary 4.1.5.3 (Collapse surjective on objects and morphisms). The functor of
posets Sλ given in Construction 4.1.4.3 is surjective on objects and on morphisms,
i.e. for all g ∈ mor(G(B)) there is f ∈ mor(G(A)) such that Sλ(f) = g.
Proof. We first show that Sλ is surjective on objects. Let (x, b) ∈ G(B). If b ∈
sing(B(x)) we have Sλ(x, λx(b)) = (x, b) by (4.1.3.8). Otherwise, if b ∈ reg(B(x))
we have at least one a such that λ̂x(b−1) < a < λ̂x(b+ 1) since λx is injective (which
implies injectivity of λ̂x). Then Sλ(x, a) = (x, b) by (4.1.3.8). Thus Sλ is surjective
on objects.
Surjectivity of morphism now follows as corollary to surjectivity on objects
together with Sλ having lifts as proved in the previous Lemma.
4.1.6 Base change for collapse
Base change interacts with collapse as follows.
Corollary 4.1.6.1 (Base change for collapse functors). Let λ : B ↪→ A for A,B :
X → SI, and let H : Y → X be a functor of posets. Then SλH is described by the
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pullback (using Construction 1.2.6.2)
G(AH) G(H) //
SλH

G(A)
Sλ

G(BH) G(H) // G(B)
Proof. We claim to have the following diagram
G(AH)
piAH

S

G(H)
// G(A)
Sλ

piA
  
G(BH) G(H) //
piBH

G(B)
piB

Y H // X
The outer square and lower square are the pullbacks obtained by Construction 1.2.6.2.
Note the right outer triangle commutes since Sλ is a map of bundles. Then S is
the universal factorisation of the outer pullback through the lower pullback. Now
the upper square is also pullback by “pullback cancellation on the right”: This fact
means that in any diagram of the above from, whenever the lower and outer square
are pullbacks (which they are by Construction 1.2.6.2) then this implies that the
upper square is also a pullback.
We now claim that S = SλH . This follows as a corollary to the uniqueness
statement of Corollary 4.1.4.8: Indeed, S is a map of bundles since the left triangle
commutes by S being a universal factorisation. It preserves regular segments on
each fibre since both maps labelled G(H) restrict to isomorphisms on each fibre (cf.
Construction 1.2.6.2) and Sλ preserves regular segments. The fibrewise isomorphisms
also imply that S inverts (λH)x = λH(x) on each fibre since Sλ does. Thus, S satisfies
the conditions in Corollary 4.1.4.8 and must equal SλH .
Example 4.1.6.2 (Base change for collapse functors). Using Sλ2 as constructed in
Example 4.1.3.4, we can apply the preceding lemma for the case of H = δ20 to obtain
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Remark 4.1.6.3 (Unwinding SλH). We remark that by Construction 4.1.1.9
S λHx = S
λ
H(x) (4.1.6.4)
is a subset of sing(B(H(x))) = sing(A(x)) (since A = BH).
4.1.7 What does collapse do?
A collapse bundle map erases certain singular heights and absorbs (or “collapses”)
them into a their respective neighbouring regular segments. The following is a
technical claim that illustrates this point, and will become useful later on.
Claim 4.1.7.1 (Singular heights collapse to regular neighbours). Let λ : B ↪→ A
be an injection of singular interval families A,B : X → SI. Let a ∈ sing(A(x)) but
a /∈ S λx. Then
Sλ∣∣
x
(a± 1) = Sλ∣∣
x
(a)
Proof. Set b± = Sλ∣∣
x
(a±1) and b = Sλ∣∣
x
(a). Since Sλ∣∣
x
preserves regular segments,
b± must be regular segments. By (4.1.3.8) we have
λ̂x(b
± − 1) < a± 1 < λ̂x(b± + 1)
Since a /∈ S λx we have
∣∣∣λ̂x(b± − 1)− a∣∣∣ ≥ 2 and ∣∣∣λ̂x(b± + 1)− a∣∣∣ ≥ 2. On the other
hand, we have |a− (a± 1)| ≤ 1 and thus deduce
λ̂x(b
± − 1) < a− 1 < a < a+ 1 < λ̂x(b± + 1)
Using (4.1.3.8) again we therefore obtain Sλ(x, a± 1) = (x, b) as claimed.
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Example 4.1.7.2 (Singular heights collapse to regular neighbours). Starting from
Example 3.2.4.1 define the SI-family A : I2 → SI by
A := U1C
In other words, A is defined by the SI-bundle
Define a stable singular subset section F of A by the following subset of singular
heights (marked in red)
We observe that F is stable. Then, using Construction 4.1.1.9 we find a family
I[F ] : I2 → SI with SI-bundle
and a natural injection µ := ηF : I[F ] ↪→ A. Note that only one singular height
is missing from F , namely 3 ∈ sing(A(1)) but 3 ∈ S µ1 . Then the collapse functor
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Sµ is injective on morphisms (i.e. preimages are singletons) apart from on three
morphisms which (together with their preimages) are marked in red, purple and
green in the following illustration
In particular, we see that a− 1, a, a+ 1 for a = 3 in the fibre over 1 (of piA) all get
mapped by Sµ|1 to the same regular segment
Sµ|1 (a± 1) = Sµ|1 (a) = 2
in the fibre over 1 (of piI[F ]) as shown in Claim 4.1.7.1.
4.2 Collapse of labelled SI-families
We now extend our discussion of collapse from singular interval families to labelled
singular interval families. In the next chapter, this will be used to establish a
notion of collapse of labelled singular cube families (since these are inductively build
from interval families). In particular, we will see that collapse of cube families is a
rewriting relation with unique normal forms. To prove this, this and the next section
will establish the necessary definitions and results in the simpler context of interval
families.
4.2.1 Definition and examples
Definition 4.2.1.1 (Collapse of labelled SI-families). Let A,B : X → SI/C be
C-labelled SI-families, and λ : B ↪→ A an injection of SI-families. Then we say λ is
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a witness for a labelled family collapse of A to B, written λ : A B or A λ //B , if
UA = UBSλ
We say A collapses to B (or alternatively, B is a collapse of A), written A B, if
there is some λ such that λ : A B.
Example 4.2.1.2 (Collapse of labelled singular interval families).
(i) Recall λ1, B2, C and H = δ
2
0 from Example 4.1.6.2. We construct a SI/C-family
A : 2→ SI/C by setting
and we further construct an SI/C-family B : 2→ SI/C by setting
Now, note that the morphism highlighted in green, red, purple and turquoise
are those which are non-injectively mapped by Sλ1H (this is illustrated below).
In particular, the green and turquoise points in the labelling of G(B) by UB
represent the identity morphism A necessary condition for UA to factor as
UBSλ1H , is that morphisms in G(A) which collapse to these identities by Sλ1H
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need to be labelled by the identity themselves under UA. Since this is the case
for our choice of UA, and by choice of all other labels above, we find that
This is precisely the condition for A B.
(ii) From Example 3.2.4.1 recall the family C : 1→ SI/ 2C . The collapse µ : I[F ] 
U1C derived in Example 4.1.7.2 is non-injective only on three imagine points,
and by choice of C, U2C is constant on their preimages (marked in red, purple
and green below). Thus U2C factors through Sµ by some U ′
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In particular, we find
µ : U1C  RI[F ],U ′
4.2.2 Normal forms of interval families
We give the definition of normal forms of a labelled singular interval family A. These
are families obtainable by collapse from A to which no non-trivial collapse applies.
We will later see that A has exactly one normal form.
Definition 4.2.2.1 (Normal forms). Given A : X → SI/C we say A is in normal
form, if no non-identity collapse applies to A. That is, there is no λ : A B for any
choice of B, λ but the trivial one (namely, B = A and λ = idA). The set of normal
forms of A is denoted by [A]:
[A] = {B : X → SI /C | A B and B is in normal form }
Example 4.2.2.2 (Normal forms). If all fi are different morphisms in the definition
of B in Example 4.2.1.2, then B is in normal form. If for instance, f1 = f2 and
f0 = id then B is not in normal form.
4.3 Properties of collapse
4.3.1 Pushouts of collapses
In this section we construct the category Bun C , the category of labelled singular
interval families and collapses, and show that it has pushouts. We will later on use
this result established for interval families and apply it to cube families. This will be
part of the proof of collapse normal forms being unique.
Construction 4.3.1.1 (Category of interval families and collapses). We construct
Bun C as the category consisting of C-labelled SI-families A : X → SI/C (as objects)
and witnesses of collapses λ : A  B (as morphisms). Composition is given by
composition of the underlying natural transformations.
To see that this is well-defined, note the following: if µ : A B, λ : B  C for
C-labelled SI-families A, B and C, then λµ : A C: Indeed, using Corollary 4.1.4.9
we verify
UA = UBSµ
= UCSλSµ
= UCSλµ
which shows that λµ witnesses the collapse A C.
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We will show that this category has pushouts by using a previous result from
Lemma 4.1.2.4. To understand what having pushouts entails for Bun C we first
discuss the following example.
Example 4.3.1.2 (Pushout of collapse functors). Using the definitions in Exam-
ple 4.1.2.5, and turning injections into collapse functors by S, then we find that the
following commuting square
Note that the diagonal map of this square (using the names of Example 4.1.2.5) is
given by S.
We claim that the above square is a pushout in Cat. For this to be true we need
to show that whenever we have a cocone on the above diagram (marked in blue
below) there is a unique factorisation F through G(A) (marked in red below), that
is
Setting  = λiµi (i ∈ { 1, 2 }) we deduce that we must have H = FS. For such F
to exist we must show that H is constant on preimages of S. Two arrows in G(C)
(marked in red below) in the preimage of an arrow in G(A) (marked in red below)
are shown in the following
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To show that H agrees on both arrows, we will use edge induction and “induct
over” the arrows in between the red arrows in G(C), which are marked in light blue,
showing that H agrees on any adjacent two of them in each step. This will in turn
follow since  is the intersection of λ1 and λ2 (cf. Lemma 4.1.2.4), and thus, as
shown below, each inductively claimed equality follows from inspection of one of
H = GiSλi , i ∈ { 1, 2 }
Here, the edges marked by id in G(C) are mapped by H to id (for those colored in
orange this follows from H = G1Sλ1 , and for those marked in green this follows from
H = G2Sλ2).
Lemma 4.3.1.3 (Intersection of collapse gives Cat pushouts). Let C,B1, B2 : X →
SI/C are C-labelled SI-families over a poset X. Let λi : Bi ↪→ C, i ∈ { 1, 2 }, be
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injections and let
A
µ1 //
µ2

B1
λ1

B2 λ2
// C
be the pullback of injections as constructed in Lemma 4.1.2.4 and write  = λiµi
(note A : X → SI). Then,
G(C) Sλ1 //
Sλ2

G(B1)
Sµ1

G(B2) Sµ2 // G(A)
(4.3.1.4)
is a pushout in Cat, the category of categories and functors.
Proof of Lemma 4.3.1.3. Let C ∈ Cat be a category and assume we are given
functors Gj : G(Bj) → C, H : G(C) → C such that H = GjSλj . We need to show
that there is a unique F : G(A)→ C such that Gj = FSµj , j ∈ { 1, 2 }. We construct
F explicitly as follows.
Let (r : xs → xt) ∈ mor(X) and a ∈ E(A(r))), that is, let (r, a) be a morphism
in G(A) (cf. (2.2.1.2)). Since S by Corollary 4.1.5.3 is surjective on objects and
morphisms we can find (r, c) ∈ mor(G(C)) which is mapped to (r, a) by S. We
define F (on morphism and objects) by setting
F (r, a) := H(r, c) (4.3.1.5)
and need to check that this is well-defined: that is, if (r, c′) ∈ mor(G(C)) also satisfies
S(r, c′) = (r, a)
then for (4.3.1.5) to be well-defined we need to show
H(r, c) = H(r, c′) (4.3.1.6)
We argue by edge induction. That is, we argue by induction on the distance
n = |〈c′〉 − 〈c〉|
where 〈−〉 is the norm defined in Definition 2.1.4.1. Note that by Lemma 2.1.4.10,
if n = 0 we must have c = c′ and thus (4.3.1.6) is satisfied. Without loss of
generality assume 〈c〉 < 〈c′〉 (otherwise switch their roles in the following). Recall
Construction 2.1.4.3 and the construction of the filler index I(b). By assumption we
have
S(xI(c), cI(c)) = S(xI(c), c′I(c)) = (xI(c), aI(c))
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Then, by applying monotonicity of S|xI(c) to the inequalities of Corollary 2.1.4.14
(obtained in the case of 〈c〉 < 〈c′〉), we can infer
S(xI(c), F(c)s) = S(xI(c), F(c)t) = (xI(c), aI(c))
Since F(c)s is a regular segment, and S|xI(c) preserves regular segments this forces
aI(c) to be a regular segment. Thus F(c)t /∈ S xI(c) = im(xI(c)), since otherwise aI(c)
would be a singular height by (4.1.3.8).
By definition of the injection  as intersection of the injections λ1, λ2 (cf. Lemma 4.1.2.4)
there is k ∈ { 1, 2 } such that F(c)t /∈ S λkxI(c) . Using Claim 4.1.7.1 together with
F(c)t /∈ S λkxI(c) and F(c)s = F(c)t ± 1 (for one choice of {+,− }) we find
Sλk(xI(c), F(c)s) = Sλk(xI(c), F(c)t)
and thus
Sλk(idxI(c) , F(c)) = id
Using Remark 2.2.1.5 and functoriality of Sλk we find
Sλk(r, c) = Sλk(r, S(c))
Since further H = GkSλk we deduce
H(r, c) = H(r, S(c))
Since |〈S(c)〉 − 〈c′〉| = n− 1 this completes the inductive proof of well-definedness
of (4.3.1.5).
We still need to verify functoriality of F as defined via (4.3.1.5): It suffices to
note that since S has lifts and is surjective on objects (by Corollary 4.1.4.8 ) then for
any chain (x, a)→ (x′, a′)→ (x′′, a′′) in G(A) we can find a chain (x, b)→ (x′, b′)→
(x′′, b′′) in G(C) that is mapped onto it by S. Using (4.3.1.5), functoriality of F thus
follows from functoriality from H. This finishes the construction of F , shows that
it is necessarily unique (since S is surjective on objects and morphism) and by its
definition (4.3.1.5) we obtain H = FS.
Finally, we also obtain (for j ∈ { 1, 2 })
GjSλj = H
= FS
= FSµjSλj
where, in the last step we used Corollary 4.1.4.9. Now, since Sλj is surjective on
objects and morphisms, we deduce Gj = FSµj as required.
Theorem 4.3.1.7 (Pushout of collapse). The category Bun C has pushouts.
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Proof. Assume
C
λ1 //
λ2

B1
B2
where C,B1, B2 : X → SI/C are C-labelled SI-families over some poset X. Define
µi, A : X → SI via the pushout (4.3.1.4) in Cat. Note that the maps UC and
UBi give a cocone on this pushout (they play the role of H and Gi respectively in
Lemma 4.3.1.3). The pushout property thus yields a factorising map F : G(A)→ C.
We obtain
C
λ1 //
λ2

B1
µ1

B2 µ2
//
̂
A
by setting ̂
A = RA,F
The fact that this is a pushout in Bun C follows from the pullback property proven
in Lemma 4.1.2.4, and the pushout property proven in Lemma 4.3.1.3.
Example 4.3.1.8. By adding labelling UC and UBi (for i ∈ { 1, 2 }) such that
UC = UBiSλi to the pushout of total posets G(C) and G(Bi) in Example 4.3.1.2,
we obtain SI/C families C, B1 and B2 such that λi : C  Bi. The pushout A of
collapses can then be visualised as follows
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4.3.2 Pullbacks of collapses along base change
We will now investigate the relation of collapse and base change. We will find that
collapse can be “pulled back” along a base change functor. We will later on use this
result established for interval families and apply it to cube families. This will be
part of the proof of collapse normal forms being unique.
Lemma 4.3.2.1 (Base change for collapse). If λ : A  B for A,B : X → SI/C,
and H : Y → X is a functor of posets, then λH : AH  BH (cf. Notation 1.1.0.2).
Proof. This follows since Lemma 3.1.4.2 together with Corollary 4.1.6.1 allows to
compute
UAH = UAG(H)
= UBSλG(H)
= UBG(H)SλH
= UBHSλH
as required for λH to witness a collapse.
Example 4.3.2.2 (Base change for collapse). The preceding proof can be illustrated
by adding labels to Example 4.1.6.2 (where H = δ20) as follows
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Thus, we see that under the assumption that λ2 : C  B2, we can deduce that
λ2δ
2
0 : Cδ
2
0  B2δ20 as proven in the previous lemma.
We reformulate the above as follows
Corollary 4.3.2.3 (Pullback of collapses). Consider
Assume existence of the blue part of the diagram (which is equivalent to the assumption
of A : X → SI/C, B : Y → SI/C, H : X → Y such that A = BH and λ : B  B˜).
Then, the rest of the diagram commutes.
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4.3.3 Push-forwards of collapses along base change
In this final section, we will construct an analogue of the previous section’s result for
push-forwards along base changes. Again, we will later on apply this result to cube
families, and this will be part of the proof of collapse normal forms being unique.
More precisely, consider the following diagram
We will show that under the assumption of the blue part of the diagram (subject
to the condition that H has lifts), the red part can be constructed. In fact, as
illustrated by the green part, the constructed collapse H∗λ : B → B˜ will be such
that (H∗λ)H factors through λ by some µ, and is in fact the “minimal” collapse
with that property (that is any other λ′ such that λ′H factors through λ, already
factors itself through H∗λ).
To illustrate the argument which will be used for this construction, we start with
an example: consider the following pullback along H of SI-families A and B
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Here H is given by defining its preimages of image points (both marked in blue).
Now we construct an injection λ into A by defining its stable singular subset section
F := S λ to contain the following singular heights (marked by red circle)
We thus obtain a collapse functor Sλ : piA → piI[F ]. We assume families A, A˜ such
that λ : A A˜. This can be visualised as
We also assume a SI/C-family B such that BH = A (in particular, this implies
UBG(H) = UA by Lemma 3.1.4.2).
The crucial step of the construction is now the following: H∗λ is constructed
by defining its stable singular subset section F ′ := SH∗λ as follows: F ′y is the
intersection of sets Fx with x ∈ H−1(y). In our case this means F ′ is given by the
following singular heights (marked by blue circles)
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Note that for instance F ′0 is the empty subset, since H
−1(0) = { 0, 1, 2 } and F0,
F1 and F2 intersect to give the empty subset. F ′ can be shown to be stable, and
thus we constructed an injection H∗λ : I[F ′] ↪→ B. We now want to construct H∗A˜
satisfying (colored morphisms are to be ignored for now)
And thus we need to define UH∗A˜ such that UH∗A˜SH∗λ = UB. The obstruction
to such a definition is that morphisms in G(H∗A˜) might have multiple preimages
under SH∗λ. An example of this is depicted above: the red arrow in G(H∗A˜) has
multiple preimages in G(B), two of which are marked in red. For UH∗A˜ (such that
UH∗A˜SH∗λ = UB) to exist we require that the value of UB agrees on both of these
preimages. To show this, we once more argue by edge induction arguing that each
arrow in between the red arrows (marked in light blue) agrees in value (of UB)
with its neighbouring arrow. This follows since it holds for corresponding arrows
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in UA: Namely, preimages of the arrows in G(B) along G(H) (marked again in red
and light blue in G(A)) agree in value (of UA)). Indeed, we find that each pair of
neighbouring (light blue/red) arrows agrees in value because their filler edge is the
identity (marked by id labels in green an purple). The latter statement follows in
general from the choice of H∗λ. For the above, note that the green and purple arrows
are being collapsed into a single arrow by Sλ which then forces the id-labelled arrows
to be mapped to id by UA. Note that for the (blue) equality signs connecting green
identities we used that A = BH.
This argument is generalised and made precise in the proof of the following
construction.
Construction 4.3.3.1 (Pushforward of injections). Let A : X → SI/C, B : Y →
SI/C be C-labelled singular n-cube families and let H : X → Y be a surjective
functor which has lifts and such that A = BH (cf. Definition 1.3.1.1). Assume
A˜ : X → SI/C and λ : A  A˜. We will construct H∗A˜ : Y → SI/C together with
H∗λ : H∗A˜ ↪→ B such that H∗λ : B  B˜. Note that λ is implicit in the notation of
H∗A˜.
By Claim 3.2.7.4 we can define a C-labelled singular interval family H∗A˜ : Y →
SI/C by giving a pair consisting of a functor H∗A˜ : Y → SI and a functor
UH∗A˜ : G(H∗A˜)→ C.
We first define H∗A˜. By assumption on H, we note that B(y) = A(x) for any
x ∈ H−1(y). Then define a singular subset section F as follows
Fy :=
⋂
x∈H−1(y)
S λx ⊂ B(y)
In order to define an injection H∗λ := ηF we use Remark 4.1.1.11: We need to verify
that F is a stable singular subset section of B. That is, whenever y → y′ in Y we
need to show
B(y → y′)(Fy) ⊂ Fy′
Assume by contradiction that there is a ∈ Fy such that a′ := B(y → y′)(a) /∈ Fy′ .
By definition of F there is x′ ∈ H−1(y′) such that a′ /∈ S λx′ . Since H(x′) = y′, and
by the lifting property of H, we find x → x′ in X such that H(x → x′) = y → y′.
Since a ∈ Fy by assumption, we also have a ∈ S λx by definition of F . But then
A(x→ x′)(a) = BH(x→ x′)(a)
= B(y → y′)(a)
= a′ /∈ S λx′
which means
A(x→ x′)(S λx) 6⊂ S λx′
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and thus contradicts stability of S λ. Therefore, F must be stable too and using
Remark 4.1.1.11 we can set H∗λ := ηF as well as H∗A˜ := I[S H∗λ] = I[F ].
Next, we define UH∗A˜. Recall Definition 2.1.4.1 of edge sets and the notation of
(2.2.1.2). Given (ry : ys → yt) ∈ mor(Y ) and (ry, b˜) ∈ mor(G(H∗A˜)) we set
UH∗A˜(ry, b˜) := UB(ry, b) (4.3.3.2)
for any (ry, b) ∈ mor(G(B)) with SH∗λ(ry, b) = (ry, b˜) (note that at least one
such preimage exists since SH∗λ is surjective on objects and morphisms by Corol-
lary 4.1.4.8).
We need to show that this is well-defined, i.e. for (ry, b
′) ∈ mor(G(B)) with
SH∗λ(ry, b′) = (ry, b˜) we must have
UB(ry, b′) = UB(ry, b) (4.3.3.3)
We argue similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3.1.3, namely, by induction on the distance
n = |〈b′〉 − 〈b〉|
where 〈−〉 is the norm defined in Definition 2.1.4.1. Note that by Lemma 2.1.4.10, if
n = 0 we must have b = b′ and thus (4.3.1.6) is satisfied. Without loss of generality
assume 〈b〉 < 〈b′〉 (otherwise switch their roles in the following). Recall Construc-
tion 2.1.4.3 and the construction of the filler index I(b). Using our assumption
that
SH∗λ(yI(b), bI(b)) = SH∗λ(yI(b), b′I(b)) = (yI(b), b˜I(b))
then, by applying monotonicity of SH∗λ∣∣
yI(b)
to the inequalities of Corollary 2.1.4.14
(obtained in the case of 〈b〉 < 〈b′〉), we can infer
SH∗λ(xI(b), F(b)s) = SH∗λ(xI(b), F(b)t) = (xI(b), b˜I(b))
Since F(b)s is a regular segment, and SH∗λ
∣∣
xI(b)
preserves regular segments this forces
b˜I(b) to be a regular segment. Thus F(b)t /∈ S H∗λxI(b) = im(H∗λxI(b)), since otherwise
b˜I(b) would have to be a singular height by (4.1.3.8).
Since F(b)t /∈ S H∗λyI(b) , by definition of S H∗λyI(b) as the intersection of S λx, x ∈
H−1(yI(b)), there is xI(b) ∈ H−1(yI(b)) such that F(b)t /∈ S λxI(b) . Using Claim 4.1.7.1
together with F(b)t /∈ S λxI(b) and F(b)s = F(b)t ± 1 (for one choice of {+,− }) we
find
Sλ(xI(b), F(b)s) = Sλ(xI(b), F(b)t)
and thus
Sλ(idxI(b) , F(b)) = id
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Since UA = U A˜Sλ we then deduce
UA(idxI(b) , F(b)) = id
Since UA = UBG(H) and H(x˜) = yI(b) this implies
UB(idxI(b) , F(b)) = id
Using Remark 2.2.1.5 and functoriality of UB we find
UB(r, b) = UB(r, S(b))
Since |〈S(b)〉 − 〈b′〉| = n− 1 this completes the inductive proof of well-definedness
of (4.3.3.3).
H∗A˜ and UH∗A˜ together provide us with a C-labelled singular interval family
H∗A˜ : Y → SI/C that satisfies UB = UH∗A˜SH∗λ by construction (cf. (4.3.3.2)).
This completes the construction of H∗λ and H∗A.
The following remark explain the green arrows in the diagram at the beginning
of the section.
Remark 4.3.3.4. Following the previous construction, we remark that H∗λH factors
through λ by a natural injection µ: That is, there is µ : H∗A˜H ↪→ A˜ such that
H∗λH = λµ: Indeed, recalling Claim 4.1.2.1 the statement that H∗λH factors
through λ by some µ follows from definition of S H∗λ together with (4.1.6.4). We
then find
U A˜Sλ = UA
= UH∗A˜HSH∗λH
= UH∗A˜HSλµ
= UH∗A˜HSµSλ
By surjectivity of Sλ we deduce
U A˜ = UH∗A˜HSµ
making µ : A˜ H∗A˜H a collapse, and thus
A
H∗λH
##
λ // A˜
µ
// H∗A˜H
is a commuting triangle in Bun C . The minimality property of H∗λ (claimed in the
beginning of the section) is now straight-forward and left to the reader.
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Chapter 5
Collapse of cubes
This chapter introduces collapse for labelled singular n-cube families, and proves
that this gives rise to a notion of normalisation. Many definitions and proofs will be
direct analogues of statements from the previous chapters. In Section 5.1 we give the
definitions of collapse, and its reformulation as a base change. We also define normal
forms. In Section 5.2 we will then proceed to show that normal forms exist uniquely.
The central result of this (and the previous) chapter will be Theorem 5.2.2.11. Finally,
in Section 5.3 we generalise (k-level) collapse to multi-level collapse. This will then
finally recover the notion of collapse of labelled singular n-cubes that was introduced
in the summary in Section S.2.
5.1 Collapse of labelled singular cube families
5.1.1 k-Level collapse
Using Definition 4.2.1.1, we can make the following definition.
Definition 5.1.1.1 (k-level collapse). Let A,B : X → SI/ nC be C-labelled singular
n-cube families. We say λ is a witness of A collapsing to B at level k, written
λ : A k B or A λ
k
//B , if
T k−1A = T k−1B and λ : Uk−1A  Uk−1B
We say A collapses to B at level k (or alternatively, that B is a k-level collapse of
A), written A k B, if there is some λ such that λ : A k B.
Remark 5.1.1.2 (Unwinding the definition of k-level collapse). Note that in the
preceding definition Uk−1A and Uk−1B are SI/ n−kC -families
Uk−1A ,Uk−1B : Gk−1(A) = Gk−1(B)→ SI/ n−kC
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and thus they are in particular SI/SI//n−k−1C
-families. From Construction 3.2.3.1 recall
that we then have UUk−1A = U
k
A and UUk−1B = U
k
B. Thus the condition λ : Uk−1A  Uk−1B
means that the following equation holds(Gk(A) UkA−−→ SI / n−kC ) = (Gk(A) Sλ−→ Gk(B) UkB−−→ SI / n−kC )
Here, Sλ : G(Uk−1A )→ G(Uk−1B ) was constructed in Construction 4.1.4.3.
Remark 5.1.1.3 (Relabelling for k-level collapse). Using Remark 3.2.3.5, we find that
whenever λ : A k B for A,B : X → SI/ nC and F : C → D, then also
λ : SI / nF A k SI /
n
F B
Conversely, if F is injective on objects and morphisms then we find(
λ : A k B
) ⇐⇒ (λ : SI / nF A k SI / nF B)
with the ⇐ direction now following from relabelling along a partial inverse F−1 of F
(defined on its image).
5.1.2 k-Level collapse is a k-level base change
We make the following observation.
Remark 5.1.2.1 (k-level collapse is a k-level base change). Comparing the previous
remark to Claim 3.2.7.4 we see that λ : A k B is a special case of a k-level base
change: the foregoing definition of k-level collapse A k B can equivalently be stated
as a k-level base change along a map of the form Sλ for some λ : Uk−1B ↪→ Uk−1A . This
in turn has an equivalent formulation in terms of pullbacks by Lemma 3.2.7.9. We
illustrate the latter as follows: for A,B : X → SI/ nC , the statement λ : A k B is
equivalent to the existence of the following diagram
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5.1.3 Normal forms
We now define a notion of normal forms of a cube family. These will be the end
terms of maximal sequences of collapses of that family.
Definition 5.1.3.1. Let A,B : X → SI/ nC be C-labelled singular n-cube families.
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• We say A collapses to B, written A ∗ B, if there is a finite sequence
A = A0  k1 A1  k2 A2  k2 ... km Am = B
of ki-collapses, 0 < ki ≤ n, which starts at A and ends in B.
• For a given k, 0 < k ≤ n, we further say B is in k-level normal form, if no
non-identity k-level collapse applies to B. That is, there is no λ : B  k B′, for
any choice of B′, λ, but the trivial one: namely, B′ = B and λ = idUk−1B .
• Finally, we say B is in normal form (up to level n) if no non-identity k-level
collapse for any k, 0 < k ≤ n applies to B. The set of of normal forms that a
given A collapses to is denoted by [A]n:
[A]n = {B : X → SI / nC | A ∗ B and B is in normal form up to level n }
If n = 1, then [A]1 is sometimes just denoted by [A].
Example 5.1.3.2 (Normal forms). Let C be the poset
Let A be the SI/ 2C family defined by
Consider the singular subset sectionF of U1A defined to include the following singular
heights marked in blue
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F is stable and thus there is an injection λ : I[F ] ↪→ U1A. By choice of λ and A
there is B such that λ : A 2 B defined as follows (cf. Remark 5.1.2.1)
Now B can be seen to be in 2-level normal form. However, it is not in 1-level normal
form, as we will next construct a non-identity µ : B  1 C as follows. Sµ = F ′ is
the stable singular subset section of U0B with the single element
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This can then be seen to induce a 1-level collapse µ : B  1 C with the following
data
We observe that now C is in normal, as no other 1-level or 2-level collapse applies to
it.
5.2 Properties of normalisation
The goal of this section is to show existence and uniqueness of normal forms.
5.2.1 Existence of collapse normal forms
Note that for a given A : X → SI/ nC the set [A]n of normal forms is non-empty
and finite, since each non-identity k-level collapse λ : A k B properly reduces the
number of objects in Gn(A), that is #obj(Gn(A)) > #obj(Gn(B)) and #obj(Gn(A))
is finite.
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5.2.2 Uniqueness of collapse normal form
We will see now that in fact [A]n is a singleton set. We will thus refer to [A]n : X →
SI/ nC as C-labelled singular n-cube over X itself, called the (unique) normal form
of A. Conversely, we say A normalises to [A]n.
For the following lemmas, let n ∈ N and 1 ≤ k < l ≤ n. Let C,Ci (i ∈ N) denote
C-labelled singular n-cube families over a poset X.
Lemma 5.2.2.1 (l-level collapses compose). If
C1
λ1
l
// C2
λ2
l
// C3
then
C1
λ1λ2
l
// C3
Proof. Corollary 4.1.4.9 implies Sλ1λ2 = Sλ2Sλ1 . Thus we have
T l−1C1 = T l−1C2 = T l−1C3
and (cf. Construction 4.3.1.1)
UC1 = UC2Sλ1 = UC3Sλ2Sλ1 = UC3Sλ1λ2
which together imply λ1λ2 : C1  l C3 as required.
Lemma 5.2.2.2 (k-level pullback of l-level collapse). If
C3
C1
µ
k
// C2
λ l
OO
then we have
C4
µ
k
// C3
C1
µ∗λ l
OO
µ
k
// C2
λ l
OO
where
µ∗λ = λGl−k−1(Sµ)
µ∗λ is called the k-level pullback of λ along µ.
Proof. The assumptions in the claim are equivalent to the existence of the blue part
of the following diagram
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The statement of the claim is equivalent to the existence of the red part of the
diagram (such that the above diagram commutes). Using Lemma 3.2.7.9 the above
diagram is equivalent to the following diagram
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But now we can see that the claim’s statement is just an instance of Corollary 4.3.2.3.
More formally, we have the following: µ : C1  k C2 implies UkC1 = UkC2Sµ. Then note
U l−1C1 = U l−1C2 Gl−1−k(Sµ) by Claim 3.2.7.4. Given λ : C2  l C3 we can now apply the
statement of Corollary 4.3.2.3 with the following notational identification: A := U l−1C1 ,
B := U l−1C2 , B˜ := U l−1C3 , λ := λ and H := Gl−k−1(Sµ). Corollary 4.3.2.3 then allows us
to obtain B˜H = U l−1C3 H together with λH : B˜H ↪→ U lC1 and U lC1 = U B˜HSλH . Using
Construction 3.2.3.1, we define
C4 := Rl−1T l−1C1 ,B˜H
Note that since B˜H : Gl−1(C1) → SI/ n−(l−1)C , we find C4 to have the type of a
C-labelled singular n-cube family, that is, C4 : X → SI/ nC , which by its construction
satisfies U l−1C4 = B˜H and T l−1C4 = T l−1C1 . Further, we have U lC4 = U B˜H and setting
µ∗λ := λH
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this U lC1 = U lC4SλH . Together this means that µ∗λ : C1  l C4.
Now, we claim µ : C4  k C3 which can be seen as follows: since µ : C1  k C2 we
have UkC1 = UkC2Sµ. Applying Remark 3.2.7.7(i) we find for i satisfying k < k+ i ≤ n
Gk+i(C1) G
i(Sµ)
//
pik+iC1

Gk+i(C2)
pik+iC2

Gk+i−1(C1) G
i−1(Sµ)
// Gk+i−1(C2)
Since T l−1C2 = T l−1C3 and T l−1C1 = T l−1C4 this implies for i satisfying k < k + i < l
Gk+i(C4) G
i(Sµ)
//
pik+iC4

Gk+i(C3)
pik+iC3

Gk+i−1(C4) G
i−1(Sµ)
// Gk+i−1(C3)
(5.2.2.3)
However, U l−1C4 = B˜H and B˜H denotes U l−1C3 Gl−k−1(Sµ). This means U l−1C4 =
U l−1C3 Gl−k−1(Sµ) which together with the pullbacks (5.2.2.3) then allows us to apply
the implication (ii)⇒ (i) of Lemma 3.2.7.9 to obtain UkC4 = UkC3G0(Sµ). Since also
T k−1C4 = T k−1C3 (which follows from T l−1C3 = T l−1C2 , T k−1C2 = T k−1C1 , T l−1C1 = T l−1C4 and
l > k) the conditions for µ : C4  k C3 have been verified.
Lemma 5.2.2.4 (k-level push-forward of l-level collapse). If
C3
C1
λ l
OO
µ
k
// C2
then we have
C ′3
µ
k
// C4
C3
ρ l
OO
C1
µ∗µ∗λ l
@@
λ l
OO
µ
k
// C2
µ∗λ l
OO
(5.2.2.5)
where µ∗λ is called the k-level pushforward of λ along µ, and ρ is the factorisation
of µ∗µ∗λ through λ (cf. Claim 4.1.2.1).
Proof. The assumptions in the claim are equivalent to the existence of the blue part
of the following diagram
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The statement of the claim is equivalent to the existence of the red and green part of
the diagram. Using Lemma 3.2.7.9 the above diagram is equivalent to the following
diagram
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But now we can see that the claim’s statement is just an instance of Construc-
tion 4.3.3.1. More formally, we have the following: note T l−1C1 = T l−1C3 and U lC1 =
U lC2Sλ. We can apply Construction 4.3.3.1 with the following identification of
notation: A := U l−1C1 , A˜ := U l−1C3 , B := U l−1C2 , λ := λ and H := Gl−k−1(Sµ) (cf.
Claim 3.2.7.4). From Construction 4.3.3.1 we then obtain H∗A˜ with (Gl−k−1(Sµ))∗λ :
H∗A˜ ↪→ B and such that U lC2 = UH∗A˜S(G
l−k−1(Sµ))∗λ (Note, that by construction in
Construction 4.3.3.1 again (Gl−k−1(Sµ))∗λ is non-identity if λ is). Using Claim 3.2.7.4,
we can define
C4 := Rl−1T l−1C1 ,H∗A˜
Note that since H∗A˜ : Gl−1(C2) → SI/ n−(l−1)C , we find C4 to have the type of a
C-labelled singular n-cube family, that is, C4 : X → SI/ nC , which by its definition
satisfies U l−1C2 = H∗A˜ and piiC4 = piiC2 for i < l. Thus we have T l−1C2 = T l−1C4 and
U lC4 = UH∗A˜ implying U lC2 = U lC4SH∗λ. This implies H∗λ : C2  l C4 and thus we
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can set
µ∗λ := H∗λ
The existence of ρ and the outer square in (5.2.2.5) then follows from both Re-
mark 4.3.3.4 and Lemma 5.2.2.2.
Corollary 5.2.2.6 (l-level normalisation independent of k-level collapse). If µ :
C1  k C2 then C1 is in l-normal form if and only if C2 is.
Proof. First, assume C2 is not in l-level normal form, i.e. there is a non-identity
λ : C2  l C3. By Lemma 5.2.2.2 we can then construct µ∗λ : C1  l C4 (which by
the construction in Corollary 4.3.2.3 can be seen to be a non-identity collapse if λ is
not the identity). Thus C1 cannot be in l-level normal form.
Conversely, assume that C1 is not in l-level normal form, i.e. there is a non-
identity λ : C1  l C3. By Lemma 5.2.2.4 we can then construct µ∗λ : C2  l C4
(which by Construction 4.3.3.1 can be seen to be a non-identity collapse if λ is not
the identity). Thus C2 cannot be in l-level normal form.
Definition 5.2.2.7 (Ordered collapse sequence). An ordered (n-level) collapse
sequence ~λ : C  ∗ C1 (notationally indicated by a vector sign) is a sequence of
collapse of the form
C
~λn
n
// Cn
~λn−1
n−1
// Cn−1 . . .
~λ1
1
// C1
Lemma 5.2.2.8 (Ordered collapse sequences for normal forms). If C1 is a normal
form of C then there is an ordered collapse sequence
C  n Cn  n−1 ... 1 C1
ending in C1. Further, for any such sequence Cl is in l-level collapse normal form.
Proof. Assume C1 is a normal form of C obtained by a sequence (cf. Defini-
tion 5.1.3.1)
C  k0 A0  k1 A1  k2 ... km Am = C1
From this, using the commutative squares from Lemma 5.2.2.2, and the composi-
tionality of collapses from Lemma 5.2.2.1, we can obtain a sequence
C  n Cn  n−1 Cn−1  n−2 ... 1 C1
Note that some of the collapses in this sequence might be trivial.
Now, for any such sequence the statement of Corollary 5.2.2.6 implies that Cl is
in l-level normal form if and only if Cl−1 is if and only if Cl−2 is in l-level normal
form, and inductively, if and only if C1 is l-level normal form. Since C1 is in normal
form, and thus in l-level normal form, we thus infer that Cl is in l-normal form as
claimed.
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Definition 5.2.2.9 (Normal form collapse). If λ : C0  l C1 and C1 is in l-level
collapse normal form, then λ : C0  l C1 is called a l-level normal form collapse of
C0.
Lemma 5.2.2.10 (Uniqueness of l-level normal form collapse). If λ1 : C0  l C1,
λ2 : C0  l C2 such that both C1, C2 are in l-level collapse normal form, then λ1 = λ2
and C1 = C2.
Proof. λi : C0  l Ci by definition is equivalent to λi : U l−1C0  U l−1Ci . Then Theo-
rem 4.3.1.7 applies and we find
U l−1C0
λ1 //
λ2

U l−1C1
µ1

U l−1C2 µ2 //
̂
C
We can then define
C3 := Rl−1T l−1C0 ,
̂
C
which implies µi : Ci  l C3. Since Ci are assumed to be in normal form we must
have µi = id. We deduce λ1 = λ2 and consequently C1 = C2 as claimed.
The section culminates in the following result.
Theorem 5.2.2.11 (Normal forms are unique). Given C : X → SI/C, there is a
unique normal form [C]n and a unique ordered collapse sequence
C = [C]nn+1
ΛnC
n
// [C]nn
Λn−1C
n−1
// [C]nn−1 . . .
Λ1C
1
// [C]n1 = [C]
n
which we denote by ~ΛC.
Proof. In the previous section we showed that there is at least one normal form A1
of C. Thus Lemma 5.2.2.8 implies there is at least one ordered collapse sequence
C Λ
n
n
// An
Λn−1
n−1
// An−1 . . .
Λ1
1
// A1
Assume a different normal form B1 and an ordered collapse sequence
C
µn
n
// Bn
µn−1
n−1
// Bn−1 . . .
µ1
1
// B1
Using Lemma 5.2.2.10 inductively for l = n, (n−1), ..., 1, we find Λl = µl and Al = Bl
thus proving the theorem.
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Example 5.2.2.12 (Ordered collapse sequence to normal form). In Example 5.1.3.2,
we already constructed an example of an ordered collapse sequence to normal form(
A = [A]23
λ2A
2
// [A]22
λ1A
1
// [A]21
)
=
(
A λ
2
// B
µ
1
// C
)
with the following data
5.3 Multi-level collapse
5.3.1 Definition
In this section, we connect our discussion of collapse with the ideas presented in the
Summary (Section S.2). We will also understand that the results of the previous
sections can be phrased more abstractly as the construction of terminal objects in
certain subcategories of BunnC (cf. Definition 3.2.8.1).
We start with the following definition:
Definition 5.3.1.1 (Multi-level collapse). A (multi-level family) collapse ~S : A B
of X-indexed SI/ nC -families A, B is a “fibrewise open and surjective” multi-level
base change A→ B (cf. Definition 3.2.8.1). More explicitly, it consists of functors
~Sk : Gk(A)→ Gk(B)
such that
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(i) Firstly,
C
Gn(A)
UnA
<<
~Sn
// Gn(B)
UnB
bb
and for 0 ≤ k < n
Gk+1(A) ~Sk+1 //
pik+1A

Gk+1(B)
pik+1B

Gk(A) ~Sk // Gk(B)
(ii) Secondly, we require for each ~Sk(x) = y that the restriction of ~Sk+1 to the
fiber
~Sk+1
∣∣∣
x
: UkA(x)→ UkB(y)
is a collapse functor UkA(x)→ UkB(y).
(iii) And finally, we also require ~S0 = idX .
Multi-level family collapse functors are stable under composition, that is for multi-
level family collapse functors ~S : B → C, ~T : A → B, (~S ~T )k = ~Sk ~T k defines a
multi-level collapse ~S ~T .
We remark that the last condition of the definition (required ~S0 = idX) was not
present in Section S.2. As we will be ultimately working with cube families over
a point (X = 1) this difference will not play a role. However, for general X, the
condition is needed for the next result, which establishes a 1-to-1 correspondence of
multi-level collapse an ordered collapse sequences.
5.3.2 Decomposing multi-level collapses into k-level collapse
Construction 5.3.2.1 (1-to-1 correspondence of multi-level collapse functors and
ordered collapse sequences). Let ~λ be an ordered collapse sequence
Cn+1
~λn
n
// Cn
~λn−1
n−1
// Cn−1 . . .
~λ1
1
// C1
We define a multi-level family collapse functor ~S
~λ
: Cn+1 → C1 as follows. Given
µ : A l B we define a multi-level family collapse functor ~Sµ : A→ B by setting (cf.
Notation 3.2.7.11)
(~Sµ)k = Gk−l(Sµ)
We then set
~S
~λ
:= ~S
~λ1~S
~λ2
. . . ~S
~λn
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Conversely, assume a multi-level collapse ~S : Cn+1 → C1. We define an ordered
collapse sequence ~λ such that ~S = ~S
~λ
as follows. We inductively define multi-level
collapse functors ~Sk : Ck+1 → Ck and ~Sk : Cn+1 → Ck+1 such that
~S = ~S1~S2...~Sk ~Sk
such that ~Slk = id for l ≤ k.
For k = 0, set ~S0 = id and ~S0 = ~S.
For k > 0, define ~Sk : Ck+1 → Ck to be the k-level base change (cf. Nota-
tion 3.2.7.11 and recall Section 3.2.8)
~Slk = Gk−l(~Skk−1)
(note that this defines Ck+1 from Ck by a k-level base change). Using the universal
property of pullbacks, we find a unique factorisation ~Sk such that
~Sk−1 = ~Sk ~Sk
Note that ~Sk is again a multi-level collapse functor as claimed inductively. This
completes the inductive decomposition. Note that using Theorem 4.1.4.7, each ~Sk
can by definition be written as ~S
~λk
for ~λk : Ck+1  k Ck (such that ~Skk−1 = S~λk). We
conclude ~S = ~S
~λ
as claimed.
Also note that the composition of ~S into functors of the form of a k-level base
change is unique (which can be seen inductively from the above argument). Thus
the above constructions are inverse to each other.
Remark 5.3.2.2 (Uniqueness of normal form collapse for multi-level functors). As a
corollary of Theorem 5.2.2.11 and the preceding construction we obtain the following.
Let
~S~µ : A→ B
be a multi-level family collapse functor of families A,B : X → SI/ nC associated to
an ordered collapse sequence ~µ : A ∗ B. Then we have
S~ΛA = ~S
~ΛB~S~µ
We end with the remark that using Definition 3.2.8.1, the central results of
this chapter can be summarised by saying that any connected component of the
subcategory generated by multi-level collapses in BunnC has a terminal object.
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Chapter 6
Embedding of cubes
In this chapter we discuss how to embed a cube family into another cube family.
The definition of embedding is “dual” to the definition of collapse, in the sense that
the former is based on injective open maps of fibers, while the later is based on
surjective such maps.
In Section 6.1 we will give the definition of embeddings of cube families. We
will also observe some basic properties of this definition, and give examples that
will be used throughout the rest of the chapter. In Section 6.2, we will “decompose”
embeddings into level-wise operations determined by “endpoint sections” and called
family embedding functors (These are analogous to family collapse functors, which
are level-wise operations to multi-level collapse). We warn the reader, that this
section will introduce quite tedious notation to classify embeddings, and recommend
to focus on examples when reading the chapter for the first time. In Section 6.3 we
will then use family embedding functors determined by “minimal” endpoint sections
to construct a minimal embedding around a given point of the total space. Finally,
in Section 6.4 we discuss the natural interplay of embedding and collapse, showing
(again by a rather tedious, but straight-forward argument) that collapse of a parent
family induces collapse on families embedded in it.
6.1 Embeddings of singular cube families
6.1.1 Definition of embeddings
We start by defining embedding functors. These will be the fibrewise mappings of
the components of embeddings.
Definition 6.1.1.1 (Embedding functors). An open functor f : I → J of singular
intervals I, J (cf. Definition 4.1.3.1) is called an (singular) embedding functor if it is
injective on objects.
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Claim 6.1.1.2 (Embedding functors are linear). Let f : I → J be an embedding
functor. Then f maps
d 7→ d+ f(0)
Proof. Note that since f preserves regular segments, we have f(0) ∈ reg(J). The
proof of the statement is by induction (it holds for d = 0), in each step showing
f(d+ 1) = f(d) + 1. Assume d is a regular segment, d+ 1 is a singular height and
thus d → d + 1 in I) (argue similarly if d is singular). Then, since f is monotone
and injective we must have f(d+ 1) > f(d). But since it is a functor of posets, we
also have f(d)→ f(d+ 1). By Definition 2.1.1.1 this implies f(d+ 1) = f(d) + 1 as
required.
Recall that open surjective functors (that is, collapse functors) are classified
by their underlying monomorphisms which record the mappings between singular
heights. We will see that open injective functors (that is, embedding functors) are
classified by their mapping of (regular) interval endpoints. This is foreshadowed by
the following remark.
Construction 6.1.1.3 (Endpoints determine embedding functors). Given J ∈ SI
and q−, q+ ∈ reg(J), q− < q+ then the functor J [q−,q+] : I q+−q−
2
→ J defined by
d 7→ d+ q−
is an embedding functor. Conversely, using Claim 6.1.1.2 every embedding functor
f : I → J equals J [f(0),f(2HI)]. Thus embedding functors f : I → J (with fixed J and
variable I) correspond to choices of endpoints q−, q+ ∈ reg(J), q− < q+. This state-
ment will be revisited in a more general context later on (cf. Construction 6.2.3.2).
Examples 6.1.1.4 (Embedding functors).
• Consider the function f0 : I2 → I5 defined by
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f0 is an injective functor of posets, monotone and preserves regular segments.
Thus f0 is an embedding functor. Note that the mapping of f0 is indeed linear
in the sense of Claim 6.1.1.2. Further, in the above we coloured the image of f0
in red. The image, and in fact the “endpoints” of the image, determine f0 fully
in the sense of Construction 6.1.1.3.
• Consider the function f1 : I0 → I3 defined by
f1 is an embedding functor. Note that the endpoints of f1 in the sense of
Construction 6.1.1.3 coincide.
• Consider the function f2 : I0 → I3 defined by
f2 is an injective functor of posets and monotone. However, f2 does not preserve
regular segments and is thus not open, as would be required for being an
embedding functor.
Definition 6.1.1.5 (Multi-level embeddings). Let A : X → SI/ nC be a C-labelled
singular n-cube family over X. An (multi-level) embedding θ : B  A into A is a
“fibrewise open and injective” multi-level base change B → A (cf. Definition 3.2.8.1).
More explicitly, consists of a C-labelled singular n-cube family B over Y together
with poset inclusions θk : Gk(B) ↪→ Gk(A) which satisfy
(i) The following commutes
C
Gn(B)
UnB
<<
θn
// Gn(A)
UnA
bb
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(ii) For 0 < k ≤ n, the following commutes
Gk(B)
pikB

θk // Gk(A)
pikA

Gk−1(B)
θk−1
// Gk−1(A)
(6.1.1.6)
(iii) For 0 < k ≤ n and y ∈ Gk−1(B), θk∣∣
y
is an embedding functor
With reference to a specific embedding θ : B A we also call B a subfamily (of A)
and A a parent family (of B). Note that multi-level embeddings are stable under
composition (as multi-level base changes).
Note that for embeddings, we usually drop the predicate “multi-level” as this
will be our default assumption. Note also that we do not use the vector notation as
we did for multi-level base change and multi-level collapse.
We remark two immediate facts about embeddings based on its definition.
Remark 6.1.1.7 (Fibrewise endpoints determine embedding components). Let θ :
B A be an embedding. Given θk−1 then θk is fully specified by giving endpoints
for each θk
∣∣
y
in the sense of Construction 6.1.1.3. In particular θk is fully specified
by its image.
Remark 6.1.1.8 (Subfamily components are fully faithful). The components θl of
an embedding θ : B  A are necessarily fully faithful. Indeed, Claim 6.1.1.2 and
Lemma 2.1.4.10 together imply that for (a, b) ∈ E(UkB(x→ y)) we must have
S(θk+1
∣∣
x
a, θk+1
∣∣
y
b) = (θk+1
∣∣
x
S(a, b)s, θ
k+1
∣∣
y
S(a, b)t)
that is, θk+1 commutes with successors. Thus, any edge with source and target in
the image of θk+1 must be in the image of θk+1. This means, θk+1 is full (and as a
functor of posets necessarily faithful).
6.1.2 Examples of embeddings
Example 6.1.2.1 (Embeddings).
(i) Define Aa to be the SI/
2
C -family
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Then, we can define an embedding θa : Ba  Aa, for Ba : 1 → SI/ 2C by the
following data
Here, using Remark 6.1.1.7 we specified the components θka by giving their
image, whose objects and morphisms are marked in red in the above (note
that θ0a must always be the terminal map for subcubes). Note that however
the image of θk−1a is determined by pi
k
A together with the image of θ
k
a. This
leads to the following observation: in general, given a family A : X → SI/ nC ,
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then the up to base change by an isomorphism, embeddings θ : B A (into
A) are determined by the image of θn. This will be illustrated by the next
examples.
(ii) Let C be the poset
To given an example in dimension 3, we define the family Ab : 1→ SI/ 3C as
follows
Note that geometrically (cf. Section S.1.6) the situation that the example
depicts is rather simple, and the reader is invited to sketch the corresponding
colored 3-cube (which will contain two 2-dimensional, two 1-dimensional and
three 0-dimensional singularities). For clarity, we illustrate G3(Ab) again
without the labelling colors
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Here, both red and blue arrows record arrows between singular heights in
G3(Ab).
Now, the following subposet of G3(Ab) (marked by highlighting objects and
arrows of the subposet in red)
determines an embedding by projecting it along pi3Ab , pi
2
Ab
and pi1Ab as follows
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up to base change isomorphism (in the above we chose the base space to be 1
making θ0 a subposet inclusion. But we could have chosen it to be any other
one-object poset, cf. Remark 1.1.0.3). By default, if we define θ : B A by
im(θn), then we will assume θ0 to be a subposet inclusion thereby fixing the
base space G0(B).
(iii) Similarly, the following
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denotes an embedding φb : Cb Ab, when interpreted as subposet of G3(Ab).
But note that the latter equals G2(U1Ab). Relative to U1Ab , it thus denotes an
embedding φ˜b : U1Cb  U1Ab with components φ˜kb = φk+1b . Namely, we obtain
the following embedding
Recall the notion of composition for multi-level base changes (cf. Definition 3.2.8.1).
From the definition of embeddings it can be seen that when θ : B A and φ : C  B
we obtain θφ : C  A which has components
(θφ)l = θlφl
We give an example.
Example 6.1.2.2 (Composition of embeddings). Consider the embedding φa : Ca
Ba (where Ba was defined in Example 6.1.2.1) defined by
Then the composition χa := θaφa : Ca Aa is the embedding
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6.1.3 Restriction embeddings
We discuss embeddings obtained by restriction of the base space.
Construction 6.1.3.1 (Subfamilies by restriction). Let A : X → SI/ nC and let
H : Y ↪→ X be a subposet inclusion). Then we can obtain an embedding restH :
A|Y  A, called the restriction embedding of A to Y by setting restkH = Gk(H) (cf.
Claim 3.2.7.4) for 0 ≤ k ≤ n.
Example 6.1.3.2 (Subfamilies by restriction). The embedding φ˜b : U1Cb  U1Ab
constructed in Example 6.1.2.1 is an example of an embedding by restriction, namely,
setting H = φ1b we find
φ˜b = restH
6.1.4 Factorisation of embeddings
We discuss the (straight-forward) necessary and sufficient conditions for one embed-
ding to factor through another, and more importantly, introduce notation for this
case.
Claim 6.1.4.1 (Factorisation of embeddings). Let A : X → SI/ nC , B : Y → SI/ nC ,
C : Z → SI/ nC and θ : B  A, φ : C  A be embeddings. There is an embedding
χ : C  B such that θkχk = φk if and only if im(φk) ⊂ im(θk) for all 0 ≤ k ≤ n.
The latter holds if and only if im(φn) ⊂ im(θn). In this case we write φ θ and
denote χ by θ−1φ.
Proof. If there is χ : C  B such that θkχk = φk then im(φk) ⊂ im(θk). Conversely,
assume im(φk) ⊂ im(θk) and define χ : C  B componentwise by setting
χk := (θk)−1φk : Gk(C)→ Gk(B)
This satisfies the conditions of an embedding since both φ and θ do.
Example 6.1.4.2 (Factorisation of embeddings).
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(i) The embedding χa and θa defined in Example 6.1.2.2 satisfy that im(χ
2
a) is
contained in im(θ2a). Thus, χa factors through θa and in this case we have
(θa)
−1χa = φa
as defined in Example 6.1.2.2.
(ii) The embedding χb : Db Ab (with Ab defined in Example 6.1.2.1) is defined
by
Thus the image of χ3b is contained both in the image of φ
3
b and θ
3
b . Thus
χb φb and χb θb.
6.2 Endpoints
We will now classify embeddings as defined in the previous section. By the end
of this section we will see that any (multi-level) embedding can be decomposed
into a composition of (k-level) embeddings determined by so-called k-level endpoint
sections.
6.2.1 Endpoint sections
We start with the definition of (open) sections.
Definition 6.2.1.1 (Sections and open sections). Let A : X → SI be an SI-family.
A section q in A is a functor q : X → G(A) such that
piAq = idX
Note that to any such section we can associate a function q : X → N (cf. Nota-
tion 1.2.5.3) defined to map
x→ q(x)
A section q is called open if for all x ∈ X, q(x) ∈ reg(A(x)).
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Notation 6.2.1.2 (Depicting sections). Since a section is determined by its value in
each fibre, we will depict sections by marking points in each fibre of an SI-bundle.
This is illustrated by the next section.
Remark 6.2.1.3 (Open sections have lifts). Open sections q : X → G(A) have lifts
(cf. Definition 1.3.1.1). Indeed, if (y, a) → (x, q(x)) then y → x and (a, q(x)) ∈
E(A(y → x)). By (Reg1) a is the unique element of A(y) with that property. By
functoriality of q we must thus have q(y) = a.
6.2.2 Source and target section
Source and target section are special open section that any SI-family admits. We
define them, and give examples.
Construction 6.2.2.1 (Source and target endpoints). Let A : X → SI be an
SI-family over a poset X. We define an open section sA : X → G(A) (called the
source section of A) to be the map
x ∈ X 7→ (x, 0) ∈ G(A)
and an open section tA : X → G(A) (called the target section of A) by mapping
x ∈ X 7→ (x,HA(x)) ∈ G(A)
Note that both maps are indeed functors of posets: if (x → y) ∈ mor(X) then
both (x, 0) → (y, 0) and (x,HA(x)) → (y,HA(y)) in G(A). To see this, by Con-
struction 2.2.1.1 it suffices to remind ourselves that (0, 0) ∈ E(A(x → y)) and
(HA(x),HA(y)) ∈ E(A(x→ y)) (for instance by arguments in the proof of Lemma 2.1.4.10).
Example 6.2.2.2 (Sections, open sections, source and target).
(i) Recall pi2Aa from Example 6.1.2.1. We define two sections q1, q2 : X → G2(Aa)
in the SI-family U1Aa as follows
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The image of q1 is marked by red circles, the image of q2 is marked by blue
circles (cf. Notation 6.2.1.2). q1 is a section, but it is not an open section. q2
is an open section. In fact, q2 is the source section of U1Aa .
(ii) Next, recalling Ab from Example 6.1.2.1, consider the two sections q
b
1, q
b
2 : X →
G3(Ab) in in the SI-family U2Ab as follows
The image of qb1 is marked by red circles, the image of q
b
2 is marked by blue
circles. Both sections are open. In fact, qb2 is the target section of U2Ab . Note
that for instance replacing the value of qb1 in the fibre containing the green
circle by the point circled in green, would not yield a valid section.
Remark 6.2.2.3 (Base change for source and target). LetA : X → SI, andH : Y → X.
Then, since G(H) is a fibrewise isomorphism, we find that
sAH = G(H)sAH
tAH = G(H)tAH
This observation is generalised by Claim 6.2.5.2.
6.2.3 Family embedding functors
We define family embedding functors J A[q−,q+]. We start with the following observa-
tion.
Remark 6.2.3.1 (Sections determining embeddings). Further to Example 6.2.2.2,
note that two open sections such as qb2 and q
b
1 of U2Ab fibrewise determine endpoints
in the sense of Construction 6.1.1.3, and thus an embedding functor for that fibre.
Combining these embeddings gives an embedding B  U2Ab such that B has the
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same base space as A. This is illustrated in the following picture in the case of the
source section sU2Ab
and the open section qb1:
In the above, the SI-family marked in purple is U2Bb from Example 6.2.2.2. It is the
subfamily of the SI-family U2Ab which is delimited by sU2Ab and q
b
1. Note that it has
indeed the same base space as its parent family U2Ab . This observation is generalised
in the next construction.
Construction 6.2.3.2 (Family embedding functors). Let A : X → SI. A continuous
choice of endpoints in A is a tuple of maps of open sections q+, q− : X → G(A) such
that for all x ∈ X
q−(x) ≤ q+(x)
We will define an SI-family A[q−,q+] together with an injective J A[q−,q+] : G(A[q−,q+])→
G(A), called the family embedding functor for the endpoints q−, q+, whose image is
delimited by q−, q+ in the sense of the previous remark.
The construction is straight-forward. For x ∈ X denote Ex := [q−(x), q+(x)] ⊂
A(x). Note that for (x → y) ∈ mor(X) by (q±(x), q±(y)) ∈ E(A(x → y)) and
bimonotonicity of A(x→ y) we have
(b, b′) ∈ E(A(x→ y)) ⇒ (b ∈ Ex ⇐⇒ b′ ∈ Ey) (6.2.3.3)
We first construct a family A[q−,q+] : X → SI called the (unlabelled) subfamily of A
with endpoints q−, q+. We define A[q−,q+] on objects x ∈ X by setting
HA[q−,q+](x) =
q+(x)− q−(x)
2
and for (x→ y) in X
A[q−,q+](x→ y) : A[q−,q+](x)→ A[q−,q+](y)
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is the morphism of singular intervals defined by the mapping
b ∈ sing(A[q−,q+](y)) 7→ A(x→ y)(b+ q−(x))− q−(y)
It is straight-forward to see that this is well-defined. Explicitly, we need to check the
right hand side lives in sing(A[q−,q+](z)) for all b. This is equivalent to requiring that
for all b we have
A(x→ y)(b+ q−(x)) ∈ Ey
which in turn is equivalent to
A(x→ y)(Ex) ⊂ Ey
(note that here A(y → z) is only defined on the singular heights of Ey). The latter
holds by (Sing1) and (6.2.3.3).
Next, we verify that A[q−,q+] as defined above is functorial. Assume x→ y → z ∈
mor(X). Then
A[q−,q+](x→ z)(b) = A(x→ z)(b+ q−(x))− q−(z)
= A(y → z)
((
A(x→ y)(b+ q−(x))− q−(y)
)
+ q−(y)
)
− q−(z)
= A[q−,q+](y → z)
(
A[q−,q+](x→ y)(b)
)
as required. We have thus constructed A[q−,q+] : X → SI.
We now define J A[q−,q+] : G(A[q−,q+])→ G(A) by setting
J A[q−,q+](x, b) = (x, b+ q−(y)) (6.2.3.4)
Functoriality of this assignment will be proven in the next claim. We note that (on
objects) we have
im(J A[q−,q+]
∣∣
x
) = [q−(x), q+(x)] (6.2.3.5)
as claimed in the beginning of the section.
Example 6.2.3.6 (Family embeddings).
(i) In Remark 6.2.3.1 we have seen the preceding construction in a special case,
namely setting qb− = sU2Ab
and qb+ = q
b
2 we have
(U2Ab)[qb−,qb+] = U2Bb
and the family embedding for these endpoint equals
J U
2
Ab
[q−,q+] = θ
3
b
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(ii) As a simpler example, consider the open sections rb−, r
b
+ in Ab (from Defini-
tion 6.2.1.1) defined by
Then we have
(Ab)[rb−,rb+] = Cb
namely, Cb(0) = I1 (the interval with one singular height, highlighted in purple
above). And further, the family embedding for these endpoint equals
J Ab
[rb−,r
b
+]
= φ1b
which includes I1 as the purple subposet into I2 in the illustration above.
Claim 6.2.3.7 (Endpoint embedding is functorial). J A[q−,q+] is functorial.
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. We need to check
(b, c) ∈ E((A[q−,q+])(y → z)) ⇐⇒ (b+ q−(y), c+ q−(z)) ∈ E(A(y → z)) (6.2.3.8)
We do so by a case distinction
(i) If b is a singular height (if and only if b+ q−(y) is a singular height) then by
(Sing1) the left hand side of (6.2.3.8) holds iff (A[q−,q+])(y → z)(b) = c which
holds iff A(y → z)(b + q−(y)) − q−(z) = c. The latter again by (Sing1) is
equivalent to the right hand side of (6.2.3.8).
(ii) If b is a regular segment (if and only if b+ q−(y) is a regular segment), then
by (Sing2) the left hand side of (6.2.3.8) holds iff
̂(A[q−,q+])(y → z)(b− 1) ≤ c ≤ ̂(A[q−,q+])(y → z)(b+ 1) (6.2.3.9)
which we claim (and prove below) to hold iff
Â(y → z)(b− 1 + q−(y))− q−(z) ≤ c ≤ Â(y → z)(b+ 1 + q−(y))− q−(z)
(6.2.3.10)
Then, (6.2.3.10) again by (Sing2) is equivalent to the right hand side of
(6.2.3.8) proving the statement.
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To see the mutual implication (6.2.3.9) ⇐⇒ (6.2.3.10), first note that if
0 < b < q+(y)− q−(y) then the claim follows from unpacking the definition of
A[q−,q+]. In the boundary cases, if b = 0 then we have
̂(A[q−,q+])(y → z)(b−1) =
−1 < c by Definition 2.1.1.9 as well as Â(y → z)(b− 1 + q−(y))− q−(z) ≤ c by
the following argument: for any singular height d ∈ ŝing(A(y)) with d < q−(y)
we must have Â(y → z)(d) ≤ q−(z), since either (d, Â(y → z)(d)) = (−1,−1)
or (d, Â(y → z)(d)) <E (q−(y), q−(z)) ∈ E(A(y → z)). By a similarly argument,
if b = q+(y)− q−(y) we find c < q+(y)− q−(y) + 1 = ̂(A[q−,q+])(y → z)(b+ 1)
as well as c ≤ Â(y → z)(b+ 1 + q−(y))− q−(z).
6.2.4 k-level embeddings
In this section we extend the construction of the previous section from SI-families
to SI/ nC -families. Explicitly, we will construct cube embeddings denoted by J A,k[q−,q+]
from endpoints (q−, q+) “at level k”, and give examples thereof.
Construction 6.2.4.1 (Constructing cube family embeddings by specifying end-
points). Now let A : X → SI/ nC and 0 ≤ k < n, and let (q+, q−) be a continuous
choice of endpoints for B := UkA : Gk(A)→ SI. Using Construction 6.2.3.2, we define
a family Ak[q−,q+] : X → SI/
n
C called the (labelled) subfamily of A determined by
k-level endpoints q−, q+ by setting
T =
{
piB[q−,q+] , pi
k
A, . . . , pi
1
A
}
and
Ak[q−,q+] := RkT,Uk+1A JB[q−,q+]
This can be made into an embedding J A,k[q−,q+] : Ak[q−,q+]  A by setting (cf. Nota-
tion 3.2.7.11)
(J A,k[q−,q+]))l = Gl−k−1(J B[q−,q+])
Using (6.2.3.4) and Claim 3.2.7.4 this can be seen to give an embedding as required.
It is called the k-level embedding into A determined by endpoints q−, q+.
Note that a k-level embedding is in particular a k-level base change (in the sense
that was discussed in Section 3.2.8).
We already saw examples of subfamilies of A with k-level endpoints and we recall
them in the following
Example 6.2.4.2 (Subfamilies from endpoints).
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(i) Using definitions in Example 6.2.3.6 and Example 6.2.2.2, setting B := U2Ab
we have
θ3b = J B[qb−,qb+]
θ2b = id
θ1b = id
θ0b = id
and thus (
θb : Bb Ab
)
=
( J Ab,3
[qb−,q
b
+]
: (Ab)
k
[qb−,q
b
+]
 Ab
)
(ii) Using definitions in Example 6.2.3.6 and Example 6.2.2.2, setting B := Ab we
have
φ3b = G2(J B[rb−,rb+])
φ2b = G(J B[rb−,rb+])
φ1b = J B[rb−,rb+]
φ0b = id
and thus (
φb : Cb Ab
)
=
( J Ab,1
[rb−,r
b
+]
: (Ab)
k
[rb−,r
b
+]
 Ab
)
Remark 6.2.4.3 (Source-target endpoint inclusion). Given A : X → SI/C 0 ≤ k < n,
and setting B := UkA, the previous Construction 6.2.2.1 provides us with the trivial
k-level endpoints (sB, tB) for B. Using Construction 6.2.4.1 we find that
Ak[sB ,tB ] = A
This can be deduced as a corollary to Claim 6.2.5.2, which we will discuss in the
next section.
6.2.5 Decomposing (multi-level) embeddings into k-level em-
beddings
We will now show that any embedding can be decomposed as the composition of
embeddings determined by endpoints. We first show how individual squares of the
form (6.1.1.6) decompose.
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Example 6.2.5.1 (Factoring embedding squares by endpoint family embeddings).
For instance, using Example 6.2.2.2 consider the square
G2(Ba) θ
2
a //
pi2Ba

G2(Aa)
pi2Aa

G1(Ba)
θ1a
// G1(Aa)
This can be decomposed into a pullback and a family embedding functor as follows
where qa− and q
a
+ are defined as
This observation is generalised in the following claim.
Claim 6.2.5.2 (Factoring embedding squares by endpoint family embeddings). Let
θ : B A for A : X → SI/ nC , B : Y → SI/ nC . The square
Gk+1(B) θk+1 //
pikB

Gk+1(A)
pikA

Gk(B)
θk
// Gk(A)
(6.2.5.3)
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is the composite of the squares
Gk+1(B)
J U
k
Aθ
k[
uk+1
θ
sUk
B
,uk+1tUk
B
]
//
pikB

G(UkAθk)
G(θk)
//
piUk
A
θk

Gk+1(A)
pikA

Gk(B)
id
// Gk(B)
θk
// Gk(A)
(6.2.5.4)
where uk+1θ is the factorisation of (6.2.5.3) through the right pullback square in
(6.2.5.4), that is
Gk+1(B)
HACK
pikB

uk+1θ
xx
θk+1
%%
G(UkAθk)
G(θk)
//
piUk
A
θk

Gk+1(A)
pikA

Gk(B)
id
xx
θk
%%
Gk(B) θk // Gk(A)
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. Note that since G(θk) is a fibrewise identity,
we have (x ∈ Gk(B))
uk+1θ
∣∣
x
= θk+1
∣∣
x
(6.2.5.5)
Abbreviate C := UkA and D := UkB. To see that the upper left arrow of (6.2.5.4) is
well-typed, we first show that
D = (Cθk)[uk+1θ sD,u
k+1
θ tD]
The right hand side was defined in Construction 6.2.3.2. Since G1(D) = G(D) this
shows well-definedness of the the squares in (6.2.5.4).
On objects y ∈ Y , Construction 6.2.3.2 gives
(Cθk)[uk+1θ sD,u
k+1
θ tD]
(y) = I
uk+1
θ
tD(y)−uk+1θ sD(y)
2
= I tD(y)−sD(y)
2
= D(y)
where, in the second step we used linearity of uk+1θ (cf. Claim 6.1.1.2) and in the
third step we used the definition of s and t in Construction 6.2.2.1.
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Similarly, on morphisms (y → z) in Y we find by Construction 6.2.4.1
(a, b) ∈E((Cθk)[uk+1θ sD,uk+1θ tD](y → z))
⇐⇒ (a+ uk+1θ sD(y), b+ uk+1θ sD(z)) ∈ E
(
C|Y (y → z)
)
⇐⇒ (θk+1∣∣
y
a, θk+1
∣∣
z
a) ∈ E(C(y → z))
⇐⇒ (a, b) ∈ E(D(y → z))
where, in the second step we used Claim 6.1.1.2 and (6.2.5.5), and in the last step
used that θk+1 is fully faithful by Remark 6.1.1.8.
Now, the equation
θk+1 = G(θk)J Cθk
[uk+1θ sD,u
k+1
θ tD]
follows fibrewise. Indeed, for y ∈ Y , G(θk)∣∣
y
is just the identity, and (J C|Y
[uk+1θ sD,u
k+1
θ tD]
)
∣∣∣
y
can be seen to give the same mapping as uk+1θ
∣∣
y
by using (6.2.5.5) and comparing
(6.2.3.4) with Claim 6.1.1.2.
The preceding claim now allows us to decompose any embedding as follows.
Construction 6.2.5.6 (Decomposing embeddings into embeddings determined by
endpoints). We show that all embeddings θ : B  A can be inductively (and
canonically) decomposed as a composite of embeddings with endpoints (starting with
an initial restriction embedding). This is based on Construction 6.1.3.1, Claim 6.1.1.2
and Construction 6.2.4.1.
Let θ : B A for A : X → SI/ nC , B : Y → SI/ nC and Y ∈ X. For k = 0, 1, . . . , n,
we inductively construct θk : C
θ
k  A such that θ θk and further, for l ≤ k
θlk = θ
l : Gl(B)→ Gl(A) (6.2.5.7)
and for l ≥ k
θlk = Gl−k(θk) : Gl(B)→ Gl(A) (6.2.5.8)
• For k = 0 we set
θ0 = restθ0 : Aθ
0  A (6.2.5.9)
This satisfies (6.2.5.7), (6.2.5.8) and θ θ0 by definition of restθ0 in Construc-
tion 6.1.3.1 (in particular θ θ0 follows factoring over the pullbacks that define
θlk, l > 0).
• For k > 0, note that by inductive assumption we have Uk−1
Cθk−1
= Uk−1A θk−1.
Borrowing notation from Claim 6.2.5.2, we define
θk = θk−1J U
k−1
A θ
k−1,k[
ukθ sUk
B
,ukθ tUk
B
] (6.2.5.10)
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This satisfies (6.2.5.7) by inductive assumption, Construction 6.2.4.1 and Claim 6.2.5.2.
It satisfies (6.2.5.8) by inductive assumption and Construction 6.2.4.1. It also
satisfies θ θ0 by inductive assumption and Construction 6.2.4.1 (in particular
θ θ0 follows factoring over the pullbacks that define θlk, l > k).
Since θn = θ, by unwinding the inductive step (6.2.5.10) (and base case (6.2.5.9))
we find a decomposition of the form
θ = J · , n[· , ·] . . .J · , 2[· , ·]J · , 1[· , ·]restθ0
(where dots represent the expressions derived in (6.2.5.10)).
Remark 6.2.5.11 (Analogy with levelwise decomposition of collapse). The decom-
position of θ into “levelwise embeddings” determined by k-level endpoints, should
be regarded analogous to the levelwise decomposition of multi-level collapse in Con-
struction 5.3.2.1. Indeed both decomposition are instances of decompositions into
k-level basechanges as discussed in Section 3.2.8.
Example 6.2.5.12 (Decomposing embeddings into embeddings determined from
endpoints). Recall θa : Ba Aa from Example 6.2.2.2. The preceding construction
gives a decomposition of θa of the form
θa = J · , 2[· , ·]J · , 1[· , ·]restθ0
In case of θa, θ
0
a = id : 1→ 1 and thus restθ0 = id. The remaining two embeddings
of the decomposition, can be visualised as follows
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Where in each of the two embeddings we marked the endpoints for the family
embeddings (marked by red arrows) by red and blue circles.
More examples of such a decompositions will be given in the next section.
6.3 Minimal embeddings
Using techniques from the previous section we will now construct a specific embedding,
namely the minimal one “around a point”.
6.3.1 Minimal endpoints
We start with a discussion of certain endpoint sections that will be involved in the
construction of minimal embedding. These will be called minimal endpoints. First,
recall the following
Notation 6.3.1.1 (Overcategories).
(i) Given a category C, and an object c ∈ C, denote by C/c the overcategory of
C over c. That is, the objects f of C/c are morphisms (f : d → c) in C, and
morphisms g : (f : d→ c)→ (f ′ : d′ → c) of C/c are morphisms (g : d→ d′)
such that f = f ′g. We have a forgetful functor U : C/c → C that maps
(f : d→ c) to d, and g : (f : d→ c)→ (f ′ : d′ → c) to g : d→ d′.
(ii) Given a functor F : C → D, and c ∈ C, we have an induced functor F/c : C/
c → D/Fc that maps (f : d → c) to (Ff : Fd → Fc) and g : (f : d → c) →
(f ′ : d′ → c) to Fg : (Ff : Fd→ Fc)→ (Ff ′ : Fd′ → Fc).
(iii) Given a poset X, and x ∈ X, then X/x is a poset and the forgetful functor
U : X/x→ X is fully-faithful and injective on objects. Thus we will identify
X/x with the full subcategory of X consisting of objects y such that y → x,
i.e. we denote objects of X/x by y instead of y → x (where y → x ∈ mor(X)).
In particular, given a functor A : X → SI and p = (x, a) ∈ G(A), then from
piA : G(A)→ X we obtain
piA/p : G(A)/p→ X/x
which equals the restriction of piA to G(A)/p on its domain, and X/x on its codomain
(cf. Notation 1.1.0.4).
Construction 6.3.1.2 (Minimal endpoints). Let A : X → SI, p ∈ G(A). Assume
X/p0 = X. We define endpoints (qp+, q
p
−) for A called minimal endpoints around p
by the following case distinction.
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(i) If p ∈ sing(I) we set
qp±(y) =
(
y, A(y → p0)reg(p± 1))
This is functorial by (Reg1).
(ii) If p ∈ reg(I) we set
qp±(y) =
(
y, A(y → p0)reg(p))
This is functorial by (Reg1).
Example 6.3.1.3 (Minimal endpoints).
(i) In the following we define an SI-bundle piD : G(D) → I1 and select a point
p ∈ G(D) which is marked in light green below. Note that piD(p) indeed
satisfies
(I1/piD(p)) = I1
Thus we can use the above construction to obtain qp± as follows
Note that the endpoints qp±(x) for x ∈ I1 are the outer boundaries for regions
r ∈ pi−1D (x) which have an arrow (r → p) to p in G(D) (the arrows qp±(x)→ p
are marked in red and blue respectively, the rest of such arrows is marked in
purple in the above). This observation is made precise in the next claim.
(ii) The following defines an SI-bundle piD˜ : G(D˜) → X (where X is G(constI1 :
I1 → SI)). We select a point p ∈ G(D˜) by marking it in light green. Once
more we have (X/piD˜(p)) = X and thus we can construct minimal endpoints
qp± which are given as follows
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Claim 6.3.1.4 (Minimal endpoints delimit over-posets). Let A : X → SI, p ∈ G(A).
Then J A
[qp−,q
p
+]
restricts (on its codomain) to give an isomorphism
J A[qp−,qp+] : G(A[qp−,qp+]) ∼= G(A)/p
Proof. We now that J A
[qp−,q
p
+]
is injective and has fibrewise image
im
( J A[qp−,qp+]∣∣∣y ) = Ey := [qp−, qp+]
it thus remains to show that
(q → p) ∈ mor(G(A)) ⇐⇒ q ∈ Eq0
The implication from left to right follows from (6.2.3.3). The implication from right
to left follows by a case distinction on p.
(i) If p ∈ sing(A(p0)) then (q, p) ∈ E(A(q0 → p0)) by (Reg2) and Construc-
tion 6.3.1.2
(ii) If p ∈ reg(A(p0)) then (q, p) ∈ E(A(q0 → p0)) by (Reg1) and Construc-
tion 6.3.1.2
6.3.2 Construction
Recall from Construction 3.2.6.1 that p ∈ Gn(A) for A : X → SI/ nC has projection
pk ∈ Gk(A) for each 0 ≤ k ≤ n. We can use our minimal endpoint construction
for each of these projections, and let the endpoints determine embeddings. If we
compose these embeddings (after possible starting with a restriction embedding) we
will obtain the “minimal subfamily around p”. For instance, in the case of a point
p ∈ G(Aa), where the SI/ 2C -family Aa was defined in Example 6.1.2.1, we obtain the
following (both p1 and p2 are marked in light green below)
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Here, we named the SI/ 2C -family on the left Ca. Now φa : Ca Aa is the embedding
obtained from a composition of embeddings determined by endpoints (in fact, minimal
endpoint). The resulting Ca satisfies that G2(Ca) is exactly the over-poset of Gn(Aa)
over p. This will be called the minimal embedding of p. We generalise the idea in
the following construction.
Construction 6.3.2.1 (Minimal embeddings). Let A : X → SI/ nC and p ∈ Gn(A).
For k = 0, 1, 2, ...n, we inductively define embeddings ιpk : A
p
k  A such that there is
pk ∈ Gn(Apk) with
(ιpk)
n(pk) = p (6.3.2.2)
Further, for all l ≤ k, (ιpk)l will restrict (on its codomain) to an isomorphism
(ιpk)
l = (ιpl )
l : Gl(Apk) = Gl(Apl ) −→∼ Gl(A)/pl (6.3.2.3)
and for l ≥ k, we have
(ιpk)
l = Gl−k((ιpk)k) : Gl(Apk) → Gl(A) (6.3.2.4)
• For k = 0 we set
ιp0 = restX/p0 : A(X/p
0) A
Using the universal property of the pullbacks defining the components of restX/p0 ,
we find a unique p0 ∈ Gn(A0) satisfying the inductive conditions (6.3.2.2). From
Construction 6.1.3.1 we deduce that ιp0 also satisfies (6.3.2.3) and (6.3.2.4).
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• For k > 0, the inductive assumptions allow us to define (using Construc-
tion 6.2.4.1 and Construction 6.3.1.2)
ιpk = ι
p
k−1J
Apk−1,k[
q
pk
k−1
− ,q
pk
k−1
+
] : Ak  A (6.3.2.5)
Using Claim 6.3.1.4 and the universal property of the pullbacks defining the
components (above level k) of J A
p
k−1,k[
q
pk
k−1
− ,q
pk
k−1
+
], we find a unique pk ∈ Gn(Ak)
satisfying the inductive conditions (6.3.2.2). Using Construction 6.2.4.1 and
the inductive assumptions, we find that ιpk also satisfies conditions (6.3.2.3) and
(6.3.2.4).
We define
ιpA := ι
p
n : A
p
n A
which is called the minimal embedding around p in A, and denote
A/p := Apn
called the minimal subfamily around p in A.
Example 6.3.2.6 (Minimal embeddings). We have already seen one example of the
preceding construction. The following example follows through the construction of
the minimal embedding for a point p ∈ G3(Ab) (marked in light green below, together
with its projections) where Ab was defined in Example 6.1.2.1
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Family embedding functors J ·[· , ·] are highlighted by red arrows. Their (minimal)
endpoints are given by red and blue circles.
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6.3.3 Properties
Connecting back to Section S.2, we will now discuss the “universal properties” of
the minimal embedding.
Theorem 6.3.3.1 (Properties of minimal embeddings). Let A : X → SI/ nC be a
family indexed by X, and p ∈ Gn(A) a region in A.
(i) For all 0 ≤ k ≤ n we have Gk(A)/pk ⊂ im(ιpA)
(ii) Let θ : B ⊂ A be an embedding of A. If p ∈ im(θn) and im(θ0) is downward
closed in X (in particular, X/p0 ⊂ im(θ0)) then we have
ιpA θ
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. (i) follows from Construction 6.3.2.1 (in
particular, c.f. (6.3.2.3)). We proceed to show (ii). Comparing Construction 6.3.2.1
and Construction 6.2.5.6 it suffices to inductively show for k = 0, 1, 2, ...n that
ιpk  θk
We have ιp0  θ0 by assumption that θ contains the neighbourhood of p in the base
X. Assume ιpk−1  θk−1, and set
φk−1 := (ι
p
k−1)
−1θk−1
The components (φk−1)l for l ≥ k are family pullbacks (since this holds for both
ιpk−1 and θk−1) and thus restrict to isomorphisms of fibers. Comparing (6.3.2.5) and
(6.2.5.10) it now suffices to show that
φk−1J A
p
k−1,k[
q
pk
k−1
− ,q
pk
k−1
+
]  J Uk−1C θk−1,k[
ukθ sUk
B
,ukθ tUk
B
]
By Claim 6.1.4.1 this means we need to check that images of the left hand side are
contain in images of the right hand side. We can check this fibrewise. Namely, by
Construction 6.2.4.1 we need to check that for all x ∈ Gk−1(Apk−1) we have[
φkk−1q
pkk−1
− (x), φkk−1q
pkk−1
+ (x)
]
⊂
[
ukθsUkB(φ
k−1
k−1(x)), u
k
θtUkB(φ
k−1
k−1(x))
]
(6.3.3.2)
Note, that for x = pk−1k−1 we have
ukθsUkB(φ
k−1
k−1(x)) ≤ φkk−1(pkk−1)− 1 = φkk−1q
pkk−1
− (x)
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where the last equation follows from Construction 6.3.1.2 and linearity of φkk−1 (cf.
Claim 6.1.1.2). Using bimonotonicity and (Reg1) we thus deduce that for any
(y → pk−1k−1) ∈ Gk−1(Apk−1), we have
ukθsUkB(φ
k−1
k−1(y)) ≤ φkk−1q
pkk−1
− (y)
This shows the lower endpoint of the left interval in (6.3.3.2) is greater or equal that
the lower endpoint of the right interval. Similarly, we find the upper endpoint of the
left interval in (6.3.3.2) is less or equal that the upper endpoint of the right interval.
This completes the proof.
Corollary 6.3.3.3 (Downward closed embeddings). Let A : X → SI/ nC , B : Y →
SI/ nC , p ∈ Gn(A) and let θ : B ⊂ A be an embedding. If im(θ0) is downward closed
in X then θk(Gk(B)) is downward closed in Gk(A) for 0 ≤ k ≤ n. In this case B is
called a downward closed.
Proof. This follows from Claim 6.3.1.4 and Theorem 6.3.3.1.
6.4 Normalisation on embeddings
In this section we show that given θ : B  A, then collapse of a parent family
A induces a collapse on its subfamily B. In more abstract terms we will show
that the subcategory of BunnC (cf. Definition 3.2.8.1) generated by multi-level
collapses and embeddings admits an “(epi, mono) factorization”: Every morphism
in this subcategory can be uniquely factored in a multi-level collapse followed by an
embedding.
6.4.1 Restricting collapse along embeddings
We start with two examples for this section.
Example 6.4.1.1 (Collapse on subfamilies).
(i) Recall θa : Ba Aa from Construction 6.1.3.1 and from Example 5.1.3.2 recall
the collapse λ : A  2 B˜. Set A˜a := B and note Aa equals A of the latter
example. Thus we have λ : Aa → A˜a. We can then find λ∗θa : B˜a A˜a and
(θa)
∗λ : Ba  2 B˜a with the following data (such that the following commutes)
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(ii) Further to the above, set χa = λ∗θ : B˜a, from Example 5.1.3.2 recall the
collapse µ : B  1 C. Set ˜˜Aa := C and note A˜a equals B from the latter
example. We can then find λ∗θa :
˜˜
Ba  1 ˜˜Aa and (θa)∗λ : B˜a  1 ˜˜Ba such that
the following commutes
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The “induced” embeddings and collapses which were denoted using pullback
notation (∗) in the previous example, are part of a more general construction as the
following will show.
Construction 6.4.1.2 (Restricting a collapse to an embedding). Let A : X → SI/ nC ,
B : Y → SI/ nC and θ : B ⊂ A : X → SI/ nC be a C-labelled n-cube embedding
(cf. Definition 6.1.1.5). Assume λ : A  k A˜ (1 ≤ k ≤ n). We will construct
θ∗λ : B  k B˜ (called the restriction of λ to θ) and λ∗θ : B˜ ⊂ A˜ (called the collapse
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of θ by λ) such that the following commutes
Gl(B)
Gl−k(Sθ∗λ)

θl // Gl(A)
Gl−k(Sλ)

Gl(B˜)
(λ∗θ)l
// Gl(A˜)
(6.4.1.3)
and is a pullback.
Using Construction 6.2.5.6 and the fact that pullbacks compose we can assume θ
to be a k-level base change, that is, it is either of the form
θ = restH
for some H : X → Y , or it is of the form
θ = J A,l[q−,q+]
for some l and l-level endpoints (q−, q+). For notational convenience in this second
case, we will assume θ to be the l-level basechange by a functor denoted by H. In
other words
H = (J A,l[q−,q+])l
(i) In the first case, we can set
λ∗θ := restH : B˜ A˜
We argue about a functor S in the following diagram
Gk(B˜) G
k(H)
//
pik
B˜

Gk(A˜)
H
A
pik
A˜

Gk(B) G
k(H)
//
pikB

S
ee
Gk(A)
Sλ
ff
pikA

Gk−1(B˜)
Gk−1(H)
// Gk−1(A˜)
Gk−1(B)
Gk−1(H)
//
id
ee
Gk+i−1(B)
id
ff
Note S exists since the back square is a pullback (of posets) and S is a
factorisation through it. The front square is also a pullback and thus the
top square is a pullback by pullback cancellation on the right. Since Sλ is
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surjective this means S is surjective. It is also open since G(H) are open and
injective and Sλ is open. Thus S is a family collapse functor, and we deduce
S = Sθ∗λ
for some θ∗λ : Uk−1
B˜
↪→ Uk−1B . Now arguing inductively in i = 1, 2, ..., n− k we
find diagrams and factorisations Si
Gk+i(B˜) G
k(H)
//
pik+i(
B˜

Gk+i(A˜)
H
A
pik+i(
A˜

Gk+i(B) G
k(H)
//
pik+iB

Si
ff
Gk+i((A)
Gi+1(Sλ)
ff
pik+iA

Gk+i−1(B˜)
Gk−1(H)
// Gk+i−1(A˜)
Gk+i−1(B)
Gk−1(H)
//
Gi(Sθ∗λ)
ff
Gk+i−1(B)
Gi(Sλ)
ff
such that all sides but the left one are pullbacks (the bottom one is by inductive
assumption). By pullback cancellation the left side is a pullback as well, and
in particular this forces
Gi+1(Sθ∗λ) = Si
We finally compute
Un
B˜
Gn−k(Sθ∗λ) = Un
A˜
(λ∗θ)nGn−k(Sθ∗λ)
= Un
A˜
Gn−k(Sλ)θn
= UnAθn
= UnB
And this implies θ∗λ : B  k B˜ as required.
(ii) For the second case we set
λ∗θ := J B˜,k[Gl−k(Sλ)q−,Gl−k(Sλ)q+] : B˜ A˜
Assume that the l-level base change λ∗θ to be given by a functor H˜. In other
words,
H˜ = (J B˜,k
[Gl−k(Sλ)q−,Gl−k(Sλ)q+])
l
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We distinguish subcases l < k, l = k and l > k. First, if l < k (and with
our notational convention for θ using H) then the argument is similar to the
previous item. If l = k, then we will find a diagram of the following form
Gk(B˜) H˜ //
pik
B˜

Gk(A˜)
H
A
pik
A˜

Gk(B) H //
pikB

S
ee
Gk(A)
Sλ
ee
pikA

Gk−1(B˜)
id
// Gk−1(A˜)
Gk−1(B)
id
//
id
ee
Gk−1(B)
id
ee
We argue about S. Note that by definition of H˜ and (6.2.3.5), the objects
in the fibrewise image of H˜ are exactly the objects in the fibrewise image
under SλH. Thus there is a factorising functor S making the top left square
commute. Since H˜ is an embedding (cf. Remark 6.1.1.8) S must be surjective.
Arguing again fibrewise using the definition of H˜, (6.2.3.5) and monotonicity
of Sλ, the image of H is the preimage of the image of H˜ under Sλ. This makes
the top square a pullback. The rest of the argument is similar to the previous
item.
Finally, we consider the case l > k. In this case we set
θ∗λ := λ
We find a diagram of the form
Gl(B˜) H˜ //
pil
B˜

Gl(A˜)
H
A
pil
A˜

Gl(B) H //
pilB

Gl−k(Sλ)
ee
Gl(A)
Gl−k(Sλ)
ee
pilA

Gl−1(B˜)
id
// Gl−1(A˜)
Gl−1(B)
id
//
Gl−k−1(Sλ)
ee
Gl−1(B)
Gl−k−1(Sλ)
ee
The top square commutes by definition of H˜ (this can be argued for on each
fibre). The left and the right square of this diagram are pullbacks and thus
the top square is a pullback by pullback cancellation on the right. The rest of
the argument is then similar to the previous item.
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This completes the construction.
6.4.2 Collapse sequences
We end this chapter with a discussion of the interaction of embedding and collapse
sequences. Recall that collapse sequences are in correspondence with multilevel
collapse. The decomposition of multilevel collapse into k-level base changes is
analogous to the decomposition of embeddings into k-level base changes. Just as the
previous construction generalised from the case of k-level embedding to multilevel
embedding, we will now generalise to multilevel collapse. This will recover the result
claimed in Theorem S.2.2.2.
Construction 6.4.2.1 (Restricting a collapse sequence to a subfamily). Assume
we are given an ordered collapse sequence ~λ
Cn+1
~λn
n
// Cn
~λn−1
n−1
// Cn−1 . . .
~λ1
1
// C1
and an embedding θ : Dn+1  Cn+1. Using Construction 6.4.1.2 and setting
(~λ∗θ)n+1 := θ, we inductively set
(~λ∗θ)k := (~λk)∗(~λ∗θ)k+1
(θ∗~λ)k := (~λ∗θ)∗k+1~λ
k
Putting the defined maps together we obtain
Cn+1
~λn
n
// Cn
~λn−1
n−1
// Cn−1 . . .
~λ1
1
// C1
Dn+1
OO
θ=(~λ∗θ)n+1
OO
(θ∗~λ)n
n
// Dn
OO
(~λ∗θ)n
OO
(θ∗~λ)n−1
n−1
// Dn−1 . . .
OO
(~λ∗θ)n−1
OO
(θ∗~λ)1
1
// D1
OO
(~λ∗θ)1
OO
The bottom collapse sequence is denoted by θ∗~λ. This is called the restriction
of the collapse sequence ~λ to the embedding θ. We also denote ~λ∗θ := (~λ∗θ)1.
This is called the collapsed embedding θ witness by ~λ. Using Equation 6.4.1.3 and
Construction 5.3.2.1 we find that for all k we have pullback squares
Gk(Dn+1 θ
k
//
(~Sθ
∗~λ
)k

Gk(C1)
(~S~λ)k

Gk(D˜1)
(~λ∗θ)k
// GkC˜1
(6.4.2.2)
as claimed in Theorem S.2.2.2.
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Remark 6.4.2.3 (Restriction of collapse to minimal subbundle). If we restrict a collapse
~λ to a minimal embedding ιpA, then the embedding resulting from pullback along the
collapse is also minimal. This can be seen level-wise from Construction 6.4.1.2. As a
consequence of this and (6.4.2.2), writing ~S
~λ
: A → B (for A,B : X → SI/ nC ) and
q = (~S
~λ
)n(p), we have for all k
(~S
~λ
)k(ιpA)
k = (ιqB)
k(~S(ι
p
A)
∗~λ
)k
We end with the remark that using Definition 3.2.8.1, the central result of this
section can be summarised by saying that a composition of multi-level embedding
and multi-level collapse in BunnC has a unique “(epi,mono) factorisation” into a
composition of multi-level collapse followed by a multi-level embedding.
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Chapter 7
Globes
The purpose of this chapter is two-fold: the first part will culminate in Theo-
rem 7.1.5.9, which discusses a normalisation property of so-called locally trivial cube
families. We will not need the result until the next chapter. To prove it we need
to introduce the theory of sequenced collapse limits. However, the notion of local
triviality is the basis for the second part of this chapter, where we will then enter
the world of so-called globular cubes, which will also be called n-globes. We will
discuss interactions of collapse and embeddings with globularity and we will also
show that n-globes admit a so-called “double cone” construction. This will be based
on a certain extension of the “adjoin-a-terminal-object”-monad on Cat, which we
call the >-monad.
Sequenced collapse limits are a reformulation of ordered collapse sequences as
chains of morphisms of SI/ nC (at least in the case when the base space is trivial). In
particular, multilevel collapses of cubes correspond to a certain class of morphisms in
SI/ nC . This is a special observation about collapse, which does not hold for its “dual”
notion of embedding. The discussion of this observation and its repercussions will
take place in Section 7.1. In Section 7.2 we will define n-globes to be cubes that are (at
any projection level) locally trivial on regular segments. As we will see this will play
a central role in capturing our usual intuition about manifold diagrams as semantics
for n-categories (and sets them apart from n-fold categories). In Section 7.3, we
show that embeddings inherit globularity and globularity is preserved and reflected
by collapse. In the final section Section 7.4, we construct n-globes called “double
cones” which are determined by their source and target: morally (and degenerating
to the case of disks), this takes two k-cells which agree on their boundary, and then
produces a new (k + 1)-cell by taking the cone of the k-sphere formed by the two
k-disks. This construction is only possible under the condition of globularity. As
an application we will define a special class of globes called terminal n-globes, and
these then correspond to classical n-globes (cf. [25]).
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7.1 Encoding collapse as limits
In this section we will show that it is possible to encode the k-level collapse between
two SI/ nC -families over X as a SI/
n
C -family over X × 2. In particular, if we restrict
to working with families over 1 this means that k-level collapses actually corresponds
to certain morphisms in the category SI/ nC . This reformulation will enable us to
(concisely) write down a central proof later on, however, it will not play an important
role otherwise in this thesis. We give two guiding examples for the reader, which she
might refer to when trying to make sense of the constructions in this section.
Example 7.1.0.1 (Encoding k-level collapse as families). (i) Recall from Exam-
ple 5.1.3.2 the collapse λ : A  2 B where A,B : 1 → SI/ 2C , which has the
data
This collapse corresponds to a family Lλ : 2→ SI/ 2C with the following data
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Note that the restriction L∆0 : 1 → SI/ 2C equals B (the “back part” of the
above diagrams) and L∆1 : 1 → SI/ 2C equals A (the “front part” of the
above diagrams). Thus there are embeddings resti∆0 : Gi(C) → Gi(Lλ) and
resti∆1 : Gi(B) → Gi(Lλ). Also note that orange and dark blue arrows in
G2(Lλ) exactly connect images Sλ(x) (in im(rest2∆0)) of Sλ with their (possibly
multiple) preimages x (in im(rest2∆1)). The dark blue arrows by themselves
connect preimages a (in the fibre over rest1∆0(y), y ∈ G1(B) = G1(A)) with
images λy(a) (in the fibre over rest
1
∆1
(y)). As we will see, the purple arrows
can then be filled in uniquely under the condition of U1Lλ being an SI-family.
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(ii) Recall from Example 5.1.3.2 the collapse µ : B  1 A, which has the data
This collapse corresponds to a family Lµ : 2→ SI/ 2C with the following data
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Note that the restriction L∆0 : 1 → SI/ 2C equals C (the “back part” of
the above diagrams)and L∆1 : 1 → SI/ 2C equals B (the “front part” of the
above diagrams). thus there are inclusions resti∆0 : Gi(C) → Gi(Lµ) and
resti∆1 : Gi(B) → Gi(Lµ). Also note that orange and dark blue arrows in
G1(Lµ) exactly connect images Sµ(x) (in im(rest1∆0)) of Sµ with their (possibly
multiple) preimages x (in im(rest1∆1)). The dark blue arrows in turn connect
preimages a (in the fibre over rest0∆0(y), y ∈ G0(C) = G0(B)) with images µy(a)
(in the fibre over rest0∆1(y)). The purple arrows can be then filled in uniquely
be the condition for U1Lµ to be an SI-family.
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Note that in the above example Lµ(1) = Lλ(0) (namely Lλ∆0 = Lµ∆1 = B).
Thus the morphisms Lµ(0→ 1) and Lλ(0→ 1) compose. This means the sequence
of collapses (λ, µ) : A 2 B  1 C actually corresponds to a family
L(λ,µ) : 3→ SI/ 2C
More generally, a central goal of this section will be to construct a correspondence
between ordered collapse sequences and collapse limits as follows(
A = An+1
λn
n
// An
λn−1
n−1
// An−1 . . .
λ1
1
// A1
) 7→ (L n~λ : X × (n + 1)→ SI/ nC )
where A : X → SI/ nC . This will be proven in Theorem 7.1.3.8, which this section
will culminate in.
7.1.1 Interval family collapse
We start by recalling the following two pieces of notation.
Notation 7.1.1.1 (Two-variable functors). A functor F : C × D → E is called a
two-variable functor, and has partial functors F (c,−) : D → E and F (−, d) :
C → E for c ∈ C, d ∈ D, defined by setting F (c,−)(d′) := F (c, d′) on objects d′,
F (c,−)(f) := F (idc, f) on morphisms f , respectively F (−, d)(c′) := F (c′, d) on
objects c′, F (−, d)(g) = F (g, idd) on morphisms g. We remark that alternatively
F (−, d) can be defined as the composite
F (−, d) := (C ∼= C × 1 C×∆d−−−→ C ×D F−→ E) (7.1.1.2)
A similar reformulation holds for F (c,−). We will often use the isomorphism C ∼= C×1
implicitly.
Conversely, given families of functors F (c,−) : D → E , F (−, d) : C → E for c ∈ C,
d ∈ D then there is a unique two-variable functor F : C × D → E which recovers
F (c,−), F (−, d) as partial functors if and only if F (c,−)(d) = F (−, d)(c) and the
following commutativity condition holds: all squares of the form
F (c, d)
F (f :c→c′,d)
//
F (c,g:d→d′)

F (c′, d)
F (c′,g:d→d′)

F (c, d′)
F (f :c→c′,d′)
// F (c′, d′)
commute. Here, and in the following, we denote F (c,−)(x) = F (c, x) and F (−, d)(x) =
F (x, d) for appropriate objects x or morphisms x (this notation is single-valued by
assumption that F (c,−)(d) = F (−, d)(c), and consistent with the definition of F
which shares the same notation).
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Notation 7.1.1.3 (Uncurrying natural transformations). Cat, the category of cate-
gories and functors is cartesian closed : Given categories C,D we denote by [C,D] the
internal hom (which is the category of functor and natural transformations between
them). Thus, a natural transformation λ : F → G is thus equivalently a functor
2→ [C,D] mapping (0→ 1) to λ. Using cartesian closedness we further find
Fun(2, [C,D]) ∼= Fun(C × 2,D) (7.1.1.4)
We refer to the natural isomorphism from right to left as currying, and from left
to right as uncurrying. Thus a natural transformation λ : F → G is equivalently
a functor Yλ : C × 2 → D. Yλ is called the uncurrying of λ. Explicitly, Yλ
has partial functors Yλ(−, 0) = F , Yλ(−, 1) = G and Yλ(c,−) = λc (for c ∈ C).
Conversely, a functor F : C × 2 → D is equivalently a natural transformation
N F : F (−, 0)→ F (−, 1) with components (N F )c = F (c,−)
We now introduce a notion of “extended” singular collapse (this is unrelated
to extension f̂ of SI-morphisms f , but instead extends the domain of collapse to
include its codomain in a natural way).
Construction 7.1.1.5 (Extended singular collapse). Let λ : A ↪→ B be in injection
of SI-families A,B : X → SI over a poset X. Using cartesian closedness of Cat, we
construct Yλ : X × 2 → SI by uncurrying. Yλ is thus a SI-family over the poset
X × 2.
We now construct a functor of posets
E λ : G(Yλ)→ G(A) = G(Yλ(−, 0))
called the extended singular collapse by setting
E λ((x, 0), a) = (x, a)
and
E λ((x, 1), b) = Sλ(x, b)
It is straight-forward to verify that this defines a functor of posets. Functoriality
of E λ can be inferred from functoriality of Sλ (which was proven in Corollary 4.1.4.8)
and its lifting property (which was proven in Lemma 4.1.5.1) as follows: let
f ≡ ((z1, j1), c1)→ ((z2, j2), c2)
be a morphisms in the poset G(Yλ). To prove that E λ is a functor of posets we need
to show
E λ((z1, j1), c1)→ E λ((z2, j2), c2)
Here, ji ∈ { 0, 1 } and j1 ≤ j2. We distinguish three cases.
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(i) If j1 = j2 = 0, then (c1, c2) ∈ E(A(z1 → z2)), and E λ(f) = (z1, c2)→ (z2, c2) is
a morphism in G(A)
(ii) If 0 = j1 < j2 = 1, then we prove(
(z1, c1)→ Sλ(z2, c2)
) ∈ mor(G(A))
Set Sλ(z2, c2) ≡ (z2, c3). First note
Yλ((z1, j1)→ (z2, j2)) = Yλ((z2, 0)→ (z2, 1))Yλ((z1, 0)→ (z2, 0))
= λz2A(z1 → z2)
Since (c1, c2) ∈ E(λz2A(z1 → z2)) we have one of the following
(a) c1 ∈ sing(A(z1)). Then by (Sing1)
λz2A(z1 → z2)(c1) = c2
and since Sλ∣∣
z2
in inverts λz2 we find
A(z1 → z2)(c2) = c3
and thus (c1, c3) ∈ E(A(z1 → z2)) as required.
(b) c1 ∈ reg(A(z1)). Then by (Sing1)
λz2A(z1 → z2)(c1 − 1) ≤ c2 ≤ λz2A(z1 → z2)(c1 + 1)
Since Sλ∣∣
z2
in inverts λz2 and is monotone we find
A(z1 → z2)(c1 − 1) ≤ c3 ≤ A(z1 → z2)(c1 + 1)
and thus (c1, c3) ∈ E(A(z1 → z2)) as required.
(iii) If j1 = j2 = 1, then (c1, c2) ∈ E(B(z1 → z2), and E λ(f) = Sλ((z1, c2) →
(z2, c2)) is a morphism in G(A) by functoriality of Sλ.
This finishes the verification of E λ being a functor of posets.
Remark 7.1.1.6 (Restriction of extended collapses). Let λ : A ↪→ B be in injection of
SI-families A,B : X → SI over a poset X. We remark that the above constructed
map E λ satisfies(
G(A) G(X×δ
1
1)
↪−−−−−→ G(Yλ) E
λ−→ G(A)
)
=
(
G(A) id−→ G(A)
)
as well as (
G(B) G(X×δ
1
0)
↪−−−−−→ G(Yλ) E
λ−→ G(A)
)
=
(
G(B) Sλ−→ G(A)
)
(7.1.1.7)
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where we used Construction 1.2.6.2 for the commuting triangle (i ∈ { 0, 1 })
X ∼= X × 1 X×δ
1
i //
Yλ(−,i) &&
X × 2
Yλzz
SI/C
(which commutes by definition, cf. (7.1.1.2)).
Remark 7.1.1.8 (Base change of extended collapse). Let λ : A ↪→ B be in injection
of SI-families A,B : X → SI over a poset X. Let H : Y → X be a functor of
posets. Using cartesian closedness of Cat, together with the definition of E λ and
the commutation relation derived in Corollary 4.1.6.1, we find that
G(Yλ(H × 2)) G(H×2) //
E λH

G(Yλ)
E λ

G(AH) G(H) // G(A)
is well-defined and commutes.
Definition 7.1.1.9 (Collapse limits). Let X be a poset. A collapse limit over X is
a C-labelled SI-family C : X × 2→ SI/C, such that the following holds
• Firstly, we require that C(x, 0 → 1) is injective for all x ∈ X. This means,
currying C we obtain an injection of SI-families
NC : C(−, 0) ↪→ C(−, 1)
• Secondly, we then require
UC = UC(−,0)E NC (7.1.1.10)
Construction 7.1.1.11 (Correspondence of collapse limits to collapses). Given a
collapse limit C : X × 2 → SI/C, set B := C(−, 0), A := C(−, 1). Then we claim
that NC witnesses a collapse
NC : A B
To see that this is indeed a collapse, by definition we need to verify that NC : B ↪→ A
is a natural transformation satisfying
UA = UBSNC
The latter holds by precomposing (7.1.1.10) with G(X × δ10) and then using (7.1.1.7)
together with Lemma 3.1.4.2.
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Conversely, let λ : A B be a collapse of C-labelled SI-families A,B : X → SI/C
over a poset X, in particular we now have
UA = UBSλ
We construct a family L λ : X × 2→ SI/C, called the collapse limit of λ, by setting
L λ = RYλ,UAE λ (7.1.1.12)
As is proven explicitly in Lemma 7.1.1.13 below, this satisfies L λ(−, 0) = A and
L λ(−, 1) = B (the proof uses Remark 7.1.1.6 and Lemma 3.1.4.2). We further need
to check L λ satisfies condition (7.1.1.10) for collapse limits. But this now holds by
its definition (7.1.1.12):
UL λ := UAE λ
= UL λ(−,0)E λ
Lemma 7.1.1.13. The constructions (λ : A B) 7→ L λ (turning a collapse into a
collapse limit) and C 7→ (NC : C(−, 1) C(−, 0)) (turning a collapse limit into a
collapse) are mutually inverse.
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. We first show C = L NC . We need to show
C = YNC and UC = UCδ11E NC . The former follows from the isomorphism (7.1.1.4),
the latter follows from assumption (7.1.1.10).
Conversely, we want to show (λ : A  B) = NL λ . For this we first need to
show A = L λ(−, 0) and B = L λ(−, 1). This follows by Lemma 3.1.3.4, since firstly,
both the underlying SI-families (L λ(−, 0) := A and L λ(−, 1) := B) coincide and
secondly, the labelling functors coincide—the latter by the following arguments:
UL λ(−,0) = UL λG(X × δ11)
= UAE λG(X × δ11)
= UAid
and
UL λ(−,1) = UL λG(X × δ10)
= UAE λG(X × δ10)
= UASλ
= UB
where we used Lemma 3.1.4.2 (and (7.1.1.2)) in the first step of both derivations,
the definition of L λ in the second step, and further that E λG(X × δ11) = id and
E λG(X × δ10) = Sλ by Remark 7.1.1.6. Finally,
NL λ = N Yλ = λ : L λ(−, 0) ↪→ L λ(−, 1)
by the isomorphism (7.1.1.4).
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Remark 7.1.1.14 (Base change of collapse limits). Further to Lemma 4.3.2.1 and
Remark 7.1.1.8 we compute
L λH = RYλH ,UAHE λH
= RYλ(H×2),UAG(H)E λH
= RYλ(H×2),UAE λG(H×2)
= L λ(H × 2)
where we used Lemma 3.1.4.2 as well as the definition of L λ in (7.1.1.12) in the last
step.
Claim 7.1.1.15 (Characterising collapse limits on single morphism). Let C : 2×2→
SI/C such that C(i,−), i ∈ 2, are collapse limits. Then C is a collapse limit.
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. We need to show
UC = UC(−,0)E NC (7.1.1.16)
Define
λ := N C
that is, λ has components λi := C(i, 0→ 1), i ∈ 2. To show (7.1.1.16), we evaluate
both sides on an arbitrary f ∈ mor(G(C)). We need to show
UC(f) = UC(−,0)E λ(f) (7.1.1.17)
Note that f is of the form
f = ((i, j), a)→ ((k, l), b)
where i, j, k, l ∈ 2, i ≤ k, j ≤ l. We argue by case distinction. Since
UCG(X × δ11) = UC(−,0)
= UC(−,0)E λG(X × δ11)
(where we first used Lemma 3.1.4.2 and then Remark 7.1.1.6), the statement of
(7.1.1.17) follows whenever j = l = 0. Next, since each C(i,−) individually is a
collapse limit the statement of (7.1.1.17) also follows for i = k. The only morphisms
f left to consider are then of the form f = ((0, 1), a0)→ ((1, 1), a1) ∈ mor(G(C)) or
f = ((0, 0), a0)→ ((1, 1), a1) ∈ mor(G(C)).
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• We first consider the former case of f = ((0, 1), a0)→ ((1, 1), a1) ∈ mor(G(C)).
For i ∈ { 1, 2 } set
(i, a′i) := Sλ(i, ai)
such that by definition of E λ we have
E λ(f) = (0, a′0)→ (1, a′1) ∈ mor(G(C(−, 0)))
Since Sλ (or equivalently E λ) is functorial by Corollary 4.1.4.8, we have (a′0, a′1) ∈
E(C((0, 0) → (1, 0))). Since the graph of Sλ∣∣
i
is a subrelation of R(λi) (cf.
Corollary 4.1.4.8) we also have (ai, a
′
i) ∈ E(C((0, 0)→ (0, 1))), i ∈ { 0, 1 }. Since
C(i,−) are collapse morphisms, and using the definition of E λi , we find
UC(((i, 0), a′i)→ ((i, 1), ai)) = id (7.1.1.18)
Since C is functorial we also have
C((0, 0)→ (0, 1))C((0, 1)→ (1, 1)) = C((0, 0))→ (1, 0))C((1, 0)→ (1, 1))
This is an equation of horizontal compositions of natural transformations. The
(a′0, a1) component of this transformation can be derived in two ways as
C((0, 1)→ (1, 1))(a0,a1) ◦ C((0, 0)→ (0, 1))(a′0,a0)
= C((1, 0)→ (1, 1))(a′1,a1) ◦ C((0, 0))→ (1, 0))(a′0,a′1)
Using the construction of UC given in Construction 3.1.3.2 and using (7.1.1.18)
this implies
C((0, 1)→ (1, 1))(a0,a1) = C((0, 0)→ (1, 0))(a′0,a′1)
Using Construction 3.1.3.2 again we in turn infer
UC(((0, 1), a0)→ ((1, 1), a1)) = UC(−,0)((0, a′0)→ (1, a′1))
This proves (7.1.1.17) when evaluated on f as required.
• In the second case, we consider morphisms of the form f = ((0, 0), a0) →
((1, 1), a1) ∈ mor(G(C)). Setting
(1, a′1) := E
λ((1, 1), a1) = Sλ(1, a1)
Since (0, a0) = E λ((0, 0), a0), functoriality of E λ (as proven in Construction 7.1.1.5)
implies
E λ(f) = (0, a0)→ (1, a1) ∈ mor(G(C(−, 0)))
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and as before we have ((1, 0), a′1) → ((1, 1), a1) ∈ mor(G(C)) such that, since
C(1, 0→ 1) is a collapse morphism, we have
UC((1, 0), a′1)→ ((1, 1), a1) = id
Using functoriality of C and the definition of horizontal composition as before,
we then deduce that
C((0, 1)→ (1, 1))(a0,a1) = C((1, 0)→ (1, 1))(a′1,a1) ◦ C((0, 0)→ (1, 0))(a0,a′1)
= id ◦ C((0, 0)→ (1, 0))(a0,a′1)
Using Construction 3.1.3.2 again we in turn infer
UC(((0, 0), a0)→ ((1, 1), a1)) = UC(−,0)((0, a0)→ (1, a′1))
which proves (7.1.1.17) when evaluated on f as required.
Theorem 7.1.1.19. Let C : X × 2→ SI/C. Then C is a collapse limit if and only
if it is a pointwise collapse limit: that is, C(x,−) is a collapse limits for all x ∈ X.
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. Clearly, if C is a collapse limit then for
all x ∈ X, by precomposition (cf. Remark 7.1.1.14) with ∆x × 2, all C(∆x × 2) :
1× 2→ SI/C are collapse limits.
We now prove the converse. Assume C(x,−) are collapse limits for all x ∈ X.
We want to show
UC = UC(−,0)E λ
where λ = NC , that is, it has components λx := C(i, 0 → 1), x ∈ X. Like in the
previous proof, this equality can be shown by evaluating the left and right hand side
on all morphisms
f = ((x, i), a0)→ ((y, j), a1) ∈ mor(G(C))
Let F : 2 → X map (0 → 1) to (x → y). Then we can restrict to the image of
F to complete the proof as follows. Setting f ′ = ((0, i), a0) → ((1, j), a1) (thus
f = G(F × 2)(f ′)) we find
UC(f) = UC(−,0)E λ(f)
⇐⇒ UC
(G(F × 2)(f ′)) = UC(−,0)E λ(G(F × 2)(f ′))
⇐⇒ UC
(G(F × 2)(f ′)) = UC(−,0)G(F )E λF (f ′)
⇐⇒ UC(F×2)(f ′) = UC(−,0)FE λF (f ′)
Here, in the second step we used Remark 7.1.1.8 and in the last step we used
Lemma 3.1.4.2 (on both sides). Now, the last of the above equations follows from
Claim 7.1.1.15 applied to C(F × 2) : 2× 2→ SI/C.
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We record the results of the preceding discussion in the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1.1.20 (Collapse limits encode collapses). The construction
(λ : A B) 7→ L λ
is a bijection of collapse witnesses λ of C-labelled SI-families over X with SI-families
over X × 2 that are pointwise collapse limits. Its inverse is given by
C 7→ (NC : C(−, 1) C(−, 0))
7.1.2 Trivial product bundles
Construction 7.1.2.1 (Trivial product interval families). Let Z 6= ∅ be a non-trivial
poset. Let X = Y × Z be a product of posets, and denote by projY : Y × Z → Y
the projection on the first component Y . An SI-family A : X → SI which factors as
A = BprojY
for some B : Y → SI, is called a trivial product interval family (of B and Z). Note
that this implies that for any z0 ∈ Z we have
B = A(−, z0)
There is an isomorphism
W BZ : G(B)× Z ∼= G(A)
((y, a), z) 7→ ((y, z), a)
(The notation W BZ indicates that B is “multiplied” with Z to obtain A). We remark
that these definitions imply
piAW
B
Z = piB × Z
Construction 7.1.2.2 (Trivial product towers of interval families). Let projY :
(Y ×Z)→ Y be a projection of a product of posets. Let T = { Un−2, Un−2, . . . , U0 }
be a tower of SI-families of height n over Y . Then we construct a tower T × Z =
{ V n−1, V n−2, . . . , V 0 } of SI-families of height n over X := (Y × Z), together with
isomorphisms of posets (for 1 ≤ k ≤ n)
W T,kZ : G(Uk−1)× Z ∼= G(V k−1)
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T × Z is called the trivial product tower of T and Z, T is the projected tower of T
along Z. W T,kZ is called the k-level trivial product isomorphism. The construction of
V k and W T,kZ is inductive in k = 0, 1, . . . , (n− 1). We inductively claim that
UkprojG(Uk−1) = V
kW T,kZ (7.1.2.3)
that is, V kW T,kZ is a trivial product SI-family with Z (as was defined in Construc-
tion 7.1.2.1).
For k = 0 we set V 0 = U0projY : X → SI and W T,0Z = idX which satisfies the
inductive assumption.
For k > 0, using Construction 7.1.2.1 on the inductive assumption (7.1.2.3) (for
k − 1) we define
W T,kZ := W
Uk−1
Z : G(Uk−1)× Z ∼= G(V k−1W T,k−1Z )
Note that since W T,k−1Z is an isomorphism, we obtain an isomorphism
G(W T,k−1Z ) : G(V k−1W T,k−1Z ) ∼= G(V k−1)
We can then define
W T,kZ := G(W T,k−1Z )W T,kZ : G(Uk−1)× Z ∼= G(V k−1)
and set
V k := UkprojG(Uk−1)(W
T,k
Z )
−1
which completes the inductive construction.
Remark 7.1.2.4 (Correspondence to pullback of towers). Comparing the previous
construction to Construction 3.2.7.1 one can inductively see that (for k ≥ 1)
projG(Uk−1)(W
T,k
Z )
−1 = Gk(projY )
and thus in fact (using pullback notation for towers)
T × Z = TprojY
We will however usually use the notation on the left hand side.
Claim 7.1.2.5 (Repacking trivial product interval families). Let projY : (Y ×Z)→ Y
be a projection of a product of posets and U : Y → SI an SI-family. For L : G(U)→ C
and the projection projG(U) : G(U)× Z → G(U) we claim that
RUprojY ,LprojG(U)(W UZ )−1 = (RU,L)projY
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Proof. The proof is straight-forward. First note
V(RU,L)projY = (RU,L)projY
= UprojY
Then, for ((x, z), a)→ ((y, w), b) we compute
U (RU,L)projY ((x, z), a)→ ((y, w), b) = (RU,L)−−−−→projY ((x, z)→ (y, w))(a,b)
= (RU,L)−−−−→(x→ y)(a,b)
= L((x, a)→ (y, b))
which equals LprojG(U)(W AZ)
−1((x, z), a)→ ((y, w), b). Thus, by Lemma 3.1.3.4 the
claim follows.
Corollary 7.1.2.6 (Repacking trivial product cube families). Let projY : (X :=
Y × Z)→ Y be a projection of a product of posets and B : Y → SI/ nC . Then
RnT B×Z,UnBprojGn(B)(W TB,nZ )−1 = BprojY
Proof. Inductively apply Claim 7.1.2.5.
7.1.3 Cube family collapse
Definition 7.1.3.1 (n-sequenced collapse limits). The definition is inductive.
(i) A 1-sequenced collapse limit is a map C : X × 2→ SI/C which is a collapse
limit.
(ii) An n-sequenced collapse limit is a map C : X × (n + 1)→ SI/ nC such that the
following two conditions are satisfied
• C|0→1 : X × 2→ SI/ nC = SI/SI//n−1C is a collapse limit.
• C(X × δn0 ) : X × n→ SI/ nC satisfies
C(X × δn0 ) = C(−, 1)projX (7.1.3.2)
and
Cn := UC(X×δn0 )W C(−,1)n : G(C(−, 1))× n → SI/ n−1C (7.1.3.3)
is an (n− 1)-sequenced collapse limit.
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Remark 7.1.3.4 (Truncations of n-sequenced collapse limits). Given an n-sequenced
collapse limit C : X × (n + 1)→ SI/n we first want to understand the definition of
Cn(−, k) : G(C(−, 1))→ SI/ n−1C for 0 ≤ k ≤ (n−1). Recall from Construction 7.1.2.1
that G(C(−, 1)) = G(C(−, k + 1)). We can then unwind the definition of Cn(−, k)
as follows: using (7.1.1.2) and (7.1.3.3) and Cn(−, 1) equals(G(C(−, 1)) (G(C(−,1))×∆k)−−−−−−−−−→ G(C(−, 1))× n W C(−,1)n−−−−−→ G(C(X × δn0 ))
U1
C(X×δn0 )−−−−−−→ SI / n−1C
)
=
(G(C(−, 1)) ∼= pi−1C(X×δn0 )(X × { k }) U1C(X×δn0 )−−−−−−→ SI / n−1C )
=
(G(C(−, 1)) ∼= pi−1C (X × { k + 1 }) U1C−−→ SI / n−1C )
=
(G(C(−, k + 1)) U1C(−,k+1)−−−−−−→ SI / n−1C )
Here, in the first step we computed the image of the first line, and in the second
and third step we used Lemma 3.1.4.2 (together with (7.1.1.2) in the last step). In
summary, we have shown
Cn(−, k) = UC(−,k+1)
In particular, this shows that we can infer the following representation of the domain
of (Cn)n−1
(Cn)n−1 : G2(C(−, 2))× (n− 1)→ SI/ n−2C
And inductively for 1 ≤ k < n we find that(
. . . (Cn)n−1 . . .
)
k
: Gk(C(−, n− k))× k→ SI/ kC
We denote
Ck+1 :=
(
. . . (Cn)n−1 . . .
)
k+1
This is a k-sequenced collapse limit called the k-level truncation of C.
Theorem 7.1.3.5 (n-sequenced collapse limits can be defined pointwise). A family
C : X × (n + 1)→ SI/ nC is a n-sequenced collapse limit if and only if it is pointwise
an n-sequenced collapse limit: that is, for each x ∈ X, C(x,−) is a n-sequenced
collapse limit.
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. It is by induction on n. The base case was
proven in the previous section. Since both conditions in Definition 7.1.3.1 for being
an n-sequenced collapse limit can be restricted to subposets of X, the direction ⇒
of the statement follows. Conversely, assume that for each x ∈ X, C(x,−) is a
n-sequenced collapse limit. We first want to show that (7.1.3.2) holds, that is
C(X × δn0 ) = C(−, 1)projX (7.1.3.6)
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Assume (x→ y) ∈ mor(X), and (i→ j) ∈ mor(n). Then we find
C(X × δn0 )((x, i)→ (y, j)) = C((x, i+ 1)→ (y, j + 1))
= C((x, i+ 1)→ (y, j + 1))C((x, 1)→ (x, i+ 1))
= C((x, 1)→ (y, j + 1))C((y, j + 1)→ (y, 1))
= C((x, 1)→ (y, 1))
which proves (7.1.3.6). Here we used that both C((x, 1) → (x, i + 1)) = id and
C(y, j+1)→ (y, 1)) = id (since by assumption C(x,−) and C(y,−) are n-sequenced
collapse limits) as well as functoriality of C. Next we need to verify that (7.1.3.3) is
a (n− 1)-sequenced collapse limit, that is
Cn = UC(X×δn0 )W C(−.1)n : G(C(−, 1))× n → SI/ n−1C
is an (n− 1)-sequenced collapse limit. For each x ∈ X the restriction of this map to
G(C(x, 1)) ⊂ G(C(−, 1)) equals
C(x,−)n = UC(∆x×δn0 )W C(−,1)n : G(C(x, 1))× n → SI/ n−1C
By inductive assumption, this map is an (n− 1)-sequenced collapse limit. Thus, Cn
is a pointwise (n− 1)-sequenced collapse limit. Using the statement of the theorem
inductively we deduce that Cn is an (n− 1)-sequenced collapse limit. This verifies
the conditions that C is n-sequenced collapse limit and thus proves the theorem.
Construction 7.1.3.7 (n-sequenced collapse limits from ordered collapse sequences).
Let A : X → SI/ nC . Let
A = An+1
λn
n
// An
λn−1
n−1
// An−1 . . .
λ1
1
// A1
be an ordered collapse sequence and denote this sequence by ~λ. By induction on n,
we construct an n-sequenced collapse limit
L n~λ : X × (n + 1)→ SI/
n
C
such that (for i ∈ (n + 1))
L n~λ(−, i) = Ai+1
For n = 1, the construction is given by
L 1~λ = L λ1
For n > 1 we proceed as follows. Note that
U1An+1 λ
n
n−1
// U1An λ
n−1
n−2
// U1An−1 . . . λ
2
1
// U1A1
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is an ordered (n − 1)-level collapse sequence. Denote this sequence by ~µ. We
inductively obtain
L n−1~µ : G1(A)× n→ SI/ n−1C
and define
Ln−1 := R
AprojX ,L
n−1
~µ
(W
A
n )−1
where AprojX : X × n→ SI. Arguing inductively we know that (for 2 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1)
L n−1~µ (−, i) = U1Ai+1
We thus find that
Ln−1(−, i) = Ln−1(X ×∆i)
= R
AprojX(X×∆i),L n−1~µ (W
A
n )−1G(X×∆i)
= RA,L n−1
~µ
(−,i)
= Ai+1
Now, on the other hand λ1 : A2  A1 yields
L λ1 : X × 2→ SI/SI//n−1C = SI/
n
C
such that L λ1(−, 1) = A2 and L λ1(−, 0) = A1. This means, L λ1 and Ln−1 agree
on a poset X when included as X ∼= X × { 1 } into X × 2 and as X ∼= X × { 0 }
into X ×n. Thus, using the gluing construction from Construction 1.3.2.1 we obtain
L n~λ = (L λ1 ∪X Ln−1)α−1X
where we identified
αX : (X × 2) ∪X (X × n) ∼= X × (n + 1)
by the map mapping (x, i) ∈ X × 2 to (x, i) ∈ X × (n + 1) and (x, i) ∈ X × n to
(x, i + 1) ∈ X × (n + 1). By construction and inductive assumption, this satisfies
the conditions for an n-sequenced collapse limit.
Theorem 7.1.3.8 (n-sequenced collapse limits encode ordered collapse sequences).
The mapping defined in Construction 7.1.3.7(
A = An+1
λn
n
// An
λn−1
n−1
// An−1 . . .
λ1
1
// A1
) 7→ (L n~λ : X×(n + 1)→ SI/ nC )
is a bijection of ordered n-level collapse sequences of C-labelled SI-families over X to
SI-families over X × (n + 1) that are pointwise n-sequenced collapse limits.
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Proof. The proof is straight-forward. We construct an inverse to the above map.
The construction is inductive in n. The base case (n = 1) follows by Theorem 7.1.1.20
applied to the base case of Construction 7.1.3.7.
Let n > 1. First note, by Theorem 7.1.3.5 SI-families over X × (n + 1) that
are pointwise n-sequenced collapse limits are precisely n-sequenced collapse limits.
Assume an n-sequenced collapse limit C : X × (n + 1) → SI/ nC . We construct an
ordered collapse sequence ~NC consisting of collapses
C(−, n) N
n
C
n
// C(−, n− 1) N
n−1
C
n−1
// C(−, n− 2) . . . N
1
C
1
// C(−, 0) (7.1.3.9)
Arguing inductively, we find ~NCn to yield a collapse sequence
Cn(−, n− 1)
Nn−1Cn
n−1
// Cn(−, n− 2)
Nn−2Cn
n−2
// Cn(−, n− 3) . . .
N 1Cn
1
// Cn(−, 0)
We set (for 0 ≤ k < n)
N k+1C := N kCn
and using Remark 7.1.3.4 we find a sequence
UC(−,n)
NnC
n
// UC(−,n−1)
Nn−1C
n−1
// UC(−,n−2) . . .
N 1C
1
// UC(−,1)
Finally, by the first condition in Definition 7.1.3.1 we find using Construction 7.1.1.11
N 1C := N C|0→1 : C(−, 1) C(−, 0)
This constructs a collapse sequence (7.1.3.9) as required. The claim that this
construction is left and right inverse to Construction 7.1.3.7 now follows from the
inductive structure of Construction 7.1.3.7 and inductive assumption of the present
construction.
7.1.4 Normalisation on restrictions
We now turn to applications of the theory developed in the previous sections.
Lemma 7.1.4.1 (Normalisation on restriction of interval families). Let A : X →
SI/C for a poset X and a category C. Let H : Y ↪→ X be a downward closed
inclusion of posets. Then AH is normalised if A is normalised.
Proof. Note that by assumption H restricts to an isomorphisms Y ∼= im(H) where
the image of H, im(H) ⊂ X is a downward closed subposet of X. Arguing by
contradiction, assume A is normalised, but AH is not normalised. In particular we
have a non-identity λ : AH  B where B : Y → SI/C. Using Construction 7.1.1.11
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we find L λ : Y × 2→ SI/C and denote its collapse morphisms associated to each
λy, y ∈ Y , by
fy := L λ(y, 0→ 1)
We will now construct a non-identity collapse limit
C : X × 2→ SI/C
such that C(−, 1) = A (and also C(−, 0)|im(H) = BH−1) which contradicts the
assumption that A is normalised.
Since C is a two-variable functor, we can define it by defining the family of
partial functors C(−, i) (i ∈ obj(2) = { 0, 1 }), C(x,−) (x ∈ X) and show their
commutativity (cf. Notation 7.1.1.1). Explicitly we define
• C(−, 1) := A
• C(−, 0) is defined by setting C(−, 0)|im(H) = B and C(−, 0)|X\im(H) = A. This
leaves us with defining C(−, 0) on morphisms (y → x) for y ∈ im(H) and
x ∈ X \ im(H), for which we set
C(x→ y, 0) = A(x→ y)fy
• C(x,−) (x ∈ X) are defined, if x ∈ im(H), by
C(x, 0→ 1) = fx
and otherwise, if x ∈ X \ im(H), by
C(x, 0→ 1) = id
Note that C(x,−) and C(−, 1) are functorial (the latter since A is functorial). We
check functoriality of C(−, 0) as follows: let x1 → x2 → x3 be a chain of two non-
identity morphisms in the poset X, that is, such that xl 6= xk for l < k ∈ { 1, 2, 3 }.
We want to show
C(x1 → x2 → x3, 0) = C(x2 → x3, 0) ◦ C(x1 → x2, 0)
This holds if for all k we have xk ∈ im(H) or xk ∈ X \ im(H) by definition of C(−, 0).
We further distinguish the following remaining two cases
• x1 ∈ im(H), x2, x3 /∈ im(H) then by definition of C(−, 0) we have
C(x1 → x2 → x3, 0) = A(x1 → x3) ◦ f
= A(x2 → x3) ◦ A(x1 → x2) ◦ f
= C(x2 → x3, 0) ◦ C(x1 → x2, 0)
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• x1, x2 ∈ im(H), x3 /∈ im(H) then by definition of C(−, 0) we have
C(x1 → x2 → x3, 0) = A(x1 → x3) ◦ fx1
= A(x2 → x3) ◦ A(x1 → x2) ◦ fx1
= A(x2 → x3) ◦ fx2 ◦B(x1 → x2)
= C(x2 → x3, 0)C(x1 → x2, 0)
where we used A(x1 → x2) ◦ fx1 = fx2 ◦ B(x1 → x2) which follows from L λ
being functorial.
To show that these partial functors define C we now need to verify their commutativity,
which amounts to checking
C(x1, 0)
C(x1→x2,0) //
C(x1,0→1)

C(x2, 0)
C(x2,0→1)

C(x1, 1)
C(x1→x2,1)
// C(x2, 1)
(7.1.4.2)
for x1, x2 ∈ X. This holds if x1 = x2 so once more we can assume x1 6= x2. If
x1, x2 ∈ im(H) then (7.1.4.2) holds since it then is equivalent to
A(x1 → x2) ◦ fx1 = fx2 ◦B(x1 → x2)
(which is true by functoriality of L λ). Further, if x1, x2 /∈ Y then (7.1.4.2) just
witnesses A(x1 → x2) = A(x1 → x2) (and the left and right sides are identities). In
the remaining case of x1 ∈ im(H) and x2 /∈ im(H) we find (7.1.4.2) to equal
B(x1)
A(x1→x2)fx1 //
fx1

A(x2)
id

A(x1)
A(x1→x2)
// A(x2)
which also holds. This completes the construction of C and thus the proof.
Theorem 7.1.4.3 (Normalisation on restrictions of n-cube families). Let A : X →
SI/ nC for a poset X and category C. Let H : Y → X be a downward closed subposet
inclusion. Then AH is normalised (up to level n) if A is normalised (up to level n).
Proof. Using Construction 6.1.3.1 we have inclusions restkH = Gk(H) : Gk(AH) →
Gk(A). By Claim 1.3.1.6 we know that these inclusions are downward closed.
Further, from Claim 3.2.7.4 we obtain an equality
UkArestkH = UkAH (7.1.4.4)
Now A is normalised up to level n if and only if all UkA are normalised (as labelled
singular interval families). By Lemma 7.1.4.1 we deduce that UkArestkH is normalised.
By (7.1.4.4) we then infer that AH is normalised up to level n as claimed.
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The condition of downward closedness cannot be dropped as the following example
shows.
Example 7.1.4.5 (Non-normalised subfamily in normalised parent family). Let C
be the groupoid with two objects { 0, 1 } and two non-identity morphisms f : 0→ 1
and f−1 : 1→ 0. Define A : I1 → SI/ 1C by
Then A is in normal form, but its subfamily marked in red is not. Note that this
does not contradict the preceding theorem since the poset inclusion { 1 } ⊂ I1 is not
downward closed.
7.1.5 Locally trivial cubes
Definition 7.1.5.1 (Locally and globally trivial families). Let A : X → SI/ nC . We
say A is locally trivial if for any (x→ y) ∈ mor(X), we have
[A|x→y]n = const
We say A is globally trivial if it is the constant functor on all connected components
of X.
Example 7.1.5.2 (Locally and globally trivial families).
(i) Let C be the terminal category 1, and define the SI/ 1C family A by
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Here, recall that ! is the unique functor to terminal category. This family is
locally trivial. Indeed we verify that A|0→1 normalises to the constant family,
namely to
[A|0→1]1 = constR1∆I0 ,!
which can be visualised
And further, we verify that A|2→1 normalises to the constant family, namely to
[A|2→1]1 = constR1∆I0 ,!
which can be visualised
Note that in this second case, A|2→1 is in fact globally trivial. In this case
Claim 7.1.5.3 below applies, showing that A|2→1 will normalise to the constant
family. In particular, we do not need to check A|i→i normalises to the constant
family either, and have thus verified A to be locally trivial.
(ii) An example of a globally trivial family is B : I1 → SI/ 11 is
B := constR1∆I1 ,!
which can be visualised as
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The reader can verify that this normalised to a globally trivial family, as
guaranteed more generally by the next claim.
Claim 7.1.5.3 (Normalisation preserves global triviality). If A : X → SI/ nC is a
globally trivial family, then A normalises to a globally trivial family.
Proof. We can assume X to be connected (the argument holds for each connected
component individually). Let x0 ∈ X and let ! : X → 1 be the terminal functor.
Then global triviality of A means
A = A∆x0 !
Let C : (n + 1) → SI/ nC be the collapse limit of A∆x0 to its normal form [A∆x0 ].
Then C(!× (n + 1)) is a collapse limit collapsing A to
A′ = [A∆x0 ]!
A′ is in normal form since any collapse λ : A′  k A′′ will have a non-trivial restriction
rest∗xλ : A
′|x  k A′′|x for at least one x ∈ X (cf. Construction 6.4.1.2), which then
contradicts [A∆x0 ] = A
′|x being in normal form.
Definition 7.1.5.4 (Locally normalised families). Let A : X → SI/ nC . We say A is
locally normalised if for any x ⊂ X, we have
[A|x]n = A|x
Lemma 7.1.5.5 (Locally normalised implies normalised). Let A : X → SI/C. If A
is locally normalised, then it is normalised.
Proof. Assume by contradiction a non-identity λ : A  k B for some 0 < k ≤ n.
Then there is x ∈ X such that for some y ∈ Gk(A|x) ⊂ G(A) we have λx 6= id. Using
Construction 6.4.1.2, we find an induced collapse rest∗xλ : A|x → A′ on the embedding
restx : A|x ⊂ A, and by choice of x (cf. (6.4.1.3)) this collapse is non-trivial. This
contradicts A being locally normalised.
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Definition 7.1.5.6 (Downward distance). Let X be a finite poset. On objects
x ∈ X we define the downward distance ddist(x) = m ∈ N if m is the maximum
length of a chain
x1 → x2 → ...→ xm−1 → xm = x
with no identity arrows (that is, xi 6= xi+1). Define for k ≥ 1 the full subposets
Xdd≤k ⊂ X to have objects
obj(Xdd≤k) = { x ∈ X | ddist(x) ≤ k }
Note that this is downward closed by the following remark.
Example 7.1.5.7 (Downward distance). In the following poset, the downward
distance of each point is indicated by a number next to it
Remark 7.1.5.8 (Inductive property of downward distance). We observe that if
ddist(y) = m and y′ → y in X, then ddist(y) < m.
We now prove that there is no normalised and locally trivial family which is not
also globally trivial. For instance, A from Example 7.1.5.2 is locally trivial but not
globally trivial, so it cannot be normalised, which is indeed the case.
Theorem 7.1.5.9 (Normalised and locally trivial implies locally normalised and
globally trivial). Let A : X → SI/ nC . If A is normalised and locally trivial, then it is
globally trivial and locally normalised.
Proof. We inductively prove that Yk := A|Xdd≤k is globally trivial. Note that A|Y1 is
globally trivial (by Lemma 7.1.4.1) and locally normalised (since Y1 is a discrete poset).
Now assume that the statement is proven for A|Yk−1 . First note, by Lemma 7.1.4.1 we
infer that A|Yk is in normal form. Note that if it is globally trivial then it must also
be locally normalised since any connected component of Yk contains points of Yk−1
at which A is normalised by inductive assumption. Thus, arguing by contradiction
assume that A|Yk is not globally trivial.
If A|Yk is not globally trivial we can find (y0 → y1) ∈ mor(Yk) such that
A|y0→y1 6= id
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Note that we must have y0 ∈ Yk−1 (cf. Remark 7.1.5.8). Define Y ⊂ X to be the
full (and downward closed) subset of X with objects
obj(Y ) = obj(Yk−1) ∪ { y1 }
By Lemma 7.1.4.1 we know that A|Y is normalised.
Now, assume (x→ y1) ∈ mor(Y ) and define
Bx := A|x→y1
Let ~ΛBx be the ordered collapse sequence collapsing Bx into normal form [Bx]
n (cf.
Theorem 5.2.2.11). By functoriality of L n~ΛBx
we find for any x ∈ Yk−1 that
[Bx]
n(x)
L n~ΛBx
(x→y1,0)
//
L n~ΛBx
(x,0→n)

[Bx]
n(y1)
L n~ΛBx
(y1,0→n)

Bx(x)
L n~ΛBx
(x→y1,n)
// Bx(y1)
Now we must have L n~ΛBx
(x → y1, 0) = id since Bx = A|x→y1 normalises to the
identity by assumption on A. But we also must have L n~ΛBx
(x, 0 → n) = id since
Bx|x = A|x is already normalised by inductive assumption, and thus now non-trivial
ordered collapse chain applies to it. We deduce that
L n~ΛBx
(y1, 0→ n) = L n~ΛBx (x→ y1, n)
= Bx(x→ y1)
where, in the last step we used the properties of the L construction (cf. Construc-
tion 7.1.3.7). Since Bx(x) is in normal form we deduce that L n~ΛBx
(y1, 0) is in normal
form. Thus by Theorem 5.2.2.11 and Theorem 7.1.3.8
~NL n
~ΛBx
(y1,−) = ~ΛA|y1
is the unique ordered collapse sequence to normal form for A|y1 with k-level normal
forms
L n~ΛBx
(y1, k) = [A|y1 ]nk+1
On the other hand, choosing x = y0 note that since A(y0 → y1) was assumed to not
equal the identity, neither can L n~ΛBx
(y1, 0→ n) equal the identity (that is, A|y1 is
not in normal form).
We now construct a collapse limit C : Y × (n + 1)→ SI/ nC corresponding to a
non-identity collapse and thus contradicting that A|Y is in normal form. Since C
is a two-variable functor we can define it by defining the family of partial functors
C(−, i) (i ∈ 2), C(x,−) (x ∈ Y ) and show their commutativity (cf. Notation 7.1.1.1).
Explicitly we define
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• For k ∈ (n + 1) we define C(−, k) by setting C(−, k)|Yk−1 = A|Yk−1 and
C(y1, k) = [A|y1 ]nk+1
It remains to define C(−, 0) on morphisms (x→ y1) ∈ mor(Y ) for which we set
C(x→ y1, k) = L n~ΛBx (y1, 0→ k)
We check functoriality of this definition: let x1 → x2 → x3 be a chain of
two non-identity morphisms in the poset X (that is, such that xl 6= xj for
l < j ∈ { 1, 2, 3 }). We want to show
C(x1 → x2 → x3, k) = C(x2 → x3, 0) ◦ C(x1 → x2, k)
This holds if xj ∈ Yk−1. We need to consider the remaining case that x1, x2 ∈ Yk−1
and x3 = y1. In this case we calculate
C(x1 → x2 → x3, 0) = L n~ΛBx (y1, 0→ k)
= L n~ΛBx
(y1, 0→ k) ◦ id
= C(x2 → y1, 0) ◦ C(x1 → x2, 0)
where we use C(x1 → x2, 0) = id by global triviality of A|Yk−1 (which follows
from our inductive assumption).
• For x ∈ Y we define C(x,−) as the partial functor
C(x,−) = L n~ΛBx (x,−)
Note that if x 6= y1, then by the above remarks C(x,−) is the constant functor.
We are left which showing commutativity of partial functors (cf. Notation 7.1.1.1).
Specifically, we need to verify (for x1, x2 ∈ Y and l, k ∈ (n + 1))
C(x1, l)
C(x1→x2,l) //
C(x1,l→k)

C(x2, l)
C(x2,l→k)

C(x1, k)
C(x1→x2,k)
// C(x2, k)
The only interesting case is x1 = x ∈ Yk−1 and x2 = y1, for which we obtain
A(x)
L n~ΛBx
(y1,0→l)
//
id

[A|y1 ]nl (y1)
L n~ΛBy1
(y1,l→k)

A(x)
L n~ΛBx
(y1,0→k)
// [A|y1 ]nk(y1)
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which commutes by functoriality of L n~ΛBx
after observing that
L n~ΛBx
(y1,−) = L n~ΛBy1 (y1,−)
by uniqueness of the normal form collapse sequence for A|y1 .
We have thus constructed a non-trivial collapse limit C which translates into
a non-trivial collapse of NC : A|Y → C(−, 0) (indeed, since A|y0 6= A|y1 but
C(y0 → y1, 0) = id, NC must be non-trivial). This contradicts that A|Y is in normal
form and thus finishes the proof.
7.2 Globularity
In this section we introduce globular cubes. Globularity distinguishes the case of
n-fold categories from n-categories (the latter containing morphisms which satisfy
globularity). We will formulate two versions of globularity
• ∂-globularity: A cube is ∂-globular (pronounced “boundary globular”) if it is
constant along its sides in a certain way.
• Strict globularity: A cube is strictly globular if itself and all its sub-cubes are
∂-globular.
By default “globular” will refer to “strictly globular”. The advantage of strict
globularity over ∂-globularity is that it is stable under taking subcubes. Geometrically,
it also disallows certain “highly singular” situations from arising, by preventing
singular behaviour to happen on regular segments. However, ∂-globularity might
well be the more natural choice from a geometric perspective, as future work will
have to show.
Remark 7.2.0.1 (Without loss of generality, assume strict globularity). Importantly,
all relevant results (except Theorem 7.3.1.1) which are proven for strict globularity
in this thesis, can be easily amended to statements about ∂-globularity. In fact,
usually the case of ∂-globularity is easier. Note that this exchangeability of “strictly
globular” and “∂-globular” permeates the rest of the document, including definitions
of presented associative n-categories (in Chapter 10) and n-groupoids (in Chapter 11).
Both versions of globularity will be formulated as a local triviality condition of
k-level labellings. Globular cubes will also be called n-globes, but they can have a
lot of non-trivial structure when compared to the simple cell complexes that are
usually called “n-globes” in the literature. However, a class of globes which directly
represent elements of globular sets and thus “classical n-globes”, will be introduced
at the end of the chapter, and will be called terminal n-globes.
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7.2.1 Globular cubes
We start with a definition of ∂-globularity.
Definition 7.2.1.1 (∂-globularity). Let A : X → SI/ nC and 1 ≤ k ≤ n. We say
that A is k-level ∂-globular if UkA is locally trivial on both the image of sUk−1A and
the image of tUk−1A .
We say A is ∂-globular if it is k-level ∂-globular for all k.
We now turn to a stricter version of globularity. We first give the definition of
singular and regular content which will enable us to formulate this stricter definition.
Definition 7.2.1.2 (Singular/regular content of SI-families). Let X be a poset, and
A : X → SI a singular interval family.
• We define the singular content sing(G(A)) of A to be the full subposet of G(A)
generated by the objects (x, a) ∈ G(A) such that a ∈ sing(A(x)).
• Similarly, we define the regular content reg(G(A)) of A to be the full subposet
of G(A) generated by the objects in (x, b) ∈ G(A) such that b ∈ reg(A(x)).
Example 7.2.1.3 (Singular/regular content). Using previous examples we give two
SI-bundles and in each case circle points in the regular content in blue, and points
in the singular content in red. First consider the following SI-bundle
Secondly consider
Note that in each case we also marked the source and target sections by purple and
orange dots respectively.
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Remark 7.2.1.4 (Regular content is downward closed). Note that reg(G(A)) ⊂ G(A)
is a downward closed subset: indeed if (x, a) → (y, b), (y, b) ∈ reg(G(A)), then
(a, b) ∈ E(A(x → y)) and b ∈ reg(A(y)) and thus by (Reg1) we must have a =
A(x→ y)reg(b) implying a ∈ reg(A(x)) as required for (x, a) ∈ reg(G(A)).
Definition 7.2.1.5 (Globular families). Let A : X → SI/ nC and 1 ≤ k ≤ n. We say
A is k-level globular if UkA is locally trivial on reg(Gk(A)).
If X itself is explicitly assumed to be of the form G(F ) for some F : Y → SI, then
we further say A is 0-level globular if A is locally trivial on reg(G(F )). Otherwise, A
is 0-level globular by default.
We say A is globular if it is k-level globular for all k, 0 ≤ k ≤ n.
A globular C-labelled n-cube A : 1→ SI/ nC is also called a (C-labelled) n-globe.
Remark 7.2.1.6 (Source, target inclusions are in regular content). To compare Def-
inition 7.2.1.1 and Definition 7.2.1.5, recall that sA, tA are open sections and thus
im(sA), im(tA) ⊂ reg(G(A)). Further note that both im(sA), im(tA) are downward
closed as well as connected if the base space X of A : X → SI is connected (cf.
Remark 2.2.1.8).
Examples 7.2.1.7 (Globular families). The reader is invited to verify that all
families in Chapter 6 are globular. Recall the example of a cube Ab : 1 → SI/ 3C
from Example 6.1.2.1. We want to see that Ab is 2-level globular and thus pick some
(x→ y) ∈ reg(G2(Ab)) and need to check that U2Ab restricted to (x→ y) normalises
to the constant family: indeed, U2Ab
∣∣
x→y for a choice of (x→ y) is highlighted in the
below illustration (the rest of the parent family is greyed out)
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Thus, U2Ab
∣∣
x→y normalises to (in fact is already) a constant family, and the same
holds for all other choices of (x→ y) ∈ reg(G2(Ab)).
Next, we want to see Ab is 3-level globular. Thus again, we pick (x → y) ∈
reg(G3(Ab)) and now need to check that U2Ab
∣∣
x→y is constant. Note that U2Ab
∣∣
x→y is
a SI/ 0C -family, that is, a functor into C, and thus no normalisation applies to it. We
check 3-level globularity for the three highlighted choice of (x→ y) below
Note that Ab is also 1-level globular since there are no non-trivial (x → y) ∈
reg(G1(A)). Thus we conclude that Ab is globular.
Claim 7.2.1.8. Let A : X → SI/ nC be k-level globular and H : Y → X be an
inclusions of posets. Then AH is k-level globular too.
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Proof. The proof is straight-forward. Since the components of restH : AH ⊂ A
(cf. Construction 6.1.3.1) fibrewise preserve regular segments, we have
restkH(reg(Gk(AH))) ⊂ reg(Gk(A))
Note that (cf. (7.1.4.4))
UkArestkH = UkAH
Thus, UkAH
∣∣
reg(Gk(AH)) is locally trivial since UkA
∣∣
reg(Gk(A)) is locally trivial, which gives
k-level globularity of AH as required.
Corollary 7.2.1.9 (Restrictions inherit globularity). If A : X → SI/ nC is globular
and H : Y → X is an inclusions of subposet, then AH is globular too.
7.2.2 Globular source and target
In the next chapter, the following definition will play an important role when gluing
globes together.
Definition 7.2.2.1. Let A : 1→ SI/ nC be globular, n > 0. In this case, we define
src◦(A) := U1AsA : 1→ SI/ n−1C
tgt◦(A) := U1AtA : 1→ SI/ n−1C
called the globular source and globular target (of A) respectively.
As an application of the results in the previous section we remark the following.
Remark 7.2.2.2 (Source, target inherit globularity). Let A : 1→ SI/ nC be globular.
Using Corollary 7.2.1.9 we remark that then src◦(A), tgt◦(A) : 1 → SI/ n−1C are
globular too.
Examples of globular sources and target will be given in Section 8.1.6.
7.3 Embedding and collapse
In this short section, we discuss the interaction of globularity with embedding and
collapse.
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7.3.1 Subfamilies inherit globularity
As the following result is not critical for the rest of the development in this thesis,
some details in its proof are left to the reader.
Theorem 7.3.1.1 (Subfamilies inherit globularity). Let θ : B A where A : X →
SI/ nC is a globular SI/
n
C -family indexed by X. Then B is a globular too.
Proof. Using Construction 6.2.5.6 is enough to show this in the case of J A,k−1[q−,q+] :
B A for 0 < k ≤ n. We verify B is l globular.
(i) If l ≥ k, this follows immediately from l-level globularity of A, since U lB∆x→y =
U lA∆θl(x→y).
(ii) If l < k without loss of generality assume l = 0 (otherwise redefine A by U lA
and B by U lB). By restriction we then obtain an embedding
χ := J A,k−1[q−,q+]rest∆x→y : B∆x→y  A∆x→y
By globularity of A we find
~λ := ~ΛA∆x→y : A∆x→y  ∗ Cproj0
where proj0 : 1→ 0 and C : 0→ SI/ lC.
Then, using Construction 6.4.2.1 we find
~λ∗χ : D constC
where χ∗~λ : B∆x→y  ∗ D. We need to show D is of the form Eproj1 for
some family E. This follows from Construction 6.4.1.2 together with the
trivial product bundle construction (cf. Corollary 7.1.2.6). The former implies
~λ∗χ : D constC is of the form
~λ∗χ = J Cproj0,k−1[r−,r+]
for some open sections r−, r+. The latter implies, that
Gk(C)× 1 W
T C,k
1 //
pikC×1

Gk(Cproj0)
pikCproj0

Gk−1(C)× 1
W
T C,k−1
1
// Gk−1(Cproj0)
Openness of the sections r−, r+ then forces
r±(W
T C ,k−1
1 (x, 0)) = r±(W
T C ,k−1
1 (x, 1)) =: s±(x)
Using Construction 6.2.4.1, and noting D = (Cproj0)
k−1
[r−,r+] (by definition of
r±), we find
D = (Ck−1[s−,s+])proj0
as required.
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7.3.2 Collapse preserves and reflects globularity
Theorem 7.3.2.1 (Collapse preserves globularity). Let ~S
~λ
: A→ B. Then A is a
globular SI/ nC -cube if and only if B is a globular SI/
n
C -cube.
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. Assume A is globular. Let (x → y) ∈
reg(Gl(B))). By surjectivity and openness of (~S
~λ
)l we find (u → v) ∈ reg(Gl(A)))
such that (~S
~λ
)l(u → v) = (x → y). The multi-level collapse ~S
~λ
: A → B then
restricts to give multi-level collapse U lA∆u→v → U lB∆x→y. Since the former normalises
to the identity (by globularity of A) the latter does too. This shows globularity of B.
Conversely, assume B is globular. Let (x → y) ∈ reg(Gl(A)). Set (u → v) :=
(~S
~λ
)l(x → y) ∈ reg(Gl(A)). The multi-level collapse ~S
~λ
: A → B then restricts to
give multi-level collapse U lA∆x→y → U lB∆u→v. Since the latter normalises to the
identity (by globularity of A) the former does too. This shows globularity of A.
7.4 Globular cones
The goal of this section is to first show that a certain monad (called the >-monad and
acting on categories by adjoining a terminal object) can be generalised to normalised
globular cube families. This in turn can be applied to construct double cones which
are globular cubes of conical shapes, and which will be the content of the second
part of the section. More precisely, double cones are (k + 1)-cubes obtained from
“coning” two k-cubes and joining them on the side of their vertex point (this requires
their boundaries to agree). In the last part of the section, we will then focus on
special double cones, which are called terminal n-globes.
7.4.1 The >-monad
We start by recalling the definition of the usual >-monad.
Notation 7.4.1.1 (>-Monad). There is a monad (−)> : Cat→ Cat, called the top
monad, which when applied to a category C, yields the category C> which is obtained
from C by adjoining a single terminal object called >C. It maps a functor F : C → D
to a functor F> : C> → D> which maps >C to >D and otherwise acts as F . The
unit is given by the canonical embedding η>C : C → C>, and the multiplication
µ>C : (C>)> → C> maps >C> and >C to >C and acts otherwise as the identity on C.
The SI/ n-construction is compatible with the >-monad as the following con-
struction shows.
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Construction 7.4.1.2 (>-Monad for SI/ Cn -familes). Let A : X → SI/ nC be a
normalised and globular SI/ nC -family such that A is constant on the images of
sA and tA (if X is connected this condition is always fulfilled). We construct
A> : X> → SI/ nC> , called the double cone of A for which we make the following
claims
(i) A>η>X = SI /
n
η>C
A
(ii) A> is globular and normalised
(iii) There is a unique >A ∈ Gn(A>) with UnA>(>A) = >C and this >A satisfies
rDimnA>(>A) = n as well as (cf. Construction 6.3.2.1)
A>/>A = A>
(iv) A> is the unique SI/
n
C>-family over X> with the above three properties
The construction of A> and the proof of the claimed properties are inductive in
n. For n = 0, the construction equals the usual >-monad and verification of the
properties is trivial (in this case >A = >X).
Let n > 0. We construct A> by first setting U0A> : X> → SI to map >X to I1
(the terminal object of SI) and otherwise act as U0A, that is
U0A>η>X = U0A
Setting Y to be the full subposet of Z := G(U0A>) consisting both of objects (>X , 0),
(>X , 2) and objects in the image of G(η>X), we note that there is an isomorphism
α : Y> ∼= Z
which includes Y as a subset and maps>Y to (>X , 1). Now, define U1A> : Z → SI/ n−1C>
as follows. We first define U1A : Y → SI/ n−1C on Y , by making it agree with U1A on
the image of G(η>X) and further requiring it to be constant on the images of sU0A>
and tU0A>
(this is possible by our assumption on A). Arguing inductively, we can
now define
U1A> := (U1A)>α−1
This completes the construction of A>. We now prove its claimed properties, which
is straight-forward.
(i) A>η>X = A follows since U0A>η>X = U0A and U1A>G1(η>X) = SI / n−1η>C U
1
A.
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(ii) First note that U1A is globular and normalised, since it is globular and normalised
on the downward closed subposets G1(A), Y /(>X , 0) and Y /(>X , 2) (in fact,
it was chosen to be constant on the latter two subposets) and these three
subposets cover Y . Thus arguing inductively (U1A)> is globular and normalised.
This implies A> is globular and normalised: globularity follows since firstly,
U1A> was chosen to be constant on the images of sU0A> and tU0A> and secondly,
since U1A> is globular. Normalisation follows since U1A> is normalised and
no 1-level collapse can apply to A>. To see the latter note that since A is
normalised and thus the only non-trivial component of a 1-level collapse λ
can be λ>X . However, in the next item we will find >1A = (>X , 1) and thus
U1A>(>X ,−) cannot be constant (which would be required for such a non-trivial
1-level collapse λ).
(iii) Define >A := Gn−1(α)(>U1A) ∈ Gn(A), which by induction applied to U1A is the
unique region labelled by >C . Note that
>1A = α(>0U1A)
= α(>Y )
= (>X , 1)
Inductively we also find
rDimnA>(>A) = 1 + rDimn−1U1A (>U1A)
= 1 + (n− 1)
= n
where, in the first step we used that α(>Y ) = (>X , 1). Arguing inductively,
we know
(U1A)⊥/>U1A = U1A
We deduce that for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, Gk(A)/>kA = Gk(A). We further find that
G0(A)/>0A = X>/>X
= X>
Thus Theorem 6.3.3.1 implies that A>/>A = A> as claimed.
(iv) Finally, we prove that A> is the unique bundle with the above properties.
Assume there was a different bundle B over X> satisfying firstly that Bη>X =
SI / nη>C
A, secondly that B is globular and normalised, and finally that there is
a unique t ∈ B with UnB(t) = >C such that B/t = B. First note we must have
t0 = >X . Next we must have B(>X) = I1 and t1 = (>X , 1) since otherwise
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G1(B)/t1 ( G1(B) (which would contradict B/t = B). Then we can argue by
induction for Y -indexed (n−1)-cube family U1A, to find that (U1A)> = U1Bα and
consequently we have U1A> = U1B. Since A> = B (by assumption Bη>X = A
and our observation that B(>X) = I1) we infer A> = B as claimed.
Remark 7.4.1.3 (>-restriction is normalised). Further to the previous construction,
note that A∆> is normalised.
Example 7.4.1.4 (>-Monad for families). Consider the family A : X → SI/ 1C given
by
Then A> : X> → SI/ 1C> is given by
7.4.2 Double cone construction
Using the >-monad, it is possible to construct an (n+1)-globe with a single “singular
vertex point” from two given n-globes that coincide on their boundary. This (n+ 1)-
globe is called a double cone. Before we give its construction, we introduce the
following.
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Notation 7.4.2.1 (Factorisation of labels). Let A : X → SI/ nC and F : D → C be
some functor such that there is U with
UnA = FU
Then we denote
F ∗A := RnT nA,U : X → SI/
n
C0
called the factorisation of labels of A through F (if F = C0 : C0 ⊂ C is a subcategory
of C then we speak of a restriction of labels). Note that
SI / nF (F
∗A) = A
If F is injective and faithful then there is a 1-to-1 correspondence of X-indexed
SI/ nC -families with labels factoring through F and X-indexed SI/
n
D-families. Also
note that factorisation of labels along compositions of functors is (contravariantly)
functorial.
Construction 7.4.2.2 (Double cones of sources and targets). Let S, T be normalised
globular SI/ n−1C -cubes whose globular sources and targets coincide, that is
src◦(S) = src◦(T )
tgt◦(S) = tgt◦(T )
Let g ∈ C be such that for each s ∈ im(Un−1S ) and t ∈ im(Un−1T ) there are unique
morphisms s→ g and t→ g. There is a unique SI/ nC -cube satisfying
(i)
r
S
g−→ T
z
= S is globular and normalised
(ii) src◦
r
S
g−→ T
z
= S and tgt◦
r
S
g−→ T
z
= T
(iii) There is a unique pg ∈ Gn
r
S
g−→ T
z
such that Uns
S
g−→T
{(pg) = g
(iv) rDimnJgK(pg) = n and r
S
g−→ T
z
/pg =
r
S
g−→ T
z
We construct
r
S
g−→ T
z
as follows. Note that the family A := (S, T ) : 1+1→ SI/ n−1C
(here 1 + 1 is the coproduct in Cat and (S, T ) the unique factorising map) satisfies
the conditions for Construction 7.4.1.2, and we can form
A⊥ : (1 + 1)⊥ → SI/ n−1C⊥
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Note that there is an isomorphism α : I1 ∼= (1 + 1)⊥ such that A⊥α∆0 = S and
A⊥α∆2 = T . We can thus define
JS → T K := R∆I1 ,A⊥α : 1→ SI/ nC⊥
This is called the double cone with source S and target T . Now, by assumption on g,
S and T there is an canonical inclusion
β : D := im(UnJS→T K) ↪→ C
such that β(>C) = g and β(c) = c otherwise. Using Notation 7.4.2.1 we then definer
S
g−→ T
z
:= SI / nβ (D∗ JS → T K)
This has the claimed properties, and the uniqueness claim follows from the uniqueness
in Construction 7.4.1.2.
r
S
g−→ T
z
is called the double cone with source S, target T
and vertex point g.
Example 7.4.2.3 (Double cones). The following bundle has globular source A and
target B, and is itself equal to the double cone JA→ BK
7.4.3 Terminal n-globes
We will now discuss a special class of double cones, called terminal n-globes. These
globular n-cubes will be a cubical representation of classical n-globes from a globular
set. We start by recalling facts about the latter.
Notation 7.4.3.1 (Globular sets). The globe category G has as objects natural number
n ∈ N, and morphisms are generated by
σn, τn : n→ (n+ 1)
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subject to the conditions
σn+1τn = σn+1σn
τn+1τn = τn+1σn
The category G can be visualized (for its first 5 objects 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and morphisms
between them) as follows
We define the category of globular sets GSet to be the presheaf category on G, that
is,
GSet = [Gop,Set]
A globular set S is a contravariant functor on G
S : Gop → Set
A map α : S1 → S2 of globular sets S1, S2 is a natural transformation S1 → S2.
As an example consider the globular set Sa defined on objects and generating
morphisms
Note that Sa satisfies Sa(n) = ∅ for n > 3. Later such a globular set will be called
3-truncated. We usually write Sn = S(n), as well as sn = S(σn) and tn = S(τn).
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The n-globes Gn are special globular sets given by the hom-functors
Gn := G(−, n) : Gop → Set
Note that G(k, n) has exactly two elements if k < n: Namely, σk,n (the equiva-
lence class spanned by σkσk+1...σn−1) and τk,n (the equivalence class spanned by
τkτk+1...τn−1). If k = n, it has exactly one element, namely idn. If k > n it has zero
elements. The elements are often thought of us the components of the n-globe, for
instance elements of G(k, 3) corresponds to components of the 3-globe
Construction 7.4.3.2 (Categories of elements of globular sets). Let S : G→ Set
be a globular set. Using Remark 1.2.5.5 we define the category of elements El(S) by
El(S) := G(DisS)
Explicitly, El(S) has elements of the form (n ∈ N, g ∈ Sn) and morphism (n, g)→
(k, h) consist of f ∈ G(k, n) such that S(f)(g) = h. Using Sa as defined above, its
category of elements can be given by
where we only recorded the generating morphisms.
Note that in the case of Gn, since G(k, n) has two elements, there are at most
two morphism between any two objects in El(S). In particular we define
GEn := El(Gn)op
and note that GEn is a poset with objects ∪kG(k, n). For instance, the category GEn
is the poset
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which we will represent by colors as
Similarly we find for instance GE2, GE1 and GE0 to equal the posets
Finally, given a map α : S1 → S2 of globular sets, this induces functor
El(α) : S1 → S2
which on objects maps
(n, g) 7→ (n, αn(g))
and on morphisms maps
(f ∈ G(k, n), S1(f)(g) = h) : (n, g)→ (k, h)
7→ (f ∈ G(k, n), S2(f)(αn(g)) = αk(h)) : (n, αn(g))→ (k, αk(h))
where we used naturality of α to infer S2(f)(αn(g)) = αk(h) from S1(f)(g) = h.
Note that for a map of globular sets β : S2 → S3 we have
El(β)El(α) = El(βα)
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There is a canonical way of labelling certain cubes by GEn. Namely, these are
n-cubes A in which every fiber of all of its SI-bundles is the terminal singular interval
I1, that is, UkA = constI1 for 0 ≤ k < n. These cubes will be called terminal n-cubes,
and we give the following examples. The terminal 0-cube G0 is the SI/ 0GE0-cube with
data
The terminal 1-cube G1 is the SI/ 1GE1-cube with data
The terminal 2-cube G2 is the SI/ 2GE2-cube with data
and as a final example, note that the terminal 3-cube G3 was in fact defined already
as the cube A in Example 3.2.4.1.
The notion of terminal n-globe is formalised in the next construction.
Construction 7.4.3.3 (Terminal n-cubes). We construct the terminal n-globe Gn,
which is a globular and normalised GEn-labelled n-cube Gn : 1→ SI/ nGEn . We proceed
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by induction on n
For n = 0 we need to define G0 : 1 → GE0. Note that both 1 and GE0 are the
(terminal) one-object category (GE0’s only object is id0 ∈ G(0, 0)) and thus we are
left with a unique choice for G0 which maps
G0(0) = id0
This definition makes G0 both globular and normalised.
For n > 0, we first define
s := El(σn−1,n)op : GEn−1 → GEn
t := El(τn−1,n)op : GEn−1 → GEn
where both σn−1,n and τn−1,n are natural transformations by the Yoneda lemma
G(n− 1, n) ∼= Nat(Gn−1,Gn)
We then define Gn : 1→ SI/ n+1GEn by settingr
SI / ns G
n−1 idn−−→ SI / nt Gn−1
z
where we used the double cone construction from the previous section, and thus in
particular globular and normalised.
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Chapter 8
Composition
In this chapter we will study the natural compositional structure of labelled singular
cubes and cube families. In Section 8.1 we will discuss the two basic modes of
composition. The first one, called stacking, applies to general cube families. It
should be thought of as taking two cubes and gluing them along one of their sides.
The second one, called whiskering, is based on the first but only applies to globular
cubes. This should be thought of taking two globes and gluing them a long a mutual
boundary (which is of codimension 1 to at least one of the globes). We will prove
that these composition operations preserves properties such as normalisation or
globularity. In Section 8.2 we will then focus on “composition trees” which, starting
from terminal n-globes labelled by elements of a fixed globular set, are defined by
iteratively applying three1 composition operations: whiskering, taking identities and
forming homotopies. The latter will be a most central notion (to our definition
of associative n-categories), and determined by an important principle which will
subsequently be discussed under the name of well-typedness. We will end the section
with a recollection of “colored cubes” from Section S.1.6 applied to the special
case of cubes that realise composition trees. This will form the basis for our visual
representation style in the next chapter.
8.1 1-step composition
8.1.1 Stacking of SI-families
We start with the basic operation underlying the rest of the section: namely, stacking
two singular intervals on top of one another.
Construction 8.1.1.1 (Stacking SI-families). Let A,B : X → SI be SI-families
over a poset X. We construct A . B called the stacking of B on A. For this we note
1Effectively, there are two operations: whiskering composition and homotopies. The latter then
specialises to “identities” in the trivial case. For clarity we decided to record this as a separate case.
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that the ordered sum functor (− unionmulti −) : Pos × Pos restricts (with respect to the
embedding of Remark 2.1.1.6) to a functor
(− unionmulti−) : SI× SI→ SI
which can be illustrated as follows
Explicitly, the definition goes as follows.
• On objects I, J ∈ SI, we define I unionmulti J to be the singular interval of height
H(A.B)(x) = HA(x) + HB(x)
(recall from Definition 2.1.1.1 that a singular interval is uniquely determined by
its height.)
• On morphism (f : I1 → I2), (g : J1 → J2) ∈ mor(SI), we define, if a ∈ [0,HI1 ],
(f unionmulti g)(a) = f(a)
and if a ∈ [HA(x),HA(x) + HB(x)]
(f unionmulti g)(a) = HI2 + g(a− HI1)
We then construct (A . B) : X → SI, the stacking of A with B, as the composite
X
∆−→ X ×X A×B−−−→ SI× SI unionmulti−→ SI (8.1.1.2)
where ∆ is the diagonal functor mapping x→ (x, x) (x ∈ X).
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Example 8.1.1.3 (Stacking SI-families). As an example, consider the families A
and B defined by their SI-bundles as
Then the stacking of A with B is given by the SI-family
Construction 8.1.1.4 (Isomorphism of total space of stacking and glueing of total
spaces). Let A,B : X → SI. We construct a gluing of total spaces G(A) ∪X G(B)
and a canonical isomorphism of posets
IA,B : G(A) ∪X G(B) ∼= G(A . B) (8.1.1.5)
This is straight-forward. The explicit construction proceeds as follows. We first
define
In1 : G(A) ↪→ G(A . B)
In2 : G(B) ↪→ G(A . B)
(note that A,B are implicit in this notation). Namely, for (x, a) ∈ G(A) we set
In1(x, a) = (x, a)
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and for (x, a) ∈ G(B) we set
In2(x, a) = (x, a+ HA(x))
We claim both maps are full inclusions. We show this for In2 (the proof for In1 is
similar). We claim
(x, b1)→ (x, b2) ∈ G(B) ⇐⇒ (x, b1 + HA(x))→ (y, b2 + HA(y)) ∈ G(A . B)
If b1 ∈ sing(B(x)) this follows by (Sing1) and definition of A . B. If b1 ∈ reg(B(x))
then by (Sing2) we need to show
B̂(b1 − 1) ≤ b2 ≤ B̂(b1 + 1)
⇐⇒ Â . B(b1 + HA(x) − 1) ≤ b2 + HA(y) ≤ Â . B(b1 + HA(x) + 1)
This again follows by definition of A .B, and in particular, since A(x→ y)(HA(x)) <
HA(y).
Note that the definitions entail
G := In1tA(x) = In2sA(x)
Thus, employing Construction 1.3.2.1 in Pos/G(A.B)), we find a pushout
(X,G)
tA //
sB

(G(A), In1)

(G(B), In2) // (G(A) ∪X G(B),IA,B)
However the definitions of our full inclusions In1 and In2 further satisfy that im(G) =
im(In1) ∩ im(In2) as well as G(A . B) = im(In1) ∪ im(In2). This identifies G(A . B)
as a pushout itself and thus IA,B is an isomorphism.
The next remark shows that the definitions of In1 and In2 can in fact be expressed
using tools developed in Chapter 6.
Remark 8.1.1.6 (Endpoints inclusions for stacking). With the assumptions of the
previous constructions, recall the poset inclusions In1 and In2. We illustrate their
definitions by the following example
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Comparing Construction 8.1.2.1 and Construction 6.2.4.1, we see that these definitions
actually coincide with the following previous constructions
J A.B[In1sA,In1tA] = In1
and
J A.B[In2sB ,In2tB ] = In2
For instance for the above example, the following depicts the open sections In1sA, In1tA
by blue and light green circles respectively, and the open sections In2sB, In2tB by
light green and red circles respectively
8.1.2 Stacking of labelled SI-families
Next, we want to generalise the stacking construction to SI/C families. However,
care needs to be taken with labelling functors in this case. For instance, consider
SI/C families A and B defined by
We would like to define a stacking A . B which inherits its labelling from A and
B. For this to be possible, the labelling UA on the target of A (whose objects are
marked by red circles in G1(A) above) needs to coincide with the labelling UB on the
source of B (whose objects are also marked by red circles in G1(B)). These parts
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of G(A) and G(B) will be identified in G(A . B) (they both correspond to the full
subposet of G(A . B) highlighted by red circles) below
Thus the assumptions on UA and UB allow us to naturally provide a labelling UA.B.
This observation is formalised in the following construction. To define the labelling
UA.B we use the gluing of labellings defined in Construction 1.3.2.1.
Construction 8.1.2.1 (Stacking C-labelled SI-families). Let A,B : X → SI/C be
C-labelled SI-families over a poset X, such that
U := UAtA = UBsA (8.1.2.2)
We define the stacking of B on A which will be denoted by
A . B : X → SI/C
Employing Construction 1.3.2.1 we find a pushout (in Pos/C)
(X,U)
tA //
sB

(G(A),UA)

(G(B),UB) // (G(A) ∪X G(B),UA ∪X UB)
(8.1.2.3)
Note that tA and sB satisfy the required conditions for this construction by assumption
(8.1.2.2) and Remark 6.2.1.3.
We now construct the stacking of B on A as the C-labelled SI-family denoted by
A . B and defined by
A . B := R(A.B),(UA∪XUB)I−1A,B (8.1.2.4)
In other words, A . B is the C-labelled SI-family obtained from the SI-family
A . B : X → SI, together with the labelling
G(A . B) I
−1
A,B−−−→ G(A) ∪X G(B) UA∪XUB−−−−−→ C
which uses the definitions in (8.1.1.5) and (8.1.2.3).
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As an immediate consequence of the construction, we remark that from (8.1.2.4)
it follows that
UA.BIn1 = UA (8.1.2.5)
UA.BIn2 = UB
The following remark states the interaction of sources and targets with stacking.
Remark 8.1.2.6 (Source and target for stacking). By a fibrewise comparison (and
using (8.1.2.4)) we have
U1A.BsA.B = (UA ∪X UB)I −1A,BsA.B
= UAsA
and similarly we find
U1A.BtA.B = UBtB
Finally, we discuss how base change can be applied to stackings.
Remark 8.1.2.7 (Base change for stacking). Assume A, B as in the previous con-
struction, and assume H : Y → X. Note that by precomposing (8.1.1.2) with H we
obtain
(A . B)H = (AH) . (BH)
Using the previous constructions, a fibrewise comparison then yields
(G((A . B)H) G(H)−−−→ G(A . B) I−1A,B−−−→ G(A) ∪X G(B) UA∪XUB−−−−−→ C)
=
(G(AH . BH)) I−1AH,BH−−−−−→ G(AH) ∪Y G(BH) UAG(H)∪XUBG(H)−−−−−−−−−−−→ C)
Using these two equations together with Lemma 3.1.4.2 we find that
(A . B)H = R(A.B),(UA∪XUB)I−1A,BH
= R(AH.BH),(UAH∪Y UBH)I−1AH,BH
= (AH . BH)
Thus a base changed stacking of families is the stacking of the base changed families.
This is illustrated in the following examples
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In the above the gluing boundary of both families is indicated by red circles.
8.1.3 Cubical sources and targets
The following definition intuitively defines the two “sides” of the cubes facing in the
kth direction.
Definition 8.1.3.1 (k-level cubical source and target). Let A : X → SI/ nC . For
1 ≤ k ≤ n, define the k-level cubical source
srck(A) := UkAsUk−1A : G
k−1(A)→ SI/ n−kC
and the kth cubical target
tgtk(A) := UkAtUk−1A : G
k−1(A)→ SI/ n−kC
We usually write src1 and tgt
1
 as src and tgt respectively.
Notation 8.1.3.2 (Boundary of a point). The above defines sources and targets for
n-cubes, n ≥ 1. We introduce the convention that (cubical and globular) sources
and targets of 0-cubes will always be understood as the “empty” cube ∅ → C. In
particular, all sources and targets of 0-cubes are equal.
Example 8.1.3.3 (Cubical sources and targets).
(i) Recall the SI/ 2C -cube Aa from Example 6.1.2.1. We compute src(Aa) to be
the SI/ 1C -family
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and tgt(Aa) to be the SI/
1
C -family
We further compute src2(Aa) to be the SI/
0
C -family
and tgt2(scAa) is the SI/
0
C -family
(ii) As a second example consider the SI/ 3C -family Ac defined by
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We compute tgt2(Ac) to be the SI/
1
C -family with data
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and tgt(Ac) is the SI/
2
C -family given by
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Remark 8.1.3.4 (Restating the condition for stacking). Let A,B : X → SI/C. Note
that A.B as given in Construction 8.1.2.1 is defined if and only if tgt(A) = src(B).
Remark 8.1.3.5 (Source and target inherit connectedness). By Remark 2.2.1.8 note
that the domains of srck(A) and tgt
k
(A) are connected if X is.
Remark 8.1.3.6 (Source and target inherit normalisation). Let A : 1 → SI/ nC be
globular and normalised (up to level n). As a corollary to Theorem 7.1.4.3 we find
that, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, srck(A) and tgtk(A) are normalised (up to level (n− k + 1)).
Remark 8.1.3.7 (Source and target commute with relabelling). Let A : X → SI/ nC
and F : C → D. Then we compute
srck(SI /
n
F A) = SI /
n−k
F UkAsUk−1A
= SI / n−kF src(A)
and similarly
tgtk(SI /
n
F A) = SI /
n−k
F tgt
k
(A)
Thus source and target commute with relabelling.
8.1.4 k-Level stacking
We now generalise stacking of interval families to cube families.
Construction 8.1.4.1 (k-level stacking). For 1 ≤ k ≤ n we define partial binary
operations .k on the set of C-labelled SIn-families as follows: let A,B : X → SI/ nC .
Then, if T k−1A = T k−1B and also tgtk(A) = srck(B), we set
A .k B = Rk−1T k−1A ,Uk−1A .Uk−1B
which is called the k-level stacking of A and B.
Example 8.1.4.2 (k-level stacking). (i) Consider the SI/ 3C -family Ad defined by
the data
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Recall Ac and src
2
(Ac) from Example 8.1.3.3. Observe that T 1Ac = T 1Ad (since
pi1Ac = pi
1
Ad
) and further that src2(Ad) is the same family as the previously
computed family tgt2(Ac). Thus Ac .
2 Ad exists. It is the family Cb with data
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where we highlighted the “glueing” boundary (which equals both src2(Ad) and
tgt2(Ac)) by red circles. Note that the stacking U1Ac .U2Ad does happen at level
2 in this case, and that Ac .
2 Ad is then obtained from U1Ac . U2Ad by adding
the remaining tower of SI-bundles below level 1, that is
Ac .
2 Ad = R1T 1Ac ,U1Ac.U1Ad
(ii) As a second example consider the SI/ 3C -family Ae defined by
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We compute tgt(Ae) to be the SI/
2
C -family
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This can be seen to coincide with src(Cb) from Example 6.1.2.1. Thus Ae .
1Cb
exists, and can be computed to give Ab from Example 6.1.2.1.
Note that in each of the above examples of k-level stackings A .k B, clearly A
and B are naturally subfamilies of A .k B. More generally, we have the following.
Remark 8.1.4.3 (Canonical subfamilies of stacked cubes). With the same assumptions
as in the previous construction, we show that both A and B are canonical subfamilies
of A .k B. Namely, setting C := Uk−1A and D := Uk−1B we find embeddings as follows
Ink1 := J A.
kB,(k−1)
[In1sC ,In1tC ]
: A ⊂ A .k B
Ink2 := J A.
kB,(k−1)
[In2sD,In2tD]
: B ⊂ A .k B
The claim that these stacking embeddings obtained from (k − 1)-level endpoints
indeed have domain A resp. B follows from Remark 8.1.1.6 and (8.1.2.5) after
unpacking the definitions in Construction 8.1.4.1 and Construction 6.2.4.1. Note that
the stacking A .k B is implicit in the notation for stacking embeddings (the index
i ∈ { 1, 2 } reflects whether the embedding refers to the first or second component of
the stacking),
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8.1.5 Stacking preserves normalisation
An important property of stacking cube families is the following.
Lemma 8.1.5.1 (k-Level stacking preserves normalisation). Assume A,B : X →
SI/ nC are normalised, satisfy T k−1A = T k−1B and also tgtk(A) = srck(B). Then A.kB
is normalised.
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. Note that the embeddings defined in Re-
mark 8.1.4.3 satisfy for 0 ≤ l ≤ n that
(Ink1)
l(Gl(A)) ∪ (Ink2)l(Gl(B)) = Gl(A .k B)
If A .k B is not normalised then we can choose a non-identity λ : (A .k B)  l C
for some 0 < l ≤ n and C : X → SI/ nk . Since λ is a non-identity injection
λ : U l−1C ↪→ U l−1A.kB we find x ∈ Gl−1(C) = Gl−1(A .k B) and y ∈ sing(U l−1A.kB(x)) such
that y /∈ im(λx). By Theorem 4.1.4.7, this is equivalent to
Sλ(x, y) ∈ reg(Gl(C))
But by our first observation
(x, y) ∈ Gl(A .k B) ⇒ (x, y) = (Ink1)l(x1, y1) or (x, y) = (Ink2)l(x2, y2)
for some xi, yi. We assume the former case (the argument in the latter case is similar).
By Construction 6.4.1.2 we find (Ink1)
∗λ : A  l D. But now the pullback (6.4.1.3)
defining S(Ink1)∗λ implies that
S(Ink1)∗λ(x1, y1) ∈ reg(Gk(D))
which in turn by Theorem 4.1.4.7 implies that (Ink1)
∗λ is a non-identity collapse (as it
has a non-identity component at x1). This contradicts A being in normal form.
8.1.6 Whiskering
Having defined k-level stacking of cubes, we are now in the position to define a more
specialised operation which only applies to normalised globular cubes. This models
the usual idea of “whiskering” in strict n-categories (cf. [25]) in our cubical setting.
To begin, recall the definition of globular sources and targets from the previous
chapter. We remark the following notational confluence.
Remark 8.1.6.1 (Globular source and target). Let A : 1→ SI/ nC be globular, n > 0.
In this case, the globular source src◦(A) and target tgt◦(A) satisfy
src◦(A) = src(A)
tgt◦(A) = tgt(A)
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The following example serves to demonstrate an important fact.
Example 8.1.6.2 (“Globularity” of globular families). Recall the SI/ 2C -family Aa
and its sources and targets from Example 8.1.3.3. This is a globular family as
previously remarked. In this case, we make the following observation. Taking
the globular source and target of the globular target of Aa we end up with two
SI/ 0C -families as follows
Similarly, taking the globular source and target of the globular source of Aa we end
up with the SI/ 0C -families
Thus the source of the source equals the source of the target, and the target of the
source equals the target of the target. In the first case, this is because globularity
requires the entire src2(Aa) to be (locally) trivial, as illustrated below
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Here we marked morphisms with id that have to be labelled by the identity due to
globularity. Similarly, in the second case we find
This observation is generalised and formalised by the following.
Lemma 8.1.6.3 (Globularity conditions). Let A : 1→ SI/ nC be globular and n > 1.
Then
[src◦(src◦(A))]n−2 = [src◦(tgt◦(A))]n−2
and
[tgt◦(src◦(A))]n−2 = [tgt◦(tgt◦(A))]n−2
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. We prove the first statement (the second
follows similarly). Note by Remark 8.1.6.1, src◦src◦(A), src◦tgt◦(A) : 1→ SI/ n−2C are
given by
src◦src◦(A) = U2AG(∆(0,0))∆((0,0),0)
= U2A∆((0,0),0)
and
src◦tgt◦(A)(0) = U2AG(∆(0,HA(x)))∆((0,HA(x)),0)
= U2A∆((0,HA(x)),0)
Next, observe that both ((0, 0), 0) and ((0,HA(x)), 0) lie in (cf. Construction 6.2.2.1)
Y := im(sU1A) ⊂ G2(A)
Using Remark 7.2.1.6 and the Definition 7.2.1.5 of globularity we infer that for any
y1 → y2 ∈ mor(Y ), both U2A|y1 and U2A|y2 have the same normal form. Since by
Remark 8.1.3.5 Y is connected we infer that all U2A|y (for y ∈ Y ) have the same
normal form. In particular src◦src◦(A), src◦tgt◦(A) have the same normal form as
claimed.
Corollary 8.1.6.4 (Globularity on the nose). If A : 1 → SI/ nC is globular and
normalised then
src◦(src◦(A)) = src◦(tgt◦(A))
and
tgt◦(src◦(A)) = tgt◦(tgt◦(A))
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Proof. This follows from Remark 8.1.3.6 and Lemma 8.1.6.3.
Definition 8.1.6.5 (k-level globular source and target). Let A : 1→ SI/ nC . Then
we inductively define src1◦(A) = src◦(A) and tgt
1
◦(A) = tgt◦(A) and set
srck+1◦ (A) = src◦(src
k
◦(A))
as well as
tgtk+1◦ (A) = tgt◦(tgt
k
◦(A))
We now introduce a special form of composition that applies in the case of
globular families.
Construction 8.1.6.6 (Whiskering composition). Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and let A : 1→
SI/ nC be globular and normalised up to level n and B : 1→ SI/ n−k+1C be globular
normalised up to level (n− k + 1). Under the condition that
tgtk◦(A) = src◦(B) (8.1.6.7)
we define the k-level (post-)whiskering of A with B, denoted by A .kn B, as follows:
let ! : Gk−1(A)→ 1 denote the unique functor to the terminal category 1. Since A is
globular normalised, Theorem 7.1.5.9 implies that tgtk(A) is globally trivial, and
thus in particular
tgtk(A) = tgt
k
◦(A)!
Using this together with (8.1.6.7),
tgtk(A) = src◦(B)!
we can then compute
tgtk(A) = src(B)!
= U1BsB!
= U1BG(!)sB!
= U1B!sB!
= src(B!)
Here, we first unpacked the definition of the globular source, then Definition 8.1.3.1,
before using Remark 6.2.2.3 in the third step. The fourth step follows from
Lemma 3.1.4.2, and in the last step we used Definition 8.1.3.1 again. Thus, by
Construction 8.1.4.1, we can now define
A .kn B := Rk−1T k−1A ,Uk−1A .B! (8.1.6.8)
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Similarly, under the condition that
srck◦(A) = tgt◦(B)
we define the k-level (pre-)whiskering of A with B, denoted by B .kn A, as follows:
B .kn A := Rk−1T k−1A ,B!.Uk−1A (8.1.6.9)
We illustrate the above construction step by step for the following example.
Example 8.1.6.10 (Whiskering). Consider the SI/ 1C -family Bc defined by
and the SI/ 3C -family Af defined by
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Note that
tgt3◦(Af ) = src◦(B) (8.1.6.11)
namely, both equal the SI/ 0C -family
Thus Af .
3
3 Bc is well-defined. The functor ! : G2(Af )→ 1 is the terminal functor
And pulling back Bc along this functor gives a SI/
1
C -family Bc! with data
Comparing to the family U2Af
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we see that
tgt(U2Af ) = src(Bc!)
(as shown in the construction, this follows from globularity and assumption (8.1.6.11)
in general). Namely, both equal the SI/ 0C -family
Thus the 1-level stacking U2Af .1 Bc! exists. Af .33 Bc is now obtained from U2Af .1 Bc!
by adding the remaining tower of bundles below level 2, that is
Af .
3
3 Bc = R2T 2Af ,U2Af .1Bc!
As a result we see that Af .
3
3 Bc equals the family Ac from Example 8.1.3.3.
8.1.7 Properties of whiskering composition
The next three lemmas are technical proofs of properties of whiskering.
Lemma 8.1.7.1 (Whiskering preserves normalisation). A.knB as defined in (8.1.6.8)
is in normal form (up to level n). Similarly, B .kn A as defined in (8.1.6.9) is in
normal form (up to level n).
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. We prove the first statement (the second
follows similarly). Set
B˜ := Rk−1T k−1A ,B! (8.1.7.2)
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Note that by Construction 8.1.4.1 and Construction 8.1.6.6 we have
A .kn B := Rk−1T k−1A ,Uk−1A .B!
= A .k B˜
Assume by contradiction that λ : A .kn B  l C. Following the argument of
Lemma 8.1.5.1 we find a singular height y over some x ∈ Gl−1(A .kn B) such that
Sλ(x, y) ∈ reg(Gl(C))
As before we have
(x, y) ∈ Gl(A .k B˜) ⇒ (x, y) = (Ink1)l(x2, y2) or (x, y) = (Ink2)l(x2, y2)
for some xi, yi. If the former holds, the contradiction can be derived as in Lemma 8.1.5.1.
Thus assume
(x, y) /∈ (Ink1)l(Gl(A)) and (x, y) ∈ (Ink2)l(Gl(B˜))
Since Ink1 = id : Gj(A) → Gj(A .kn B) for j < k (cf. Construction 6.2.4.1) we must
have l ≥ k, and thus for some D we have
(Ink2)
∗λ : Uk−1
B˜
 l−(k−1) D
From (8.1.7.2) we deduce
Uk−1
B˜
= B!
and thus (denoting the projection of x2 to Gk−1(B˜) by xk−12 )
B = Uk−1
B˜
∆xk−12
We infer a collapse
((Ink2)
∗λ)Gl−k(∆xk−12 ) : U
k−1
B˜
∆xk−1  l−(k−1) D∆xk−12
But by Construction 3.2.6.1 and construction of xk−12 , we have x˜ ∈ Gl−k(B) such
that Gl−k(∆xk−12 )(x˜) = x2. Thus ((In
k
2)
∗λ)Gl−k(∆xk−12 ) has a non-identity component
at x˜, since the component ((Ink2)
∗λ)x2 is not the identity by choice of x2 and x (as
was argued for in Lemma 8.1.5.1). This contradicts B being in normal form.
Lemma 8.1.7.3 (Whiskering preserves globularity). A .kn B as defined in (8.1.6.8)
is globular. Similarly, B .kn A as defined in (8.1.6.9) is globular.
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Proof. The proof is straight-forward. We prove the first statement (the second
follows similarly). Set
B˜ := Rk−1T k−1A ,B! (8.1.7.4)
We need to show A .k B˜ is l-level globular, that is, setting C := U l
A.kB˜
, we need to
show C|reg(Gl(A.kB˜)) is locally trivial, for all 0 < l ≤ n. For this in turn we need to
show for (x→ y) ∈ reg(Gl(A .k B˜)) that C|(x→y) normalises to the identity.
Using the embeddings defined in Remark 8.1.4.3 we recall
(Ink1)
l(Gl(A)) ∪ (Ink2)l(Gl(B˜)) = Gl(A .k B˜)
Since both A and B˜ are downward closed embeddings of A.k B˜ (cf. Corollary 6.3.3.3)
we infer that either (x→ y) ∈ (Ink1)l(Gl(A)) or (x→ y) ∈ (Ink1)l(Gl(B˜)).
If l < k, we know (as shown in the proof of Lemma 8.1.7.1) that (x → y) ∈
mor(Gl(A)). Set i := k − 1− l ≥ 0. We compute
C∆x→y = RiT iC ,Uk−1A .B!∆x→y
= RiT iC∆x→y ,(Uk−1A .B!)Gi(∆x→y)
= RiT iC∆x→y ,(Uk−1A Gi(∆x→y)).(B!Gi(∆x→y))
= (U lA∆x→y) .i+1n B
Here, in the first step we unpacked the definition of C, and in the second step we used
Corollary 3.2.7.6. The third step follows from Remark 8.1.2.7 and the last step follows
from definition of whiskering (and !Gi(∆x→y) = ! as well as Uk−1A Gi(∆x→y) = U iU lA∆x→y
by Lemma 3.1.4.2).
Since A is normalised and globular we know U lA∆x→y = id and thus U lA∆x→y
factors through the terminal category, that is it can be written as U lA∆x→y = D! for
! : 2→ 1 and some D : 1→ SI/ n−lC . We deduce
C∆x→y = D! .i+1n B
= RiT iD!,UiD!.B!
= RiT iD!,UiDGi(!).B!Gi(!)
= RiT iD,UiD.B!!
Here, after unwinding definitions we used Lemma 3.1.4.2 in the third step and
Remark 8.1.2.7 together with Corollary 3.2.7.6 in the forth. Thus C∆x→y factors
through 1, that is C∆x→y = id, and normalises to the identity as required, since by
Lemma 8.1.7.1 it is already in normal form.
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Next, we look at the case that l ≥ k. Again we know that either (x → y) ∈
(Ink1)
l(Gl(A)) or (x → y) ∈ (Ink2)l(Gl(B˜)). In the former case, in which (x → y) =
(Ink1)
l(x˜→ y˜) for some x˜, y˜ ∈ Gl(A), we deduce from the definition of Ink1 that
U lA∆x˜→y˜ = U lA.kB˜(Ink1)l∆x˜→y˜
thus globularity follows from globularity of A in this case. It remains to consider the
case in which (x→ y) = (Ink2)l(x˜→ y˜) for some x˜, y˜ ∈ Gl(B˜). As before we have
U l
B˜
∆x˜→y˜ = U lA.kB˜(Ink2)l∆x˜→y˜
We compute (cf. (8.1.7.4))
U l
B˜
∆x˜→y˜ = U lRk−1
T k−1
A
,B!
∆x˜→y˜
= U l−k+1B! ∆x˜→y˜
= U l−k+1B Gl−k+1(!)∆x˜→y˜
But since Gl−k+1(!) is (fibrewise) open, the claim that C|x→y normalises to the
identity follows from B being globular.
Lemma 8.1.7.5 (Source and target of whiskering composition). For A .kn B as
defined in (8.1.6.8) we have if k = 1
src◦(A .1n B) = src◦(A) (8.1.7.6)
tgt◦(A .1n B) = tgt◦(B)
and if k > 1
src◦(A .kn B) = src◦(A) .
k−1
n−1 B (8.1.7.7)
tgt◦(A .kn B) = tgt◦(A) .
k−1
n−1 B
Similarly, for B .kn A as defined in (8.1.6.9) we have if k = 1
src◦(B .1n A) = src◦(B)
tgt◦(B .1n A) = tgt◦(A)
and if k > 1
src◦(B .kn A) = B .
k−1
n−1 src◦(A)
tgt◦(B .kn A) = B .
k−1
n−1 tgt◦(A)
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Proof. The proof is straight-forward. We show the first statement of (8.1.7.6) and
the first statement of (8.1.7.7) (all other statements follow similarly). For the former
we compute
src◦(A .1n B) = src◦(A . B)
= U1A.BsA.B
= U1AsA
= src◦(A)
where we used Remark 8.1.2.6 in the second step.
For the latter statement we compute
src◦(A .kn B) = U1A.knBsA.knB
= Rk−2T k−2U1
A
,Uk−2U1
A
.B!
sA
= Rk−2T k−2A sA,(Uk−2U1
A
.B!)Gk−2(sA)
= Rk−2T k−2
src◦(A),(U
k−2
src◦(A).B!)
= src◦(A) .k−1n−1 B
where, in the first step we unpacked the definition of src◦, in the second step we
unpacked the definition of .kn (for k ≥ 2), in the third step we used Corollary 3.2.7.6,
in the fourth step we used Claim 3.2.7.4 and Remark 8.1.2.7 (and that !Gk−2(sA) = !),
and in the final step we repacked the definition of src◦.
8.2 Multi-step composition
The goal of this section is to understand which cubes can be build from “atomic cubes”
by iteratively applying “elementary operations” to them. Here, “atomic cubes” refers
the the notion of terminal cubes which we established in the previous chapter. More
precisely, we will allow these cubes to be labelled in a fixed globular set S (such that
“atomic cubes” are in 1-to-1 correspondence with elements of S). By, “elementary
operations” we mean three operations called whiskering, taking identities and forming
homotopies. Whiskering has been discussed in the previous section, and captures
(parts of) the standard composition operations in strict higher categories. Homotopies
are the central addition of this section (and “taking identities” is just a trivial instance
of them). Morally, homotopies are continuous transformations of one cube into
another cube, without any singularities appearing during that transformation. These
transformations will exactly account for “homotopical phenomena” as discussed in
the Introduction. Combinatorially, their nature will be captured by a local triviality
condition, which more generally is an instance of well-typedness.
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8.2.1 Composition trees
We start with the definition of composition trees, which are trees whose nodes are
either atomic diagrams (in this case the node is a leaf) or an elementary operation
as discussed above.
Construction 8.2.1.1 (Composition trees labelled in a globular set). Let S be a
globular set. Though our construction will apply for general choice of S, we will
illustrates the steps in case of the following example globular set S
which thus has category of elements
We will inductively define the set of (S-labelled) composition trees CTree(S)
together with functions into the natural numbers
height, dim : CTree(S)→ N
giving the height and dimension of a tree, two maps
src, tgt : CTree(S)→ CTree(S)
called source and target maps, and a mapping
J−K : CTree(S) → (1→ SI/ dim(−)El(S)op)
T 7→ JT K : 1→ SI/ dim(T )El(S)op
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called the diagrammatic realisation such that JT K is a normalised and globular
El(S)op-labelled singular dim(T )-cube. This map will satisfy
Jsrc(T )K = src◦ JT K (8.2.1.2)Jtgt(T )K = tgt◦ JT K
We define CTree(S) together with the above functions inductively in height (and
dimension) of its elements as follows.
• We start by defining trees of height 0. If g ∈ Sm, m ∈ G, then we define a tree
g ∈ CTree(S)
and further set dim(g) = m. Note that this make Sm a subset of CTree(S).
Note that for g ∈ S, by the Yoneda lemma we have an identification
Sn ∼= Nat(G(−, n), S)
and thus (abusing notation) g corresponds to a natural transformation g ∈
Nat(G(−, n), S). Using Construction 7.4.3.2 we find
El(g) : GEn → El(S)
We then define JgK to be the composite
JgK := (1 Gn−→ SI/ nGEn SI//nEl(g)op−−−−−−→ SI / nEl(S)op ) (8.2.1.3)
Concretely, for our choice of S we find for instance JgK to be the SI/ 1El(S)op-family
JhK is the SI/ 1El(S)op- family
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JxK is the SI/ 2El(S)op-family
As a final example, JyK is the SI/ 2El(S)op-family
We make sure that our definition satisfies (8.2.1.2). Using Construction 7.4.3.3
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we find
src◦ JgK = U1JgKsJgK
= SI / n−1El(g)op U1GnsconstI1
= SI / n−1El(g)op src◦(G
n)
= SI / n−1El(g)op SI /
n−1
s G
n−1
= SI / n−1El(sng)op G
n−1
= JsngK
Here, in the first two steps we unwound definitions, in the third step we used the
definition of the source, in the third step we used Construction 7.4.3.3, in the
penultimate step we used Remark 3.2.2.2, and in the last step we used (8.2.1.3).
Similarly, we find
tgt◦ JgK = JtngK
Defining src, tgt by
src(g) := sng (8.2.1.4)
and
tgt(g) := tng (8.2.1.5)
we thus see that the conditions (8.2.1.2) are satisfied.
• We now define trees of height m ∈ N. There are three cases how such trees can
be constructed:
(i) Whiskering : Let T1, T2 ∈ CTree(S) be composition trees such that
max(height(T1), height(T2)) = m− 1
If dim(T1) = n, dim(T2) = n− k + 1, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and
tgtk◦ JT1K = src◦ JT2K (8.2.1.6)
Then we define a new tree
(T1 .
k
n T2) ∈ CTree(S)
to which functions on CTree(S) extend as follows: we first set height(T1 .
k
n
T2) = m, dim(T1 .
k
n T2) = n. Further, setq
T1 .
k
n T2
y
= JT1K .kn JT2K
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If k = 1 we set
src(T1 .
k
n T2) = src(T1) (8.2.1.7)
tgt(T1 .
k
n T2) = tgt(T1)
if k > 1 we set
src(T1 .
k
n T2) = src(T1) .
k−1
n−1 T2 (8.2.1.8)
tgt(T1 .
k
n T2) = tgt(T1) .
k−1
n−1 T2
By induction and Lemma 8.1.7.5 this satisfies the conditions (8.2.1.2).
A similar discussion lets us define a new tree
(T2 .
k
n T1) ∈ CTree(S)
under the condition that
srck◦ JT1K = tgt◦ JT2K (8.2.1.9)
together with appropriate source and target functions (cf. Lemma 8.1.7.5).
Example 8.2.1.10 (Whiskering). For our concrete choice of S we start
with two height 1 trees: namely first note that
tgt2◦ JxK = src◦ JhK
and thus we can form the height 1 tree x.22h which has realisation Jx .22 hK
given by
Similarly, since
src2◦ JyK = tgt◦ JgK
we can form the height 1 tree g .22 y with realisation Jg .22 yK
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Now we claim that we can build the following height 2 tree
Indeed, for this it remains to check
tgt◦
q
g .22 y
y
= src◦
q
x .22 h
y
which can be seen from the constructions above. Thus (g .22 y) .
1
2 (x .
2
2 h)
is a valid tree, and its realisation is given by
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Similarly, one can see that the tree
is a valid tree, with realisation
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(ii) Identities : Let T be a composition tree such that height(T ) = m− 1 and
dim(T ) = n. Then we define a new tree
Id(T ) ∈ CTree(S)
to which functions on CTree(S) extend as follows: first we set height(Id(T )) =
m+ 1 and dim(T ) = n+ 1. Further define (cf. Definition 3.2.5.1)
JId(T )K = IdJT K
as well as
src(Id(T )) = tgt(Id(T )) = T
which then satisfies the conditions (8.2.1.2).
Example 8.2.1.11 (Identities). As an example for our concrete choice
of S we note that Id(y) has realisation JId(y)K
(iii) Homotopies : Let T1, T2 ∈ CTree(S) be composition trees such that
max(height(T1), height(T2)) = m− 1
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and dim(T1) = dim(T2) = n. A 1-step homotopy D between JT1K andJT2K is a globular and normalised D : 1→ SI/ n+1El(S)op such that firstly, D
has the correct sources and targets
src◦(D) = JT1K (8.2.1.12)
tgt◦(D) = JT2K
and it further satisfies the following
(a) Local triviality : U1D/p is locally trivial for all p ∈ Gn+1(D).
Note: This can be shown (cf. Lemma 8.2.2.2) to be equivalent to
requiring, firstly, that Un+1D (p) = g ∈ Sk satisfies k ≤ n, and secondly
that
[D/p]n+1 = Idn+1−kJgK (8.2.1.13)
If these two conditions hold, we say D is a homotopy.
(b) Terminality : G1(D) is the terminal singular interval.
Note: This is equivalent to requiring that
D = ∆I1 (8.2.1.14)
Under these conditions (and given D), we introduce a new tree
(T1
D−→∼ T2) ∈ CTree(S)
to which functions on CTree(S) extend as follows: we set height(T1
D−→∼
T2) = m+ 1 and dim(T1
D−→∼ T2) = n+ 1. Further define the realisation
JT1 D−→∼ T2K = D (8.2.1.15)
and the following source and target trees
src◦(T1
D−→∼ T2) = T1
tgt◦(T1
D−→∼ T2) = T2
This then satisfies the conditions (8.2.1.2).
Example 8.2.1.16 (Homotopies). To illustrate the construction of ho-
motopies, for our concrete choice of S we claim that there is a tree
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with D being the SI/ 3El(S)op-family given by
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Using our previous examples, we observe that this has correct sources and
targets (cf. (8.2.1.12)), namely
src◦(D) =
q
(g .22 y) .
1
2 (x .
2
2 h)
y
tgt◦(D) =
q
(x .22 k) .
1
2 (f .
2
2 y)
y
Next we need to check that D is a homotopy (cf. (8.2.1.13)). We will
illustrate this for a particular choice of p ∈ G3(D), namely we choose p
to be the unique point labelled by h (which is the color pink above) and
satisfying p1 = 1. For clarity the point is circled in green. Then D/p is
the family
This 3-cube collapses to 2-level normal form by a 2-level collapse λ : D/
p 2 [D/p]32. The image of λ on singular heights is indicated by red circles
above, and the singular heights that are being omitted (that is, not in the
image of λ) are indicated by blue circles. The resulting 2-level normal
form [D/p]32 is thus the family
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Now a 1-collapse µ : [D/p]32  1 [D/p]31 to normal form applies. The image
of µ is indicated above as being empty, the blue circle marks the single
singular height that is being omitted. The resulting family [D/p]31 is given
by
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This equals Id1JyK as required in Equation 8.2.1.13. Thus, D satisfies the
condition (8.2.1.13) at the given p. Similar arguments let us verify the
condition for any other p. Finally, note that the last condition (8.2.1.14)
is also satisfied. Thus
IRx,y := (g .
2
2 y) .
1
2 (x .
2
2 h)
D−→ (x .22 k) .12 (f .22 y) ∈ CTree(S)
as claimed.
Remark 8.2.1.17 (The interchanger and its classifying globular set). The composition
tree IRx,y defined in Example 8.2.1.16 is called the (binary) interchanger of x and y.
To justify its notation only depending on x and y note that all other labels in D are
determined as sources and targets of x and y.
We remark that our choice of S is “classifying” interchangers in other globular
sets. That is, any map of globular sets α : S → G, then we can build a composition
tree from IRx,y replacing all labels in S with labels in G by α. That is, the following
(α1(g) .
2
2 α2(y)) .
1
2 (α2(x) .
2
2 α1(h))
SI//3El(α)opD−−−−−−−→∼ (α2(x) .22 α1(k)) .12 (α1(f) .22 α2(y))
is a valid composition tree in CTree(G). This composition tree is abbreviated as
IRα2(x),α2(y), and called the interchanger of α2(x) and α2(y) in G. A more concise
definition will be given in Example 8.2.3.6 after we discuss “functoriality” of the
CTree(−) construction.
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8.2.2 Well-typedness of composition tree realisations
As noted in Construction 8.2.1.1, one can show that the local triviality condition for
(n+ 1)-dimensional homotopies decomposes into two simple conditions (this follows
as a corollary to the lemma below). The first condition requires that no labels of
dimension greater than n appear in the cube. The second condition is rephrased in
the following definition.
Definition 8.2.2.1 (Well-typedness). Let S be a globular set, and A : 1→ SI/ nEl(S)op
be an El(S)op-labelled n-cube. We say A is S-well-typed if for any p ∈ Gn(A), setting
UnA(p) =: g ∈ Sm, then
[A/p]n = Idn−mJgK
Note that this in particular requires 0 ≤ m ≤ n.
Morally, well-typedness says that given any point p in the total space (or maybe
its geometric representation as discussed at the end of the chapter) with label g, we
can look a small neighbourhood around that point (cf. Theorem 6.3.3.1) and this
will look like the globe, or “type”, JgK corresponding to g.
By a straight forward argument (inductive on the height and dimension of trees)
one can show that all realisations of compositions trees in a globular set S are
S-well-typed. The following gives an explicit proof for the most interesting case.
Lemma 8.2.2.2 (Composition trees have well-typed realisation). If T ∈ CTree(S)
then JT K is S-well-typed.
Proof. The proof is straight-forward. It proof is by induction on both the height
m and dimension n of T . The statement trivially holds for trees of height and
dimension 0.
For general trees, we exemplify the inductive step only in the most interesting
case, namely that of 1-step homotopies: thus, assume T = T1
D−→∼ T2 of dimension
n, for trees Ti of dimension (n − 1) (and height less than height(T )). Note that
by conditions (8.2.1.12) and (8.2.1.14), T1 and T2 are subfamilies of U1D via the
restriction embeddings of U1D∆0 and U1D∆2. Let p ∈ Gn+1(JT K) = Gn+1(D).
We first consider the case p1 = 0 or p1 = 2. In this case p lies in the embedding
image of one of Ti, i ∈ { 1, 2 }. Then (U1A/p) JTiK by minimality of the minimal
neighbourhood (U1A/p) (cf. Theorem 6.3.3.1). By inductive assumption we knowJT1K and JT2K are S-well-typed. Also note that for a general n-cube A we have
A/p = IdU1A/p
Thus S-well-typedness follows from that of Ti.
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It remains to consider the case where p1 = 1. Let
~ΛD/p : D/p ∗ [D/p]n
be the sequence of collapses leading to normal form of D/p. Note U1D/p has globally
trivial normal form by definition of a homotopy. Note that this normal form is given
by U1[D/p]n2 (by the above chain of collapse except the last one, cf. Theorem 5.2.2.11
where we constructed “k-level normal forms” [A]nk). Thus U1[D/p]n2 is normalised and
globally trivial
U1[D/p]n2 = const
Note that rest∆1 : U1D/p∆1  U1D/p contains p˜ := ((ιpD)n)−1(p) in its image, by
assumption on p. Thus (U1D/p∆1/p) = U1D/p˜∆1. Setting
q = ~S
~ΛU1
D/p (p)
by surjectivity of multilevel collapse we find (U1[D/p]n2 ∆1/q) = U
1
[D/p]n2
∆1. By definition
of multilevel collapse we also have U1[D/p]n2 (q) = g. In words, U
1
[D/p]n2
∆1 is a minimal
neighbourhood around q, which is labelled by g.
By constancy of U1[D/p]n2 , the same must hold for U
1
[D/p]n2
∆0 and U1[D/p]n2 ∆2, that
is they are minimal neighbourhoods of a point labelled by g. But U1[D/p]n2 ∆0 and
U1[D/p]n2 ∆2 are normalised (by Theorem 7.1.4.3). Thus they must equal Id
n−1−mJgK by
T1 resp. T2 being S-well-typed. We infer that U1[D/p]n2 ∆1 also equals Id
n−1−mJgK , and
thus for all i ∈ I1
U1[D/p]n2 = constIdn−1−mJgK (0)
The final 1-level collapse Λ1D/p : [D/p]
n
2 → [D/p]n, by virtue of being the maximal
possible collapse, must then be witnessed by single-component natural transformation
given by (Λ1D/p)0 : I1 → I0 for the object 0 ∈ 1, and we find
[D/p]n+1 = Idn−mJgK
as required.
8.2.3 Functoriality of composition tree construction
We show that the composition tree construction is functorial in its dependence on a
globular set.
Construction 8.2.3.1 (Relabelling composition trees). Let α : S1 → S2 be a map
of globular sets. Then there is a function of sets
CTree(α) : CTree(S1)→ CTree(S2)
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defined inductively in height and dimension, by setting for g ∈ Sn
CTree(α)(g) = αn(g)
on trees of height 0, and otherwise, using pattern matching, set
- If T = T1 .
k
n T2, then set
CTree(α)(T1 .
k
n T2) = CTree(α)(T1) .
k
n CTree(α)(T2)
- If T = Id(T0), then set
CTree(α)(Id(T0)) = Id(CTree(α)(T0))
- If T = T1
D−→∼ T2, then set
CTree(α)(T1
D−→∼ T2) = CTree(α)(T1)
SI//
dim(Ti)+1
El(α)op
D
−−−−−−−−→∼ CTree(α)(T2)
We claim that these assignments gives well-constructed trees in CTree(S2), such that
for T ∈ CTree(S1) with dim(T ) = n the following inductive properties hold:
height(CTree(α)(T )) = height(T ) (8.2.3.2)
dim(CTree(α)(T )) = dim(T )
and further we have JCTree(α)(T )K = SI / dim(T )El(α)op JT K (8.2.3.3)
as well as
src(CTree(α)(T )) = CTree(α)(src(T )) (8.2.3.4)
tgt(CTree(α)(T )) = CTree(α)(tgt(T ))
The proof of correctness of the construction and inductive properties is straight-
forward. It is by induction on both height and dimension of T .
• For height 0 trees, we have T = g ∈ Sn. We first show (8.2.3.3), that is
JαngK = SI / dim(T )El(α)op JgK
This follows using (8.2.1.3), Remark 3.2.2.2 and
El(αn(g)) = El(α)El(g)
which can be inferred from naturality in the Yoneda lemma. Note that further
(8.2.3.2) holds (by definition in Construction 8.2.1.1, CTree(α)(T ) is of height 0
and dimension n since αng ∈ S2). Finally, (8.2.3.4) follows from naturality of α.
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• For height m > 0, we need to consider three cases.
- T = T1.
k
nT2. For the correctness of the construction of the tree CTree(α)(T ) =
CTree(α)(T1).
k
nCTree(α)(T2) we need to check either (8.2.1.6) or (8.2.1.9).
Assume the former applies to the construction T (in the latter case the ar-
gument is similar). Then we compute (using (8.2.3.3) inductively together
with Remark 8.1.3.7 and Construction 8.2.1.1)
tgtk◦ JCTree(α)(T1)K = SI / dim(T1)−kEl(α)op tgtk◦ JT1K
= SI /
dim(T2)−1
El(α)op src◦ JT2K
= src◦SI /
dim(T2)
El(α)op JT2K
= src◦ JCTree(α)(T2)K
Thus CTree(α)(T ) is a well-constructed tree in CTree(S2) and note that
(8.2.3.2) holds. Similar computations, using the inductive assumptions as
well as the definitions of src and tgt (cf. (8.2.1.7) and (8.2.1.8)) show that
conditions (8.2.3.3) and (8.2.3.4) are satisfied.
- T = Id(T0). No conditions need to be checked for the tree CTree(α)(Id(T0))
to be well-constructed, and further (8.2.3.2) holds. On the other hand,
conditions (8.2.3.3) and (8.2.3.4) follow from inductive assumption and the
fact that relabelling commutes with the identity construction.
- T = T1
D−→∼ T2. In this case, for correctness of our construction we need
to verify three properties of D′ := SI / dim(Ti)+1El(α)op D: Firstly, correctness
of source and target (cf. (8.2.1.12)), secondly, local triviality of minimal
neighbourhoods making D′ a homotopy (cf. (8.2.1.13)) and lastly, the
homotopy D′ needs to consist of a single step (cf. (8.2.1.14))
Using the definition of globular sources and arguing inductively we find
src◦D′ = SI /
dim(Ti)
El(α)op DsD
= SI /
dim(Ti)
El(α)op JT1K
= JCTree(α)(T1)K
Similarly, we have
tgt◦D′ = JCTree(α)(T2)K
This verifies (8.2.1.12) for D′. To see that D′ is a homotopy, note that by
Remark 5.1.1.3 collapses of U1D transfer to collapses of U1D′ . Since minimal
neighbourhoods in U1D normalise to globally trivial families, minimal neigh-
bourhoods in U1D′ collapse to globally trivial families. But by Claim 7.1.5.3
this means they normalise to globally trivial families. Thus D′ is a homo-
topy. D′ is further a 1-step homotopy which follows from D being 1-step
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and Remark 3.2.3.5. Finally, note that (8.2.3.2) holds, and that (8.2.3.3)
is satisfied by choice of D′ and (8.2.1.15). (8.2.3.4) was already verified
when checking correctness of source and target.
Remark 8.2.3.5 (Functoriality of composition tree construction). Combining Con-
struction 8.2.1.1 and Construction 8.2.3.1 implies (up to a straight-forward check of
functoriality) that we have a functor
CTree : GSet→ Set
which maps a globular set S to its set of composition trees CTree(S). Note that
CTree(S) itself is in general not a globular set, but in the next chapter we will see
how to canonically obtain a globular set from CTree(S).
Example 8.2.3.6 (Relabelling the interchanger). Recall Remark 8.2.1.17. Using S
from Construction 8.2.1.1, and recall the composition tree of IRx,y. Given a globular
set G and a map α : S → G with r = α2(x) and s = α2(y), then we can give the
following alternative definition of IRr,s:
IRr,s := CTree(α)IRx,y
IRr,s is the composition tree
8.2.4 Depicting composition tree realisations
In this section we will give examples of how we will depict realisations of composition
trees in the next chapter. The idea of how to translate from a labelled singular
n-cube to a colored n-cube was given in Section S.1.6. We use this correspondence
in the case of realisations of compositions trees. The resulting colored n-cube will be
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rather special examples of colored n-cubes: they will be manifold diagrams in which
only “globe-like” manifolds appear (that is, each manifold has a single “source” and
“target” manifold). Also note that in each of the examples a rotation of directions is
taking place (indicated by coordinate systems) to align our colored n-cubes with the
usual directions of representing string and surface diagrams in the literature.
Notation 8.2.4.1 (Depicting realisations of composition trees). To begin, the height 0
tree g has realisation JgK depicted on the left below and will be represented by the
diagram on the right
Next, the height 0 tree y has realisation JyK depicted on the left below and will be
represented by the diagram on the right
Similarly the terminal cube G3 which was previously constructed is recalled on the
left and is depicted on the right as a surface diagram
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We also constructed the following height m trees for m > 0. The realisation of
(g .22 y) .
2
1 (x.
2
2 h) is shown on the left, and depicted as a string diagram on the right
Finally the interchanger IRx,y is a tree of height 3, with realisation given on the left
below, and will be depicted by the surface diagram on the right
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In fact, the interchanger will (together with its inverse IR−1x,y) often be more schemat-
ically represented simply as over-crossing as follows
The following remark foreshadows some of the features of our definition of
manifold diagrams in later chapters.
Remark 8.2.4.2 (Principles of manifold diagams). It might be worth noting already
that the above n-manifold diagrams satisfy the following principles
(i) An n-manifold diagram consists of disjoint open submanifolds of the n-cube
[0, 1]n
(ii) If f = UnJT K(p) for a region p ∈ Gn(JT K), and f ∈ Sk, then the manifold diagram
contains a (possibly disconnected) manifold f of dimension (n− k)
(iii) Each region p with label UnJT K(p) = f corresponds to a part of the manifold
f according to idea of co-dimension of regions discussed in Example 3.2.6.2.
Namely, if m = rDimmJT K(p) then p can be seen to be a (n −m)-dimensional
subspace of f (in particular, (n−m) ≤ (n− k))
(iv) If (p → q) ∈ mor(Gn(JT K)), and p carries a different label than q (that is,
UnJT K(p) = f 6= UnJT K(q) = g) then the manifold f contains g in its topological
closure f .
A more formal treatment of manifold diagrams will be given in Definition 10.2.0.2.
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Chapter 9
Associative n-categories
In this chapter we will give a definition of associative n-categories. This will be
a straight-forward step based on the work we did in the previous chapter on the
inductive structure of composition trees and their realisation as n-cubes. Namely, an
associative n-category will be a globular set equipped with composition operations for
each realisation of a composition tree (these realisations will be called compositional
shapes). On the other hand, these composition operations will be required to be
compatible with the inductive construction of composition trees. As a result, while
composition data depends on compositional shapes it satisfies conditions depending
on the structure of composition trees.
After defining associative n-categories, we will then spend the rest of the chapter
discussing examples in dimension n = 0, 1, 2 and 3. We will also attempt to use these
example to illustrate general observations about associative n-categories.
9.1 Definition
Note that the set of S-labelled composition trees CTree(S) is in general not a
globular set (when considered as a complex obtained by ordering CTree(S) into
degrees by dimension, and using source and target of composition trees as maps
between each degree). However the following construction shows that its image under
diagrammatic realisation J−K is a globular set.
Construction 9.1.0.1 (Labelled compositional shapes). We define a functor
CShapes : GSet→ GSet
For a globular set S, CShapes(S) is defined as follows: CShapes(S)m, m ∈ G, is
the image of the realisation map J−K restricted to S-labelled composition trees of
dimension m: That is
CShapes(S)m := { JT K | T ∈ CTree(S) and dim(T ) = m } ⊂ Fun(1,SI/mEl(S)op)
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The globular maps are defined by
sm : CShapes(S)m → CShapes(S)m−1
A 7→ src◦A
and similarly
tm : CShapes(S)m → CShapes(S)m−1
A 7→ tgt◦A
Note that by (8.2.1.2) this is well-defined. By Corollary 8.1.6.4 sm, tm satisfy the
globularity conditions as required for CShapes(S) to be a globular set.
Now for a map of globular sets α : S1 → S2, CShapes(α) : CShapes(S1) →
CShapes(S2) is defined in degree m by the mapping
JT K 7→ JCTree(α)(T )K
where T ∈ CTree(S1), dim(T ) = m. This is well defined by (8.2.3.3) (i.e. the right
hand side only depends on JT K). It is a globular map since relabelling commutes
with sources and targets (cf. Remark 8.1.3.7).
Further, note that there is a natural transformation
U : id→ CShapes
with components at S ∈ GSet defined to be the map
US :=
(
S
J−K−−→ CShapes(S))
which maps g ∈ Sm ⊂ (CTree(S)) to JgK. This natural transformation is called the
unit of CShapes.
Importantly CShapes is not a monad (it has a unit, but no multiplication).
However, due to the special relation of CTree and CShapes we can still define a
natural notion of “algebra” for CTree. This will give us the notion of an associative
n-category. We start with the case n =∞.
Definition 9.1.0.2. An associative ∞-category C is a globular set mor(C ), called
the globular set of morphisms of C , together with a globular map
MC : CShapes(mor(C ))→ mor(C )
such that
MCUmor(C ) = id (9.1.0.3)
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holds. Further, if T1, T2, (T1 .
k
n T2) ∈ CTree(mor(C )), then
MC
q
T1 .
k
n T2
y
= MC
q
MC JT1K .knMC JT2Ky (9.1.0.4)
and if Id(T ) ∈ CTree(mor(C )), then
MC JId(T )K = MC JId(MC JT K)K (9.1.0.5)
MC is called the composition operation of C . (9.1.0.3) is called the unit law, (9.1.0.4)
is called the whiskering law and (9.1.0.5) is called the identity law.
Remark 9.1.0.6 (The right-hand side of the whiskering law is defined). First note that
MC JTiK in (9.1.0.4) are elements of Smi (for mi := dim(Ti)) and thus of CTree(S).
We verify that the composition tree MC JT1K.knMC JT2K exists: since the tree T1 .knT2
exists we have one of the following two cases
• tgtk◦ JT1K = src◦ JT2K for some k > 0, in which case we compute
tgtk◦ JMC (JT1K)K = qtgtk(MC (JT1K))y by (8.2.1.2)
=
q
MC (tgt
k
◦ JT1K)y by (8.2.1.5) and MC being a globular map
= JMC (src◦ JT2K)K by case assumption
=
q
src
(
MC (JT2K))y by (8.2.1.4) and MC being a globular map
= src◦ JMC (JT2K)K by (8.2.1.2)
Thus, condition (8.2.1.6) is satisfied andMC JT1K.knMC JT2K is a well-constructed
tree.
• tgt◦ JT1K = srck◦ JT2K for some k > 0, which similarly implies
tgt◦ JMC (JT1K)K = srck◦ JMC (JT2K)K
and thus MC (JT1K) .knMC (JT2K) is a well-constructed tree in this case as well.
We now turn to the notion of associative n-category. For this we first introduce
the following.
Notation 9.1.0.7 (Truncated globular sets). An n-truncated globular S is a globular
set with elements concentrated in degrees m ≤ n, that is, Sm 6= ∅ implies m ≤ n.
Every globular set S has an n-truncation S≤n defined by setting (S≤n)m to be Sm
if m ≤ n and ∅ otherwise. Globular maps sm, tm are inherited from those of S for
m < n and are the empty maps otherwise.
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Definition 9.1.0.8 (Associative n-categories). An associative n-category C is an
n-truncated globular set mor(C ), called the globular set of morphisms of C , together
with a globular map
MC : CShapes(mor(C ))≤n → mor(C )
such that
MCUmor(C ) = id (9.1.0.9)
holds. Further, if T1, T2, (T1 .
k
n T2) ∈ CTree(mor(C )), then
MC
q
T1 .
k
n T2
y
= MC
q
MC JT1K .knMC JT2Ky (9.1.0.10)
and if Id(T ) ∈ CTree(mor(C )), then
MC JId(T )K = MC JId(MC JT K)K (9.1.0.11)
Finally, we now also require for any A ∈ CShapes(mor(C ))n+1 that
MC (src◦A) = MC (tgt◦A) (9.1.0.12)
MC is called the composition operation of C . (9.1.0.9) is called the unit law, (9.1.0.10)
is called the whiskering law, (9.1.0.11) is called the identity law, and (9.1.0.12) is
called the homotopy law.
Remark 9.1.0.13 (Terminology of associative n-categories). As mentioned earlier
the endofunctor CShapes : GSet → GSet is not a monad—it has a unit but no
multiplication. However, trees do have “multiplicative structure” given by the three
tree constructors: whiskering, identities and homotopies. Compatibility with these
three constructors as given in the whiskering, identity and homotopy laws is as close
as we can get to being compatible with the compositional structure of shapes. Thus,
these three laws will be collectively called associativity laws, in allusion to the unit
and associativity laws of an algebra for a monad. As we will see, the laws above
also imply that the notion of category we obtain will be strictly associative and have
strict identities. This justifies the name “associative n-category”.
We next discuss the preceding definitions in low dimensions. We can summarise
our discussion below as follows.
• An associative 0-category is a set
• An associative 1-category is an unbiased category
• An associative 2-category is an unbiased strict 2-category
• An associative 3-category is an unbiased Gray-category
In the following, we will discuss an example for each dimension n ∈ { 0, 1, 2, 3 }.
Based on these examples we will make general observations that motivate the above
summary.
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9.2 Associative 0-categories
An associative 0-category C is a 0-truncated globular set mor(C ) with extra structure
MC satisfying the unit and associativity laws. Being 0-truncated, mor(C ) thus
consists of a single set mor(C )0. As an example we consider the set of morphisms
mor(C )0 with elements
The 0-dimensional compositional shapes CShapes(S)0 are labelled SI/
0
El(mor(C ))op-
cubes, i.e. “labelled points” (U : 1→ El(S)op) ∈ CShapes(S)≤0.
Note whiskering composition only applies for SI/ nC -cubes if n ≥ 1 since those
have non-empty source and target. Thus all trees in CTree(S) of dimension 0 are in
fact of height 0. This makes Umor(C ) a bijection mor(C )0 → CShapes(mor(C ))≤0 in
degree 0, mapping
The unit law forces MC to be the inverse of Umor(C ) in degree 0. In other words, MC
on C is fully determined by C , and thus C can (in general) be regarded as merely a
set.
Note also that, the whiskering law doesn’t apply since, again, whiskering compo-
sition only applies in dimension ≥ 1. The identity law doesn’t apply since identities
are of dimension ≥ 1. Further, the homotopy law doesn’t apply since the lowest
non-trivial homotopies are of dimension 3 (in other words, CShapes(mor(C ))1 is
empty except for identities Idx, x ∈ CShapes(mor(C ))0).
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9.3 Associative 1-categories
An associative 1-category C is a 1-truncated globular set mor(C ) with extra structure
MC satisfying the unit and associativity laws. Being 1-truncated, mor(C ) thus
consists of a set mor(C )0, called the set of objects, and mor(C )1, called the set
of morphisms. As an example we consider the globular set of morphisms mor(C )
defined by the following data
Here, on the left we illustrated the globular set and on the right the opposite of its
associated category of elements (arrows in red are derived from target mappings,
arrows in blue derived from source mappings).
We now discuss elements of the 1-truncated globular set CShapes(mor(C ))≤1.
Here and later on, it will be useful to recall the informal manifold notation for
compositional shapes (cf. Section 8.2.4), which we will start to use in conjunction
with the algebraic datastructures of SI/ nC -families.
(i) As before, CShapes(mor(C ))0 only contains shapes arising from height 0 trees
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Here, in the middle we depicted the compositional shape arising from a valid
composition tree on the left, and depicted by a corresponding manifold diagram
on the right.
(ii) CShapes(mor(C ))1 contains shapes arising from trees such as (but not limited
to)
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As before, in the middle we depicted the compositional shape, arising from
a corresponding tree on the left, and depicted by a corresponding manifold
diagram on the right. The last two are examples of shapes that arise from
composition trees of height greater than 1. Note that the last shape can in
fact by also obtained from a different tree, namely consider the following
CShapes(mor(C ))1 further now contains the following identity shapes arising
from height 1 trees
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We now turn to defining MC . Note that the unit law implies that MC in degree
0 is the inverse of Umor(C ) in degree 0 as before, and thus fully determines it in that
degree.
We next define the map MC in degree 1, that is
(MC )1 : CShapes(mor(C ))1 → mor(C )1
We will see that the identity and associativity laws allow us to compute (MC )1 on
shapes arising from height n trees from its values on shapes on height (n− 1) trees
and height 1 trees. Thus, it suffices to define (MC )1 in the special cases of height 0
and height 1 trees. In fact, we will see that we can further exclude the case of height
1 trees which are whiskering compositions such that one of the involved elements
has been “identified as an identity”.
To define MC in the required cases, we will often use manifold notation both for
shapes and elements in mor(C )1 (that is, elements e ∈ mor(C )1 will be represented
by manifold notation for the 1-cube Umor(C )(e)). For instance, on height 0 trees we
define
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Using tree notation these definitions can alternatively be written as
MC (JkK) = k
MC (JgK) = g
MC (JhK) = h
Note that this satisfies (and is determined by) the unit law.
Next, on height 1 trees arising from identities we define
Using tree notation these definitions can alternatively be written as
MC (JId(a)K) = ida
MC (JId(b)K) = idb
Note that ida, idb are thereby “identified as identities”, and as we will see this means
they can be excluded when defining MC on binary composites. However, in principle
they are just elements of mor(C )1 like g, h, k (even though their names are chosen
suggestively).
Finally, on height 1 trees arising from whiskering of elements which are not
identified as identities, we define
Using tree notation these definitions can alternatively be written as
MC (
q
k .11 k
y
) = k
MC (
q
k .11 g
y
) = h
MC (
q
k .11 h
y
) = h
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As explained earlier these definitions suffice to fully determine (MC )1. We will
motivate this fact by the following examples.
Consider for instance the following realisation of a composition tree
We want to compute MC J(k .11 k) .11 (k .11 k)K. Using the whiskering law we know
that
MC
q
(k .11 k) .
1
1 (k .
1
1 k)
y
= MC
q
MC
q
k .11 k
y
.11 MC
q
k .11 k
yy
The right hand side can now be computed using our definition of MC Jk .11 kK := k
to give k. Using the manifold representation this computation can be written as
As a second example, consider the following two composition trees (depicted on
the left and on the right), which realise to the same compositional shape (depicted
in the middle)
The whiskering law applies when evaluating MC on both tree realisations, and it
leads us compute that
MC
q
MC
q
k .11 k
y
.11 g
y
= MC
q
k .11 MC
q
k .11 g
yy
and thus the condition
MC
q
k .11 g
y
= MC
q
k .11 h
y
which is satisfied by our choice of mapping of MC . This condition can also be
understood as an instance of “composition being strictly associative” in associative
n-categories. Using manifolds it can be depicted as
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Next, consider the following tree and its realisation as a shape
The whiskering law applies to this tree and we compute that
MC
q
k .11 Id(a)
y
= MC
q
M JkK .11 MC JId(a)Ky
and thus
MC JkK = MC qk .11 iday
Using manifolds this can be written as
This equation is an instance of “identities being strict” in associative n-categories.
Finally, note that CShapes(mor(C ))2 is empty apart from identities: there are
no non-trivial homotopies in dimension 2 and all elements of CShapes(mor(C ))2 are
of the form Idf for f ∈ CShapes(mor(C ))1. Thus the homotopy law doesn’t force
any interesting equations in the case of associative 1-categories. We will meet the
first interesting homotopies in dimension in our discussion of associative 2-categories.
In summary, associative 1-categories are determined by the same data as ordinary
1-categories, namely, objects and morphism together with identities and (“biased”)
binary composition. However, the domain of MC contains all “unbiased” shapes
of possible composites, including for instance ternary and quaternary composites
as we saw above. In this sense a associative 1-categories are naturally unbiased
1-categories.
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9.4 Associative 2-categories
An associative 2-category C is a 2-truncated globular set mor(C ) with extra structure
MC satisfying the unit and associativity laws. First of all, mor(C ) thus consists of a
set mor(C )0, called the set of objects, a set mor(C )1, called the set of 1-morphisms
and mor(C )2, called the set of 2-morphisms. As an example we consider the 2-
truncated globular set of morphisms mor(C ) defined by setting the opposite of its
category of elements to equal
Here, red arrows arise from target mappings, and blue arrows arise from source
mappings.
Now, the 1-truncated globular set CShapes(mor(C )) has for instance the following
elements
(i) As before, CShapes(mor(C ))0 contains compositional shapes such as
(ii) Similar to the case of associative 1-categories, CShapes(mor(C ))1 contains
compositional shapes such as
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(iii) Now, in dimension 2, CShapes(mor(C ))2 contains compositional shapes such
as
Both previous shapes are examples of shapes arising from height 0 trees. We
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also give the following examples of shapes arising from trees of height ≥ 1.
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Note that as before, the unit law implies that (MC )0 is the inverse of (Umor(C ))0,
and thus fully determines it. (MC )1 is fully determined by defining identities and
defining binary (non-identity) composites which in the present case only requires
us to identify the identity elements in mor(C )1 (which carry suggestive labels as
before).
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Similarly, in dimension 2 there are no homotopies either, and thus each node in
a composition tree of dimension 2 is a binary whiskering or an identity. Therefore,
the map MC in degree 2 (that is, (MC)2 : CShapes(mor(C ))2 → mor(C )2) can be
determined by defining it on binary composites (of non-identity morphisms) and
identifying identity elements. Using manifold notation as in the case of 1-categories
we set
Further, we identify the following identity elements of dimension 2 (again, using mani-
fold notation)
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The associativity and unit laws now determine (MC)2 on all other shapes, which we
exemplify in the following cases.
As a first example, we illustrate that evaluating identities of composites equals
evaluating identities of the evaluated composite. For this, consider the following
composition tree and its associated realisation as a compositional shape
The lowest node in this tree is the identity constructor Id. Evaluating MC on the
realisation, then using the unit law we can compute
where we used that in the case of 1-categories we derived that we have “strict
identities” in that
In tree notation this computation can be written as
MC
q
Id(ida .
1
1 g)
y
= MC
q
Id(MC
q
ida .
1
1 g
yy
= MC JId(g)K
= idg
Next, we illustrate that double identities of 0-morphisms act as strict identities
for whiskering with 1-morphisms. Concretely, consider the following tree and its
realisation
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The lowest node in this tree is a whiskering composition, and thus the whiskering
law applies. We compute
In tree notation this computation can be written as
MC
q
Id(Id(a)) .22 g
y
= MC
q
MC JId(Id(a))K .22 MC JgKy
= MC
q
idida .
2
2 MC JgKy
Here we used that
M JId(Id(a))K = idida
which follows from applying the unit law to Id(Id(a)), namely, we find
M JId(Id(a))K = M JId(M JId(a)K)K
Using manifolds the preceding computation can be represented as
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While the previous example shows that (2-dimensional) double identities act as
strict identities, the next example shows that (1-dimensional) identities act as strict
identities when whiskered with 2-morphisms. Consider the following tree and its
associated realisation
Then the whiskering law allows us to compute
We use this result for our next example: By applying the whiskering law to one of
the previously constructed compositional shapes we can also compute the following
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This computation will play a role for our discussion of the homotopy law below.
We first give a an example of the “exchange law” which also holds strictly in the
case of associative 2-categories. Consider the following two composition trees (on
the left and right) which realise to the same compositional shape (in the middle)
The whiskering law on the left and the right tree implies the equality
This means that we can “exchange” 1-level and 2-level whiskering, a fact that in
other definitions is usually derived from the “exchange law” for 2-categories.
Importantly, for associative n-categories we start to see non-trivial shapes in
CShapes(mor(C ))n+1 in the case n = 2. One of these shapes arises from a tree that
has been discussed before and was called the “(binary) interchanger” denoted by
IRx,y (cf. Example 8.2.3.6). For our choice of globular set labelling shapes, we have
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two non-trivial 2-morphisms α, β ∈ mor(C )2 which allow to form an interchanger
IRα,β ∈ CTree(mor(C )), whose realisation (a shape in CShapes(mor(C ))3) can be
depicted as
(in this depiction we omit coloring the 3-dimensional manifold representing the
0-morphisms). The homotopy law now implies we must have
MC (src◦(IRα,β)) = MC (tgt◦(IRα,β))
and using manifolds, this can be represented as the equation
The reader is invited to verify that this condition is satisfied as both sides compute
to give β. But in fact, while the binary interchanger takes a special role, there are
many other non-trivial shapes in CShapes(mor(C ))3. For instance, the “ternary
interchanger”
Via the homotopy law this implies the equation
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But there is also, for instance, a “whiskered interchanger” in CShapes(mor(C ))3,
which interchanges α and β while keeping a second copy of α in constant position
We further mention the following “pseudo-interchanger” in CShapes(mor(C ))3 which
lets α and β converge to each other, but consequently does not cross α over β instead
returning them to their original positions
While the equation that the pseudo-interchanger implies (by the homotopy law) is
trivial, the pseudo-interchanger will play an important role in the next dimension.
In summary, associative 2-categories are determined by the same data as ordinary
strict 2-categories, namely, objects and morphism together with identities and
(“biased”) binary whiskering composition. We also saw that identities and associators
are strict, and that the interchange law is enforced strictly as it is the case for strict
2-categories. We remark that whiskering composition excludes the “horizontal
composition” operation which is usually a part of the definition of strict 2-categories,
but that this operation can be dropped1 from the definition without loss of generality.
As in the case of associative 1-categories, the domain of MC contains all “unbiased”
shapes of possible composites, including for instance ternary whiskering composites
1It is an important observation for general dimension n, that by restricting to whiskering
compositions no generality for strict higher categories is lost in the sense that all pasting diagrams
can be generated. This can be proven for instance using Batanin trees (cf. [25]) to classify all
pasting diagrams.
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as we saw above. In this sense a associative 2-categories are naturally unbiased strict
2-categories.
9.5 Associative 3-categories
An associative 3-category C is a 3-truncated globular set mor(C ) with extra structure
MC satisfying the unit and associativity laws. mor(C ) thus consists of a set mor(C )0,
called the set of objects, and the sets mor(C )i of i-morphisms for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. As an
example we consider the 3-truncated globular set of morphisms mor(C ) defined by
setting the opposite of its category of elements to equal
Here, red arrows arise from target mappings, and blue arrows arise from source
mappings. Also, elements which will be later on be identified with identities (and
carry a label of the form idX above) are all marked in gray.
0-, 1- and 2-dimensional shapes can be constructed as in the previous sections. We
give examples of shapes in dimension 3 and their manifold representations. Consider
the following composition tree of dimension 3, its associated shape, and the manifold
representation of its associated shape
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This is in fact the unique tree from which the given shape can arise. Next consider
the interchanger shape
which (we recall) to arise from the height 3, dimension 3 tree
This can be used to build the following height 4, dimension 3 tree
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which realises to the shape
(here the labelling category El(mor(C ))op is replaced by three dots for space reasons).
Knowing how to build elements in CShapes(mor(C )) we next need to define MC .
In dimension 1 and 2 this can be done, as before, by identifying identity elements and
defining (non-identity) binary whiskering composites. We define MC in dimension 1
as follows. For (non-identity) composite we set
For identity shapes, we identify them with the accordingly named 1-morphisms, e.g.
In dimension 2, we define MC by setting
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and further
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The reader should verify that this is an exhaustive list of all possible (non-identity)
binary whiskering compositions. We omit the definition of MC on 2-dimensional
identity shapes which works as before.
In dimension 3, we define MC by the following list of values
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and further
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We now check that these last two assignment are globular, that is we verify that MC
is a map of globular sets at these values (a condition that previously was trivial to
check): That is, for a given shape X we need to check that
MC (src◦(X)) = s2MC (X)
MC (tgt◦(X)) = t2MC (X)
In the above case, we compute
and further
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The source of the input arises from a tree as follows
Thus using the associativity law we compute
Expressed using trees this means
MC (src◦(JIRα,βK)) = MC q(f .22 β) .21 (α .22 g)y
= γ
= snirα,β
= snMC JIRα,βK
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And similarly, for the given targets we find
MC (tgt◦(JIRα,βK)) = tnMC JIRα,βK
This verifies globularity of MC for the above choice.
Defining MC on identities, as before, means defining the value of MC on identity
shapes JId(x)K, x ∈ mor(C )k, by labels in mor(C )k+1 (suggestively chosen to be of
the form idx). As before, these definitions also let us derive values of MC on double
identities. For instance, consider
The same now holds for triple identities, for instance we find
As a novum in dimension three, we also have homotopies involving identities now.
We use our id labels to define these as well, for instance by setting
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The central claim is now that the above “biased” choices fully (and consis-
tently) define MC on all “unbiased” 3-dimensional shapes. We provide the following
explanation (albeit no formal proof) for this claim.
In lower dimension, we argued that in order to determine (MC )i it was enough to
define this map on shapes arising from height 0 and height 1 trees (note that a choice
of those values on its own doesn’t imply that (MC )i is a globular map satisfying the
associativity laws which still needs to be checked). This was because no homotopies
are present at these dimensions: that is, composition trees only consisted of binary
whiskering composites and identities, and the whiskering and identity laws allowed
us to express MC on shapes arising from height n trees in terms of its values on
shapes from trees of height max(n− 1, 1).
However, for i ≥ 3 we are facing more complex composition trees, which also
contain homotopies as their nodes. Above, we defined (MC )3 only on two such
homotopies: the binary interchange and its inverse. There are infinitely many more
homotopies, for instance the n-ary interchange. We claim that our choice still fully
determines (MC )3. Morally, this is because of the observation that “the interchange
and its inverse are homotopy generators for 3 dimensional homotopies”, that is, any
other homotopy is in fact “homotopic” to a homotopy build from the interchange
and its inverse. Here, X and Y “being homotopic” means that there will be a shape
in CShapes(mor(C ))4 whose source is X and target is Y . The homotopy law then
forces MC (X) = MC (Y ), and thus if MC is determined on Y it is determined on X.
We motivate that (MC )3 is fully defined from our “biased” choices, by the
following examples. A first equation following from the homotopy law is the following
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On the left we are evaluating MC on the pseudo-interchanger, the right on an
identity. The right hand side can be computed, while the left was not previously
explicitly defined. The 4-dimensional shape that forces this equality can be informally
represented using manifolds (a formal representation is given below) as follows
Along the arrow that points from the right-most to the middle picture, the red
and blue lines are getting closer and closer, until (at a singular height in dimension
4 display in the middle picture) they ultimately touch. Along the left arrow, the
manifold diagram stays constant. Formally, the tower of SI-families for this 4
dimensional shape is given as follows
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Here, in some places only arrows between singular heights are depicted (this fully
determines an SI-family though as we know). Further the labelling of the total poset
is omitted, but points labelled by α (red) or β (light blue) are indicated by colors of
arrows between singular heights carrying these labels. The rest of the labelling can
be derived from the manifold diagram representation.
As a next example, consider the equation
which arises from the 4-dimensional shape
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Formally, the tower of SI-families of this shape is given by
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Here, as before not all (but enough) arrows have been given, and the labelling can be
derived from the manifold representation. In fact, both hands of the above equation
can be computed already using the identity and whiskering laws, and thus this
imposes a consistency condition on MC . Namely, we compute
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which uses the associativity law. On the other hand, using the identity law we
compute
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Indeed, both sides evaluate to the same element of mor(C ) and thus MC satisfies
this instance of the homotopy law.
Next, consider the 4-dimensional shape given by
Geometrically, along the arrow on the right three binary braids converge closer and
closer together, until ultimately they turn into a ternary interchanger. Formally, the
tower of SI-families of this 4-dimensional shape is given as follows
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Here, again not all (but enough) arrows have been given, and the labelling can be
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derived from the manifold representation. Note also that we replaced the gray color
of the 2-cell idida by a green color for legibility. From the homotopy we then infer an
equation expressing the “ternary interchanger” (on the left) in terms a composite of
binary interchangers
As a final example, we also have the equation
which expresses “two simultaneous interchangers” (on the left) by a shape that can
be obtained from appropriate whiskering of two interchangers. The 4-dimensional
shape to achieve this is left to the reader. However note that there is a 4-dimensional
shape of the form
which is an “interchanger of interchangers”.
There are infinitely many 4-dimensional shapes in CShapes(mor(C ))4. Like in
the examples above, they guarantee that all 3-dimensional shapes of homotopies can
be expressed in terms of the binary interchange. Based on this, we propose that an
associative 3-category is determined by the same data as a Gray-category: namely,
by objects and i-morphisms (1 ≤ i ≤ 3), binary compositions (with strict identities
and associativity) and weak data for a binary interchange.
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But since by definition MC is a function on all shapes, including all of the
above 3-dimensional shapes, we suggest to understand an associative 3-category
as an “unbiased Gray-category”, with the predicate “unbiased” now extending to
homotopies: Gray-categories only require the definition of binary interchangers, but
associative 3-categories treat all 3-dimensional shapes equally, and are unbiased in
this sense.
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Chapter 10
Presented associative n-categories
We will now define a second notion of n-categories, called presented associative n-
categories. This definition captures the idea of defining a category by “generators and
relations” (although generators and relations become part of the same structure in
higher categories). We will see that presented associative n-categories are much more
elementary to define than associative n-categories, and no reference to (infinite) sets of
compositional shapes will be made. In particular, if we restrict to finite presentation,
then presented associative n-categories are fully computer implementable. We remark,
that the same is to be expected from a full theory of presented associative n-categories,
involving functors, natural transformations, etc. However, these notion are beyond
the scope of this thesis.
In Section 10.1 we will define presented associative n-categories, and discuss
a natural notion of morphisms (associated to such presentations). Based on this
we mention the conjectural relation with associative n-categories. Finally but
importantly, we discuss how to adjoin a generating morphisms to a categories which
will make use of the previously defined double cone construction.
In the short Section 10.2 we will state a correspondence of morphisms to manifold
diagrams, which (in a more general case) will be defined in that section.
In the remainder of the chapter we will then discuss examples of associative
n-categories for n = −1, 0, 1, 2 and 3. We will use these example to foreshadow
ideas of the next chapter (which will discuss n-groupoids). Namely, we will include
examples of (truncated) presentations of the 2-sphere S2.
10.1 Definition
We start with the following useful piece of notation (which reflects a minor technical
choice that we will make for simplicity).
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Notation 10.1.0.1 (Full profunctorial relation). Given two posets X and Y there is a
profunctorial relation RfullX,Y , called the full profunctorial relation between X and Y ,
defined by setting RfullX,Y (x, y) to be true for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .
We also introduce the useful notion of “namescope”.
Definition 10.1.0.2 (Namescope and realisation). A namescope N of dimension
n, where n ∈ { −1 } ∪ N ∪ {∞ }, is a list of sets N0,N1,N2, ... of length (n + 1).
Elements of Nk are called names or labels. Its k-truncated full realisation, for
1 ≤ k ≤ n+ 1, is given by the functor
ΓkN : k→ PRel
map i 7→ DisNi (cf. Remark 1.2.5.5), and (i → j) to RfullDisNi,DisNj (cf. Nota-
tion 10.1.0.1). Note that for m : m ⊂ k we have ΓkN m = ΓmN . We write ΓN = Γn+1N .
If g ∈ G(ΓN ) then (identifying g and g for total spaces of namescopes) there is k ≤ n
with g ∈ Nk. We write k = dim(g), which is called the dimension of the label g.
We now turn to the central definition of this chapter.
Definition 10.1.0.3 (Presented associative n-categories). A presented associative
n-category C is a namescope C of dimension (n+ 1) together with an assignment of
types. This means each g ∈ Cm gets assigned
JgK : 1→ SI/ dim(g)G(ΓC )
called its type, and which satisfies the following (set m = dim(g))
• Minimality around g: There is pg ∈ Gm(JgK), called the vertex point of JgK,
which satisfies UmJgK(pg) = g and
JgK = JgK /pg
• Correctness of dimension: pg is of region co-dimension m in JgK, that is (cf.
Construction 3.2.6.1)
rDimmJgK(pg) = m
• Well-typedness : For all p ∈ Gm(JgK) with UmJgK(p) = f and dim(f) = l, we have
[ JgK /pg ]m = Idm−lJfK
If n <∞ and m = n+ 1 (that is, g is a generating equality relation), then we also
add the following condition.
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• Proof irrelevance and invertibility of equalities : For any g, h ∈ Cn+1 we have
src◦(JhK) = src◦(JgK) and tgt◦(JhK) = tgt◦(JgK) ⇒ h = g
referred to as proof irrelevance of equality, and further there must be g−1 ∈ Cn+1
with
src◦(
q
g−1
y
) = tgt◦(JgK) and tgt◦(qg−1y) = src◦(JgK)
referred to as invertibility of equality.
Note that, if m = 0, then the above minimality condition implies JgK : 1→ G(ΓC )
has image g. In this case we usually write g in place of JgK.
Remark 10.1.0.4. We remark that this definition is well-founded in the sense that
conditions for each g ∈ Ci may only refer to f 6= g which live in Cj for j < i, i.e. f
of properly smaller dimension than g. More precisely, the typability condition forJgK refers to JfK where f is the label of some region in JgK. But by the minimality
condition we must have f ∈ G(ΓC )/g, and thus dim(f) < dim(g) or f = g (in the
latter case the typability condition is trivial). Practically speaking, this means that
presented associative n-categories can be build inductively by dimension as we will
see in later examples.
The data necessary for the definition of a presented associative n-category is
also called a presentation. We now consider the question of how to map between
presentations. The notion we define below is the simplest such notion of maps of
presentations. However, it will become useful for defining presentations by colimits
as discussed in the subsequent Remark 10.1.0.7. Note that our notion of maps of
presentations should generalise to some notion of functors, but is strictly more special
than the latter.
Definition 10.1.0.5 (Maps of presentations). Let C ,D be presented associative
n-categories. A map of presentations α : C → D is a bundle map α : piΓC → piΓD
such that for each g ∈ Ck we have
SI / kα JgK = Jα(g)K (10.1.0.6)
If α is injective we call it an inclusion of presentations. Note that α is determined
by its components α|k : Ck → Dk (cf. Notation 1.2.6.1) which are functions of sets.
Remark 10.1.0.7 (Colimits of presentations). Given a (possibly transfinite) sequence
of inclusions of presentations
C 0
α1
↪−→ C 1 α
2
↪−→ C 2 ↪→ ...
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we can form a presented associative n-category colim i(C i) such that the inclusions
of presentations α∞j : C
j ↪→ colim i(C i) have components α∞j
∣∣
k
: C jk ↪→ colim i(C i)k
defined as inclusions into a colimit taken in Setgiven by
C 0k
α1|
k
↪−−→ C 1k
α2|
k
↪−−→ C 2k ↪→ ...
For types, note that given g ∈ colim i(C i)k then g = α∞j (h) for some j and h. We
define JgK := SI / kα∞j JhK
which is well-defined and satisfies (10.1.0.6) for all α∞i since α
∞
i α
i = α∞i−1.
10.1.1 Morphism of a presented associative category
We now introduce a notion of morphisms associated to the presentations of the
previous section.
Definition 10.1.1.1 (Globular set of morphisms of presented associative n-categories).
Let C be a presented associative n-category. We define an (n+ 1)-truncated globular
set mor(C ) as follows. Elements D ∈ mor(C )m, 0 ≤ m ≤ (n+ 1), in degree m are
G(ΓC )-labelled m-cubes, that is D : 1→ SI/mG(ΓC ), satisfying the following conditions
• D is normalised
• D is globular
• D is well-typed: for all regions p ∈ Gm(D) with UmD(p) = g ∈ Ck we have
[D/p]m = Idm−kJgK
The source and target maps sm−1, tm−1 are defined by
sm−1D = src◦(D)
and
tm−1D = tgt◦(D)
To see this is well-defined we need to check that src◦(D) and tgt◦(D) are globular,
normalised and well-typed. The first two statements follow from Remark 7.2.2.2
and Remark 8.1.3.6. The last statement follows since both src◦(D) and tgt◦(D)
are subfamilies of U1D and since minimal neighbourhoods D/p are minimal (cf.
Theorem 6.3.3.1).
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Notation 10.1.1.2 ((−1)-morphisms). To facilitate inductive arguments later on, and
in accordance with Notation 8.1.3.2, we also define a set of “(−1)-morphisms” by
mor(C )−1 := ∅
The following construction formally points out the obvious fact that m-morphisms
can be defined only knowing about k-generators for k ≤ m.
Construction 10.1.1.3 (Restricting m-morphism labels). Let C be a presented
associative n-category. There is a natural correspondence of m-morphisms with
globular, normalised, “well-typed” G(ΓmC )-labelled m-cubes.
We have a base change (recall the notation m : m ⊂ (n + 2) from Nota-
tion 1.1.0.4)
ΓmC = ΓCm
which induces a map of total posets
G(m) : G(ΓmC ) ↪→ G(ΓC )
Let D ∈ mor(C )m as defined above. Then D being well-typed implies that for
any x ∈ Gm(D) we have UmD(x) ∈ Ck for k ≤ m. Thus, using Notation 7.4.2.1 we
find D factors as
D = SI /mG(m) G(m)∗D
The cube
G(m)∗D : 1→ SI/mG(ΓmC )
is globular and normalised.
We say that a globular, normalised D : 1→ SI/mG(ΓmC ) is well-typed if SI /
n
G(m) D
is well-typed. The latter is the case if and only if for all regions p ∈ Gm(D) with
UmD(p) = g ∈ Ck we have
[D/p]m = Idm−kG(m)∗JgK
Using label restriction by G(m)∗ and relabelling by SI/ nG(m), we thus find a 1-
to-1 correspondence of globular, normalised, well-typed D : 1 → SI/mG(ΓmC ) and
m-morphisms.
In other words, the definition of m-morphisms mor(C )m only depends on genera-
tors (and their types) of dimension k < m. We will make use of this fact in situations
when mor(C )m is needed but Ck (and JgK , g ∈ Ck) has only been defined for k ≤ m.
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10.1.2 Presentability conjectures
In this short section we discuss the relation of presented associative n-categories
with associative n-categories.
Construction 10.1.2.1 (n-quotients of globular sets). Let S be a globular set. We
define the globular n-quotient S∼≤n to be the n-truncated globular set with elements
(S∼≤n)i := Si
for i < n, and
(S∼≤n)n := coeq(sn, tn) (10.1.2.2)
In other words, (S∼≤n)n is the quotient of Sn by the equivalence relation generated by
g1 ∼ g2 iff ∃h ∈ Sn+1.snh = g1 ∧ tnh = g2.
Note that since both sn−1 and tn−1 coequalise (sn, tn) (of S) by the globularity
condition for S, we can now chose sn−1, tn−1 for S∼≤n to be the maps induced by
sn−1, tn−1 for S on the quotient (10.1.2.2). For i < n− 1 we further chose si for S∼≤n
to equal si from Si.
Conjecture 10.1.2.3 (Presented categories are categories). Given a presented
associative n-category C then mor(C )∼≤n naturally admits structure of an associative
n-categories (up to certain arbitrary choices for MC on homotopies).
Conjecture 10.1.2.4 (All categories are equivalent to a presented one). For any
reasonable notion of equivalence of associative n-categories, every associative n-
category is equivalent to a presented associative n-category.
10.1.3 Adjoining generators
The goal of this section is to give a construction of new presentations obtained by
adding, or “adjoining”, generators and relations to given presentations.
Recall Construction 7.4.2.2. Comparing with Definition 10.1.0.3 we observe that
types are double cones, that is,
JgK = rsrc◦JgK g−→ tgt◦JgKz
The following construction shows the converse. Given well-typed sources and targets,
we can define a well-typed type for a new generator using the double cone construction.
The crucial difficulty is to show that the double cone is well-typed, which we will do
in the following.
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Construction 10.1.3.1 (Adjoining a generating k-morphism). Let C be an pre-
sented associative n-category, let g be a new label, and assume x, y ∈ mor(C )k−1
for k < n, such that x and y have the same sources and targets. In this case we
define (C +x,y g), the category obtained by adjoining a generator g between x and y,
as follows. We set
(C +x,y g)i =
{
Ck ∪ { g } if i = k
Ck if i 6= k
There is a canonical injective bundle map α : piΓC ↪→ piΓC+x,yg . For all g ∈ (C +x,y g)i
with g 6= g types JgK are then inherited by types of generators g ∈ Ci in C such that
this inclusion becomes an inclusion of presentations, that is, such that (10.1.0.6) is
satisfied.
On the other hand, if g = g then we set
JgK = rx g−→ yz
As shown in Construction 7.4.1.2 this is globular and normalised. It also satisfies
minimality and correctness of dimension by Construction 7.4.2.2 as required in
Definition 10.1.0.3 for notation. It remains to verify JgK is well-typed, which we
prove as follows. Note that the proof is straight-forward albeit uses quite complex
notation.
Let p ∈ Gk(JgK) with p 6= pg, and set f = UkJgK(p) ∈ Cl. We need to show that
~ΛJgK /p : JgK /p ∗ Idk−lJfK
Let j ≥ 1 be minimal such that pj is a regular height. From this choice of j and
by inspecting Construction 7.4.1.2, we infer that U j−1(pj−1) = I1, and thus we have
either pj = 0 or pj = 2. We argue in the former case (the latter is similar, replacing
sources by targets in the following). Recall the embedding
restsUj−1JgK : src
j
 JgK U jJgK
By assumption on p we have p = restk−jsUj−1JgK (q) for some q ∈ G
k−j(srcj JgK). We define
Aj = Rj−1T j−1JgK ,IdsrcjJgK
and note that
θ : Aj  JgK
where θi = id for i < j and θi = resti−jsUj−1JgK otherwise.
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Note that by globularity and normalisation, srcj JgK is constant, namely we have
srcj JgK = constsrcj◦JgK. Thus there is an ordered collapse sequence
~µ : Aj  ∗ Idjsrcj◦JgK
where ~µi = id for i ≥ (j − 1) and ~µi : constI0 → U iJgK for i < (j − 1) (recall that I0 is
initial in SI).
Now, using minimality of ιpJgK we first find
ιpJgK = θιqAj
and in particular JgK /p = Aj/q
Next, setting r = (~S~µ)k(q) and using Remark 6.4.2.3 we find
(ιqAj)
∗~µ : Aj/q  ∗ (Idjsrcj◦JgK/r)
Finally, using well-typedness of srcj◦ JgK we find
(Idj
srcj◦JgK/r) ∗ Idj+(k−j)−lJfK
Combining these facts proves the statement that we set out to prove.
Construction 10.1.3.2 (Adjoining sets of generators). Let C be a presented asso-
ciative n-category. For i ∈ { 1, 2 } let gi be labels and let xi, yi ∈ mor(C )ki (ki < n)
such that xi and yi have the same source and target. Note that in this case the
previous construction yields
((C +x1,y1 g1) +x2,y2 g2) = ((C +x2,y2 g2) +x1,y1 g1)
Consequently, given a label set I and pairs (xg, yg), g ∈ I of kg-morphisms in C
(kg < n) such that xg and yg have the same source and target, then the colimit (cf.
Remark 10.1.0.7) of the possibly transfinite sequence
C ↪→ (C +xg1 ,yg1 g1) ↪→ ((C +xg1 ,yg1 g1) +xg2 ,yg2 g2) ↪→ . . .
is independent of any ordering g1, g2, ... of elements in I. We will denote this colimit
by
C +xg,yg { g ∈ I }
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Construction 10.1.3.3 (Adjoining generating equalities). The above two construc-
tions only concern the addition of generating morphisms. To adjoin a generating
equality we proceed similarly, but need to consider proof irrelevance and symmetry.
In particular, with the additional convention that all generating equalities of a
presented associative n-category C are of the form ex=y ∈ Cn+1 for x, y ∈ mor(C )n
we can give the following construction. Fix x, y ∈ mor(C )n with the same globular
source and target. Then C +x,y ex=y equals C if we already have ex=y ∈ C . Otherwise,
C +x,y ex=y is defined by
(C +x,y ex=y)i =
{
Ck ∪ { ex=y, ey=x } if i = n+ 1
Ck if i < n+ 1
The rest of the discussion is analogous to Construction 10.1.3.1 and Construc-
tion 10.1.3.2 can then be extended to adjoining sets of pairs of both morphisms and
equalities.
10.2 Untyped manifold diagrams
As discussed in the previous section, morphisms of an presented associative n-category
C are normalised, globular and well-typed SI/ nGΓC -families. For these families there
exists a representation as manifold diagrams which is very similar to the manifold
diagrams which we have already seen in our discussion of associative n-categories.
Recall the principles that where observed in Remark 8.2.4.2 (but change the tree
realisation JT K to a morphism D ∈ mor(C )n). We will now formalise these principles.
We remark that while by “manifold” we usually mean “smooth manifold” (cf.
Section I.7).
Notation 10.2.0.1 (The real unit interval). Denote by [0, 1] the closed unit interval
in R., and by ]0, 1[ the open unit interval in R. Denote by [0, 1]n the n-dimensional
cube. We further denote
pi[k] : [0, 1]
n → [0, 1]k
(x1, ..., xn) 7→ (xn−k+1, ..., xn)
which is the projection of of the n-dimensional cube to the last k coordinates.
Definition 10.2.0.2 (Untyped manifold diagrams). Let N be a namescope of
dimension ∞. An untyped n-manifold diagram M in the scope of N consists
of (finite) sets M0,M1, ....,Mn of open submanifolds of [0, 1]
n which disjointly
cover [0, 1]n, and which are identified with subsets of the name sets by injections
namekM : Mk ↪→ Nk. They further satisfy the following
(i) Dimension: f ∈Mk is an open manifold of dimension (n− k)
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(ii) Progressiveness : For f ∈Mk we have f ⊂]0, 1[k×[0, 1]n−k, and
pi[n−k] : f → [0, 1]n−k
is a submersion.
(iii) Recursive decomposition: For f ∈Mk and g ∈Ml we have
f ∩ g =
⋃
h⊂f∩g
h
Examples of manifold diagrams will be abundant in the following sections.
For completeness, we next consider the question of when two manifold diagrams
should be regarded as equivalent. We first define an appropriate notion of equivalence
of the n-cube.
Definition 10.2.0.3 (Direction-preserving cube deformations). The definition is
inductive. A direction-preserving 1-cube deformation is a homeomorphism : [0, 1]→
[0, 1] such that Ψ(0) = 0 and Ψ(1) = 1. Note that direction-preserving 1-cube defor-
mations form a space Deform1 ⊂ Func([0, 1], [0, 1]) (with compact-open topology).
A direction-preserving n-cube deformation is a continuous map Ψ : [0, 1]n → [0, 1]n,
such that
Ψ(x1, x2, ..., xn−1, xn) = (Ψ−→(xn)(x1, x2, ..., xn−1),Ψ(xn))
where Ψ−→ : [0, 1]→ Deform
n−1 is continuous map into direction-preserving (n−1)-cube
deformations, and Ψ is a direction-preserving 1-cube deformation. Note that direction-
preserving n-cube deformations form a space Deformn ⊂ Func([0, 1]n, [0, 1]n).
A direction-preserving deformation is called smooth if its mapping of the n-cube
is smooth.
Definition 10.2.0.4 (Deformation equivalence of manifold diagrams). Let M and
N be n-manifold diagrams in the scope of N . Then M is deformation equivalent to
N if
(i) For all k = 1, ..., n we have im(namekM) = im(name
k
N) ⊂ Nk
(ii) There is a smooth deformation Ψ ∈ Deformn, such that whenever namekM(f) =
namekN(g) then
Ψ(f) = g ⊂ [0, 1]n
Now we discuss the conjectural correspondence of manifold diagrams and mor-
phisms. Recall that in Section S.1.6 we gave a translation of labelled singular n-cubes
to colored n-cubes, that is a mapping{
SI/ kC -cubes
}
→ { colored k-cubes } (10.2.0.5)
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The following conjecture restricts the codomain of this mapping to manifold dia-
grams (which are special colored cubes), composes with the quotient by deformation
equivalence, and restricts the domain to a special class of “representatives” which
makes the mapping injective.
Conjecture 10.2.0.6 (Correspondence of morphisms and manifold diagrams). Let
C be a presented associative n-category. The mapping (10.2.0.5) descents to an
injection of sets
mor(C )k → { k-manifold diagrams in the scope C }
deformation equivalence
Note that the image of the mapping in the preceding conjecture should describe
exactly typed and finite manifold diagrams, which will be special cases of untyped
manifold diagrams.
The main reason for introducing untyped manifold diagrams (without even
attempting to prove the preceding conjecture) is their usefulness in depicting mor-
phisms. Representing morphisms as manifold diagrams is often much more readable
than writing out their algebraic data. Another reason for their introduction is the
role these diagrams play when translating CW-complexes into presented associative
n-groupoids in Section 11.3.
In the following section we discuss presented associative n-categories in low
dimension, and will give various examples of manifold diagrams lying in the image
of the above injection.
10.3 Presented associative (−1)- and 0-categories
Presented associative (−1)-categories consist of a single set C0 which by proof irrele-
vance can be either empty or contain a single element. Thus, presented associative
(−1)-categories correspond to truth values.
Presented associative 0-categories consist of a set C0 (of objects) and a set C1
(of generating equalities). Consider for instance the sets
Then G(ΓC ) is then poset of the form
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To define an assignment of types in dimension 0, each x ∈ C0 needs an associated
0-dimensional family JxK. Concretely, identifying labels and colors correctly, we
define
These are the unique choices of 0-types satisfying minimality as required in Defini-
tion 10.1.0.3.
To complete the definition of the assignment of types we further need to give, for
every x ∈ C1, an associated 1-dimensional family JxK. Due to minimality, this must
in fact be of the form of a terminal 1-cube. For our example we set
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Note that for instance the following would have been an invalid choice
as this doesn’t satisfy the minimality condition.
Correctness of dimensions can be seen to hold in the above definitions. The
typability condition is trivial in this dimension, for instance, for p = (0, 0) ∈ G1(JgK)
we find
as required for typability. Further, note that our choice of generating relations
f, g ∈ C1 satisfies the symmetry and and proof irrelevance conditions.
Elements in mor(C )1 (cf. Definition 10.1.1.1) are of the form
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Using Construction 10.1.2.1, mor(C )1 induces a relation on the set mor(C )0 = C0,
by relating its source and target of each elements x ∈ mor(C )1 by
s0x ≤ t0x
The relation given by all elements in mor(C )1 is transitive due to .11 composition,
it is symmetric by the symmetry assumption on the generating relations and it is
reflexive since mor(C )1 also contained identity families. It can thus be understood
as an equality relation. The same interpretation will also apply in higher dimensions.
Thus, a presented associative 0-category is a set C0 = mor(C )0 with an equality
relation induced by mor(C )1. Such a set with equality relation is also called a setoid
in the literature. Note that the set resulting from quotienting C0 by the equality
relation induced by mor(C )1 precisely gives (mor(C )∼≤0)0. For our specific example
above this is the set { [a], c, d } where [a] is the equivalence class containing { a, b }.
10.4 Presented associative 1-categories
Presented associative 1-categories consist of a set C0 (of objects), a set C1 (of
generating 1-morphisms), and a set C2 (of generating equalities between 1-morphisms)
together with an assignment of types. For instance consider C with objects
In this case G(ΓC ) takes the form
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For the assignment of types, for each x ∈ Cm we need to define JxK. For m = 0, JaK
is defined as before (the functor from 1→ G(ΓC ) mapping 0 to a). For m > 0, we
will depict both the SI/mG(ΓC )-family (on the left) as well as its associated manifold
diagram (on the right). We make the following definition.
and
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Recall these need to satisfy the minimality, dimensionality and typability condition.
The first two are easily checked, for the last we give the following example in the
case of JtK and ((0, 2), 3) ∈ G2(JtK).
In terms of manifold diagrams, this type check can be understood as looking at the
neighbourhood (marked in blue) of the red wire, and checking that it is consisted
with the given type of the red wire:
Similar to the case of 0-categories, we interpret 2-dimensional (normalised, globular,
typed) families in C (that is, elements of mor(C )2) as equality relations on the
set of 1-dimensional (normalised, globular, typed) families in C . Namely, each
A ∈ mor(C )2 gives a relation
src◦(A)→ tgt◦(A)
By the symmetry condition we now this is an equivalence relation (it is transitive
by .22 composition as before). Quotienting the set of mor(C )1 by this relation gives
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(mor(C )∼≤1)1. As an example, the family JtK ∈ mor(C )2 witnesses the equality
src◦ JtK = tgt◦ JtK
which using manifold diagrams can be expressed
Similarly, we have the equalities
some of which are witnessed for instance by the following elements of mor(C )2
For these families (represented by the above manifold diagrams) to be elements
of mor(C )2, they need to be normalised, globular and well-typed. We leave the
verification of these conditions to the reader, but illustrate the typability condition
as before using manifold diagrams in the two following special cases
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In general, a presented associative 1-category is a free category, with objects C0,
generating morphisms C1 and generating equality relations C2 between morphisms.
As a category, its morphism set is given by (mor(C )∼≤1)1. For our specific example
of C above, we compute C to be the free commutative monoid on two generators
(that is, N× N).
10.5 Presented associative 2-categories
Presented associative 2-categories consist of a set C0 (of objects), a set C1 (of
generating 1-morphisms), a set C2 (of generating 2-morphisms), and a set C3 (of
generating equalities between 2-morphisms) together with an assignment of types.
For instance, consider C with objects
in particular, note that here we chose C1 = ∅. We also depicted the poset G(ΓC ) by
its generating arrows (in gray).
We give the assignment of types in dimension 2 as follows
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Here, the family data is defined on the left, and its associated manifold diagram is
given on the right. Similarly, we define the the assignment of types in dimension 3
by setting
and further (only depicting the manifold diagram and omitting family data)
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As before elements of mor(C )3 (cf. Definition 10.1.1.1) give an equivalence relation
on mor(C )2 by relating their sources and targets. However, unlike before mor(C )3
not only contains composites of generating relations, but it now also contains
“homotopies”. For instance, the following is a valid element D of mor(C )3
To see this we need to check typability. Consider for instance the following minimal
neighbourhood (note that the small cube on the right is supposed to only intersect
the red wire, but not the blue one)
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Using a 2-level collapse which collapses the singular heights circled in black in G2(D)
and then a 1-level collapse which collapses the singular height circled in black in
G1(D) we find this subfamily collapses to
as required for typability. We will call D an interchanger homotopy. The equality
relation that D gives, permutes the order of d and d−1. There are similar homotopies
permuting more copies of d and d−1. We obtain equalities such as
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On the other hand, the generating relations (that is, elements of C3), which allow to
“cancel” adjacent occurrences of α and β, and yield equalities such as
Recall (mor(C )∼≤2)2 is mor(C )2 quotiented by the relation relating sources and targets
of elements in mor(C )3 (cf. Construction 10.1.2.1). We find that (mor(C )∼≤2)2 is
given by
Using .12 composition this set (mor(C )
∼
≤2)2 obtains algebraic structure, which can be
seen to be isomorphic to (Z,+). It is no coincidence that this is the structure of the
second homotopy group of the 2-sphere S2
pi2(S
2) = Z
In fact, our category C is a representation of the 2-truncated homotopy type of S2.
We will learn about its 3-truncation in the next dimension.
10.6 Presented associative 3-categories
Presented associative 3-categories consist of a set C0 (of objects), for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, a set
Ci (of generating i-morphisms), a set C2 (of generating 2-morphisms), and a set C4
(of generating equalities between 3-morphisms). Consider for instance the following
choice of Ci
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Here, the indices σ ans i range over σ ∈ {+,− } and i ∈ { 1,−1 } respectively
(thus, C4 contains a total of 16 elements). We also depicted the poset G(ΓC ) by its
generating arrows (in gray).
The assignment of types for C in dimension 0,1,2 and 3 is the same as for our
example in dimension 2. It remains to assign types for the elements of C4. The
type of u+,1 is given by the following 4-dimensional family (a manifold diagram
representation is given after the formal definition below)
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Using manifold diagrams, this can be represented as follows
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Geometrically speaking, along the left arrow the purple and green points converge
closer and closer together until they meet in the light blue point as represented in
the middle picture.Ju−,1K is defined by the same type, but with blue and red colors interchanged
(note that this also switches purple to turquoise and green to yellow). Juσ,−1K is the
“inverse” of Juσ,1K, and is defined by “reading Juσ,1K from right to left” (formally, this
can be achieved by using the automorphism I1 → I1 that maps 0 7→ 2, 1 7→ 1, 2 7→ 0,
and precomposing U1Juσ,1K with it).
Similarly, Jv+,1K is defined by
and Jv−,1K is obtained by exchanging blue and red colors. Jvσ,−1K are the inverses ofJvσ,1K as before.
We remark that the types of uσ,i and vσ,i are usually referred to as “snake
singularities” and this is usually a 3-dimensional singularity whereas here we meet
the snake in dimension 4. The fact that the singularity already lives in dimension 3
can be seen by looking at the 3-level total poset of the above tower of SI-families.
More formally, in the next chapter we will see the snake to be just one of many
singularities in the “theory of an invertible 1-morphism” TI, where it will appear
as 3-dimensional singularity. We will then understand, that the reason why the
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snake appears in dimension 4 here, is that we applied the theory of invertibility to a
2-morphism d.
Importantly, we will now see that the snake in dimension 4 is more interesting than
the snake in dimension 3: it will allow for interesting interactions with homotopies
such as the interchange. For instance, we have a 4-dimensional cube
Next, we assign x+,1 the type Jx+,1K given by the 4-dimensional manifold diagram
Geometrically, along the left arrow the two arcs converge until they touch at their
higher (purple) point and lowest (yellow) point. Along the right arrow, two identities
converge closer and closer together until they touch. This type is also known as a
“crotch singularity” (and as the snake singularity it can already live in dimension 3).
Formally, this is given by the following data
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As before Jx−,1K is obtained from Jx+,1K by exchanging red and blue colors, and Jxσ,−1K
is obtained as the inverse of Jxσ,1K (the latter two are called “saddle singularities”).
Finally, the type Jy+,1K is given by
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and Jy−,1K is obtained from Jy+,1K by exchanging red and blue colors, and Jyσ,−1K is
obtained as the inverse of Jyσ,1K. These singularities are called “birth of circle” and
“death of circle” singularities.
To better understand the presentable associative 3-category defined by the above
assignments, we will now discuss the set (mor(C )∼≤3)3 (cf. Construction 10.1.2.1 and
Definition 10.1.1.1). We first discuss the following “chain of elements in mor(C )4”
which will induce a chain of equalities on elements in mor(C )3. We start with
The closed shape on the left we will called the “closed over-braid”. Going from left
to right we deform the closed over-braid by applying two snake equations to it. Next
consider
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In each of the above we are “interchange” the heights of 3-morphisms using (simul-
taneous) interchangers. Now we can apply (as previously discussed) two snakes in
the middle of the last 3-cube as follows
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The chain of equations of the above elements of mor(C )4 (which can also be .41-
whiskered into a single element) allows as to derive that
Further using the saddle singularity we find
Combining these results we find the equation
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A fully analogous argument allows us to derive that
Note that here in the left singular 3-cube the closed braid on the bottom is an
under-braid and not an over-braid. Now we also have the singular 4-cube
And (using the type of y+,1) this means we have the equality
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The closed over- and under-braid thus behave like 1 and −1 in the additive group Z
if we identity Z with singular 3-cubes as follows.
Here additive structure is given by .13 composition. In fact, any element in
C (Id2JaK, Id2JaK) ⊂ mor(C )3
(which denotes the set of 3-morphisms with source and target equalling Id2JaK up to
equivalence) can be shown to be homotopic to one of the above elements, and thus
we state
C (Id2JaK, Id2JaK) ∼= Z
As we will understand later on, the chosen C was a 3-truncated representation of
the homotopy type of S2, and C (Id2JaK, Id2JaK) represent homotopy classes of maps
D3 → S2 such that the boundary ∂D3 lands in the basepoint a. In other words, the
above equality states that
Z ∼= pi3(S2)
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Chapter 11
Presented associative n-groupoids
In Section 10.6 we saw a presented associative 3-category which we claimed modelled
the homotopy 3-type of the 2-sphere S2. In this chapter we will understand that
the “actual generators” of our categorical presentation of S2 are in fact only those
living in dimensions 0 and 2, and that these correspond to the standard presentation
of S2 as a CW-complex (consisting of a point and a disk). All higher dimensional
generators that were defined in Section 10.6 (such as the cup, cap, snake, saddle,
crotch, death and birth of the circle in dimension 3 and 4) can in fact be regarded
merely as witnesses of “coherent” invertibility of these actual generators of S2.
The goal of this chapter is to sketch the more general story. This connects the clas-
sical theory of CW-complexes and presented associative n-categories. More precisely,
we will show that presented associative n-categories have a natural specialisation
to presented associative n-groupoids. We will illustrate that the latter is naturally
related to the structure of CW-complexes by a one-to-one translation of generators.
In Section 11.1, we will discuss the theory of invertibility (which could also be called
coherent invertibility as it strongly refines the usual notion of invertibility). Using
this theory we will then define general invertible elements and how to adjoin them to
existing n-categories. This will lay the foundation for defining presented associative
n-groupoids in Section 11.2. Finally, in Section 11.3 we discuss the translation of
CW-complexes into groupoids (based on our observations, the other direction will in
fact be much simpler and does not require discussion). This section will be a mere
sketch of the claimed translation. Nonetheless it showcases some of the most elegant
aspects of the theory of higher categories that were build in this thesis, and the
presented ideas are concrete enough to perform a range of interesting computations.
11.1 Theory of invertibility
In order to understand general invertible elements, we will need to understand the
“theory of invertibility”, which (together with its n-truncations) is described by the
following associative higher category.
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Construction 11.1.0.1 (Theory of invertibility). The theory of n-invertibility TIn
is a presented associative n-category which should be understood as the prototypical
presented associative n-category with an invertible 1-morphism. The construction of
TIn is by induction. TIn0 contains two objects called − and +
TIn0 = { −,+ }
Now let 0 < k ≤ n + 1 and, inductively assume TInm (and thus mor(TIn)m by
Construction 10.1.1.3) to be defined for m < k. TInk is then defined as follows. Let
S, T ∈ mor(TIn)k−1, S 6= T , such that globular sources and targets of S, T coincide.
Using Construction 7.4.2.2, define D := JS → T K. If we have
(i) (UnD)−1(x) is non-empty for x ∈ { −,+ }
(ii) (UnD)−1(x) is connected for x ∈ { −,+ }
then we define TInk to contain an element
cS≡T ∈ TInk
called the minimal k-framed (k − 1)-cobordism between S and T .
To complete the definition of TIn we also need to assign types. For this we set
JcS≡T K = rS cS≡T−−−→ Tz (11.1.0.2)
where the right hand side is defined using Construction 7.4.2.2. The latter construc-
tion (together with the argument in Construction 10.1.3.1) implies that this satisfies
the conditions for types in Definition 10.1.0.3.
For k = n+ 1, we also note that cS≡T ∈ TInk is determined by its type (and thus
by its source and target), and that cS≡T ∈ TInk implies cT≡S ∈ TInk . The former
gives proof-irrelevance, the latter gives symmetry as required in Definition 10.1.0.3
of a presented associative n-category.
Notation 11.1.0.3. We usually denote TI∞ by just TI.
11.1.1 Combinatorial cobordisms: morphisms of TI
We now discuss morphisms of TI. The elements of mor(TI)k are called ((k + 1)-
framed) combinatorial k-cobordisms. We will comment on the notion of framing later
on in this chapter. For now, we give examples of types and morphisms of TI in low
dimensions.
(i) 1-morphisms : TI1 has two elements, namely c−≡+ and c+≡−, whose types are
given by
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Note that we cannot have generating 1-morphism whose source and target are
both + (or both −) as this would contradict the non-emptiness condition in
Construction 11.1.0.1. General 1-morphisms mor(TI)1 are then composites of
these two generating 1-morphisms.
(ii) 2-morphisms : TI2 has four elements, namely
cJc−≡+K.11Jc+≡−K≡Id−
cJc+≡−K.11Jc−≡+K≡Id+
cId+≡Jc+≡−K.11Jc−≡+K
cId−≡Jc−≡+K.11Jc+≡−K
whose types are of the form
Types in the upper row are called cap singularities (or “caps” for short) and
types in the lower row are called cup singularities (or “cups” for short).
General 2-morphisms in mor(TI)2 are obtained as globular, normalised well-
typed 2-cubes labelled by the above generators.
Note that we cannot have generating 2-morphisms of any different form. For
instance the following are impossible types of generators
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In each case the connectedness condition from Construction 11.1.0.1 is not
satisfies.
(iii) n-morphisms: TIn has infinitely many elements for n ≥ 3. For instance, for
n = 3, the easiest elements of TI3 have types of the forms such as
(called snake singularities) and
(called saddle/crotch and circle death/birth singularities). Note that in each
case the 3-cube is split into two non-empty connected components labelled by
− and + respectively, as required in the definition of TI.
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The shared feature across the above singularities is that they are “binary”.
That is, each of them relates two generators of co-dimension 1 in their input
(or their output). However, TI contains more complicated singularities than
these, and based on this it would be be reasonable to call TI the unbiased
theory of invertibility. For instance, it also includes generating 3-morphisms of
the following types
The type on the left has a total of three cups and caps in its output, while the
type on the right has one cup in both its input and its output (also note that
lines in gray are only meant as visual aids). We remark that the distinction
between “biased” and “unbiased” presentations of TI is something that has
not been made precise, and should be understood in rough analogy with how
these terms are usually used (cf. [25]).
Remark 11.1.1.1 (Finite presentations of the cobordism category). Importantly,
the above two types can be represented by (that is, they are homotopic to)
morphisms composed of the snake, saddle and crotch singularities. In fact
a “finite” collection of singularities can represent any other singularity in
dimension 3. A discussion of this can be found in [35]. It is expected to hold
true for general dimension n, but it is not entirely clear whether a canonical
finite choice can be made at all. In contrast, TI is determined by simple
principles. This is why it will be convenient to work with the unbiased (albeit
infinite) TI.
The following types for generating 3-morphisms are not allowed
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In both case the connectedness condition from Construction 11.1.0.1 is not
satisfied.
Morphisms mor(TI)3 and mor(TI)n are globular normalised well-typed n-
cubes labelled by the generators of TI. For instance, 3-morphisms can be of
the form
Here we depicted the manifolds obtained as the union of all submanifolds
labelled by some cS≡T (thus we exclude only the regions labelled by + and
− from the union). The resulting pictures of manifolds justify calling the
morphisms of TI “combinatorial cobordism”.
We emphasize, that the combinatorial structure of manifold diagrams gives a
fine-grained classification of these manifolds. This classification has the flavour
of Morse theory, or Cerf Theory (cf. [15], [12]), which studies singularities of
(Morse) functions on manifolds. To illustrate this, as a final example consider
the following generating 4-morphism in TI4, whose source and target are
(combinatorially) distinct surfaces
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The 3-morphism on the left contains two snake singularities, while the 3-
morphism on the right is the identity on a cap. This 4-generator is in fact
known as the swallowtail singularity [42]. The surfaces only differ by the types
of singularities of their “height function” in direction 2, which are marked in
black in the interior of the 3-cube.
Next we make the observation that all morphisms of TI can be labelled in a sub-
poset of G(ΓTI). This is an important technical observation for later constructions.
A similar observation can in fact be made for any presented associative n-category.
Construction 11.1.1.2 (Reduced labelling set of invertibility theory). Define the
reduced TIk labelling set T˜Ik to be the subposet of G(ΓTIk) with the same objects
as G(ΓTIk), and the following morphisms: given b ∈ TIki and c ∈ TIkj , then
(b→ c) ∈ mor(T˜Ik) ⇐⇒ b ∈ im(U jJcK) ⊂ G(ΓTIk)
Thus (b→ c) and b 6= c in particular imply i < j making T˜Ik a subposet of G(ΓTIk)
as claimed.
Note that by well-typedness of D ∈ mor(TI)l, l ≤ k, this implies that (cf.
Notation 7.4.2.1)
(T˜Ik)∗D : 1→ SI/ l
T˜Ik
exists. In other words, the labelling of any l-morphism in TI factors through a
reduced TIk labelling set.
We will use this factorisation in the next section.
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11.1.2 Adjoining invertible generators
We now discuss how to adjoin an invertible generator to a presented associative
n-category C . The construction will be inductive, and use two auxiliary maps inv and
i˜nv. These maps translate morphisms respectively labels from TI into the category
obtained after adjoining the new generator to C (more precisely, i˜nv translates labels
to certain fibers in types, according to the dimension of the new generator).
Construction 11.1.2.1 (Freely adjoining an invertible generator). Let C be an
associative n-category. Let g be a new label (cf. Remark 1.1.0.3), and x, y ∈ mor(C )m,
m < n, such that JxK and JyK have the same globular source and target. We want
to define the category C +∼x,y g obtained from C by freely adjoining an invertible
element g between x and y. We will define C +∼x,y g and its types inductively.
First, for k > 0, we define (note that in the following, cgS≡T is nothing but the
name of a new element, cf. Remark 1.1.0.3)
TIgk = { cgS≡T | cS≡T ∈ TIk }
We extend this to non-positive indices by setting TIgk = ∅ for −∞ < k ≤ 0. We then
set (for 0 ≤ l ≤ n+ 1)
(C +∼x,y g)l = Cl ∪TIgl−m
Types for g ∈ Cl ⊂ (C +∼x,y g)l are given by types of C . We will inductively define
the remaining types together with a function
invgk : mor(TI)k → mor(C +∼x,y g)k+m
and a functor
i˜nv
g
k : T˜I
k → SI/mG(Γk+mC+∼x,yg))
which for k > 0, D ∈ mor(TI)k, satisfy the following
(i) Compatibility with sources and targets :
invgk−1(src◦(D)) = src◦(inv
g
k(D)) (11.1.2.2)
invgk−1(tgt◦(D)) = tgt◦(inv
g
k(D))
(ii) Compatibility with (k-truncated) towers:
T kD = T kinvgk(D) (11.1.2.3)
(iii) Compatibility with (k-level) labelling :
i˜nv
g
kUkD = Ukinvgk(D) (11.1.2.4)
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(iv) For each b ∈ T˜Ikl , the l-cube with image i˜nv
g
k(b) is globular and normalised.
We remark that, using Notation 7.4.2.1, conditions (ii) and (iii) can be summarised
as
SI / k
i˜nv
g
k
D = invgk(D)
In the base case of k = 0 we define
invgk(−) = i˜nv
g
k(−) = x
invgk(+) = i˜nv
g
k(+) = y
This trivially satisfies all inductive hypothesis.
For k > 0, inductively assume that invgl and types of elements in TI
g
l have been
defined for l < k. For g = cgS≡T ∈ TIgk we define its type by
JgK := rinvgk(S) g−→ invgk(T )z
Writing c = cS≡T , we first set
invgk(JcK) := JgK
By Construction 7.4.2.2 we know this is normalised and globular. From Construc-
tion 10.1.3.1 we know that this is well-typed. Thus JgK ∈ mor(C +∼x,y g)k+m as
required. We further set (for the notation pg see Definition 10.1.0.3)
i˜nv
g
k(c) := UkJgK∆pkg
We check this is normalised and globular. Normalisation follows from Remark 7.4.1.3
together with the inductive argument of Construction 7.4.1.2. Globularity follows
since subfamilies (in particular those obtained by restrictions, cf. Construction 6.1.3.1)
inherit globularity.
We next verify the other inductive conditions for these definitions. Compar-
ing (11.1.0.2) to the definition of JgK we observe that (11.1.2.2) and (11.1.2.3) are
satisfied. To see that (11.1.2.4) holds recall that Construction 7.4.2.2 refers to Con-
struction 7.4.1.2 which defines Jinvgk(S)→ invgk(T )K in (k +m− 1) inductive steps.
Unpacking the first (k − 1) steps, and using (11.1.2.4) inductively for S and T , we
find that for any (p→ q) ∈ Gk(JcK) = Gk(JgK) with q 6= pkg we have
UkJgK(p→ q) = i˜nvgk−1UkJcK(p→ q)
Unpacking the last m steps, then for any p, q ∈ Gk(JcK) = Gk(JgK) with UkJcK(p) =
UkJcK(q) = b ∈ TIl we have fb such that
UkJgK(q → pkg) = fb = UkJgK(p→ pkg)
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We then define for b ∈ TIl, b′ ∈ TIj, j ≤ l < k and b′ → b
i˜nv
g
k(b
′ → b) := i˜nvgk−1(b′ → b)
i˜nv
g
k(b→ c) := fb
which implies (11.1.2.4) for JgK as required. This completes the definition of i˜nvgk
(after repeating the above for any g = cgS≡T ∈ TIgk). Note that functoriality
follows from functoriality of UkJgK. The above also defines invgk on the image ofJ−K : TIk → mor(TI)k such that all inductive conditions are satisfied.
It remains to define invgk on general morphisms. Let D ∈ mor(TI)k be an
arbitrary k-morphisms in TI. We define C := invgk(D) by setting
C = RkT D,i˜nvgkUkD
This satisfies (11.1.2.2) (11.1.2.3) and (11.1.2.4) (the first of these conditions follows
by using the last inductively). It remains to show that C is normalised, globular and
well-typed. In other words, we need to check that
C ∈ mor(C +∼x,y g)m+k
The proof is straight-forward and detailed below.
(i) Normalisation: By contradiction, assume C is not normalised and that an
l-collapse applies to it, λ : C  l B. We argue in the following cases
(a) If l ≤ k, then
UkC = UkB(~S
λ
)k
By (11.1.2.4) we find factorisation through some F as
UkD = F (~S
λ
)k
which together with (11.1.2.3) implies
~Sλ : D → RkT D,F
This contradicts D being normalised.
(b) If l > k, then there is x ∈ Gl−1(C) such that λx 6= id. Let xk ∈ Gk(D) =
Gk(C) be its projection to level k. Set b = UkD(xk) ∈ TIl. Then
UkC∆xk = ∆invgl (b)
is a subbundle of UkC , which is normalised and globular by the properties
of i˜nv
g
l , l ≤ k. However, by choice of x, λ induces a non-trivial (l−k)-level
collapse which yields a contradiction.
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(ii) Globularity : Assume (x → y) ∈ reg(Gl(C)). We need to show U lC∆x→y
normalises to the constant functor (in fact, by normalisation of C we can just
require it to be constant from the beginning). We argue in the following cases.
(a) If l ≥ k, then consider the projection to level k, (xk → yk) ∈ Gk(D) =
Gk(C). Setting b = UkD(yk) ∈ TIl, using well-typedness of D we find
~λD/yk : D/y
k  ∗ Idk−lJbK
the components of this collapse (padded by m identity collapses in di-
mension m,m− 1, ..., k + 1), induce a collapse
~µ : Cyk  ∗ Idk−linvgl JbK
where the left-hand side is the subcube
θyk : Cyk  C
given by θi
yk
= (ιy
k
D )
i for i ≤ k and θi
yk
= resti−k
(ιpD)
k for i ≥ k. Now, Idk−linvgkJbK
is globular and thus by Theorem 7.3.2.1 so is Cyk . By choice of y
k this
implies U lC∆x→y normalises to the constant functor as required.
(b) If l < k, then by globularity of D we have
~λ : U lD∆x→y  ∗ const
and as before by (11.1.2.4) this induces
~µ : U lC∆x→y  ∗ const
as required.
(iii) Well-typedness: Let p ∈ Gk+m(C), and set b = UkD(pk) ∈ TIl. Using the
definition of θp in the previous item (replacing y
k with p), we find
Cp  ∗ Idk−linvgl JbK
Note that C/p is a subbundle of Cp by minimality, and thus collapses to a
minimal sub-bundle of Idk−l
invgl JbK. But since invgl JbK is well-typed, Idk−linvgl JbK is
well-typed too. From this well-typedness of C follows.
This completes the inductive construction of C +∼x,y g.
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Construction 11.1.2.5 (Adjoining sets of invertible generators). Analogous to
Construction 10.1.3.2 we can adjoin sets of invertible generators. That is, given a
label set I and pairs (xg, yg), g ∈ I of kg-morphisms in C (kg < n) such that xg and
yg have the same source and target, then (for any ordering g1, g2, ... of I) the colimit
(cf. Remark 10.1.0.7) of the possibly transfinite sequence
C ↪→ (C +∼xg1 ,yg1 g1) ↪→ ((C +
∼
xg1 ,yg1
g1) +
∼
xg2 ,yg2
g2) ↪→ . . .
will be denoted by
C +∼xg,yg { g ∈ I }
Notation 11.1.2.6 (Invertible generators). We usually write g for cg−≡+ and g
−1 for
cg+≡−.
Example 11.1.2.7 (Adjoining an invertible generator). Let C be the presented
associative n-category with C0 = { a } and C1 = { f } (in particular, the source and
target of JfK must be a). Then presented associative n-category
D := (C +∼JfK,JfK.11JfK g)
obtained by adjoining an invertible generator g between JfK and JfK .11 JfK, has the
following generating morphisms. In dimension 0 and 1 the presentations coincide,
that is, D0 = C0 and D1 = C1. D2 contains two elements, g and g−1 which have
types
These correspond to the two elements in TI1. Similarly, D3 has four elements with
types
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These correspond to the four cups and caps in TI2 which we previously discussed.
More generally, Dk with have elements that correspond to the elements of TIk−1.
11.2 Definition
We are now ready to give the definition of presented associative n-groupoids.
Construction 11.2.0.1 (Presented associative n-groupoids). A presented associa-
tive n-groupoid X is a presented associative n-category inductively constructed as
follows. In the base case, we define X (0) to be the “discrete” presented associative
n-category with generators X (0)0 = X
0 for some set X 0 called the set of 0-cells.
In the kth step (1 ≤ k ≤ n), we then require a set X k called the set of k-cells,
together with morphisms sc, tc ∈ mor(X (k−1))k−1 for each c ∈X k, such that sc and
tc agree on their sources and targets. We then inductively define
X (k) = X (k−1) +∼sc,tc
{
c ∈X k }
Finally, if n <∞ we set X = X (n) and otherwise define X as the colimit
X (0) ↪→X (1) ↪→X (2) ↪→ . . .
Examples 11.2.0.2 (Groupoids).
(i) Our previous example of a presented associative 2-category C in Section 10.5
is also a presented associative 2-groupoid: it is obtained by adjoining a single
invertible 2-generator d between Ida and Ida, the identity on the single gen-
erating 0-morphism in C0 = { a }. The elements of C3 are cups and caps for
d.
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(ii) Our previous examples of a presented associative 3-category C in Section 10.5
is not an example of a presented associative 3-groupoid, since C4 only includes
a “biased” selection of cobordisms generators for the invertibility of d (see
Remark 11.1.1.1 for further discussion). Namely, it contains only the snake,
saddle/crotch and circle death/birth singularities. Other singularities of (the
infinitely many) singularities in TI3 have not been added to C4.
11.3 Connection to CW complexes
In this final section, we turn our attention towards classical conceptions of space, and
investigate their relation to our algebraic model of presented associative∞-groupoids
(and ∞-categories). As it turns out, this relation will be phrasable in elementary
terms, and provide insights about classical analogues to the algebraic constructions
in this thesis. To pre-face this section, we re-iterate our warning that, as we now
enter the realm of (set-theoretical) geometry and topology our arguments will often
not be fully rigorous.
As a concrete model of spaces we choose CW-complexes, and we sketch a trans-
lation of CW-complexes into associative n-groupoids. The central tool in this
translation will be a generalisation of the so-called Thom-Pontryagin construction,
which (in both its classical and generalised form) we discuss first.
11.3.1 Generalised Thom-Pontryagin construction
The goal of this section is to sketch the generalised Thom-Pontryagin construction,
which will play a crucial role in translating CW-complexes into groupoids. We recall
the following.
Definition 11.3.1.1 (Framed manifolds and cobordism). Let Y be a (n+k)-manifold.
A closed k-submanifold M ⊂ Y together with a trivialisation M of the normal bundle
N(M), that is, a bundle isomorphism
M : M × Rn ∼= N(M)
is called (n+ k)-framed (in Y ). If Y = Rn+k then this in particular implies that the
stabilisation T (M)⊕ Rn of the tangent bundle can be trivialised.
A cobordism C : M ≡ N between (n+ k)-framed k-manifolds M,N (in Y ) is a
(n+ k + 1)-framed (k + 1)-manifold C ⊂ [0, 1]× Y (in R× Y ) such that firstly
∂C =
(
{ 0 } ×M
)
unionsq
(
{ 1 } ×N
)
where unionsq denotes the disjoint union, and secondly, the framing of M and N can
be recovered from the framing of C by restriction to { 0 } × Y ∼= Y respectively
{ 1 } × Y ∼= Y .
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Cobordism induces an equivalence relation on the set of (n+k)-framed k-manifolds
in Y . Quotienting by this relation gives the set Ωfrk (Y ).
We now briefly recall the basic idea of the Thom-Pontryagin construction (see
[29]). To differentiate this construction from subsequent ideas, we will also refer to
it as based Thom-Pontryagin construction.
Construction 11.3.1.2 (Based Thom-Pontryagin construction). Let Sm be the
m-sphere. The Thom-Pontryagin construction establishes a bijection
pin+k(S
n) ∼= Ωfrk (Rn+k)
We will describe the mapping from left to right. Let x ∈ pin+k(Sn) be represented
by f : Sn+k → Sn. Note Sm ∼= Rm ∪ {∞ }. Using an appropriate homotopy we can
assume the following properties of f
(i) Smoothness : We assume f to be smooth with respect to the usual differential
structure on Sm.
(ii) Transversality : We assume that f is transversal at p, for a fixed choice of
p ∈ Rn ⊂ Sn
(iii) Basepoint preservation: We assume f−1(∞) =∞.
This implies f−1(p) ⊂ Rn+k is a k-dimensional submanifold of Rn+k. The tangent
space Tp of Rn at p induces a trivialisation of the normal bundle f−1(p). Thus
f ∗p := f−1(p)
is a (n+ k)-framed k-manifold. This is a representative of the image of x under the
above mapping pin+k(S
n)→ Ωfrk (Rn+k).
Example 11.3.1.3 (Hopf map). We will exemplify the Thom-Pontryagin construc-
tion in the case of the Hopf map h : S3 → S2. The map is illustrated below
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On the left we identity the domain of h, S3, with R3 ∪ {∞ }. For any q ∈ S2, the
preimages h−1(q) are circles. For latitudal circles, preimages are tori. Preimages
are color-coded in the above: the preimage of the purple point (the “south pole”)
is the circle running through ∞ indicated by the purple line. The preimage of the
yellow point (the “north pole”) is the yellow circle. The preimage of the red (resp.
green and blue) circle is the red (resp. green and blue) torus, which we sketched by
four touching circles of the same color. The preimage of the black point p (lying
on the green circle) is the thin black circle running in the green torus. Identifying
S2 ∼= R2 ∪ {∞ } the Hopf map restricts to a smooth map R3 → R2. Choosing
tangent vector 1 and 2 at p as indicated by arrows above, pulls back to give a
trivialisation of the normal vector bundle of h−1(p) as follows
Note that the normal vector frame “rotates” by 2pi when running around the circle
h−1(p). A quick and informal way to see this is the following: note that vector 1
was chosen tangential to the green circle. Thus the corresponding normal vector
is always tangential to the green torus. Vector 2 is orthogonal to the green circle
and “points” towards the red circle. Thus the corresponding normal vector always is
normal to the green torus, and points from the green torus to the red torus.
In conclusion, the Thom-Pontryagin construction associates to the Hopf map
the circle in R3 with a normal vector frame rotating by 2pi (when compared to the
canonical normal framing of S1 ⊂ R2 ⊂ R2 ⊕ R1).
While pin+k(S
n) considers based maps, we also claim the following unbased version
of the Thom-Pontryagin construction.
Construction 11.3.1.4 (Unbased Thom-Pontryagin construction). The unbased
Thom-Pontryagin construction gives a bijection
[Sn+k, Sn] ∼= Ωfrk (Sn+k)
Here, the left-hand side denotes homotopy classes of maps from Sn+k to Sn. The
construction of the map from left to right is analogous to the based Thom-Pontryagin
construction, but we can drop any mention of the basepoints ∞ ∈ Sm ∼= Rm ∪{∞ }.
Namely, given x ∈ [Sn+k, Sn] we chose f ∈ x which is smooth and transversal at
p ∈ Sn. Then f−1(p) represents the image of x in Ωfrk (Sn+k) (and obtains its framing
from TpS
n as before).
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The unbased Thom-Pontryagin construction can be generalised from homotopy
classes of maps f : Sn+k → Sn of spheres to homotopy classes of maps f : Sn+k →
X(n) from a sphere to the (n-skeleton) of a CW-complex. For a mathematical rigorous
version of the construction (in the piecewise-linear case) we refer the reader to [11],
Proposition VII.4.1. We will only give a sketch of the construction here. We recall
the following.
Definition 11.3.1.5 (CW complexes). Let Dn ⊂ Rn be the n-disk, i∂ : ∂Dn =
Sn−1 ↪→ Dn its boundary (the (n− 1)-sphere) and i◦ : (Dn)◦ ↪→ Dn its interior (as a
subspace of Rn). Let X be a space, and f : Sn−1 → X a continuous map. By an
attachment X ∪f Dn of Dn on X along f we mean the pushout of spaces
Sn−1
f
//
i∂

X

Dn // X ∪f Dn
Note that the right leg of the pushout gives an inclusion X ⊂ X ∪f Dn. Let Ik be
a set of labels and let fg : S
k−1 → X, g ∈ Ik be attaching maps of k-disks. Then
X ∪fg { g ∈ Ik } is the space obtained as the colimit of the transfinite sequence of
gluings
X ↪→ (X ∪fg1 Dk) ↪→ ((X ∪fg1 Dk) ∪fg2 Dk) ↪→ . . .
This can be seen to be independent of any ordering g1, g2, g2, . . . chosen on Ik.
A CW complex is a space inductively constructed as follows. X(0) is a discrete
space (that is, a union of points x ∈ N X0 ). X(k) is obtained from X(k−1) by gluings
of k-disks. That is
X(k) = X(k−1) ∪fg
{
g ∈ N Xk
}
for some choice of labels N Xk and attaching maps fg : S
k−1 → X(k−1), g ∈ N Xk . X
is the space obtained as the colimit of the sequence
X(0) ↪→ X(1) ↪→ X(2) ↪→ ...
X(n) is called the n-skeleton of X. We also note that the pushout leg Dk →
X(k−1) ∪fg Dk composes with X(k−1) ∪fg Dk ↪→ X to give a map cg : Dk ↪→ X, called
the cell in X labelled by g. We set
c∂g := cgi
∂ : Sk−1 → X
called the boundary of cg. Note c
∂
g factors through X
(k−1) and this factorisation
equals fg. We further set
c◦g := cgi
◦ : (Dk)◦ → X
called the interior of cg. Note that c
◦
g has image in X
(k). Further, note that c◦g is a
homeomorphism with its image. In this sense, we say that the subspace im(c◦g) ⊂ X
inherits smooth structure from Dk.
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Examples 11.3.1.6 (CW complexes). We give three examples of CW-complexes.
The first will be the “half-cut circle” X which has the following skeleta X(0) ⊂
X(1) ⊂ X(2).
Thus, X(0) is a point p to which we glue a 1-disk g on its endpoint to obtain X(1).
X(1) is thus a circle, to which we glue two disks e and d to obtain X(2).
The second example is the “two-point torus” X, whose skeleta are illustrated in
the following picture
Thus X(0) consists of two points p and q, to which we glue three 1-disks g, h and l
to obtain X(1). By an appropriate gluing of a 2-disk d this yields the torus.
Our final example is called the complex projective plane. The skeleta of this
space X are (symbolically) illustrated as follows
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X(0) is a single point p, to which we glue a 2-disk d to obtain X(2). X(2) is a 2-sphere,
and X(4) is then obtained by attaching a 4-disk h with attaching map fh being the
Hopf map.
Next, we will sketch a generalisation of the notion of framed manifold in X to
that of framed stratification of X. This definition should be compared to the notion
of (untyped) manifold diagrams in Definition 10.2.0.2.
Definition 11.3.1.7. (Framed n-stratifications) Let Y be a n-manifold and let N
be a namescope of dimension∞. A framed n-stratification M of Y in the namescope
N consists of sets M0, M1 ... Mn of disjoint n-framed submanifolds of Y covering Y ,
which are identified with subsets of the name sets by injections namekM : Mk ⊂ Nk.
They satisfy the following
(i) Dimension: f ∈Mk is a (n− k)-dimensional open manifold
(ii) Recursive decomposition: If f ∈Mk and g ∈Ml then
f ∩ g =
⋃
h⊂f∩g
h
Two framed n-stratifications of Y , M, N in the namescopeN are cobordant, written
M ≡ N, if there is a framed n-stratification C of [0, 1] × Y in the namescope N ,
such that each framed manifold f in Ci yields a cobordism for of the corresponding
elements in g ∈Mi and h ∈ Ni. In other words, for any f we have g, h with
namekC(f) = name
k
M(g) = name
k
N(h)
and f is a cobordism g ≡ h.
Quotienting the set of framed n-stratifications of Y by this relation gives the set
ΨfrN (Y ).
We now turn to the generalised unbased Thom-Pontryagin construction. This
goes hand in hand with a notion of framed dual stratification D(X) for a given
CW-complex X. The following construction gives a sketch of both notions in a
mutually inductive fashion.
Construction 11.3.1.8 (Framed dual stratifications and generalised unbased Pon-
traygin). The dual stratification D(X) of a CW-complex X is a collection of disjoint
subsets g† ⊂ X, for each label g ∈ N Xl of the complex, covering X. g† is called
the dual stratum of g. The construction of the dual stratification D(X) is doubly
inductive: it is ordered by dimension k of skeleta and (transfinitely) ordered by
attaching cells
g1 ≤ g2 ≤ ... ≤ gα ≤ gα+1 ≤ ...
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which we assume to be ordered in a chosen way at each dimension k. Let X
(m)
k,α
denote the m-skeleton of the complex that has all cells attached up to k-cells of order
number less or equal α (note if m < k then X
(m)
k,α = X
(m)). We inductively define
strata
g†k,α = g
† ∩X(k)k,α
of a stratification D(X
(k)
k,α) of X
(k)
k,α. Passing to the colimit over α we obtain strata
g†k = g
† ∩X(k)
of a stratification D(X(k)) of X(k). D(X) and its strata g† will then be obtained as
a colimit over k.
We claim the following inductive properties in the (k, α)th step of the construction
(i) Strata retracts : Let m ≤ k. Define
Xk,α(m) =
⋃
g∈IXl≤m
g†k,α
We inductively claim Xk,α(m) ⊂ X(k)k,α is open and that we have a retract
retrk,αm : X
k,α
(m)  X
(m)
k,α
such that retrk,αm (g
†
k,α) = g
†
k,α ∩X(m)k,α for g ∈ IXl≤m.
(ii) Strata pullbacks : Let m ≤ k and h ∈ N Xm such that h ≤ gα. There is a framed
m-stratification M(h) of Dm in the namescope N X , consisting of manifolds
denoted by
M(h)l =
{
h∗g†
∣∣∣ g ∈ N Xl , g†k ∩ im(ch) 6= ∅ }
We chose (cf. Definition 11.3.1.7)
namel(h∗g†) = g
h∗g† is called the pullback stratum of g† to h. We inductively claim h∗h† ∈
(Dm)◦.
The base case k = 0 is trivial: X
(0)
0,α consists of 0-cells gβ, β ≤ α, which we define to
be their own dual strata (gβ)
†
0,α := gβ. For strata pullbacks we set (gβ)
∗(gβ)† := D0.
Now let k ≥ 1. To complete the inductive construction of D(X(k)k,α+1) and
retrk,α+1m , assume D(X
(k)
k,α) and retr
k,α
m to be defined. We first give a generalised
Thom-Pontryagin construction for a (k − 1)-manifold M , which will provide us with
a mapping
PM : [M,X
(k−1)]→ ΨfrN X (M)
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Let f ∈ [M,X(k−1)] be a homotopy class. We assume the existence1 of a same-named
representative f of this class, which, in analogy with the classical Thom-Pontryagin
construction, satisfies two conditions of “smoothness” and “transversality” defined
below. We write f(m) for the restriction of f to the inverse image of X(m) under f ,
and for g ∈ IXm , noting im(c◦g) is open in X(m), we write f(g) for the restriction of
retrk−1m f(m) to the inverse image of im(c
◦
g) under retr
k−1
m f(m). For each g ∈ IXm≤k−1,
we then require the following
(i) Smoothness : We require f(g) to be smooth.
(ii) Transversality : We require f(g) to be transversal at g
∗g†m (note im(c
◦
g)
∼= (Dm)◦
canonically).
As a consequence of these assumptions we find
f−1(g) (g
∗g†m) ⊂M
is a (k − 1)-framed (k − 1 − m)-manifold in M . Note that this manifold equals
f−1(g†k,α) because of our inductive assumptions. As another consequence of the
inductive assumption, we find that the collection of f−1(g) (g
∗g†m), g ∈ N Xl , l < k,
forms a framed (k − 1)-stratification PM(f) of M in the namescope N X . This
provides the mapping for the generalised unbased Thom-Pontryagin construction as
stated above. As an aside, we claim (without proof) that analogous to the classical
case this mapping is injective.
We now chose M = Sk−1 (in which case we denote PM by just P), and let f
equal the attaching map fh ∈ [Sk−1, X(k−1)] of the (α + 1)th k-cell h := gα+1. Using
the generalised unbased Thom-Pontryagin construction we obtain
P(fh) ∈ ΨfrN X (Sk−1)
which is a framed stratification of Sk−1.
Next consider the quotient space
Dk ∼= S
k−1 × [0, 1]
Sk−1 × { 0 }
In other words, Dk is the cone of Sk−1 (with vertex point p = Sk−1 × { 0 }). We
define h†k,α+1 := ch(p) and h
∗h† = p. Thus h†k,α+1 is the point given by the image of
the vertex point. A k-framing of the 0-dimensional manifold h∗h† in Dk ⊂ Rk can be
chosen arbitrarily (up to orientation there are only two choices, which categorically
1That such a choice is possible, is a conjecture which we don’t attempt to prove. We only point
out the analogy to the step in the classical based Thom-Pontryagin construction. Therefore, this
choice might more appropriately be read as a restriction of our discussion to CW-complexes whose
attaching maps can be chosen to have the stated properties of “smoothness” and “transversality”
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correspond to choosing a cell or its inverse). We further define for each g ∈ N Xm ,
m < k,
h∗g† := (fh)−1(g)(g
∗g†)× [0, 1) ⊂ Dk
with framing inherited from the framing of g∗g† in M(g). Note that the collection of
h∗g† defined using the coning approach above together with the vertex point h∗h†
forms a framed k-stratification M(h) of Dk in the namescope N X .
We define a framed stratification Dk(X
(k)
k,α+1) of X
(k)
k,α+1 = X
(k)
k,α∪fhDk, by defining
its strata as (for g ∈ IXl , l ≤ k, g < h)
g†k,α+1 = ch(h
∗g†) ∪ g†k,α
For m ≤ k, we extend retrk,αm to a map
retrk,α+1m : X
k,α+1
(m) → X(m)k,α+1
which is the identity if m = k, and otherwise “retracts” the punctured cell h before
using the inductively defined retract. Explicitly, it first maps
x ∈ im(c◦h) \ h†k,α+1 ∼= (Dk)◦ \ { p } ∼= Sk−1 × (0, 1) 3 (q, r) 7→ fh(q)
before applying retrk,αm . This completes the inductive construction of D(X
(k)
k,α). By
passing to the colimit over α it completes the construction of D(X(k)). Finally, by
passing to the colimit over k it completes the construction of D(X).
We now give examples of the previous construction, discussing the inductive
argument step-by-step.
Examples 11.3.1.9 (Dual complexes). We illustrate the construction of dual com-
plexes in the case of our three previous examples of CW complexes. The inductive
steps of construction of the dual complex of the half-cut sphere can be illustrated as
follows (we denote g†k by g
† for simplicity, as the index k of g† can be inferred from
the k-skeleton it is contained in)
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In the first step, the dual p†0 of the single 0-cell p ∈ X(0) is p itself (this is the inductive
base case of the previous construction). In the next step, we find f−1g (p
†) = S0 and
by the given “coning” construction we have
g∗p† = S0 × [0, 1)
= D1 \ { g∗g† }
where g∗g† ∈ D1 is a point in the interior of D1 corresponding to the vertex point
S0 × { 1 } under the identification
D1 ∼= S
0 × [0, 1]
S0 × { 1 }
Consequently, g†1 is the point cg(g
∗g†) on the circle X(1) and
p†1 = cg(g
∗p†) ∪ p†0
is the rest of the circle X(1). Now in the last inductive step (building X(2)), the
procedure turns g†2 into an “interval” (marked by a black line above), whose endpoints
are e†2 and d
†
2 respectively, and p
†
2 covers the rest of the sphere. Note that g
†
2 = g
†
(and similarly for p, e, d) since X has no cells in dimension higher than 2.
It is instructive to visualise the pullback stratifications M(g), M(e) and M(d) of
dual strata as follows
On the left we depicted pullbacks of dual strata into e, on the right into d and in
the middle into g (note that we over-layed the cell g, marked in red, and its dual
strata, marked in light green and black). Arrows in bold from left to middle and
right to middle indicate attaching maps fe and fd. Restricted to the inverse image
of im(c◦g) ∼= (D1)◦ these are the maps (fe)(g) respectively (fd)(g) which are chosen
smooth and transversal at g∗g†. Their respective inverse images of g∗g† are then
the 1-framed 0-manifold given by e∗g† and d∗g† restricted to S1 (which is the circle
marked in blue above). In the next step, these are extended to D2 by “coning” S1,
obtaining 2-framed 1-manifolds e∗g† and d∗g† as shown above. We finally find
g†2 = g
†
1 ∪ ce(e∗g†) ∪ cd(d∗g†)
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Similarly, one determines p†2, e
†
2 and d
†
2. Note that, the framings of e
∗e† and d∗d† can
be chosen arbitrarily at this stage, and are indicated by purple arrows above. This
completes the construction of our first example.
As our second example, we consider the previously defined two-point torus. Its
dual strata (namely p†, q†, g†, h†, l† and d†) are illustrated in the following graphic
Again, it is instructive to depict the pullback of dual strata together with their
framing
In the middle, we pictured the pullback stratification M(d) of D2, and on the outside
pullback stratifications M(g), M(h) and M(l) of D1 (note that all of latter appear
twice). Bold arrows indicate the attachment map fd of d (each of g, h and l are
covered twice by this map). Once more, we note that this attachment map can be
chosen to be “smooth” and “transversal” as required in the construction.
Finally, we consider the complex projective plane X. Its (inductively constructed)
dual complex can be illustrated as follows
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The pullback stratification M(d) of D2 is just
Recalling our discussion of the Hopf map in Example 11.3.1.3, the pullback stratifi-
cation M(d) of D4 is illustrated as follows
This is an representation of submanifolds of D4, with the top part (marked by a black
rectangle) representing S3. f−1h (d
†) ⊂ S3 is (as we have found in Example 11.3.1.3) a
3-framed 1-manifold with frame rotating by 2pi. Consequently h∗d† is a “coning” of
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this framed manifold (marked in purple) but excludes its vertex point point h∗h†
(marked in black). h∗p† fills the rest of the space in D4. Based on our discussion of
the Hopf map it should be clear the attachment map can be chosen to be “smooth”
and “transversal” as required in the preceding construction.
11.3.2 Framing for morphisms of groupoids
In this section we will heuristically explain that morphisms of presented associative n-
groupoids have framings on the manifolds in the manifold diagrams corresponding to
their morphisms. While our explanation will not be anywhere close to mathematical
precision, it has turned out to be “precise enough” to work out many interesting
computations in the setting of presented associative n-groupoids and it will complete
the line of thought started in this chapter.
We sketch this explanation in three steps: firstly, we will explain framings of
mor(TI), then framings of coherent invertibility data of an invertible generator, and
finally framings of general morphism in groupoids. It is important to emphasize once
more that we are working with manifold diagrams of groupoids: this will allow us
to regard a generator and its coherent invertibility data as the same manifold (in
contrast to the distinction of submanifolds in Definition 10.2.0.2).
(i) Framings for morphisms in TI: We first explain how framings can be found for
manifold diagrams corresponding to morphisms in TI. Namely, combinatorial
cobordisms (morphisms in TI) can be given a one-dimensional normal frame
on a manifold which is the union of all manifolds labelled by some cS≡T ,
which excludes manifolds labelled by − and +. We assume this manifold
can be represented smoothly2 (that is, we assume such a representative in its
deformation equivalence class, cf. Definition 10.2.0.4). Then, the framing of
the resulting smooth manifold is given by having the single normal vector point
from the regions labelled by “−” to the regions labelled by “+” everywhere.
We illustrate this with several examples. First consider the case of 1-generators,
where we find the framing
2We leave a discussion of the existence of these “smooth representations” of manifold diagrams
corresponding to morphism in TI to future work, and content ourselves with an empirical argument
that such representations seem to be naturally attainable in many low-dimensional examples with
no evident obstructions in higher dimensions.
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In this case we thus have a 1-framed 0-manifold given by the manifold corre-
sponding to c−≡+ (respectively c+≡−). The normal vector points from “−” to
“+” in both cases.
Similarly, 2-generators (that is, cup and cap singularities) obtain a framing
given by
Here, we obtained 1-framed 1-manifolds, and the manifolds are given as a union
of submanifolds corresponding to generators in TI1 and TI2. For instance, the
upper left manifold is the union of the three manifold labelled by c−≡+, c+≡−
and cJc−≡+K.11Jc+≡−K≡Id− . The normal vectors again point from “−” to “+”.
Another example, the two following 3-generators (which were previously called
saddle, and death of circle singularities), can be framed by
More generally, we claim the idea applies in all dimensions and for all morphisms
in TI. The reader can verify that other previously mentioned (and smoothly
represented) combinatorial cobordisms, including morphism that are not types
of generators as a above, obtain a 1-framing in the same way.
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(ii) Framing for types of general invertible generators: Next we consider how
framings can be obtained on n-manifolds containing general invertible element
g ∈ Cm+1 with source x and target y, together with the singularities cgS≡T
belonging to its coherent invertibility data. We start with manifold diagrams
of types of (m+ k)-generators JcgS≡T K. Within such a diagram, the manifold
consisting of the union of all manifolds labelled by some cgU≡V can be given a
(m+ 1)-dimensional normal frame which consists of m constant normal vectors
in the m directions of the source and target cubes of g and a single normal
vector obtained analogous to the previous item for cS≡T after projecting along
the first m normal vectors. Indeed, by (11.1.2.3) this projection recovers the
cube of the k-generator cS≡T in TI and thus the previous item applies.
We illustrate this in the case of Example 11.1.2.7 where m = 1. We find that
the normal framings of the types of cg−≡+ and c
g
+≡− are given by
Here, the black arrow is the framing of the corresponding generator in TI,
and the red arrow is the normal vector into source/target directions (in this
case, this is the direction of coordinate 1 in the coordinate system given above).
This should be compared to our previous pictures of 1-dimensional manifold
diagrams for c−≡+ and c+≡−.
Similarly, cups and caps for g obtain framings as follows
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where again black arrows are inherited from TI whereas red arrows (constantly)
point in the directions of source/target (again, this is coordinate direction 1).
This should be compared to our pictures of 2-dimensional manifold diagrams
for cups and caps in the previous item.
The procedure extends trivially to identities on types, and thus, by well-
typedness, to morphism containing the invertible generator g. However, as we
will now see, for general morphisms this does not always lead to an “exact”
normal framing.
(iii) Framing for morphisms of general invertible generators : While in the above
case of types and their identities the procedure leads to a normal framing, for
general morphisms it only does so approximately. This is because manifolds
corresponding to an invertible generator g (and its singularities cgS≡T ) can not
always be confined to live in a plane for which the added constant vectors are
normal to—the above picture falsely suggest this could be the case. However,
it is still admissible to form normal vectors in the above way, as we can
approximate a normal framing arbitrarily close by appropriately “scaling” any
behaviour outside the plane.
We illustrate this as follows. Recall our example C of a presented associative
2-category from Chapter 10. This has an invertible generator d with framing
This generator and its cap and cup singularities allow us to form the following
morphism on the left below
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In the above, we omit visually distinguishing the generator d from its derived
singularities, such as d−1, its cups and caps etc (they are all part of the purple
line). This highlights again that d and the singularities derived from its coherent
invertibility form a single manifold, for which we want to find a framing. As
before black arrows above can be derived from normal vectors in TI after
projecting out additional dimensions (in this case, this means projecting along
coordinate 1). Red arrows are constant vectors into the directions of this
projection (that is, of coordinate 1). Note that, due to its shape, namely due
to the presence of the interchanger, the above morphisms cannot possibly be
put into a single plane normal to coordinate 1. As a consequence the red
arrows aren’t truly normal. However, they are approximately so: by scaling
the above morphism appropriately in the directions normal to coordinate 1,
in parts where it deviates from lying in a plane, we can make the red arrows
arbitrary close to being normal. This is depicted on the right in the above
picture.
This motivates this section’s claim that n-manifolds associated to an invertible
(m + 1)-generator g (and its associated singularities cgS≡T ) have a deformation
equivalent representative that admits (n+m+1)-framing. Since every k-cell g ∈X k
in a higher groupoid X k is invertible, we consequently make the central conjecture
that any manifold diagram of a k-morphisms in X has a deformation equivalent
representative that admits framing on all its submanifolds (where again we treat
generators together with their singularities as a single manifold as before). We call
such a manifold diagrams framed. In particular, up to identifying the k-cube and the
k-disk, any framed manifold diagram is in fact a framed stratification in ΨfrX (D
k)
(cf. Definition 10.2.0.2 and Definition 11.3.1.7).
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11.3.3 Translating CW-complexes to ∞-groupoids
The translation from presentations of CW-complexes X to presented associative
n-groupoids X is now straight-forward. We summarise the steps that it involves
and then proceed to give examples.
The construction of X is inductive in k. Assume X m, m < k has been defined.
(i) For each h ∈ N Xk find the framed k-stratification M(h) of Dk via the previous
construction.
(ii) Choose a globular foliation of the k-disk (cf. Section S.6.2), such that the
pullback of strata (which might result in singularities, cf. Section S.6.2) yields
a “conical” framed manifold diagram
q
h†
y
, that is, the framed stratification of
the k-cube is the cone of the framed stratification of its boundary. As we will
see below, the resulting
q
h†
y
is not unique.
(iii) Add the generator h† to X k. Choose its type to be the labelled singular
k-cube whose corresponding framed manifold diagram is equivalent to
q
h†
y
.
We exemplify the procedure for the three CW-complexes that we previously
considered
Examples 11.3.3.1 (Building a manifold diagram from the generalised Thom-Pon-
tryagin construction). First consider X to be the half-cut sphere. Then according to
the above procedure X 0 contains a single generating 0-morphisms p†
Next, g ∈ N X1 translates to an invertible 1-generator g† ∈X 1 with type
Note how the fact that fg maps the endpoints of D
1 to p translates into g† ∈ X 1
having source and target p† ∈ X 0. Finally, the two cells d, e ∈ N X2 translate to
invertible 2-generators d†, e† ∈X 2 with types
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Note, how in both cases the framed manifold diagrams
q
e†
y
(and
q
d†
y
) equal to the
pullback stratification M(e) (and M(d)) up to an identification of the 2-cube with
the 2-sphere (by a globular foliation, cf. Section S.6.2). A different choice of this
identification however can lead to a different type
q
e†
y
as depicted on the left below
Roughly speaking, this choice would result in an “equivalent” groupoid because the
behaviour of this new type
q
e†
y
can be mimicked by the old generator together
with the singularities derived from invertibility of g†. This is illustrated on the right
above.
As a second example, we consider the two-point torus X. The two 0-cells p, q ∈ X
translate in to 0-generators p†, q† ∈X 0
The three 1-cells g, h, l ∈ N X1 i translate into invertible 1-generators g†, h†, l† ∈X 1
with types
Finally, the single 2-cell d ∈ N X2 translates to an invertible 2-generator d† ∈ X 2
which could be given one of the following types
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Both versions can again be seen to be “equivalent”: For instance the right can be
obtained from the left by bending the rightmost and two leftmost wires upwards.
Finally, we consider the complex projective planeX, which has a single 0-generator
in X 0 corresponding to p ∈ N X0 . Next, d† ∈ N X2 corresponds to d ∈X 2 with type
Last but not least, h ∈ N X4 corresponds to h† ∈X 4 with type
q
h†
y
given by
Note that the source of
q
h†
y
contains a circle manifold whose normal framing can
be obtained by previously discussed arguments. This framing rotates by 2pi when
traversing the circle, and equals (that is, is framed cobordant) to the output of the
Thom-Pontryagin construction for the Hopf map (cf. Example 11.3.1.3). Up to
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identification of the 4-cube and the 4-disk by an appropriate globular foliation, we
see that the above 4-cube equals M(h) as previously constructed.
11.3.4 Connections to the homotopy hypothesis
Based on the previous informal discussion, a formal procedure for translating CW-
complexes into presented associative higher groupoids can be obtained by filling in
the bottom and sides of the following square:
∞-Groupoids
types

oo // CW-complexes
cells

Manifold diagrams oo // Framed stratifications
Here, the right-hand side arrow corresponds to the “generalised unbased Thom-
Pontryagin construction” discussed in the previous section. The left-hand side arrow
notes that a (presented associative) ∞-groupoid is determined by its generating
types. The lower arrow was loosely illustrated by examples in the previous section.
We manifest the upper arrow in the following conjecture.
Conjecture 11.3.4.1 (Combinatorial representation of stratifications). Let X be
a CW-complex. There is a (non-unique) ∞-groupoid X such that Xk = IXk , and
for each h ∈ IXk , M(h) is equivalent to JhK. Conversely, if X arises from X in this
way, then X as a CW-complex can be uniquely recovered from X by a mapping from
groupoids to CW-complexes based on (the inverse) of the generalised Thom-Pontryagin
construction.
Natural tools for attempting to prove such a conjecture (which involves in particular
a formalisation of the lower arrow in the above square), are Morse theory and Cerf
theory.
This is a fine-grained version of the homotopy hypothesis, as it gives a (many-
to-one) correspondence at the level of presentations of groupoids and spaces. Note
that the “classical homotopy hypothesis” [5] asks for a correspondence of spaces and
higher groupoids up to equivalence. We have neither given a definition of functors nor
of equivalences of higher categories at this stage. We expect that the correspondence
at the level of presentations will be a good indicator of how to formulate such notions
correctly—that is, in a way that the “classical homotopy hypothesis” holds. The
reader might have noticed that the line of thought outlined in this chapter also has
close ties to another important hypothesis: the so-called cobordism hypothesis [6].
Detailing the connections to both hypotheses is left to future work.
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Conclusion and future work
In this thesis, I have developed the combinatorial foundations of labelled singular
n-cubes including their theory of embeddings and collapses, their normal forms, and
their composition. This allowed me to define associative n-categories and presented
associative n-categories. I also showed that there is a natural candidate for the
theory of ∞-dualisability (in the latter context), and used this to define presented
associative n-groupoids. I explained that the resulting structure is morally quite close
to the theory of CW-complexes, via a generalised Thom-Pontryagin construction.
In the future, I would like to explore the theory of presented associative n-
categories further, showing for instance that they naturally admit the structure
of “tensor n-categories” and also using them to algebraically compute topological
invariants. Another crucial next step will be the introduction of notions for functors
and (higher) natural transformations, as well as the computer implementation of
these notions. Finally, I would like to gain a better understanding of the connections
to geometry and topology, as explained in the last chapter, and potentially make
progress towards proofs of the homotopy and cobordism hypothesis in the context of
the theory of higher categories developed here.
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Appendix A
Presented associative n-fold
categories
We define presented associative n-fold categories. The definition of presented as-
sociative n-fold categories is a proper generalisation of the definition of presented
associative n-categories which we have studied in-depth in Chapter 10. Instead of
having sets of generators Ci indexed by i ∈ (n + 1) we will have sets of generators
Cα indexed by α ∈ 2n+1. The index α should be understood according to the region
type terminology which was defined in section Section 3.2.6.
A.1 Definition
A.1.1 Presentations
Definition A.1.1.1. A presented associative n-fold category C , where n ∈ { −1 } ∪
N ∪ {∞ }, is an “n-cube” of sets{
Cα
∣∣ α = (α0, α1, ..., αn, αn+1) ∈ 2n+1 }
(where Cα is called the set of generating α-morphisms if αn+1 = 0, and set of
generating α-equalities if αn+1 = 1) together with the following structure: let
ΓC : 2
n+1 → PRel
map α 7→ DisCα and (α→ β) maps to RfullDisCα,DisCβ (cf. Notation 10.1.0.1). Then, for
each g ∈ Cα, C comes with data of a normalised cube.
JgK : 1→ SI/ nG(ΓC )
which satisfies
• Minimality : There is pg ∈ Gn(JgK) with UnJgK(pg) = g andJgK = JgK /pg
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• Dimensionality : The region pg is of type α, that is
rTypnJgK(pg) = α
• Well-typedness : For all p ∈ Gn(JgK) with UnJgK(p) = f ,
[ JgK /p ]n = JfK
The first two conditions can be summarised by saying that the type is “conical” as
before.
Note that for n <∞ and α = (β, 1) (that is, g is a generating α-equality), then
we could also add proof-irrelevance and symmetry conditions similar to those in
Definition 10.1.0.3, which would guarantee for instance the existence of a unique
“inverse” g−1. We leave stating these conditions to the diligent reader, as the work
needed to formulate them mostly doesn’t provide valuable new insights.
A.1.2 Morphisms
The previous definition only defines presentations of (presented associative) n-fold
categories. The next definition answers the question what type of morphisms can be
naturally build from such presentations.
Definition A.1.2.1 (Morphisms in an n-fold category). Given a presented asso-
ciative n-fold category C , the set mor(C )α of α-morphisms, α ∈ 2n, is defined to
contain normalised n-cubes D : 1 : SI/ nC satisfying the following
(i) Correctness of dimension: If αi = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n then
U iD = constI0
(ii) Well-typedness : If p ∈ GkD with UnJgK(p) = f ,
[ JgK /p ]n = JfK
A.2 The graphical calculus of double and triple
categories
Morphism can be represented by a graphical calculus. For this the discussion in
Section S.1.6 fully applies, that is, α-morphisms of n-fold cubes can be represented
just as any other colored n-cube.
The resulting graphical calculus of presented associative n-fold categories is similar
but more powerful than the graphical calculus of presented associative n-categories.
We give the following examples. In dimension 2, that is, in the case of “double
categories” we are now allowed to have corners in strings
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In three dimensions we can have corners in surface as illustrated in the following
The 2-dimensional case is a formalisation of a graphical calculus that has already
been used in the context of proarrow-equipments in double categories [28]. The
3-dimensional case, and the n-dimensional case are novel graphical calculi.
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Appendix B
Presented fully weak n-categories
In this section we give an answer to the question “where did all the other coherence
data go?”. We show that coherence data (in the usual sense of a fully weak n-
category) can be recovered by combining homotopies with the invertibility of an
explicit composition operation called “bracketing”.
B.1 Definition
B.1.1 Presentations
Definition B.1.1.1 (Presented weak n-categories). A presented weak n-category C
is the colimit (cf. Remark 10.1.0.7) of a certain sequence of associative n-categories
which we will write as
C 0
unit1
↪−−→ C 1 unit
1
↪−−→ C 2 unit
2
↪−−→ . . .
Here, C i is called the depth i bracketing of C . We require the following conditions
on the above sequence (given inductively in the depth i).
The depth 0 bracketing C 0 is an associative n-category. Its generators are called
generators at depth 0.
Assume that the depth (l − 1) bracketing C i−1 is defined. Then, C i is an
associative n-category such that we have the following
(i) Bracketing : If D ∈ mor(C i−1)k then we require existence of a generator
brkt(D) ∈ C ik called the bracketing of D. This induces a bundle map (cf.
Definition 10.1.0.5)
uniti : piΓCi−1 → piΓCi
by mapping g ∈ C i−1k to brktJgK ∈ C ik , which we require to be an inclusion of
presentations.
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(ii) Bracketing witnesses : For each D ∈ mor(C i−1)k, this inclusion is required to
extend to give an inclusion
brktiD :
( (
C i−1 +src◦(D),tgt◦(D) brkt(D)
)
+∼D,brkt(D) wit(D)
)
↪→ C i
which restricts to uniti on C i−1 and acts as a subset inclusion otherwise: that
is, it maps brkt(D) to the element brkt(D) ∈ C ik, and it maps cwit(D)S≡T to the
elements c
wit(D)
S≡T ∈ C ik+l (where S, T ∈ mor(TI)l−1). In particular, the latter
elements are required to exist in C i. wit(D) ∈ C ik+1 is called the bracketing
witness of D. Note that it has source D˜ := SI / kuniti D and target brkt(D).
If g ∈ C ik but there is no D ∈ mor(C i−1)k such that g ∈ im(brktiD), then g is called
a generating k-morphism at depth i.
Remark B.1.1.2 (Interpretation of bracketing and bracketing witnesses). Using usual
higher category theory lingo, bracketings should be understood as composition
candidates. For instance, if f, g are (composable) generating 1-morphisms in C i−1
and recalling that f .11 g denotes the 1-cube in which f and g are composed, then
brkt(f .11 g) (a generator of C
i) should be understood as the 1-morphism which is the
canonical composition candidate for composing f and g. wit(D) is in turn the witness
of equivalence between the composition candidate brkt(f .11 g) with the “geometric
composition” brkt(f .11 g) of f and g. A similar perspective on composition is taken
for instance in the theory of quasicategories [20], where a 2-simplex is a witness that
two 1-simplices compose to a composition candidate.
B.1.2 Morphisms
Let C be a presented weak n-category. Every D ∈ mor(C )k lives in mor(C i)k for
some i (up to relabelling by unit∞j : C
j ↪→ C , cf. Remark 10.1.0.7), but every such
D is then isomorphic to a generator brkt(D) ∈ C k+1. Thus, our “old” notion of
morphism contains redundant information as it records morphisms “twice” in that
way. A more appropriate notion of morphisms and composition is given by the
following definition.
Definition B.1.2.1 (Morphisms in weak categories). Let C be a presented weak
n-category. A k-morphism f in C is an element f ∈ Ck. Two k-morphisms f and g
are equivalent, if there is a map of presentations
(C +∼f,g e)→ C
which restricts to the identity of C .
In place of our previous terminology for morphisms, we introduce the following:
D ∈ mor(C )k is called a compositional k-shape in C . A composition candidate f for
this shape is a k-morphisms that is equivalent to brkt(D) ∈ Ck.
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B.2 Coherence data
Coherences data now arises naturally by a combination of bracketing witnesses and
homotopies. We will exemplify this in the case of (non-strict) identities, associators,
interchangers and pentagonators.
Let C 0 contain two composable generating 1-morphisms f and g (we don’t need
to specify their sources and targets for the following discussion). Then the depth 1
bracketing C 1 contains the 1-generator brkt(JfK .11 JgK) which we will abbreviate as
(fg). It also contains the generating 2-morphism wit(JfK .11 JgK) which then has the
type
Note that here we depict the central singularity of the bracketing witness simply by a
bifurcation of wires (as opposed to putting an additional point on that bifurcation as
we often did before). The cup singularities for the invertible generator wit(JfK .11 JgK)
are then of the form
and the cap singularities can be obtained by flipping these pictures vertically.
Now assume C 0 has three composable 1-generators f, g, h. As before the depth i
bracketing contains bracketing (fg) and (gh), but the depth 2 bracketing now also
contains ((fg)h) and (f(gh)), which abbreviate the 1-generators
brkt(brkt(JfK .11 JgK) .11 unit1(h))
and
brkt(unit1(f) .11 brkt(g .
1
1 h))
respectively. These generators are isomorphic by the following compositional 2-shape
in C 2
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Bracketing this morphism gives a 2-generator in C 3 called the associator (for f, g, h).
This plays the role of the usual weak associator in higher category theory. In
particular we will now claim that it satisfies the pentagon identity, and it does so
“weakly” giving rise to a cell called the pentagonator.
Assume composable 1-generators f, g, h, k in C 0. Then, using bracketing of depth
3 we find the following 3-morphism in C 3
The source of this 3-morphisms is a composition of three (unbracketed) associators
which transform the generator (((fg)h)k) into the generator (f(g(hk))) (note that
outer brackets have been omitted in the picture, and that associators are highlighted
by yellow coloring). The target is a composition of two (unbracketed) associators
which transform the generator (((fg)h)k) into the generator (f(g(hk))). The lines
in red highlight cup and cap singularities, as well as an interchanger, which are part
of the above compositional 3-shape. The pentagonator is the bracketing of the above
morphism (after adding bracketing witnesses for associators on the left and on the
right), and thus lives in C 4 as a generator.
Remark B.2.0.1 (Coherences and homotopies). It is a crucial observation that in
the above depiction of the unbracketed pentagonator one of the steps involves and
interchange. This shows that in general, coherence data of higher categories requires
the study of homotopies.
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Finally, we will also briefly discuss weakness of identities in presented weak n-
categories. Weak identities are generators obtained by bracketing identity morphisms:
that is, assume A is a 0-generator of C 0 then C 1 will contain the “weak identity”
brkt(IdA) ∈ C 11 (which usually will be denoted by idA) together with a bracketing
witness which has type
This, together with witnesses of .11 composition which were discussed above, allows
us to form the following composition 2-shape in C 2
This composition 2-shape (composed of two invertible generators, and thus invertible
itself) shows equivalence of idAf with f , and in particular establishes that idA acts
as a weak identity as we expected.
B.3 Equivalence of associative and fully weak ap-
proach
Based on the above discussion, we infer that every presented weak category is a
presented associative category. Conversely, from every associative category one can
generate a presented weak category, by freely adjoining bracketings and bracketing
witnesses and passing to the colimit. These processes are not inverse on the nose,
and we won’t show they are inverse “up to equivalence”. However, we remark that
adjoining bracketings and bracketing witnesses, whether we start in the weak or
associative case, leaves us with morally the same category since we are only adding
“composition candidates”.
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Terms and symbols
Term Description Symbol
SI/ nC -family See C-labelled singular n-cube family.
C-labelled singular
n-cube category
The category of C-labelled singular n-cubes
is inductively defined in Definition 3.2.2.1
by setting SI/ nC = SI/SI//n−1C .
SI/ nC
C-labelled singular
n-cube family
A functor A : X → SI/ nC as defined in
Definition 3.2.2.1. If X = 1 we speak of a
cube rather than a family.
C-labelled singular
interval category
See Construction 3.1.1.2. SI/C
>-monad The >-monad, pronounced “top monad”,
adjoins a terminal object to a category.
This generalises to singular n-cubes. See
Construction 7.4.1.2.
(−)>
k-level base change Can refer to both a k-level base change
functor H (see Definition 3.2.7.3) or the
multi-level base change derived from it (see
Section 3.2.8).
k-level bundle The k-level bundle pikA : Gk(A) → Gk−1(A)
of a family A : X → SI/ nC (n ≥ k). Defined
in Construction 3.2.3.1.
pik
k-level collapse A k-level collapse λ : A  k B of n-cube
families A,B : X → SI/ nC is a collapse of
interval families λ : Uk−1A  Uk−1B . See
Definition 5.1.1.1.
 k
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Term Description Symbol
k-level embedding See embedding from k-level endpoints.
k-level labelling The k-level labelling UkA : Gk(A)→ SI/ n−kC
of a family A : X → SI/ nC (n ≥ k). Defined
in Construction 3.2.3.1.
Uk
k-level normal form
(up to level n)
See Theorem 5.2.2.11. [−]nk
k-level total space,
total base change
If Gk is applied to a family A : X →
SI/ nC (n ≥ k) then Gk(A) refers to the
k-level total space Gk(A) defined in Con-
struction 3.2.3.1. If it is applied to a func-
tor of posets H : X → Y , and A = BH for
B : Y → SI/ nC then this refers to the k-level
total base change Gk(H) : Gk(A)→ Gk(B)
defined in Claim 3.2.7.4. Note that in this
case, indices can become negative as ex-
plained in Notation 3.2.7.11
Gk
k-morphisms of
presented associative
n-category
Given a presented associative n-categories,
its k-morphisms are globular, normalised
and well-typed k-cubes. See Defini-
tion 10.1.1.1. A similar notation is used
for ordinary categories.
mor(C )k
k-repacking The mapping of a tower of SI-bundles T
together with a labelling U of the tower’s
total space to a functor RkT,U . Defined in
Construction 3.2.3.1.
RkT,U
k-unpacking The mapping from A : X → SI/ nC to
(T kA,UkA) defined in Construction 3.2.3.1.
(T kA,UkA)
n-cube The topological n-cube [0, 1]n, or, an ab-
breviation for C-labelled singular n-cube
family.
n-globe Usually a reference to a globular n-cube.
See Definition 7.2.1.5. Sometimes reference
to classical n-globes. See Notation 7.4.3.1.
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Term Description Symbol
SI-bundle See singular interval bundle.
SI-family See singular interval family.
adjoining a
generator
Given a presented associative n-category C ,
and a fresh name g together with candidates
x, y for (k− 1)-dimensional sources and tar-
gets of g, then we can form C +x,y g which
is the presented associative n-category ob-
tained from C by adjoining a new generat-
ing k-morphism g with source x and target
y. See Construction 10.1.3.1.
+x,y g
adjoining a set of
generators
See Construction 10.1.3.2. +xg,yg{g ∈ I}
adjoining a set of
invertible generators
See Construction 11.1.2.5. +∼xg,yg{g ∈ I}
adjoining an
equality
See Construction 10.1.3.3. +x,yex=y
adjoining an
invertible generator
This is similar to “adjoining a generator
g”, but instead of just adding a single gen-
erator we also need to add “singularities”
associated to it, as for instance its inverse,
witnesses of invertibility etc. These singu-
larities cgS≡T correspond to generators of the
theory of ∞-invertibility TI. See Construc-
tion 11.1.2.1.
+∼x,y g
ambidexterity
condition
See Remark 2.1.2.9.
associative
n-category
A globular set with composition operation
on its compositional shapes. See Defini-
tion 9.1.0.8.
attaching map See Definition 11.3.1.5 f
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Term Description Symbol
bimonotone A property of relations of between sets
of numbers (“monotonicity in both direc-
tions”), proven to hold for profunctorial
realisations of singular height morphisms.
See Corollary 2.1.4.12.
bisurjective A property of relations of between sets
(“any element is related to some other el-
ement”), proven to hold for profunctorial
realisations of singular height morphisms.
See Corollary 2.1.4.13.
bundle map Usually a bundle map piF : G(F ) → X as-
sociated to a PRel-family F : X → PRel,
projecting the total space G(F ) to the base
space X. See Construction 1.2.5.1
pi
category of booleans See Notation 1.1.0.2. Bool
category of
categories
See Notation 1.1.0.2. Cat
category of elements See Construction 7.4.3.2 El
category of elements
of representable
globular set
See Construction 7.4.3.2 GEn
category of functors See Notation 1.1.0.2. Fun
category of interval
families and
collapses
A category of SI/C-bundles and their col-
lapses. Defined in Construction 4.3.1.1.
The category has pushouts as proven in
Theorem 4.3.1.7.
Bun C
category of posets See Definition 1.2.2.1. Pos
category of sets See Notation 1.1.0.2. Set
category of singular
intervals
See Definition 2.1.1.1. SI
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Term Description Symbol
cell boundary See Definition 11.3.1.5 c∂
cell interior See Definition 11.3.1.5 c◦
closed interval For a, b ∈ Z, [a, b] denotes the closed in-
terval with endpoints a, b. See Construc-
tion 1.2.2.3.
[a, b]
coherence data of
invertible generator
Usually called “singularities associated to
invertible generator g”. See Construc-
tion 11.1.2.1.
cgS≡T
colimit of
presentations
One can take colimits of inclusions of
presentations for presented associative n-
categories C i. See Remark 10.1.0.7.
colim i(C i)
collapse bundle map A collapse bundle map Sλ : piB  piA is a
bundle map canonically constructed from
an injection λ : A  B of families A,B :
X → SI/C. See Construction 4.1.4.3.
Sλ
collapse notation The notation “ ” is used both for multi-
level collapse and collapse of interval fami-
lies.
 
collapse of interval
families
A collapse λ : A B for A,B : X → SI/C
is a natural transformation A → B, such
that its associated collapse bundle map Sλ
factors the labelling functors of A and B.
See Definition 4.2.1.1.
 
collapsed embedding Given a embedding θ : A  B and a col-
lapse (sequence) ~λ : B → C, then there
is a induced collapsed ~λ∗θ : D  C (for
a uniquely determined D). See Construc-
tion 6.4.1.2 and (for sequences) Construc-
tion 6.4.2.1.
~λ∗θ
combinatorial
cobordism
A generator of the theory of∞-invertibility
TI. See Section 11.1.1.
cS≡T
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Term Description Symbol
composition
operation of
associative
n-category
See Definition 9.1.0.8. MC
composition tree
functor
A functor CTree : GSet→ Set, associating
to a globular set all possible composition
trees. See Remark 8.2.3.5.
composition trees See Construction 8.2.1.1 CTree
compositional
shapes
Shapes that can be build from a globular
set by whiskering, identites and homotopies.
See Construction 9.1.0.1.
CShapes(−)
cone of stratification Given a stratification M of a space X,
its cone cone(M) is the stratification of
cone(X) in which all strata are extended
up to (but excluding) the vertex point,
which becomes its own 0-dimensional stra-
tum. See Construction 11.3.1.8.
cone(M)
constant functor See Notation 1.1.0.5. const
converse of
(profunctorial)
relation
For R : X −7→ Y a (profunctorial) rela-
tion, its converse R> is obtained by pre-
composing with the contravariant symmetry
Y op ×X ∼= Xop × Y .
R>
cubical source See Definition 8.1.3.1. srck
cubical target See Definition 8.1.3.1. tgtk
currying See Notation 7.1.1.3. N
deformation of the
n-cube
A notion of (direction-preserving) deforma-
tion of the n-cube, see Definition 10.2.0.3.
This is used to define an equivalence rela-
tion on manifold diagrams.
degeneracy map The degeneracy maps in the simplicial cat-
egory, see Section S.1.6.
σik
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Term Description Symbol
discrete category
functor
See Notation 1.1.0.2 dis
discrete
profunctorial
relation functor
See Remark 1.2.5.5 Dis
double cone of
sources and targets
Let S, T be normalised globular SI/ n−1C -
cubes whose globular sources and targets co-
incide, then their double cone JS → T K (or
alternatively, their double cone
r
S
g−→ T
z
with vertex point g) is the n-cube with
source and target S, T and a single sin-
gularity (labelled by g) in its centre. See
Construction 7.4.2.2.
r
S
g−→ T
z
downward closed A condition on posets. See Defini-
tion 1.3.1.3
dual stratification The dual stratification D(X) of a CW-
complex X is a stratification of X, with
strata corresponding to cells, and intersect-
ing them “transversally”. See Construc-
tion 11.3.1.8.
D(X)
dual stratum A dual stratum g† is a stratum in the
dual stratification D(X). See Construc-
tion 11.3.1.8.
g†
edge set The set E(f) is the set of tuples in the pro-
functorial realisation of a singular height
morphism f . See Definition 2.1.4.1.
E(f)
embedding A (multi-level) embedding θ : A B iden-
tifies A as a subfamily of the cube family
B. See Definition 6.1.1.1.

embedding from
k-level endpoints
Defined in Construction 6.2.4.1. J A,k[q−,q+]
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Term Description Symbol
embedding functor An injective open functor of singular inter-
vals. See Definition 6.1.1.5.
endpoints A pair of open sections. See Construc-
tion 6.2.3.2. Several structure can be deter-
mined from other structure by specifying
endpoints. For instance, we defined subfam-
ilies from endpoints (A[q−,q+]), family em-
bedding functors from endpoints (J A[q−,q+]),
subfamilies determined by k-level endpoints
(Ak[q−,q+]) and embeddings from k-level end-
points (J A,k[q−,q+]).
[q−, q+]
extended singular
collapse
See Construction 7.1.1.5. E
extended singular
height morphism
The extension f̂ of a singular height mor-
phism f : Ik →SI Il is its extension to the
extended singular heights ŝing, and this ex-
tension is defined to preserve the first and
last extended singular height. See Defini-
tion 2.1.1.9.
f̂
extended singular
heights
The extended singular heights of a singular
interval I are its odd numbers together with
the “extended singular heights” (−1) and
2HI + 1 (topologically these can be thought
of as the endpoints of the interval). See
Definition 2.1.1.1.
ŝing
face map The face maps in the simplicial category,
see Section S.1.6.
δik
factorisation of
embeddings
See Claim 6.1.4.1. θ−1χ
family embedding
functor
Defined in Construction 6.2.4.1. Gener-
alised in Construction 6.2.4.1.
J A[q−,q+]
fiber value Given a point p in a total space of a bun-
dle piF , p denotes its value in the fiber
pi−1F (piF (p)). See Notation 1.2.5.3.
p
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Term Description Symbol
filler edge The edge set E(f : Is → It) has a total
order. If b is the successor of a in that
order then the filler edge of a is an arrow
completing b and a to a “triangle”. See
Construction 2.1.4.3.
F(−)
filler’s index See Construction 2.1.4.3. I(−)
forgetting labels Passing to underlying singular interval
structure from labelled singular intervals
SI/C gives rise to a “label-forgetting func-
tor” (−) : SI/C → SI mapping objects I
to I and morphisms f to f . See Construc-
tion 3.1.1.2 and Definition 3.1.1.17. Note
that by the inductive Definition 3.2.2.1 of
SI/ nC we similarly obtain a functor − :
SI/ nC → SI.
(−)
framed
n-stratifications
The set of stratifications of a manifold M ,
such that strata have framing (and are part
of a namescopeN ), up to a notion of cobor-
dism. See Definition 11.3.1.7.
ΨfrN (M)
generalised
Thom-Pontryagin
construction
A correspondence between homotopy
classes f of maps from a manifold M into
a CW-complex X, to framed X-manifolds
PM(f) in M . See Construction 11.3.1.8.
PM
globe category See Notation 7.4.3.1. G
globe category
representable
See Notation 7.4.3.1. Gn
globular n-cube
families
Globularity is a condition on an n-cube
family guaranteeing “constancy” on sides
of the cube (and similarly for all sub-cubes).
See Definition 7.2.1.5.
globular foliation See Section S.6.2.
globular set See Notation 7.4.3.1. GSet
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Term Description Symbol
globular source The source of a globular n-cube, that is,
the first value of its 1-level labelling. See
Definition 7.2.2.1. For the iterated version
see Definition 8.1.6.5.
src◦
globular target The target of a globular n-cube, that is,
the last value of its 1-level labelling. See
Definition 7.2.2.1. For the iterated version
see Definition 8.1.6.5
tgt◦
graph of poset maps For F : X → Y , grphF is HomY (F−,−).
See Definition 1.2.4.6
grph
height k tower of
cube family
T k is applied to a family A : X → SI/ nC
(n ≥ k) and denotes height k tower of its
first k SI-bundles. This is defined in Con-
struction 3.2.3.1.
T k
homotopy In general this is a well-typed n-cube with-
out n-dimensional generating morphisms.
A specific definition is mentioned in Con-
struction 8.2.1.1.
JT1 D−→∼ T2K
horizontal
composition
Composition of relations (see Defini-
tion 1.2.1.1), of profunctorial relations (see
Construction 1.2.4.3), or of labels of mor-
phisms in SI/C (see Construction 3.1.1.2).

identity cubes See Definition 3.2.5.1. Note that the nota-
tion Id is exclusively used for identity cubes.
Categorical identities are denoted by id.
Id
injection associatied
to subsets of
singular heights
For single intervals see Construction 4.1.1.3
and for families see Construction 4.1.1.9.
η
injection of singular
interval families
An injection λ : A ↪→ B of families A,B :
X → SI is a monomorphic natural trans-
formation. See Definition 4.1.1.1
↪→
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Term Description Symbol
labelled posets Full subcategory of Cat/C consisting of
functors into C from posets. See Defini-
tion 1.3.0.1.
Pos/C
labelling of labelled
singular interval
(morphism)
Objects and morphism in SI/C are tuples.
The labelling of these is the second compo-
nent of the tuple. See Construction 3.1.1.2.
(−)−→
lifts A “map having lifts” is a condition on maps
of posets given in Definition 1.3.1.1
locally trivial family Family which normalises to the identity on
every morphism of it basespace. See Defini-
tion 7.1.5.1.
manifold diagrams Manifold diagrams are a geometric model
for morphisms in presented associative
n-categories. A (untyped) definition is
in Definition 10.2.0.2. See also Conjec-
ture 10.2.0.6.
map of SI-bundles A map of bundles which is fibrewise mono-
tone. See Construction 2.2.1.1.
map of presentations A mapping of generators between presented
associative n-categories, which preserves
types. See Definition 10.1.0.5.
minimal embedding Given a cube family A, a minimal embed-
ding is an embedding ιpA : (A/p)A whose
subfamily is the minimal (non-trivial) sub-
family containing a given point p ∈ Gn(A).
See Construction 6.3.2.1.
ιpA
minimal endpoints Open sections used in the construction
of minimal embeddings. See Construc-
tion 6.3.1.2.
qp±
minimal subfamily Minimal “open” neighbourhood of a given
point in a singular n-cube. See Construc-
tion 6.3.2.1.
A/p
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Term Description Symbol
monotone Preserving the order on integers.
morphism set If C is an ordinary category then mor(C)
denotes the set of all morphisms in C. A
similar notation is used for morphisms of
presented associative n-categories.
mor
multi-level base
change
See Section 3.2.8 BunnC
multi-level
basechange
See Definition 3.2.8.1.
multi-level collapse A collapse acting at all projection levels
of the cube simultaneously. See Defini-
tion 5.3.1.1. Note that multi-level collapse
is an instance of multi-level base change.
~S : A B
multi-level collapse
associated to
ordered collapse
sequence
Every ordered collapse sequence ~λ induces
a multi-level collapse ~S
~λ
. See Construc-
tion 5.3.2.1.
~S
~λ
multi-level
embedding
See embedding. 
namescope A dimension-ordered sequence of sets
of “names” (or “labels”). See Defini-
tion 10.1.0.2
natural
transformation
associated to functor
See Notation 3.1.1.1. νF
norm of an edge The norm 〈a〉 is sum of the numbers of the
two endpoints of an edge a ∈ E(f). See
Definition 2.1.4.1.
〈−〉
normal form (up to
level n) of cube
family
The unique maximal collapse of an n-cube
family. See Definition 5.1.3.1.
[−]n
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Term Description Symbol
normal form collapse The unique ordered collapse sequence ~λC
leading to normal form of a SI/ nC -family C.
See Theorem 5.2.2.11.
~ΛC
normal form
notation
The notation [−] is used for k-level normal
forms of cube families, normal forms of cube
families and normal forms of of interval
families.
[−]
normal form of
interval family
The unique maximal collapse of a interval
families. See Definition 5.1.3.1.
[−]
normalised cube
family
A cube family in normal form. See Defini-
tion 5.1.3.1.
numeral poset The totally ordered poset with n ele-
ments { 0 < 1 < ... < n− 1 }. See Con-
struction 1.2.2.3.
n
object set functor The functor obj : Cat → Set maps cate-
gories to their object sets and functors to
their maps of objects. It is often kept im-
plicit. See Notation 1.1.0.2
obj
open functor An open functor of singular intervals, is a
functor of singular intervals which preserves
regular segments. See Example 4.1.3.2.
open interval For a, b ∈ Z, ]a, b[ denotes the open interval
with endpoints a, b. That is ]a, b[ contained
number a+ 1, a+ 2, ..., b− 1. See Construc-
tion 1.2.2.3.
]a, b[
open sections See Definition 6.2.1.1.
ordered collapse
sequence
A sequence of collapses ordered by level of
the cube projection. See Definition 5.2.2.7.
~λ
ordered sum functor A two-variable functor on singular intervals.
See Construction 8.1.1.1.
unionmulti
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Term Description Symbol
predecessor edge The edge set E(f : Is → It) has a total
order, the successor S(a) of an edge a is the
successor with respect to that order. See
Construction 2.1.4.6.
P(−)
presented associative
n-category
A notion of semi-strict higher categories
given by generators and relations. See Defi-
nition 10.1.0.3.
presented associative
n-groupoid
A presented associative n-category in which
every generator is invertible. See Construc-
tion 11.2.0.1.
product projection The projection of a product X × Y to one
of its components. See Notation 1.1.0.1
proj
profuncorial relation
category
PRel is the category of profunctorial rela-
tions. See Construction 1.2.4.3
PRel
profunctorial
realisation
A canonical embedding R : SI ↪→ PRel,
obtained by minimal completion of the joint
graphs of singular interval morphisms and
their dual. See Definition 2.1.3.1. See also
Claim 2.1.3.3.
R
pullback notation The pullback notation A∗B can denote pull-
back of collapse along collapse (µ∗λ, cf.
Lemma 5.2.2.2), pullback of collapse along
embedding (θ∗~λ, cf. restriction of collapse),
pullback of functors along inclusions (H∗F ,
cf. restriction to codomain), pullback of
n-cubes along functors factoring their la-
belling (F ∗A, cf. Notation 7.4.2.1), or the
pullback of a dual stratum into a cell (h∗g†,
cf. Construction 11.3.1.8).
∗
pullback of collapse Given a collapse λ : B → A˜ then this can be
“pre-whiskered” by functors H that precom-
pose with B,A. This is defined in Corol-
lary 4.3.2.3.
λH
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Term Description Symbol
pushforward
notation
Pushforward notation can refer to pushfor-
ward of collapse along functors, pushfor-
ward of collapse along collapse or pushfor-
ward of embedding along collapse ((~λ)∗θ
collapsed embedding).
∗
pushforward of
collapse along
collapse
See Lemma 5.2.2.4. µ∗λ
pushforward of
collapse along
functor
Given a collapse λ : A → A˜ for A : X →
SI/C and H : X → Y such that BH = A,
then there is a pushforward of collapse
H∗ : B  H∗A˜. This is defined in Con-
struction 4.3.3.1.
H∗λ
pushouts of labelled
posets
A pushout diagram in labelled posets Pos/C
whose legs have lifts admits a pushout. See
Construction 1.3.2.1.
∪
quotient globular set See Construction 10.1.2.1. S∼≤n
realisation of syntax
as singular cube
A syntactic expression t can have realisa-
tions as a singular cube JtK. This nota-
tion is used for types (JgK), double cones
(
r
S
g−→ T
z
), homotopies (JS D−→∼ T K), and
composition trees (JT K).
J−K
reduced labelling
poset for invertibiliy
See Construction 11.1.1.2. T˜I
region dimension See Construction 3.2.6.1. rDim
region type See Construction 3.2.6.1. rTyp
regular content This refers to the regular segments in the
total space of a SI-bundle. See Defini-
tion 7.2.1.2. More specifically it can also
refer to regular segments of a single interval.
reg(−)
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Term Description Symbol
regular dual The regular dualof a singular-height
morphism is a canonically associated
regular-segment morphism. See Construc-
tion 2.1.2.1.
f reg
regular segment
morphism
A regular segment morphisms of singular in-
tervals is a mapping of its regular segments.
See Definition 2.1.1.5.
→regSI
regular segments The regular segments of a singular interval
are its even numbers. Topologically they
correspond to open connected segments of
the interval. See Definition 2.1.1.1.
reg(−)
relabelling Given a functor F : C → D we obtain a
functor SI/F : SI/C → SI/D which morally
“relabels labels by acting on them with F”.
See Construction 3.1.1.12.
SI/F
relabelling of
C-labelled singular
n-cube
Given a functor F : C → D the relabelling
on labelled singular n-cube induced by F is
a functor SI/ nF : SI/
n
C → SI/ nD defined in
Definition 3.2.2.1.
SI/ nF
relation set Rel(X, Y ) is the set of relations between
X and Y . See Definition 1.2.1.1
Rel
repacking A construction applied to a certain tuple
(V, U) yielding a functor RV,U into SI/C.
See Construction 3.1.3.2.
R
restriction
embedding
An embedding obtain by a restriction of
the basespace to a subposet. See Construc-
tion 6.1.3.1.
rest
restriction of
collapse (sequences)
to embedding
Given a embedding θ : A  B and a col-
lapse (sequence) ~λ : B → C, then there is
a restriction of the collapse (sequence) to
θ, denoted by θ∗~λ : A→ D (for a uniquely
determined D). See Construction 6.4.1.2
and (for sequences) Construction 6.4.2.1.
θ∗~λ
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Term Description Symbol
restriction to
codomain
Given a functor H : C → D injective on
objects and morphism, and functor F :
E → D, then H∗F : F−1(im(H)) → D
denotes a pullback of F along H. See No-
tation 1.1.0.4.
H∗F
restriction to fibre See Notation 1.2.6.1. The same notation is
used for restriction to subcategories.
F |x
restriction to
subcategory
If F : C → D is a functor, and C0 ⊂ C then
F |C0 denotes the restriction of a functor F
to C0, as explained in Notation 1.1.0.4. Note
that sometimes C0 might take the form of a
single object x or morphism x→ y as well.
F |C0
sequenced collapse
limit from ordered
collapse sequence
A chain of morphisms of length n in SI/ nC
obtainable from an ordered collapse se-
quences of labelled n-cubes. See Construc-
tion 7.1.3.7.
L
set of functions See Notation 1.1.0.2. Func
singular content This refers to the singular heights in the
total space of an SI-bundle. See Defini-
tion 7.2.1.2. More specifically it can also
refer to singular heights of a single interval.
sing(−)
singular cube
notation
The “over double category” notation SI/
is used for C-labelled singular intervals, re-
labelling of labelled singular intervals, C-
labelled singular n-cubes and relabelling of
labelled singular n-cubes.
SI/ •
singular dual The singular dualof a regular-segment mor-
phism is a canonically associated singular-
height morphism. See Construction 2.1.2.1.
gsing
singular height
morphism
A morphism of singular interval is a map-
ping of its singular heights. See Defini-
tion 2.1.1.5.
→SI
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Term Description Symbol
singular heights The singular heights of a singular interval
are its odd numbers. Topologically they
correspond to points in the interior of the
interval. See Definition 2.1.1.1.
sing(−)
singular interval A zig-zag poset of natural number 0 to 2k.
See Definition 2.1.1.1.
Ik
singular interval
bundle
A bundle obtained from an SI-family. See
Construction 2.2.1.1.
singular interval
bundle pullback
See Remark 2.2.2.1.
singular interval
family
A functor from a poset X to the category
SI. See Construction 2.2.1.1.
singular interval
family associated to
stable singular
subset section
See Construction 4.1.1.9. I[−]
singular subset
sections
A singular subset section F of a SI-family
is a section of subsets of singular heights of
the family’s bundle. The notion specialises
to stable singular subset sections which are
images of injections. See Definition 4.1.1.5.
singular subset
sections associated
to injections
Given an injection λ : A  B of families
A,B : X → SI its associated singular sub-
set section S λ is the subset section defined
by its image. See Construction 4.1.1.9.
S λ
singularities
associated to
invertible generator
Also called “coherence data” of an invertible
generator g. See Construction 11.1.2.1.
cgS≡T
slash notation The slash notation either denotes over-
categories (see Notation 6.3.1.1), or it de-
notes minimal subfamilies.
X/x
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Term Description Symbol
source of edge An edge a ∈ E(f : Is → It) in a edge set is
tuple of numbers, and its source is the first
number of the tuple. See Definition 2.1.4.1.
as
source section Special open section defined in Construc-
tion 6.2.2.1.
sA
stable Used in the context of stable singular subset
sections.
stacking embedding For k-level stacking of SI/ nC -families see Re-
mark 8.1.4.3. For stacking of SI-families
see Construction 8.1.1.4. Note that in both
cases the subscript i ∈ { 1, 2 } refers to the
first or second component of a specified
(k-level) stacking composition, and the ref-
erence to this composition is implicit in the
notation.
Inki
stacking of cube
families
A composition operation for n-cube fami-
lies which morally stacks them on top of
one another in direction k. See Construc-
tion 8.1.4.1.
.k
stacking of interval
families
A composition operation for interval fam-
ilies which morally stacks them on top of
one another. See Construction 8.1.2.1
.
subfamily
determined by
k-level endpoints
Defined in Construction 6.2.4.1. Ak[q−,q+]
subfamily from
endpoints
Generalised for cubes in Construc-
tion 6.2.4.1. Originally defined in
Construction 6.2.3.2.
A[q−,q+]
successor edge The edge set E(f : Is → It) has a total
order, the successor S(a) of an edge a is the
successor with respect to that order. See
Construction 2.1.4.3.
S(−)
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Term Description Symbol
target of edge An edge a ∈ E(f : Is → It) in a edge set
is tuple of numbers, and its source is the
second number of the tuple. See Defini-
tion 2.1.4.1.
at
target section Special open section defined in Construc-
tion 6.2.2.1.
tA
terminal n-globe A globular n-cube looking like a classical
n-globe in a globular set. See Construc-
tion 7.4.3.3.
Gn
terminal functor The unique functor from a category to the
terminal category, see Remark 1.3.0.2.
!
test functors Given a category C, and x ∈ obj(C), f ∈
mor(C) then the test functors ∆x : 1→ C
and ∆f : 2→ C have image x respectively
f . See Notation 1.1.0.4.
∆
theory of
∞-dualisability
Usually called theory of∞-invertibility. See
Section 11.1.1.
TI
theory of
∞-invertibility
This is a presented associative n-category
TI. Alternatively also called theory of ∞-
dualisability (as invertibility and dualisabil-
ity coincide if no n-truncation is performed).
See Section 11.1.1.
TI
total finite orders The category of finite total orders (also
known as the category of simplices), see
Section S.1.6.
∆
total space, total
base change
If G is applied to a family F : X → PRel
then G(F ) is the domain of a bundle map
piF , called the total space of F . This is
explained Construction 1.2.5.1. If G is ap-
plied to a base change H of families F,G
then G(H) : G(F ) → G(H) denotes the
total base change as explained in Construc-
tion 1.2.6.2.
G
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Term Description Symbol
towers of SI-bundles See Definition 3.2.1.1.
trivial product tower
isomorphism
Inductively defined isomorphisms between
“trivial product bundle and bundle product”.
See Construction 7.1.3.7.
W T,kZ
trivial product
towers
We can take a trivial product of a tower of
SI-families T with a poset Z and obtain a
trivial product tower T × Z. In this case T
is called the projected tower of the product
tower T × Z. See Construction 7.1.3.7.
T × Z
truncated globular
set
See Notation 9.1.0.7. S≤n
truth values as sets A functor P : Bool ↪→ Set mapping ⊥ to
the empty set ∅ and > to the singleton set
{ ∗ }. See (1.2.1.2).
P
type of generator Each generator g of a higher structure has
a type JgK, describing its interaction with
other generators. See for instance Defini-
tion 10.1.0.3.
JgK
uncurrying See Notation 7.1.1.3. Y
underlying
monomorphism
See Construction 4.1.3.6. sing
unit of the
compositional shape
functor
A natural transformation id → CShapes.
See Construction 9.1.0.1.
U(−)
unpacking A construction applied to R : X → SI/C
producing a tuple (VR : X → SI,UR :
G(VR)→ C). See Construction 3.1.3.2.
(V ,U)
vector notation We use the vector notation to either de-
note ordered collapse sequences, associated
multi-level collapse or multi-level collapse
in general.
~
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Term Description Symbol
vertex point of type The central 0-dimensional region of a typeJgK for a label g ∈ Ck. See Defini-
tion 10.1.0.3.
pg
well-typedness In the context of associative n-categories
this is defined in Definition 8.2.2.1. In the
context of presented associative n-categories
see Definition 10.1.1.1.
whiskering A composition operation for normalised
globular cube modelling the usual whisker-
ing operation in strict higher categories. De-
fined in Construction 8.1.6.6.
.kn
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List of variables
Variables Description
C ,D ,E These usually denote higher categories
C,D, E These usually denote ordinary categories
a, b, c, ... These usually denote elements of edge sets E(f). See Definition 2.1.4.1.
A,B,C,D These usually denote families (of singular intervals, labelled cubes,
etc.)
θ, ψ, φ These usually denote embeddings.
λ, µ,  These usually denote injections, that is, the data for collapses.
a, b, c, d These usually denote natural numbers, such as objects of singular
intervals. Sometimes, they are elements in posets.
p, q, r These usually denote points (or regions) in spaces (such as total spaces
or base spaces of bundles). Sometimes (especially with additional
decoration) they denote maps into these spaces.
X, Y, Z These usually denote posets and sometimes spaces.
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